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Coins of the

Muhammadan Kings

of Gujarat.

(With 3

—By E.

E. Oliver, Esq.

Plates.)

Looking over a large number of coins belonging to Mr. Eurdoonjee,
an enthusiastic numismatist of Bombay in which Presidency be had

—

exceptional opportunities for collecting the coins of the old Muhammanan dynasty of Gujarat I find a good number that do not appear in the

—

British

Museum

so far as I

some from

Catalogue, nor in the

list

given by Thomas, and that,

am aware, have not yet been described. Supplemented with
my own cabinet, I have filled two or three plates, which may

be interesting in continuation of those described by Mr. Poole from the
National Collection.
It is unnecessary to attempt any sketch of the dynasty, that for
over a century and a
principal of those

Muhammad

half,

ruled the destinies of Gujarat.

Muhammadan

One of the
States that sprung from the ruins of

and maintained more or
and of power, till they were once again reducod to
provinces of Dehli by Akbar. A useful general outline of the leading
events is given in Mr. Stanley Lane Poole's introduction to the volume
less

ibn Tugblaq's declining empire

;

of splendour

in the British

Museum

Muhammadan

States

volume on the history

series

above referred

to, treating of the minor
Sir Edward Clive Bayley in his
has
of Gujarat,
brought together the more inter-

;

and the

late

E. EL
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Muhammadan Kings

of the

In both, however, there
III.,

a

is

little

blank between the assassination of

final incorporation of

and the

[No. 1,

historians in the Mirdt-i-Ahmadi

by the native
and the Mirdt-i-SikandaH.
csting particulars as told

Mahmiid

of Gujarat.

the State into the Mughal

Empire. This is a period regarding which most historians are silent
probably for the very excellent reasons, that there are no very accurate
conflicting,
materials, and the accounts of native writers are somewhat
as
while it is perfectly accurate and more easy to sum up the whole,
being " thirty years of anarchy."
somewhat
Briefly, the outline of those thirty years of anarchy is
Burhan in
as follows Mahmiid III was murdered by a slave named
of
the 13th
(the
eve
H.
Mahmudabad, on the 12th Rabi'u-l-awwal, 961
:

according to the Mirat-i-Sikandari), which slave in addition entrapped
and killed some twelve of the chief Gujarat nobles. Among those sagacious enough not to fall into Burhan's trap was one I'timad Khan.
Originally a Hindu servant, this I'timad, whose name may be taken to
signify " trusted," had risen under Mahmiid to a most confidential posiHis master even allowed him to enter the harem, and had put
tion.

him
of

in charge of the women.
" prime minister."

as

He had
The

been made an Amir, and is spoken
morning after the murder, I'timad
Burhan, managed to pacify the city and

collected a few followers, killed
It was to him that the court of

restore order.

Mahmudabad

instinctively

looked, to act as regent and to set about finding a successor to the
There seems little doubt, however, that whoever might be the
throne.

nominal successor, I'timad determined to retain the substance of power
in his own hands and for the whole thirty years he was really the "king;

maker " in the back-ground.
The accounts as to the actual arrangements made by him vary somewhat. According to the Ain-i-Akbari, he raised Raziu-l-Mulk, " a son
But
of Sultan Ahmad, the founder of Ahmadabad," to the throne.
Sultan Ahmad the first died in 846 H., 115 years before; and Razi is
"
"
probable
The
more
version
is
young
given
in
the
very
of
as
Bpoken
Mirdt-i-Sikandari, the author of which, Sikandari ibn Muhammad, was
!

bom

H.

in 961

;

and

relates

tbat the nobles

having concerted

to-

gether, asked I'timad Khan, who was acquainted with the Sultan's domestic affairs, whether the Sultan had left any son, or if any of the
Sultan's wives were expecting a child

:

if

so,

they would wait

till

the

on any arrangements regarding the kingthe Sultan had not left any son, nor were any

child's birth before deciding

dom.

I'timad said no

;

As he was well acquainted with the
and denied the possibility of any direct heir, they then
there was any relative of the late Sultan who was fit to

of his wives expecting a child.

Sultan's affairs,

asked him

if

1839.]
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succeed to the throne,

whom

of the

Mtlhamnmdan Kings

they might

of Gujarat.

I'timad

that there was a relative of the Sultan at
they might send for him. Accordingly they sent

Ahmad Khan

S

Khan replied
Ahmadabad, whose name was

select.

;

Amir

Raziu-l-mulk to fetch the boy. When Razi came to Ahmad Khan's
house, the boy was standing at a grain-dealer's shop close by his own door,
and was bringing away in the skirt of his dress some grain which he

had bought for his pigeons. Raziu-l-mulk recognised him, got out of
the cart, carried him off, and placing him in it, turned it round, and
drove off, with very fast horses, to Mahmudabad. The Khan's nurse
wept, and made a disturbance, saying " What is this ? Where are you
going to take him ?" Raziu-l-Mulk called out " I am going to take him
to a place where all the world will to-morrow crowd round his house,
:

:

and where he will not find one friend."
The Amir's prophecy proved true. The boy king's career was a
short and a sad one. He was placed on the throne on the loth Rabi'n-1awwal 961 H. as Ahmad II. the affairs of state meanwhile remaining
;

On

the coins he calls himself " Qutbu-d-din,
adopted by the succeeding puppet. Five
years later Ahmad is described as flying from his capital for refuge with
one of his courtiers, but as brought back defeated. On another occasion
he tried other means to get rid of his powerful minister, when the latter,
beginning to feel insecure, decided to get rid of the king. One account
says I'timad killed him, another that Ahmad was found murdered outentirely in I'timad's hands.

the son of Mahmiid,"

titles also

on the 5th Sha'ban 968 H.
Having got rid of Ahmad, I'timad now raised a child named Nathii
to the throne, " who did not belong to the line of kings," but who he
swore was a son of Mahniud's. The mother, when pregnant, had been
handed over to him to make her miscarry, but, the child being five months
The nobles had to swallow this
old, he had not carried out the order.
new variety of the story, and Nathu was placed on the throne as
side the Palace walls

Muzaffar

III.

was the old story of a nominal king under a powerful minister,
who was the real head of the Government, and who, though several of the
Amirs had secured portions of the country and declined to recognise
In the account of
his authority, had become practically independent.
the divisions and revenues of Gujarat, given in the Mirdt-i-Ahmadt,
I'timad's establishment and income is shown in 979 H. as all but equal
he having 9,000 horse and 30 krors of " tankto the nominal kings
chahs," against Muzaffar's 10,000 horse and 33 krors of tankahahs ; the
remainder of a total of 30,000 horse and 90 krors of tankohahs, being
divided amongst some half dozen nobles.
The result was incessant
feuds.
In 980 Akbar was invited by I'timad to occupy Gujarat, and
It

;

4
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of the

Mnhammmlau

Kings of Gujarat.

[No.

1,

took possession of the capital on the 14th Rajab of that year. From
then both the minister and king figure frequently in the accounts of
I'timad and other
campaigns under both Akbar and his generals.
Gujarat nobles proclaimed Akbar's accession from the pulpits of the

mosques, and struck coin in his name, for which loyalty Baroda, Chamand Siirat, were given to the former as tuyul, but subsequently
he fell into disgrace and was made a prisoner. In 982 H. he had been
panir,

Two years after he
released and was in chai-ge of the imperial jewels.
went to Makkah, and on his return obtained Patan as ajdgir. In 990 H.
he was put in charge of Gujarat as governor, in succession to Shihabud-din, but the latter's forces rebelled, and went over to Muzaffar, who
in I'timad's absence took Ahraadabad, and set up as ruler again in
991 H. Shortly after I'timad went to Patan, where he died in 995 H.
Muzaffar abdicated in favour of Akbar in 980 H., when he was in
the

first

instance sent to Agra,

confinement.

collected a

rat,

but subsequently remanded to close

years after he escaped, and rekirning to Gujarespectable force, defeated and slew Akbar's general

Some nine

Qutbu-d-din Khan, and reascended the throne 991 H. (1583 A. D.).
Akbar then deputed Mirza Khan Khanan, the son of Bairam, to retake
Gujarat. Muzaffar was defeated the same year in a couple of pitched
There he was pursued by
battles, and fled to Jxmagarh in Kattywar.
another of Akbar's generals Mfrza EMn-i-A'zani, who hunted him
down and captured him in Kachh in 999 H. No sooner was Muzaffar
handed over to the Mirza than he asked permission to retire for a minute,

With him
to cut his throat with a razor.
terminated the dynasty of the Muhammadan kings of Gujarat, the
of
Dehli.
The
coin
No.
XXXI is
province
becoming
a
kingdom then
especially interesting as having been struck during the year in which,

and took the opportunity

for a brief period, Muzaffar

In the British
to

Muhammad,

managed

Museum

to re-establish himself in Gujarat.

Catalogue there

a pretender, and No.

XXVIII

is

a coin of 963, ascribed

of the series

now published

would seem to have somewhat similar titles and dates and also claim to be
struck by a son of Mahmud, viz. on the Rev. Qutbu-d-din Muham mad Shah,
{bin) as-Sultdn x 63, a,nd on the Obv. Ndsirn-d-dunyd-wa-d-din Abu-lFath Mahmud Shah. On the other hand it is very similar in character
to No. IX of Mahmud Shah I., the son of Muhammad, and the reading
might be reversed, s being 8 instead of 9, but Muhammad I. called
himself Ghydsu-d-din and not Qutbu-d-din I have not been able to trace
any

historical reference to the so-called " Pretender."

In order to facilitate comparison of dates, descent, or contemporary
add a genealogical tree of the Gujarat kings, and a table shewing the contemporary rules in Malwa, Jaunpur, Kandaish, the Dekkan
rulers, I

—

E. E. Oliver
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Muhammadan Kings

and Dehli, taken from Poole's very handy

hammadan

Of Ahmad Shah

1.

of

the

5

Mu-

I— III.)

I noticed in

Mr. Furdoonjee's collection similar

Museum

No. 408, but with the mint Ahma842, 3*, and similar to No. 411 also -with

British

the

to

of Gujarat.

scheme

dynasties of India.

(See Plates

coins

gi-aphic

dabad for the years 832, 6,
mint Ahmadabad, years 830-1-7. Of G-hiyasu-d-din Muhammad Karfm
Shah the Museum list gives no dated specimens. Thomas records 849,
850 and (?) 856. The three now figured read 852, 3 and 5, the last
named having the same inscription as in Thomas. The Museum catalogues no silver representative of Mahmud Shah Bi'gard, the famous
Sultan of the moustachios. Thomas refers to thi'ee, of 891, 903 and 911.
Neither give any mints in fact, with one doubtful exception, none of
the Gujai-at series in the Museum catalogue are minted. In the list now
given are silver coins of 864-7 (8)70, 909 Ahmadabad, 900, 903, and 911.
In some cases the date is in words. The Museum list has two gold coins
Thomas's copper coins are dated 922-3-4 and
of Muzaffar Shah II.
The one now figured is dated 929. Two others have no name but
8.
may perhaps be put down to him (?), Ahmadnagar (9)17 and 922.
The inscription on No. XVIII of Bahadur Shah appears to agree
with No. 427 of the Museum, but I note the years 938 and 939.
:

;

Mahmud Shah

III.

Thomas

logue.

are the years

bin Latif

Museum cataAmong these now figured
The suppositious king Ahmad II. is

is

unrepresented in the

gives the years 946, 7

and 960.

945,7

and

9.

represented in the Museum catalogue by one coj>per coin Thomas gives
the dates 961
In the present list are the dates 961, in silver, x x 2,
8.
;

—

963 and

8.

Shah

Muzaffar

III.

in the

Museum and

represented by the dates 969, 971-7-8-9 and 930.

in Thomas is
The present list adds

991.

worth while adding that among Mr. Furdoonjee's dated
Ahmad Shah I. like the Museum No. 454, the
Like the Museum No. 461, the years 843-5-6, 850-2-6.
years, 836 and 838.
Like No. 467, the years 839, 842-3 and 850. Muhammad Shah II. like
No. 474, the years 863, 877 and 875, and a fine silver coin of (?) Ahsanabad of x 77 figured in the present list as No. XXXIV. A coin of
his, figured as No. XXXV, also appears a novelty.
It

is

Bahmani

also

coins, I notice,

*

The above dates are

all

A. H.

—

6
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Muhammadan

Genealogical tree of the

Zafar Khan.

1.

Muhammadan Kings

Coins of the

J

of Gujarat.

[No.

1,

Dynasties of Gujarat.

Appointed Governor from Dehli 791. Assumed
independence at Anhalwara 799 as Muzaffar
Shah I. Died 814.

Tatar Khan.
Tatar Khan.

Pounded Ahmadabad
814 to 846.
and extended his dominions considerably.

2.

Ahmad

3.

Muhammad,

Nasirtt-d-din,

I.

Ghiyasu-d-din,

I.

Karim
up

DaiJd, reigned 7
days in 863.

5.

Shah, 840 to 855. Given
to pleasure and ease.

I

I

Qutbu-d-din, Ahmad Shah,
855 to 863.

4.

6.

Mahmu"d

Bigara, 863 to 917.
of the

I.,

The most famous

[

founded Mahmudabad, took Junagarh
and Champanir.
line,

7.

8.

Sikandar,

9.

932, murdered
after a reign
of 46 days.

Muzaffar

Mahmod

II.,

917 to 932.

Bahadur, daughter Adil Latif
932 to 943. married to

10.

II.,

932,'a child
called

Khan

Kandaish.

Nasir Khan.

11.

Miran Muhammad Faruqi

12.

Mahmud III., 944 to 961.
Ahmad Shah II., 961 to 968.

13.
14.

Muzaffar ShXh

Khan

of

III.,

Akbar, but Muzaffar ruled for

a.

originally called Asiri, 943.

969 to 980, when Gujarat submitted to
short time again in 991.*

Contemporary Rulers in
A. H.

Malwa.

Gujarat.

Jaunpur.

Kandaish.

Dekkan.

DeWi.

Mahmud

795
796

Khwajah

II.

i

Jahan.

797
799

Nasrat.

Muzaffar

GhivVsu-d-

I.

di'n.

*

The above dates

are

all

A.

II.

.]

A. H.
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Muhamwadan Kings

Jauupur.

Malwa.

Gujarat.

of the

Kandaish.

7

of Gujarat.

Dekkan.

Dehli.

Shamsu-d-

799

din.

800

Taju-d-dm

. . .

....

Piruz.

802
803
804
808
814
815

Mubarak.

Mahmud

Nasir.

Ibrahim.

Dilawar

II.

!!!!

....

Hushang.

Ahmad

....
....

I.

....

Daulat Khan
Lodi.

817
824
825
837

Khizr Khan.

Mubarak

Ahmad

....

....

....

II.

I.

Muhammad

....

IV.
838
....
839
....
841
844
845
846 Mhd. Karim.
847
....
855 Qutbu-d-din.
801

862
863
863
865
867

Muhammad.

Mahmud

I.

Ahmad

....

II.

....

....

Acta.

Mahmud.
Mubarak

....

I.

.. ..

....
!!!!

'Ali'm.

....

Bahlol Lodf.

....

Muham-

....

Ghani.

Humayun.

....

Husain.

Daiicl.

Mahmud

....

I.

Nijdm.

Muhammad

....

II.

880
881

Ghiyas Shah.

Becomes

::::

part of
Dehli.

Mahmud

887
894

II.

Becomes split Sikandar
up into smal.

....

II.

provinces.

906
909
916

....
....

917
923
926

Muzaffar II.

930
932
932
932
937

Nasir Shah.

Mahmii'd

II.

....

Daud.
A'zam Humayun.
Ibra'him II.

....

Muhammad I.
Babar.

Sikandar.

Mahmud

II.

Bahadur.

Becomes part
of Gujarat.

938
942

Humayun.
Mubarak
II.

—

.

8
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Malwa.

Gujarat.

943

Muhammad

944

Mahmud

Muhammadan Kings

Jaunpur.

of Gujarat.

[No.

Dekkan.

Kandaish.

1,

Dehli.

Faruq'i
III.

©tier snail.

952
960
961
Ahmad
962
963
969 Mnzaffar
974

980

Islam Shah.
'A'dil Shah.

Ibrahim Sur.

II.

Humayuu.
Akbar.
III.

Muhammad II.

Becomes a
province of
Dehli.

GJiiasu-d-din
I.

M -65

Compare Thomas, page
II.

M

III.

M

"70

ui^j

UjoJt
||

-65

Muhammad Karim
No

64 grains.

Shah.

855 H.

mint.

353.

140 grains.

8 (5) 2 H.
a [a] r

II

72

grains.

^li*

853 H.
r ^* o! *

»i*

>\4

ii

II

Ul 1Jal"

Mahmud Shah I.
IV.

M

(JicJIt
||

l*iJt

-80

^

165 grains

:

(?)

Ahmadabad.

911 H.

In square

||

||

a'^ a^i

||

wUal-J|
u>

||

margin

.

.

j+^ji

s

||

HI

, t

a.

..

y

II

II

M

'65 88 grains.
V.
The same as No. IV, but without margin.

M

-70 87 grains.
VI.
Obv. same as No. IV.

Ahmadabad.
l n lozenge

900 H.
ali

^IfchJi
||

margin

aty

<>w*a.

M

—
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JR -70 85 grains.
Obv. same as No. IV.

VII.

Muliammadan Kings

Ahmaddbad.

of Gujarat.

In lozenge sU ZytsS0

88 grains.
Oby. as No. IV, with 909 H.

fik)\

||

JR

IX.

M

y\

vi^J

-50

42

grains.

146 grains.

-70

No
No

'

date or mint
mint.

909 H.

[8]64, [8]67 H.
»Li

Ditto.

A*^

||

X. jR-70 173 grains. No mint. (8)70 H.
Obv. as No. IX.
»U
In circle

8

U

Ditto.
||

margin

...

M

-85

250 grains.

XII.

M

-85

245 grains.
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— By Asutosh

Gupta, Esq., C. S.

Unlike Upper India, studded with monuments of ancient history,
the Delta of the Gauges presents few places of interest to the antiquarian.
Lower Bengal is generally as devoid of picturesque scenery as of objects
of antiquarian interest.
We have all heard of Saptagrama and Suvarnakaragr&ma and their once nourishing commerce with the "West, but what
remains to show their ancient greatness ? No Colossus, no Forum, not
even a Hindu temple. Still there are a few places here and there, such
as Gauy and Nadiya, which cannot fail to be of interest to the diligent
antiquarian or the student of history, and

Rampal

is

one of them.

It

not so widely known as it deserves to be. It is now a straggling
hamlet, situated approximately in Lat. 23° 38' and Long. 90° 32' 10",
being about four miles to the west of Munshiganj, the head-quarters

is

of the subdivision of that name in the district of Dacca (Dhaka), corresponding with the old fiscal division of Vikrampur. It was the seat of the
old Sen kings of Bengal, and notably of Ballal Sen, whose name has
been handed down to posterity as the founder of Kulinism in Bengal.
Such is the case with Rampal and the dynasty that reigned
here.
The ruins, as the sequel will show, are not so important and
interesting as in Gauy and a few other places in Bengal. But there
is abundant evidence to show that Ramjml was once a royal city.
The
large Rampal Dighi or the artificial lake of Rampal, the huge mound,
to which tradition points as the Ban or the palace of Ballal Sen, the
very broad roads and the existence of innumerable bricks which can
be found buried under the earth wherever you dig in Rampal and
its

environs, are

unmistakeable indications of a ruined city of palaces.

Old bricks of small size were found in such abundance in and around
Rampal, that they were carried in vast quantities to Dacca for build* [Compare with, this paper General Sir A. Cunningham's account
and legends, in his Arch« nlmjical Survey Reports, vol. XV, pp. 132
two accounts differ in somo minor details. Ed.]
sites

of the

— 135.
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—
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with Gaur. Many stone idola
of Hindu gods and goddesses have been found buried under the earth.
There is a huge stone idol of Vishnu near the temple of S'iva in Atpara,
about a mile west of Rampal, and I have seen many smaller idols colSucli

is

still

the

case

lected by a Vaishnava in 'Abdullahpur.

Rampal appears to have been the only seat of the Sen kings up
to the death of Ballal Sen, but the later kings of the dynasty lived
at

Suvarnakaragrama, Gaur and Nadiya.

Suvarnakaragrama, locally

Shonargaon, is also in the district of Dacca, being about four
miles from the existing Bandar of Baidya Bazar on the river Meghna.
Laehhman Sen, son of Ballal Sen, generally lived at Gaur, which,

called

according to tho

Muhammadan

called after his

name Lakknauti

seat of the last

the country.

pinnacle of

historians,

he greatly embellished, and
Nadiya was the

or Lakskmanavati.

Sen king of Bengal, when the Muhanimadans conquered
was in his time that Rampal attained the highest
The principal works, the ruins of which still exist

It

its glory.

in some form or other, are attributed to him.
Rampal seems to have
been neglected, if not altogether abandoned, after the death of Ballal
Sen.
Laehhman Sen, his son and heir, lived principally at Gaur.
I now approach tho solution of a problem which has already
evoked much animated discussion. I mean the question of the caste of
tho Sen Rajas of Bengal. Before submitting my own opinion
on the
subject, I will briefly

examine the different theories that have been
advanced, and the evidence on which they are based. I have obtained
assistance from the two articles of Raja Rajondralala Mitra on tho
Sen Rajas of Bengal, and the Bengali work on the same subject by
Kaikish Chandra Sinha, to which Mr. Beveridgo, one of the honoured

much

members

of the Asiatic Society, very

the Bengali book by

kindly referred me, and also from

Mahima Chandra Majumdar

called
Gaude BrahThree theories have been advanced about the caste of the Sen
Rajas:— (1) that they were Kayasthas, (2) that they were Vaidyas
or of the medical caste and (3) that they were Kshatriyas.
The first
theory is that of Abu-1-Fazl and the Muhammadan historians. It is
not supported by any evidence other than tho statement of the Muhammadans, who are likely to hold erroneous views on the subject of Hindu
castes.
It was never seriously entertained by the Hindus and may be
summarily rejected. The second theory is supported by tradition handed
down from generation to generation not only in Vikrampur, the old
seat of the Sen Rajas, but throughout Bengal, and was universally
be] ieved, till Raja Rajondralala Mitra in 1S65 tried to establish that the
Senas were Kshatriyas. This third theory is the most recent one.
It was first propounded by Raja
Rajondralala Mitra, a very high

man

'.

'

—
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It is based
authority in matters antiquarian and supported by others.
on some epithets of the Sen kings found in the inscriptions discovered
in Rajshahi, Dinajpur and Baqarganj, and also in the Sanskrit work

Danasdgara

of

which

Balliil

Sen himself

is

one

really inconsistent with the other

is

;

These

the reputed author.

I will consider in the two following paragraphs.
Tradition must give place to reliable material

evidence

if

the

but before discarding a uni-

The
versal belief, the evidence should be most carefully interpreted.
evidence on which the theory of the Sen Rajas being Kshatriyas is
based is the following. In the inscriptions, found in the districts of
Dinajpur, Rajshiihi and Baqarganj, the Sen Rajas are described as
descendants of the lunar race, and as only the Kshatriyas have a
right to trace their descent from that race, it is held that the Senas
must be Kshatriyas. In the inscription discovered by Mr. Metcalfe in

Samauta Sen

Rajshahi,
original

Sanskrit

is

Tho

described as a Brahma- Kshatriya.

9 sr^fWUmarfa jJ^fsrCT^W ^Wfl^:

is

sJ^f^nUT

I

Dr.

for the

is
a garland
According to him, the word sfU
head
With due deference to
exalted.'
or
noble
therefore here means
so great an authority, I am of opinion that this meaning is not the corWe have various Sanskrit words compounded with
rect one here.
W^rere, sfwl?^ W^ft. W^^l, and so forth,
ST^ such as

Mitra's rendering of
of the noblest

Kshatriyas.'

of

in

in all of these the

Brahma

or Brahmana.

1

'

'

and

^ftrfl^Ifl

'

word
I

^tjf

retains its original radical

therefore see no reason

why

meaning
should

it

not have the same or a similar meaning in the present instance. Dr.
Mitra has not assigned any reason why he takes snp to mean noble,'
which is certainly not the commonly accepted meaning of the term, and
cannot be found in the ordinary Sankrit dictionaries. At any rate this
'

meaning would be a far-fetched one. The word ST^r^ occurs in the
Tajur Veda, and is explained by the annotator as meaning srqMIKor

'

knowledge of the Brahmanas or the Vedas and heroism
It is therefore not a caste epithet, and following

of the Kshatriyas.'

the analogy,

we can

take

ST^|-«!faV to

mean 'a person who has the

the Brahmanas or the Vedas and the heroism of the
and
Kshatriyas,' that is, one who combines both these qualifications
the clause in question may mean a garland for the head of those who

knowledge

of

;

1

have the wisdom of tho Brahmanas and the heroism of the Kshatriyas,'
without any reference to race or caste. Tho word W^fJ^T^ also occurs
in Adhyaya 21, part IV, of the Vishnu Purina, and is explained by the
annotator S'ridhara Swamin to mean that race from which Brahmanas
and Kshatriyas sprung '. The meaning seems to be obscure. The word
probably means a mixed race of Brahmanas and Kshatriyas a race
'

—

—
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sprung from Brahman as on the father's side and Kshatriyas on the
mother's. We have it from the Mahabharata that when the Kshatriya
race was being exterminated by Parasurania, the women of that caste
began to marry Brahmanas, and Vasishtha himself is credited with
having married Kshatriya women. From that time the race of pui-e
Kshatriyas is said to have become extinct. In Adhyaya 24, part IV,
of the Vishnu Parana, Mahanandi is said to be the last king of the
Kshatriya race. His son Mahapadmananda was born of a Sudra mother,
and from him began the reign of Varnasankara kings or kings of
mixed castes.'
The above will I think be sufficient to show that Dr. Mitra's
interpretation of the word Brahma-kshatriya is most probably not the
I have now to consider the description of the Sen Rajas
correct one.
It is a well-known fact that all the
as descendants of the lunar race.
princes of India, whether real Kshatriyas or not, have tried to trace
their descent from the solar or lunar race of that caste.
Even the
Rajas of Chutiya Nagpur, whom Colonel Daltou very rightly thinks to be
of the aboriginal Cole or Munda origin, claim to be real Rajputs, and
following their lead, the inferior landholders, who are undoubtedly
aboriginal Mundas, are gradually setting up claims to be Hindu Rajputs.
I found this process in full operation when I was in Chutiya Nagpur
three years ago.
If the Sen kings belonged to the Sankara race or
any of the mixed castes, is it not very likely that they would aspire to
be Kshatriyas aud trace their descent from the lunar race, and their
panegyrist TJmapati Dhar, a poet and a famous adept in the art of exaggeration, would exalt them into members of the race of the moon ?
Even now the Siidras of Bengal are looking up. Some time ago there
was a movement among the Kayasthas for taking the yajnopav/ta or the
sacred thread,' on the assertion that they were originally Esh&triyaS
and at the present moment there is a similar movement among the
'

'

who now claim to have been originally Vaisyas.
Baqarganj plate, found by Mr. Prinsep, the title of
S'ankara Gaudeswara is repeatedly applied to the Sen Rajas. The
word Gaudeswara, no doubt, means the king of Gaur or Bengal, but it
Suvarnavarnikas,

In

the

not easy to explain the real meaning of the word s'ankara here. It
said to be written with palatal s.
Dr. Mitra takes it to mean
excellent,' but he has not shown any reason
for
assuming this

is

is
'

meaning, which cannot bo found in the ordinary Sanskrit dictionaries
and is certainly not the commonly accepted import of the term. According to the dictionaries and the common usage of the word, it is,
when a substantive, a synonym for S'iva or Mahadova, and when an
adjective,

it

means

'

auspicious.

'

I find

Mr. Prinsep translating the

—
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known
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1,

that the

Sen Rajas, at least some of them, wore S'aivas, or worshippers of S'iva,
and the phrase may mean the lord of Gaur, a worshipper of S'iva
(S'ankaia).'
Bnt none of these interpretations seem to me to be appropriate.
I am of opinion that the word sankara here is an euphuism for
sanhara, with a dental s, and then it must mean a mixed race, a suggestion which has been noticed in Dr. Mitra's paper. This meaning
'

will be a very appropriate one.

Mistakes of a palatal

s

for a dental

one

and vice versa are not uncommon in the old inscriptions, and when we
remember that the inscription in question was written in the Tirhvit or
Gaur type, which represents an intermediate stage of orthogiaphy
between the Kutila and the modern Bengali character, the commission
of such an error is all the more likely. S'ridhara Swaruin, the annotator
of the Bhagavata, mentions the commencement of kings of the Varnasankara or the mixed castes in India in his time.
In his own work the Danasagara,* Ballal Sen does not call the
Sen dynasty Kshatriya, but applies the epithet ^sj-^ilX'^Eq', which
means following the practices of Kshatriyas
So iu the Gth stanza of
'

'.

the inscription iu the copper-plate found in the Sundarbans, the epithet
of ^lajTSj^i^, which virtually means the same thing as 'g^Tf^'gjil,
is

applied to

Lachhman

Sen.

It therefore

are never distinctly described as

appears that the Sen Rajas
Does not this show

Kshatriyas.

that they were not pure Kshatriyas but belonged to a mixed casto
If they were Kshatriyas, why is it not so stated in unequivocal terms

?
?

There is a legend current in Vikrampur that Ballal Sen was born of
a Brahniana father, the river-god Brahmaputra, who visited his mother in
a dream in the form of a Brahmana. Does not this indicate the mixed
nature of the Sen race ?
I

will

now

briefly

consider the evidence on which the theory
is based.
In the various Kidupanjil.-as

that the Sen Rajas were Vaidyas

or genealogies of the Ghataks as well as in the Laghubharata, Adisur,
Ballal Sen, and other Rajas of the Sen family have been distinctly

described as

members

of the

Vaidya

caste.

It

is

very likely that Devati-

vra Gkataka, Kavikanthahara and other Ghatakas of the Varendra
Brahmanas, who lived about four centimes ago and composed the
genealogies,

My

knew

the true caste of the Sen Rajas.
is that the inscriptions of the Sen

contention

Rajas are not

* [In his Boole of Indian Eras, p. 77, General Sir A. Crumiiigliam ascribes this
work to " Halayuclha, the spiritual adviser of Lakshmana Sena," referring as his
authority to Raja Rajendralala Mitra, in his paper on the Sena kings, iu the
Journal A. S, B., vol.XXXIV (1865), p. 137. Bui, this is an error, Br. Mitra
there
quotes a Sanskrit verse, ascribing the work tu Ballal Sen. Kn.]

f
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with the genealogies of the Gkatakas and are therefore
not opposed to tradition. I think the inscriptions support the view that
the Senas were of the Varna Saukara or mixed caste. Manu recognises
three classes of mixed castes
(1) Murdhdvasikta, or those born of Brahinconsistent

:

niaua fathers and Kshatriya mothers, (2) Ambashtha, those of Brahmana
fathers and Vaisya mothers, who are identical with the modern Vaidyas,

and (3) Mdhishya, horn of Kshatriya fathers and Vaisya mothers. There
was no practical difference between the Ambashthas and Mahishyas,
and Vidyablmshana, the author of Laglinbharata, called the Mahishyas
Vaidyas.
He calls Vira Sen or A'disiira, the founder of the Sen family,
a Mahishya. Remembering that they were Kshatriyas on the father's
side, the Maliishya or Sen Rajas of Bengal naturally traced their descent
from the lunar race of Kshatriyas, and this explains the epithets in the
Probably the Mahishyas and Vaidyas
inscriptions recently discovered.
became gradually amalgamated, and the Sen Rajas came to be regarded
I am finally of opinion that the Sen Rajas were never pure
as Vaidyas.
Kshatriyas, nor originally Vaidyas, but were Murdhavasiktas or MaThe distinction afterwards
hishyas, who were both allied to the Vaidyas.
wore away, and the Senas became gradually amalgamated with th e
Vaidyas.
I

now

will

proceed to describe briefly the principal ruins and
Rampal. I have visited them several times during

objects of interest in

my incumbency

of Munshiganj, and carefully
and legends by which they are enlivened.
take the Masjid of Ba-A'dam* or the mosque conse-

as subdivisional officer

collected all the traditions

First of

will

I

all,

crated to the

Muhammadan

faqir of that name.

It is a pretty large,

mosque with a high arched dome. The bricks are
of the same small size which characterize old Muhammadan architecture.
The mosque has two massive stone pillars which are apparently snatched
from a Hindu temple, and which tradition identifies as the gadds or

strong, brick-built

It is in a dilapidated state, but is worth proSen.
has a stone tablet in front which bears an Arabic inscription, a reduced facsimile of which is herewith published (see Plate V).
It will be observed that it states that the mosquo was built by Badshah

clubs of Balliil
serving.

It

Path Shah bin Sultan

Mahmud

in 880 Hijri or 1475 A. D.

It is there-

whose memory it is dedicated died,
however, in 1106 A. D., (supposing Ballal Sen to have died after a
reign of forty years) or 369 years before the mosque was erected.
fore 41-4 years old.

* [Tho real

vulgar corruption
Rep., vol.

XV,

t There

is

The

faqir to

of the faqir is Babii Adam, of which Ba-Adam is a more
another corruption, Babardam, is mentioned in Arch. Survey
Ed.]

namo
;

p. 134.

a similar mosque with a somewhat similar inscription in

Qii?!

Qa;.-
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the following legend about the death of the faqir and the

There lived a Muhanimadan family in Kanai Chang,
a village south of 'Abdull&hpur and not far from Rampal. The master
One day a faqir came and begged alms
of the house had no children.
of him, but he refused alms, saying, " I will give no alms, when Allah
fate of Ballal Sen.

The
(child) for which I am praying so long."
would beget a child and asked him to sacrifice a
He then went
bull to the altar of Allah when his desire was fulfilled.
away without any alms. In course of time the man had a son born to
sacrifice
bull.
allow
him
to
a
He therehim, but the Hindus would not
fore repaired to the lonely jungle, south of Kanai Chang, and secretly
sacrificed a bull.
Taking as much meat of the bull as he and the
members of his family would be able to consume, he buried the remainder under the ground and returned home. A kite, however, snatched a morsel of the flesh from him, and another kite trying to snatch it
the morsel fell down in front of Raja Ballal Sen's palace.
On enquiry
the king learned the whole story and ordered the child, to commemorate whose birth the bull was sacrificed, to be brought before him
and killed the next day. The Muhammadan learned the king's decree
and at night escaped with his wife and child and as much property
He fled to Arabia and, meeting Hazrat Adam, a
as he could carry.
faqir, at Mecca, told him all that had happened.
Learning that there was
a country iu which there was no religious toleration, and people were
has not given

me the boon

faqir predicted that he

not at liberty to practise their own religious rites, Hazrat Adam came
to Rampal with six or seven thousand followers.
Ba-A'dam is only
another name for Hazrat Adam. He began to sacrifice bulls and cows

on the spot where the mosque dedicated to him now stands. Raja
Ballal Sen sent his ultimatum, asking him either to leave the country
or fight with him. The faqir chose the latter alternative, and a protracted
warfare took place between his followers and the king's army. The
battles were indecisive for many days, and the loss of men on both sides
was heavy. At last the faqir's followers were reduced to only one
hundred men. One day Raja Ballal Sen's men, while going to the market, saw the faqir alone reading Narnaj (saying his prayers).
The king

marched

to

kill

the faqir at

this juncture,

but as he was dillidont of
agnikunda or
which still exists in the form of a
of his household to kill themselves by
if he was vanquished and killed.
He

success, he constructed, before leaving his palace, a large

funeral pyre (literally

'

a pit of

fire '),

large pit, and asked the women
throwing themselves into the fire,

bah, two miles from Kampal. It is described in page 76 of Blochmann's Contributions
to the Geography and History of Bengal, (Jonr. A. S. B., vol. XLI1, p. 284.)

[See the note at the end of this

article.

Ed.]
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took a pigeon in his coat and proclaimed that the bird's return to the palace

without him would mean his death and serve as a signal for the females of
the house to perish in the flames to save their caste and chastity. Ballal
Sen came to the faqir and struck him with the sword, hut the faqir was
invulnerable and the sword would not cut his skin. After concluding
" To kill
his prayers, the faqir asked Ballal what broiight him there.
you, " replied the king. The faqir asked him whether he would embrace

Muhammadan

faith or not.
The king of course answered in the neThe faqir said " It is so ordained that I shall die at your
But no sword other than my own will cut me. So take this
sword and kill me." Ballal took the sword thus offered and killed the
His body was cut into two parts. His head flew
faqir at one stroke.
to Ohittagong, where there is still a prayer-house consecrated to him.
His body was buried at Rampal, and the mosque was subsequently
erected over his remains by the Badshah after the Muhammadan con-

the

gative.

:

hands.

quest of Bengal. After the death of the faqir, Ballal went to the tank
and purify himself. As he left his gory clothes on the bank,
the pigeon, unobserved, flew to the palace, and at this signal the females

to bathe

threw themselves into the fire and perished. Soon
the pigeon had flown away, Ballal rode to his palace, but
was too late. Finding that all his family was killed and life was not

of the royal household

finding that
it

worth

living, he threw himself into the fire and perished in the flames.
Such is the legendary account of the death of Ballal Sen and the
fall of Rampal.
The city appears to have been abandoned after his
death, aud I think there is a substratum of truth in the legend.
It is
a. historical fact that the Arabs were the first race of Muhammadans
who invaded Hindustan, aud it is not unlikely that their missionary
expeditions penetrated as far as Bengal in the eleventh century and
fought the Sen kings who had no standing army. The Pal kings regained their ascendancy in this part of Bengal after the death of Ballal.
It has been asserted, and not without some show of reason, that Lakshmaniya, after his flight from Nadiya, took refuge in old Vikrampur,
and he and some of his descendants lived in Rampal or Sunargaou,
and maintained their sway in this part of Bengal during the early years
of Muhammadan rule.
It is mentioned in the Bengali book on the Sen
Rajas of Bengal by Kailash Chandra Sinha, that probably there was a
second Ballal Sen who reigned after the Muhammadan conquest. It
first struck me that if there was a second Ballal Sen, he must be the
prince who reigned at Rampal and killed the faqir Ba-A'dam and afterwards himself perished in the funeral pyre, thereby putting an end to
the Sen dynasty. But the theory is not based on any reliable evidence,
while tradition distinctly says that the Ballal Sen who killed this faqir

—
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was the founder of Kulinisni and the most distinguished prince of the
Sen dynasty.

The next

object of importance

is

the

Rampal Dighi*

or the artificial

Formerly it was about a mile long and about 500
yards broad. It is now fast silting up and remains dry for nearly half
the year. Cultivators have now broken up parts of the lake and
lake of Rampal.

grow

boro

paddy

in

it.

The following

is

the traditional account of tho

Raja Ballal Sen once promised to excavate a lake,
as long as his mother would be able to walk in one direction without
stopping, and this be undertook to do in one night, namely, the night
immediately following the pedestrian performance of his mother. So
one afternoon the queen-mother walked out of the palace and proceeded
towards the south. After she bad walked some distance, the idea suddenly
crossed the king's mind, that if she walked much further, be would be
unable to cut such a large lake in one night and keep his word, and if
ho once broke the promise ho made to his mother, ho would be doomed
After a short reflection he hit upon a dexterous device.
to eternal hell.
He asked his servants to suddenly touch his mother's feet and paint
them with red pigment (alaktaka), giving out that a leech bit belaud was sucking blood. The servants did so, and the stratagem had tho
desired effect. The queen-mother stopped, and the point whence she returned homewards became the southernmost boundary of the lake. On
that very night the king collected innumerable men and excavated tho
whole lake. It was so large that one bank was not visible from the
But for a long time the lake remained dry. Guided by a dream,
other.
Rampal, an intimate friend and, according to another account, maternal
uncle of Ballal Sen, one day rode into the lake, and assembling a large
number of men on its banks, asked them to call it after his name, when
As soon as he entered into the lake, water
it was filled with water.
streamed up from beneath and filled it in a moment. But Rampal
Everybody cried
Rampal, Rampal,' but he could no more
vanished.
origin of the lake.

:

'

bo seen. Since that time the lake is called Rampal Dighi.
This explanation of the genesis of the lake's name never satisfied
me. Rampal is also the name of Ballal Sen's city. Is it not very
strange that Ballal's city and the largest lake ho excavated should be
named after an obscure person unknown to history ? Rampal is certain-

name of a person and is analogous to the names of Bhim Pal
and other Pal kings of Bengal. I conjecture that he was a king of the
Pal dynasty which reigned at Ratnpal after the death of Ballal Sen,
and that it was he and not Ballal who excavated the lake, and the city
and the lake have been named after him. To tho north of tho Burhily the

* Rampal Dighi or tho artificial lake of llampal.

—
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that part of Bengal, and it is a historical fact that they flourished both
But as they were Buddhists ruling
before and after the Sen dynasty.

over a population, the mass of which were Hindus, their names have not
been handed down to posterity with that halo of glory which surrounds tho
Sen kings, who were orthodox Hindus and great patoons of Brahmans
and Brahmanical learning. Again, it is a well known fact that one of
the characteristics of the Pal kings was to excavate large lakes and tanks
wherever they lived. The Mahipal Dighi, still existing in Dinajpur,
For all these reasons I
is perhaps the largest lake they cut in Bengal.
am of opinion that the prince who gave his name to the city and lake
of Rampal was a king of the Pal dynasty.
There is another but smaller lake in Rampal. It is called the
Kodal-dhod (the spade-washing) Dighi. It is about 700 cubits by 500
Tradition has it that when the excavation
cubits, and is still very deep.
of the Rampal Dighi was over, each digger scooped out a spadeful of
earth from a place close by, and thus the Kodal-dhoa Dighi was made.
The story of course is fiction pure and simple, invented to show that
myriads of men were engaged to excavate the Rampal Dighi.
The next object of interest is Bari Ballal Sen or Ballal Sen's
It is a very large and high mound of earth, surrounded by
palace.
a deep moat, about 400 yards by S00 yards. No architectural re-

mains are

The

visible.

cicerones point

to

a large black pit inside

the ruins as the Agnikunda or funeral pyre in which perished Ballal

Sen and his family.
Another object

of interest in

It is a large living tree standing
It is

Rampal

is

the everlasting Gajariya tree.

on the north bank of Rampal Dighi.

about 100 cubits high and has two large straight stems. Trees of
abound in this part of Bengal, and there is nothing peculiar

this species

only it shows no signs of age or decay, though it is
in its appearance
undoubtedly very old. It is said to be immortal and existing from the
time of Ballal Sen. Respectable men of seventy and eighty years of
age, whose testimony I am unable to disbelieve, have told me that they
saw the tree in its present state of growth from their very boyhood.
:

The

tree is certainly a botanical curiosity.

It is

held in high veneration

by the Hindus, and various stories are current about its virtues and
sanctity.
It is worshiped by the women, particularly by the barren
ones, who besmear it with oil and vermilion in hopes of being cured of
barrenness.
A faqir is said to have violated its sanctity by cutting a
root, but he instantly vomited blood and died.
No one would uow ven-

A small fair is annually held
on the eighth day of the moon in the month of

ture to tear a leaf or lop off a branch.

under the sacred

tree
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worshipped by pilgrims from various parts of the

subdivision.

The following legend explains the origin of the Gajariya tree's imIt was at first in a decayed state and was used for tying
Ballal Sen's elephants.
One morning some hermits (Riskis) presented
mortality.

themselves before Ballal Sen's gate to confer a boou on the king as a
reward for his piety. They sent their message to the king by his doorkeeper. The man went in and returning said that the king was smoking
and was unable to come out that instant. After awhile he was again
sent in. This time he returned with the news that the king was
besmearing his body with oil. The door-keeper was sent in again and
again, but he always returned with some excuse or other for the king's
inability to come out and receive them.
Once the man found the king
bathing, and again taking his noontide meal, and the third time taking
his siesta.
He never communicated the message to the king, but only
went in to observe whether he had leisure to come out. Disgusted with

the king, the hermits left the palace, but at the time of departure they
blessed tho Gajariya tree aud conferred on

it the boou of immortality
which was originally intended for the king. Instantly the tree showed
signs of vitality.
Leaves and blossoms sprouted forth in every direction,
and the people were struck with awe. The king came out shortly

afterwards and, being apprised of the news, immediately sent for tho
The hermits had vanished.
hermits. But it was too late.

There is a comparatively small tank in the south-west part of
It ia called Raja Haris
Rampal, which deserves a passing notice.
Chandra's DigM. It is overgrown with trees and shrubs which are
at tho time of the full
week
once
year
water
for
a
a
with
over
flooded
moon in the month of Magh. Before and after this period the tank is
dry.
I have as yet received no satisfactory explanation of the phenomenon. The tank is said to have been excavated by Raja Haris Chandra,
probably one of the kings of the Pal dynasty.
There is a mosque called Qazi's Masjid not far from Ba- Adam's.
It is an ordinary plain-looking prayer mosque, which was certainly
It boasts of no inscription, but has
erected after that of Ba-Adam!
several stone idols of Hindu gods and goddesses in its verandah, which
the proprietors have evidently preserved as trophies of Islam. The
present Qdzi of the mosqne showed me a firman of the Emperor 'Al&tngfp,
granting lands for the benefit of the institution; but I cannot vouch For
its

genuineness.

There arc two roads the construction of which is attributed to
The one connects the river Dhaleswari on tho north with
.Sen.
the l'adma on the south, and the other goes in a different direction from
Ballal

Mums and

Editor
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Rarnpal right up to the Padma.

2:i

Kaehki Dwarja,
The roads are now overgrown with trees and shrubs, and have in manyplaces been broken np by the cultivators' plough, but what still remains
clearly shows that they were once spacious roads as wide as thirty cubits.
I once proposed to utilize the first mentioned road in constructiug one

from Munshiganj

to

latter is called

the Police outpost at Rajabari, a distance of about

was found impracticable. The Kaehki Dwarja is
that name.
The astrologers had predicted, so
Sen would die of bones of fish sticking
To avoid such an unnatural and painful death, the
in his throat.
king refrained from eating any fish, except the kaehki which was devoid
He therefore constructed the road to the Padma, to enable
of bones.
twelve miles, but

named

after the

it

fish of

the story runs, that Raja Ballal

fishermen to supply his table daily with the boneless

fish.

—

[Note bt the Editor. The inscription, of which a reduced facsimile, based on three ink impi'essions, is published in Plate V, 1 eads as
follows
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It is dated " in the middle of the month of Rajab in the year
888 A. H., during the reign of Jalalu-d-dm Fath Shah." Mr. Gupta
reads the date as "the 2nd day of Rajab 880," on the authority of a
Maulawi of Dacca, who deciphered the inscription for him. But this is
certainly wrong.
The date can be quite clearly read. It is expressed
in words
above
sanat there is l+» samd ; by the side of sanat, to the
:

there

i^Ui samdnin ; above samdnin again

is *jUi*i' samanamiyat
word is one j ivaw, and below samdnin is the
other j ivaw of the date.
Thus the whole reads sanat samd wa samdnin
wa samanam iyat, i. e., eight and eighty and eight hundred. Nor does the
left,

(sic)

;

is

below the

latter

date specify " the 2nd day," but simply says

On comparing

this inscription

in this Journal for 1873, Vol.

the

two inscriptions are

divergences.

has only Li

ausat or " the middle."
with that published by Blochmann

XLII,

identical.

p. 284, there

There

are,

can be no doubt that
indeed,

three slight

In the date Mr. Blochmann reads i^Ui but the inscription

(without the

final

nun).

This

is

apparently a mere blunder

—

Editor
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havo forgotten to incise it. Possibly the
wrong reading of the date as 880 may have been caused by this faulty
legend. He also reads
whereas in the inscription the word is
really spelt &U*J (without the first alif).
Again Mr. Blochinanu reads
to

alio &l
whereas the inscription really has up I/O* <*'
But
there can be no doubt that these three divergences are the mere result
ls>

of

an oversight.

As may be seen by referring to the numerous similar
by Blochmanu iu vol. XLII of the Journal, it is

inscriptions, published

word

the

no

l^ai

(not

is uniformly used in them ; and there is
on the facsimile of the present inscription.

that

difficulty in recognising it

Mr. Gupta, iu his footnote (pp. 17, 18) says: "There is a similar
mosque with a somewhat similar inscription in Qazi Qasbah, two miles
from Rampal," and he is disposed to identify this inscription with that
published by Blochmann. This identification is quite wit enable. 1
have obtained four impressions of this second inscription, three through
Mr. Gupta, and one through Maulawi Abul Khair Muhammad Siddiq,
the Superintendent of the Dacca Madrasah.
Unfortunately the inscription

is

too

badly preserved to be wholly read, but luckily the date

sufficiently legible to

show that the mouth

is

is

Zi-l-Qa'dah, and and that

The

the year

is

This

quite sufficient to preclude the identification of this inscription

is

expressed in figures as well as in words.

figures are 976.

with that published by Blochmann. Moreover this inscription is incised
in three lines, while that of the Adam Shahid mosque, published by
Blochmann and now republished by Mr. Gupta, occupies only two lines.
In fact, Mr. Gupta was misled by an error iu Blochmann's account, or
rather by an error of Dr. Wise, whose account Blochmann quotes. Dr.
Wise says that " the Masjid of Adam Shahid is in Iiikrampur, at a
village, called Qiizi Qasbah, within two miles of Balalbari, the residence

But this is quite wrong the mosque is not " two miles
of Ballal Sen."
from the Balalbari," but only " about half a mile to the north of it,"
as General Sir A. Cunningham, from whom Blochmann received the
;

inscription, distinctly states (see his Arch. Surv. Mep., Vol.
It,

therefore, occupies

the

precise

position

—

XV,

described by Mr.

—

p.

I'M).

Gupta.

it is clear,
confused two mosques, one of
in his account,
Shahid at Rampal, and another placed by him and Mr. Gupta
The exact locality of the latter mosque, however,
at Qazi Qasbah.
would seom to be the Rikabi Bazar, to judge from Maulawi Abul Khair'
quoted
below.
There are four mosques in or near Qazi Qasbah,
letter,
and these four mosques seem to have been more or less confused by
the several writers on the subject and the confusion probably arose
from the circumstance that Qazi Qasbah is a name applied to a large

Dr. Wise,

Adam

:

area, apparently including the localities of all four

mosques.

—

Editor
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In order to clear up the matter as mucli as possible, Maulawi Abul
my request, was good enough pei'sonally to visit the different
localities and himself procure impressions of the two inscriptions.
I
Khair, at

subjoin the Substance of his interesting letter.
" As arranged I went yesterday to Munshiganj to see the mosque at
QaV.i Qasbah. I took with me as my guide a man who proved to be not so
He had informed me
well acquainted with the locality as I expected.
that there was another old mosque at Rikabibazar [No. I] which was
close to the ffh&t where we were to land from the steamer.
landed

We

and proceeded to the latter mosque. We found it to be in
a dilapidated condition, though there were signs of its being used as a
It appeared to have been an edifice of elegant structure
prayer-house.
with a floor, 15 cubits square, and one dome. The bricks are all polished
and carved, and the corner* and edges are so neat that from a distance
they seem to be stones. The cement used is a whitish substance, not
ordinary surkhi and lime, but perhaps powdered stone and lime, or
something else.
There was no inscription in the mosque, but on
enquiry we learnt that the stone was removed aud placed in another
mosque [No. II] in the neighbourhood recently built. There we repaired
and found the inscription. The stone not being good many of the
letters are corroded, and are not decipherable.
I have taken an impression, however, which I send to you in a separate cover for whatever use
you may think fit to make of it. It is dated seven hundred and odd,
which I could not read. The name of the month is Zi-l-Qa'dah.
" We then proceeded towards Qazi Qasbah, and after a tedious journey
reached the mosque [No. III]. My disappointment was great when I
found that the mosque, though old, did not jiresent any interesting feature,
the construction being of an ordinary type, no ornamentation or elegance
the stone I
having been attempted. Besides there was no inscription
was informed had been removed by the Collector of Dacca, during t-ho
proceeding of a lawsuit between rival claimants to some land belonging
The only interesting thing that we fouud there was a
to the mosque.
Hindu idol, carved out of a block of stone, lying with the face downward and forming a step to the verandah of the mosque. I had
become so fatigued that I feared I would not be able to return to the
ghat without some sort of conveyance. But none was available. I was,
however, informed that the route we had taken was a circuitous one, aud
that the ghat would not he very far from that place by a short-cut
through Rampal. I further learnt that we would pass hy the mosque of
Biiba A'dam [No. IV].
This news somewhat enlivened me, and I was
on my legs again. We passed by the famous Ballalbari, of which 1 snw
the ditch about a hundred yards wide.
The Ballalbari or palace of
at about llO'Ol.

;

D
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Sen seems to have been an entrenched fortress of which only
the trench and some ruins now remain as a memorial. Not far from
this I found the tomb of A'dam Shahid or Baba A'dam and the mosque
[No. IV]. This edifice is also in ruins, but presents an interesting
view to the aicharologist or antiquary. The structure is of the some
style as that of the mosque at Rikabibazar [No. I], but more exquisite
and ornamental. The cement is of the same nature, the bricks polished
and carved. The roof consists of six domes supported by two stone
pillars in the middle of the hall.
One of the domes does not exist, and
another has partly fallen down. The pillars are monoliths of a whitish
stone, which always " perspire," and lead ignorant people to associate
Ballal

superstitious ideas
surface,
pillars,

with them, as they see water flow down on their
and feel them very cold. I saw marks of red pigment on the
which I heard were put there by Hindu women, (and I believe by

Musalman women
vows
tion

though the Khadirn denied

too,

for the attainment of
is

some

placed very high, so that

it

this)

on making

The stone bearing the

inscrip-

could not be distinctly read.

I dis-

object.

covered, however, that the copy I have sent to you was only of one line,
there being another line above it of which no impression was sent to me.

As

was already very

and I could not wait for a
an impression. The inscripmosque, and he was not
very wrong in giving the name of the place as Qazi Qasbah
for Qdzi
Qasbah extends over a large area, and the place where this mosque stands
it

late in the afternoon

scaffolding being put up, I could not obtain

tion published

by Blochmann

is, 1

believe, of this

;

also included within

This fact decides the dispute as to tho name
of the place being given by Blochmann as Qazi Qasbah and by
Babii
is

it.

Asutosh Gupta as Rampal. It may be called by four different names,
Qazi Qasbah, Rampal, Ballalbari and Durgabari. The inscription
is quite legible, no letters have been destroyed or mutilated, the
stone
being jet blaok and well polished, not liable to corrosion. The Khadims
viz.,

showed me twelve places in the interior of the mosque, where, they said,
lay twelve stones of great value which were removed by Mags during an incursion into Bengal in remote ages.

These stones, they said, shone in the
darkness of the night and illuminated the hall
Some things have been
dug out of the walls, no doubt, but whether they were stones of great
!

value which shone in darkness I cannot vouch. This mosque at any
rate is an object of interest to the antiquarian,"
Prom another letter of his, I may quote the following passages
>.

" The mosque at Qazi Qasbah [No. Ill] is not known as the
mosque
Baba Adam or A'dam Shahid. It is oalled Qazi Bai-i mosque. Ballalbari is situated near the mosque [No. II] of Adam Shahid and not
near
Qazi Qasbah
and Ballal Ban and Rampal are only two names of
the
of

;

mo.]
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same place. There is no one's tomb near the rnosqne of Qazi Qasbah.
As for the inscription, no one can say what it contained. The other
mosque, of course, is called after Baba Adam or Adam Shahid and is
situated in Durgabayi, which is close to Rampal or Ballalbari, at a

And

distance of about half a mile.

and Durgabari both stand
The tomb and the mosque

Ballalbari

at a distance of a mile

from Qazi Qasbah.

are lying unrepaired.

Some

man has

religious

the charge of the mosque,

and prayers are said therein. The mosque has two domes between
which there are two stone pillars one on each side. There is no courtyard outside the mosque. The mosque of Qazi Qasbah [No. Ill] also
There are stones at the
has two domes but no courtyard and pillars.
threshold carved into images and placed overturned."
I have numbered the mosques in the above quoted extracts by
corresponding numerals.

No.

Mosque

I.

the mosque of

dome

its

;

of Rikabi Bazar

Adam

inscription,

;

a beautiful structure, similar to

Shahid at Rampal (No. IV)

with only one
dated in the month Zi-l-Qa'dah 976 A. H.,
;

mosque No.

removed

to

footnote

(p. 17),

II.
It is the mosque referred to in Mr. Gupta's
as situated " in Qazi Qasbah, two miles from Ram-

is also apparently the mosque, said by Dr. "White to be
two miles of Ballalbari at a village called Qazi Qasbah " and
him the Adam Shahid mosque (No. IV).
No. II. A mosque recently built near mosque No. I contains tho
inscription belonging to No. I.
No. III. An ordinary plain mosque, with domes, but with no
pillars, also with Hindu carved images in tho floor of the verandah
its
referred to by Mr. Gupta towards the end
inscription removed to Dacca

pal;"

it

" within

erroneously called by

;

;

;

of his

paper

No. IV.

(p. 22).

Mosque

Adam

of

tance of about half a mile

;

Shahid,

close

to

Rampal, at the

dis-

a highly ornamental structure, resembling

with the inscription (Plate V) dated
the Rikabi Bazar mosque (No. I)
" in the middle of Rajab, 888 A. H., in the reign of Jalalu-d-dm Path
Shah " described by Dr. White (quoted by Blochmann) in Journal
;

;

A. S. B., Vol. XLII; p. 285, General Sir A. Cunningham in Arch.
Survey Reports, Vol. XV, p. 135, and Maulawi Abul Khair, as possessing
six domes, of which, according to Dr. White, three, but according to Maulawi
Abul Khair only two have fallen in, while General Sir A. Cunningham
does not notice the destruction of any of them. On the other hand,
Mr. Gupta, who describes it as a " brick built mosque with a high arched
dome," would seem to allow it only one dome. In that ease, he would
seem to have confused it with the mosque (No. I) at Rikabi Bazar,
which Maulawi Abul Khair stales to have only one dome.]

—
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The Namuchi-myth

or an attempt to explain the text
;
of Bigveda viii.
Chables R. Lanman, Professor in Harvard College,
Cambridge, Mass., U. S. A.
14.

13.—%

The

fact has

been recognized, ever since the earliest days of Vedic
myths of the Veda are the poetic outgrowth of certain
natural phenomena.
The fact appears, for example, from the work of
study, that the

Yaska, when he quotes the opinion of his predecessors. And the natural basis of any given myth is usually not difficult to ascertain.
Such,
however, is not the case with the one now in question. The text cited
above reads
:

^mi

It

commonly understood

is

foam

q>3sr srir%:

and

of the waters, Naniuchi's head,

rendered

0

as

follows

'
:

Indra, thou didst cut

With the
off, when

thou wast conquering all thy foes.'
There is no doubt about the incorrectness of this interpretation.
Nevertheless it is an exceedingly ancient one, as appears from the
legends into which this brief allusion of the Vedic Samhita is expanded

From the Brahmana-passages* and from the exlanguage of Sayauaf, it is clear that the water-foam was conceived
as the actual weapon with which Indra cut off the demon's head.
The
fable says that Indra used this most remarkable weapon because he had
sworn to Namuchi, saying, " Neither by day nor by night will I slay
thee, neither with the mace nor with the bow, ... neither with the dry
nor with the wet." And so, in order to slay him, without perjuring

in the Brahmanas.
plicit

himself, Indra smote the

night, and with the
'

He

cast the

demon

which was neither day nor
which was neither dry nor wet.

at twilight,

of the water,

—

water-foam into (the shape of) a thunderbolt
^qf
The water-foam he made by pouring or founding
'

— literally,

^flft^«T,

foam
'

(as molten metal) to bo a bolt.'

All this is quite in keeping with the style of the Brahmanas and
follows naturally enough from the text of the Samhita, provided we
;

it

misunderstand
there

is

it

as did the authors of the Brahmanas.

But

to

my mind

no conceivable natural phenomenon of which this may be

re-

* See Qatapatha Br., xii. 7. 3 Taittiriya Br., i. 7. 1. These passages, with one
from the Mahabharata, are conveniently assembled by Muir, in his Sanskrit Texts
;

iv 2 261.
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garded as the mythical reflex. We are therefore led to inquire, did not
the words of the sacred text mean something different from what even
I believe that they
the ancients themselves supposed them to mean ?
did and that the misunderstanding can be accounted for.
With water-foam
I suggest that the Vedic text be translated
Namuchi's head, O Indra, thou didst cause to fly asunder, when thou
if we
intelligible
to
me
wast conquering all thy foes.' This appears
assume that the natural phenomenon to which it refers is a waterspout
How, now, does this view accord with
(' trombe ') on an inland lake.
:

'

the natural facts in question and with a strict verbal exegesis of the

text?
Major Sherwill has given a description of Bengal waterspouts in the
Journal of this Society for 1860, volume XXIX., p. 366 f., along with
some excellent pictures. And in a German work of Th. Reye, entitled

Die

Wirbelstiitrae,

p.

17

f.,

further information and pictorial illustration

is of course an object of terror, and
most natural that it should be personified as a demon. The verb
^wfiljpj means cause to rotate,' and the motion is qualified as upward
and outward motion by the preposition ^3^. The compound ^3^rf^:
means accordingly, thou didst cause to move upward and outward or

may be

The waterspout

found.

it is

'

'

It is not possible
to fly asunder with a gyratory or centrifugal motion.'
to express by one simple English phrase the ideas involved in the com-

pound

;

me

but they seem to

to bo quite simple in themselves

and

to

follow unforced from the Sanskrit and to be thoroughly suitable for the
not infrequent phenomenon of a waterspout as seen by unscientific
eyes.

The head

scatter itself

'

of the

column

with foam

'

is

made to burst asunder and
an instrumental of accompaniment),

twisted and

(^n*T, as

Then, with the dispersion of the
in abundant foamy masses.
column, often comes (see Sherwill, p. 370, Reye, p. 32) a heavy rain.
This is all in entire accord with the usual representations of gracious
i. e.,

Indra's deeds of prowess.

In particular, also,
ently expressed idea of

spoken of as

'

that,

accords most strikingly with the quite differv. 30.

86

(=

vi. 20. 66),

where Indra

is

twirling (like a stick of attrition or like a churning-stick)

the head of the

and

it

Rigveda

demon Namuchi,'

immediately after the couplet in stanza

irt ^iwr

finer

7,

^

This explanation of the stanza in question, moreover, harmonizes well
with the succeeding stanza, Higvoda, viii. 14. 14,
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1,

which Indra is praised for hurling down the demons that were striving with magic wiles to creep up and to scale the heights of heaven.
To the poetic fancy, nothing would suggest more naturally the idea of
in

demons trying
cal ladder

to scale the heavens than the sight of this strange magibetwixt earth and sky.

In this connection, the discussion of Bergaigne, La religion vedique,
be compared. The language of the sloka at Mahabharata, v. 10. 37
328 seems also to favor my view. The whole
ii.

346-7, should

=

passage

is

epic

a reminiscence of the Namuehi-story.

The false interpretation of the ancients, finally, rests simply upon
the ambiguity of the instrumental case form ^Jf.
The case might
denote the relation of accompaniment— as it really does here or it
;

might denote the relation
sujiposed

it

of

means—as

the authors of the Brahmanas

to do.

On some new

or rare

Muhammadan and Hindu

Coins.

— By

Dr. A. F. Rudolf Hoernle.

In July and September last I received from the Deputy Commistwo instalments, a hoard of 477 gold coins,
which had been found in a field in the Sohagpur Tahsil of the Hoshangabad District, by some ploughmen while ploughing their field.
This hoard was carefully examined by me, and a detailed report
sioner of Hoshangabad, in

published in the Proceedings of the Society for December 1887.
Among the 477 coins, there were 451 belonging to different (so-called)
" Pathan " emperors of Dehli 4 belonging to the Mughal
emperors
;

Aurangzib and Farrukh Siyar, 1 belonging to the Bengal king Sikandar
bin Ilyas, and 21 silver-gilt forgeries.
The " Pathan " emperors of whom there were coins, are Grhiyasu-ddin Balban (1 specimen), Muizzu-d-din Kaiqobad (1), Jalalu-d-din Firuz
(1), 'Alau-d-dmMithammad (391), Ghiyasu-d-Ttighlaq I. (3), Muhammad
bin Tughlaq (24), Firuz Shah (19), Ffruz Shah and Fath Khan
(2),
Firuz Shah and Zafar (2), Ghiyasu-d-din Tughlaq II. (2), Abu Bakr bin

Muhammad bin Firuz (1), Mahmud
Mahmud bin Muhammad bin Tughlaq

Zafar (1),
(1),

and

Most

in

Muhammad

bin Firuz

(1).

more or less well-known types, which
Thomas' Chronicles of the Tafhdti Kings

of these coins belong to

have been already published

bin

—
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be seen
from that report, that in the present hoard there are several types of
coins which were still noted as " unique " in Thomas' book e. g., the
coin of Jalalu-d-din Firuz (Chron. No. 120), several of Muhammad bin
to.

It will

;

Tughlaq (Chron. Nos. 172, 179), one of Firuz Shah (Chron. No 226),
one of Firuz Shah and Zafar (Chron. No. 245). There are in it also
some coins, which are not to be found in Thomas' Chronicles, though,
they have been published elsewhere thus two of Mahmud bin Muhammad bin Firuz (with Abu-l-Muzaffar, as published by myself, in this
:

Journal, vol. LII, p. 213, for 1883), and one of Mahmud bin Muhammad bin Tughlaq (published by Mr. Delmerick in this Journal, vol.

XLIII, p. 97, for 1874).
The most important

in this collection of "

Pathan " coins, however,
knowledge, are unique, or at least have
never been noticed or published. These are the following (see Plato

are five, which, to the best of

my

IV):
1,

One

coin of

reads as follows

Muhammad

bin Tughlaq

Obv.

The

(Plate IV,

No

1).

It

:

Rev.

seems to bear a date, consisting of two numerals.
distinctly seen by the side of abu ; but the other
above the s of 'Abbas is obscure. As the Khalif Abu- 1- Abbas Ahmad
reigned from 741-753, the date of the coin can only be 745. This coin
has some similarity with Muhammad bin Tughlaq's copper coin, No. 218
in Thomas' Chronicles.

One

of

reverse

them,

5, is

2, Two coins of Grhiyasu-d-din Tughlaq II.
He is mentioned in
Thomas' Chronicles, as the twenty-first king (A. H. 790-791
A. D.
1388).
He reigned only a few months, as the rival of Muhammad bin
Firuz and Abu Bakr. Thomas' Chronicles only notice " silver and

=

copper " coins of his
coins of his, of
as follows

two

(p.

302).

The present collection contains two gold
The first (Plate IV, No. 2) reads

different types.

:

Obv.

Margin

:

on reverse

Rev.

;

[ v ]

1

^

1

1

tr
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at Delhi, in the year 791.
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1,

on
the margin, but the date is only partially preserved. There can be no
doubt, however, of its being a coin of Tughlaq II., and not of Tughlaq I.,
on account of the mention of the Khalif Abi 'Abdullah. This Khalif
only ascended the throne in 763 A. H., while Tughlaq I. died already
in 725 A. H.
Abi 'Abdullah's Khalifat lasted, with interruptions, down
to 808 A. H.
This identification I owe to Mr. Chas. J, Rodgers, of
the Archaeological Survey, to

The second

(PI.

whom

I

showed the

IV, No. 3) reads as follows

Obv.

is

distinct

coin.

:

Rev.

Margin, on reverse

:

illegible.

shown to be one of Tughlaq II., by the mention
of the Khalif Al Mutawakkal 'AH Allah, who is the same as the above
mentioned Abi 'Abdullah. The execution of this coin is rather crude,
especially of the word Abu-l-Muzaffar.
This coin

One

also

is

Abu

Bakr, the son of Zafar Khan and grandson
succeeded Tughlaq II., but only reigned for a little
more than a year, from 791 to 792 A. H. In Thomas' Chronicles
(p. 303) he is noticed as the twenty-second king, but only copper or
3,

of Firiiz

coin of

Shah.

He

copper coins of his are described. The present collection contains
one gold coin, which reads as follows (Plate IV, No. 4)

silver

:

Obv.

There are faint traces
gave the mint and date.
4,

One

Rev.

of a

margin on the reverse, which probably

coin of Sikandar bin Ilyas, one of the independent kings

For some account of him, see this Journal, vol. XXXVI
XLII, p. 256. So far as I am aware, only silver coins
of his have hitherto been discovered
they have been described and
figured by E. Thomas, in vol. XXXVI.
The coin in the present collection is of gold, and reads as follows (Plato IV, No. 5)
of Bengal.
p. 58,

and

vol.

;
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Rev.

There was a margin on the reverse, which probably contained the
mint and date, but it is quite mutilated. The readings are identical
and their arrangement nearly identical, with those on Thomas' type
No. 4 (or coin, No. 22) in vol. XXXVI, p. 64 The mint, accordingly,
would seem to have been Firiizabad.
To these five coins I add another which is not new, as it has been
already described by Thomas in his Chronicles, p. 298. But I am not
aware that it has ever been figured and the present specimen has the
further advantage of having preserved a portion of the margin on the
It is a coin bearing the joint names
reverse, giving the mint and date.
of Firuz Shah and his son Fath Khan, and reads as follows (riate IV
;

No. 6)

:

Obv.

jilt

Margin

Rev.

^

°

:

4IJ1

f

<&

«U|

on reverse

:

t5*

U i"

iy43

^

^iUJi ^Wt^\

<s£

Fath Khan was made co-regent in 760 A. H., and the Klin 1 if Abu-1
-Fath whose name appears on the reverse, reigned from 753-763 A. H.
It follows that the date of the coin, of which only the numeral 1 is
The name of the mint I am unable to read.
preserved, must be 76J.
I take this opportunity to publish

figures of two copper coins of
Hasan Qurlagb. They belong to the well-known " Bull
and Horseman" type, already noticed by Thomas in Ms Chronicles
p. 96 (No. 82). They show on the obverse a horseman with the legend, in

Saifu-d-din al

^flW S'rC Hamirah ; and on the reverse a humped
Nagari characters,
The latter, as given by Thomas, is
also with a Nagari legend.
^WH ^iT^J 8'ri Uasana Kurala ; and this is, no doubt, the style in
which it is met with in by far the greater majority of specimens. But
occasionally the name is found in full ^K^T Kurlaka.
Among a number
of 100 of these coins, discovered not long ago in Shahpur in the Panjab,
bull,

%

and examined by me,

I

found about a dozen giving the

full

name

(see

—

3i
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or rare
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Coins.

1,

Plate IV, I give the reverses of

—

four specimens (Nos. 7 10). No. 7 shows the usual form ^K^f kurala,
but No. 8 has distinctly jjT^i huralaka (the ^1 I is slightly injured);
No. 9 reads ft
SH
S'ri Easana Ku, and No. 10 has ft ^rw
Easana Kurala.
I also

take this opportunity to publish two gold coins (Plate IV,

among a lot of 506 coins collected by Babu
P. C. Mukkerji, on special duty with Archaeological Survey, and forfig. 11,

warded

12) which I found

Museum

to the Indian

commonly known

in

Kanauj

They belong

Calcutta.

to the class

Coins of this description were
issued by the Kulachuri kings of Chedi, the Gaharwar (Rathor) kings
of Kanauj and the Chandel kings of Khajuraha.
As the two coins,
here published, are said to have been found iu Khajuraha, I think it
as

'

coins.'

most probable that they are Chandel

coins,

though I

feel

uncertain as

to their exact attribution.

No. 11

— I propose to read.
ft W*I
XHf^

^

No. 12

— may be read.
ft

flft

Mat Paramarddi
Deva

S'ri

S'ri

ra
* ^ft

Mat YU
Varmma*

ft V^i

or

*

S'ri

la

* ^ft

* Devi

Mat Bd-

Varmma*

* Devi

The final long * of devi seems clear but it is puzzling.
The king to whom No. 12 belongs, I take to be the 20th
;

of General
Chandel kings (Archaeological Survey Reports, Vol. XXI, p. 80), viz. Vira Varmma, who reigned from about
1240—1280 A. D. Or it might be Bala Varmma, mentioned by Mr.
V. A. Smith in his paper on the " History of Bnndelkhand" (Journal,
B. A. S., Vol. L, p. 19) but he appears to have been only one of the
younger scions of the regal house, and would not have been entitled
to issue coins in his name.
No. Ill take to belong to the well-known Paraniarddi Deva (the
18th of Gen. Sir A. Cunningham's list), who reigned from about
1165—1203 A. D., and fought with the famous Prithvi Raj and Qutbu-d-

Sir A. Cunningham's

list

of

;

din Aibak.

my

now published would
For the only Chandel coins hitherto known and
published, so far as I am aware, are those noticed by Gen. Sir A. Cunningham in his Archaeological Survey Reports, Vol. X, pp. 25 27 (see his
Plate X).
They belong to the following five Chandel princes Kirti
Varma (12th of the list), Hallakshana Varma (13th), Jaya Vai-ma
If

attributions are correct, both the coins

appear to be unique.

—

:

—
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Varma (16th), Mariana Varma (17th). Then follows
Paramarddi Varma (18th), a coin of whom is now published for the
first time.
I may note, however, that Gen. Sir A. Cunningham's coins,
(14th), Prithvi

X

Nos. 15 and 16 on his Plate
(Vol. X), appear to show some resemblance to my No. 12. They too seem to read devi. They are marked
on his Plate as " unknown."
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Sum-pa Khan-po, also styled Yeses- Dpal-hby or, the author of the
Behumig (Chronological Table.)—By Bab(; Sarat Chandra Das

Life of

c.

r.

e.

This great Lama was born in the year 1702 A. D. (Tree-monkey of
the 12th cycle of 60 years) at a place in the neighbourhood of the Dgon-lun

monastery of Amdo in ulterior Tibet. He is better known by his family
of Sum-pa, which means one from the country of Sum, a province
in Western Tibet.
In his infancy he is said to have given indications of
his identifying himself with the spirit of his predecessor.
While very
young he learnt to read and write with extraordinary facility. He became
well known by the name of Sumpa-Shabs-druA. He was admitted into the
monastery of Dgon-lun in the 9th year of his age. He received instruction
in the sacred literature of the Buddhists under ichan skya Rinpo-chhe
Nag-Z>vah chhos Man) and Tim Kwan chhos kyirgya-mtsko and other
great Lamas. From Zchan-skya he received the vows of monkhood,
who gave him the name Yeses Dp&l Abyor. He studied metaphysics,
logic, rhetoric, poetry, Buddhist liturgy, ritual, and the dogmatical
and
theoretical differences of the various Buddhist schools.
He also learnt

name

arithmetic, medicine, the science of vocal music, the works on Sutras and
Tantras, and the art of sacred painting. With the acquisition of all
this learning he

tion

was occupied

acquiring

till

the twentieth year of his age.

In addi-

and talents of his predecessor, he
gained the highest proficiency in astronomy, astrology and the science
to

all

the

virtues

38

S. C.

His fame

of figures.

Das

Life, of

Sum-pa Klan-po.
surpassed that of

of learning

[No.
all

other

2,

Lamas

age in Tibet, China, and Mongolia. In the twentieth year of
age he visited Tibet proper, and took his admission as a student

of his

his

Hbras-sPun (Dapun). In the year 1725 he visited
where he took the final vows of monkhood from Panchhen i?loZssaft Yeses.
In the 22ud year of his age he went on a pilgrimage to
Lhokha with a view to visit Sam-yea, and the famous sanctuaries of Yarluii, where he was very much pleased with an interview with Egya 7sras
Rinpochhe (ftag Dvan Hjigs med). Egyal-sras is said to have explained
to him in a prophetic manner what he was destined to achieve and how
he should proceed to Amdo, for the purpose of founding monasteries and
temples there, and also for diffusing Buddhism in China. In his 23rd year
he was appointed i/Khanpo (abbot) of <Sgo Man in Ubras spun. In the
following year, when a dispute arose between the two provinces Dvus and

in the monastery of
Crtsan,

Gtsah, he persistently declined to allow the

take up arms against their enemies, as

laws of Buddhism.

He

of his college to

of

filled

the chair of fS'go-rnan for a period of

The monks

desisted from fighting.

monks

was an act prohibited by the
other colleges followed his example and

which he returned

it

Amdo.

In the 30th year of his
monastery of Bshad iS'grub-jdifi with about eighty monks.
He brought the
recluse hermitage of -Bsauugrtan-^lih ri-khroii with fifteen monks, which
was founded by DpaZ ZDan hod sser, under his own monastery, and
At tho age
afterwards called it by the name of Sum-pa rikrotZ.
of thirty-four, at the command of the emperor Ckbin-lun (divine proBoth ichau
tector), and in the 2nd year of his reign, he visited China.
skya Bol-pafti rDorje and he were presented to the emperor, who asked
them many questions on religious matters. Sumpa Khanpo is said to
have answered all of them without any difficulty whatever. Pleased with
five years, after

to

age, in pursuance of the prediction of JSgyal-sras, he founded tho

him the emperor commanded that he be appointed tho spiritual guide of all
the chiefs of Mongolia, and he also conferred onhim a high sacerdotal rank
by letters patent, and authorized him to bear the title of Huthogtn (saint).
The Lama respectfully accepted all the imperial favours, with the excepHuthogtu which honour he respectfully declined, accordbeing intended for those who aspired to worldly glory. The
emperor was struck with the Lama's indifference to such a high
honour, and remarked that within his vast empire he did not know
one who like him could look with indifference at such an exalted distinc-

tion of the title of

ing to him

it

Henceforth he rose high in the esteem of the emperor and was
He resided in China for nine years. The
emperor occasionally used to call him to his presence. The Lchan

tion,

declared to be a real Lama.
skya,

who

presided at the head of Labrang (church),

commanded

that all

1889.]
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Buddhism extant

the Tibetan books on
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in China should be revised by

Sttmpa, which he did to the great satisfaction of all.
the clerical title of Ertene (precious) Pandita.

him

He therefore gave
He presented him

with a diploma inscribed on a yellow scarf. Once on every month the
emperor used to give him audience and converse with him on religious
matters for several hours.

He

resided for five years in

Peking, during

which time he enjoyed the esteem and the veneration of the Manchu and
the Mongol residents and the pilgrims of Peking. At the time of his return to Amdo, which he performed via, Dolonor and Khar snonpo he received considerable presents from the emperor, Lchan-skya and the great
Wangs (chiefs) of China and Mongolia. At Rivo-rtse Ziia (Woo-thai)
he stayed one year in order to perform religious worship in the great
sanctuary of Manju Ghosha. In his northward journey he visited Alaksha, receiving immense presents from the Mongols, whence he proceed ed to Dgon-lun. Being indifferent to worldly comforts, he did not like
much ostentation, and consequently kept few retainers and servants.
In the 43rd year of his age he was appointed to the headship of Dgon-lun
monastery. Out of the immense wealth he had acquired in China and
Mongolia he used to send large presents to the Panchhen and Dalai
Lamas,
jBkra

the great

to

sLs

lhunpo,

&c.

monasteries of Sera, JTbras-spun, Dga7i Zdan,
He also set up innumerable Buddhist images,

and chhortens &c. His works are voluminous and many.
Being dissatisfied with the existing works on astronomy, astrology
and chronology of Tibet, he wrote a dissertation on them after
He found the works of
collating 20 works by different authors.
Jikhas-grub vjo and Bu-stoii to be more correct than others. He died
at the age of 73.
The following are his principal works
Kun-psal melon (on arithmetic, astronomy and astrology) a large
volume written in very small characters.
Bdivl rtsi thig-pa (drops of nectar) on medicine.
inscriptions

Lag-len (practice) of medicine, &c.
Bel-dk&v meloii (crystal mirror) on diagnosis.
Gso-dpjad.

Sku-gsrun thug-rtan

form

cfltyil

thig tshaeZ

of images, diagrams, symbols,

(structure, proportion

and

&c).

Sgra, Snan-nag and sslos gar (rhetoric and poetry and drama)
and Hor Chhos 7ibymi (Ljon-6ssan), i. e. the his1

.

-Rgya-BotZ

and progress of Buddhism) in India, China
work was completed in the year 1747 A. D.,
"
also contains the
Re/mmig (chronological table).
A work on Buddhist charms to enable men to work miracles.
Hdsamglin Spyi bi-ul (general account of the world) on the geogra-

tory of

and
and

phy

Buddhism

Tibet.

of

tlie

This

world.

(rise
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—

A. D. 1026.

The twelfth Eulika emperor, called Siirya, ascended the
throne of Sanibhala. Dge bses Potova Rinclihen g'sal waa
bom. Gyi-jo Lo-chava translated the Kdla-chakra system of
astronomy for introducing it into Tibet. Tbe year of the Buddha's Nirvana being fixed

in

the

year called Fire-hare, thia

year (10'26)was the 361st year of the period of Adhi-dfishfi,
According to the calculation of those who place the Buddha's
death in the year Iron-dragon, this was the 408th year of Adhi- A. D.

1026

drishti.

to some writers the work, called Dus-7/khor
was translated in Tibet hy Gyi-jo Lochava in the

According
ZigreZ-chheu,

yenr

1027
Se-ston Kun-rigs, the spiritual teacher of Ma-chig

Sha-ma

Zcham Srin and pupil of /iBrog-mi Lo-chava, was born.
Phu chhun-va gfshon-rgyan was born.
Rinchhen shin-po of *StorZ km, the pupil of $pyan-sna-va
was born.
Spyan Sna-tshul khrims Zibar was born.
Hkhon Dkon-mchhog rgyaZ-po of Sa-skya was born.
La-chhen (ftLama Ohhenpo) DGong's-pa rab gsal proceeded
to the mansion of purity (died).
Riiog Chhos-rDorje, the disciple of Marpa, was born.
Jovo rje DpaZ Zdan Atisa arrived at ill KaZi rigs,
Eje-Msun Milaras-pa was born. Bari Lo-chava Rinchhengrags was born. The Shalu monastery was founded. Ntiro
Pan-chhen died.
Ye-ses 7»bar of SneJm ssur, the eldest son of Dgonpa-pa
was horn. Mhar sgom &rtson Zigrus hbar of 6'myug rum, who
was the pupil of Spyan sna-pa, was born. Atisa visited great
Tibet (according to some) in the 61st year of his age.
* The

1028
1030
1031
1032
1033
1034
1035
1038

1039

1041

the proper nouns are not pronounced.
t The Vrihaspati Cycle of GO years was introduced into Tibet by the Indian
Pandit Chandra Natha in the year 1025 A. D.
italics in

1889.]
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Myu-gu lun was founded by IZbrogmi Lo- A. D.
1042

chava.

Machig Slia-ma's husband was born. Ema-Lo-chava Chhos
/ibar of La-stoc? was bom.
HBroxa met Atisa in the 41st year
of his age.

1043

ZTbrin Ston of Iigjal was born.
of

iche

dal sgafipa,

Ssla-va grags-pa, the son

was born.

Chhag-khri mchhog met Atisa.
Bgya-hdnl Adsin rZwaii phyug tshul-khrims

1044
7ibar

was born.

Atisa miraculously witnessed the religious service performed by
Maitreya (Byam.s-pa) and Manjusri (_Hjam-cZwyans) at sNe-than.

Mu-dra-va founded the monastery of E-dgon.
Onal chhos /tbar was born. -ETbrom made his

first

1046
1048

pre-

sents to Atisa.

1049
1050

Atisa wrote his work on the Buddhist chronology.

Machig Lab sgron of Kham-pa Lun was born. Machig yumo
became the pupil of Sba-sgorn ye-byan and others of the later
.Bnifi-ma school.
Dbarma Bodhi was born.
Sdin-po snubs Chhos-/ibar was born.
i?dorje Senge of G'lan-ri than. (Potova's disciple) was born.
Lama (/shen, the pupil of Ronssom Lochdva Chhos-&ssah,
was born.

1051

1052

!

Atisa died at the age of 73.
Pa-tsha-va Lochava called Nima Grags-pa was burn. JRmasgom chhos gses of the Shi-bye<Z school was born. Shin ston

The celebrated Machig Lab-Sgron was
Rinchhen fcssanpo the great Lochava died.
Trepomchhogs, the spiritual teacher and Jl/khanpo of Bhog
legs, was born.
Sher-hotZ of Shahg Kama was born.
The monastery of
Rva sgi'eh was founded by JEfbrom ston-pa.
Ohhag-khri-mchhog, one of the disciples of Atisa, died.
JJiiog .Blo-Zdan ses-rab was born.
Dol bu ser-rgya-ma
was born. Rog-fhnar-shur was born.
Uma-bya _Z?na-ra-va of rGjal was born. Sna-nam rdor
dwan of Shan died.
Machig receives spiritual instruction from A-ston.
Skhor-chhun of Phyag chhen school was born. Ma-chig
Shama, the pupil of Se-ston Kun-rigs, was born. So-chhuh DgeAdun 7ibar of the Shi-byetZ school was born. Kun-dgah, the
second of the Shi-byei? school, was born.
Se-mkhar-chhunpa (of Lam- h bras-pa) held the monastery of
Luogm-khar-ohun. Hbrorn ston died.
chhos 7tbar was born.

born.

1054
1055
1056
1057

1058

1059
10(30

1061

1063

—
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Ame held the headship of Rwa-Sgren.
Bgy-agar Phyag-na visited the Te-rah monastery in Nopal.
PacZma byan-chhub of S'a-po sgan, the pupil of Pkuchhun-pa, was bom. Byan-chhub yeses of SgyaZ-tsha was born.
UJam-DpaZ and Skyi khun-pa Hab-jo, the two disHdsad Dharma met
ciples of the Grub thob Yumo, were born.
Pka-darnpa Sans rgyas. Ziche-Sgom Nan-pa unearthed the
concealed scriptural treasures of Lche-b tsun, the .Shin-ma
Lama.
Ohhos kyi JSgyaZ-po of _ZJkhon-j>hu, the brother of Machig
S'ama, was born.
S'arava Tontau Grags, the disciple of Potova, was born.
fikhon founded the grand monastery of Sa-skya, and
Hhog legs ses founded the monastery of C?san-phu. EmaChhos ses met Pha-dampa.
i9gro-phu.g-pa, the pupil of Ssur-chhun and disciple of
Ifbrog-mi Lochava died. S'er-grags,
Dka7i-&shi, was born.
Enai-7ibyor

the Shin-ma

Lama

of Ssur-chhun, died.

1064
1065

1066
1068
1069

1072

1(J73

Sprul-sku Gahou-hod of Bya-yul, the disciple of Spyan-

was born. S'es-rab 2?i-tson of Khu was born.
Khu-chhen died.
The great religious institution of king Mh&li
was founded. B&og Lochava visited Kasmir.

_7J/tson

sna,

gjuh
1074

Mag

rtse sde

1075

Gtsah-pa Bin-po chhe, the disciple of Bya-yul-pa, was born.
kha rdorje was born Pa-tshab sgompa, the disciple of
Milaraspa procZgaZi of the Shi byetZ school was born.
ceeded to study under Marpa Lochava.

Nam
Kun

Bbrom-ston
pupil of

Sgom

of

Bgjul was born.

1076

$gro-chhos brtson, the

of the Shi-byetZ-pa school,

was born.

After the death of Ames, Mdsod (Zgon-pa became the abbot
of Rva-sgren.

_Blo-gros grags Lha-rje

sgampopa

7idsin practised the

_Rgya-7iduZ

of

Dwag-po was

ascetic

vows

born.

the monastery of DgaZi-va-</don.
The foundation of the monastery of Gra-tkan was laid by

Gra-pa nmon

£es

chan

(a certain

monk who was

1077
1078

of vinaya at

1079

possessed of

foreknowledge).

1080

Potova Rinchhen gsai died, after discharging the functions
of abbot at the religious seat of Rwa-sgrefi for one year or
(according to some) three years. Mdsod tZgon-pa died.

1081

Henceforth for many years there prevailed a religious
anarchy at Rv-sgren.

1082

-r

—
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the pupil of Sne-Ziu ssur-pa, was
grags, the pupil of Milaras-pa, was

<7ge-mdses,

olihun rdor

Gun

Life of

than.

Milaras-pa performed asceticism to attain A. D.

sainthood.

1083

S'ami sgom-pa Sinon lam

Tibar,

the pupil of So-chhun-pa,

was born.

1084

CYCLE— II.
S'arava attended on Potova as his pupil.
Lochava Chhos-Tibar died of poison.
Dgyer Sgom chhenpo Gshon-grags, the pupil

1086
1088

Ma

Bya-YuZ,

of

was born. Enog-mdo-sde, the spiritual son of Enog Chhoswas born. Tshul-/iphags-dan lapa, the Buddhist scholar,
was bom. Rog ses-rab &lama, the spiritual successor of Egyalwa rten-nas, was born. Gra-pa nmon ses-rab chan died.

rdor,

Ertson Tigrus /ibar, known as Bya-TiduZ-va 7idsin-pa (the
Vinayic priest of Bya), was born.
Sa-chhen Kun sfiin, the son of Sa-skya Dkon rgyaZ, recognised as the 9th spiritual emanation of Chanrassig, was born.

The

saint

Pha-dampa

visited Tibet.

Euog Lo-chava

1091
6/lan-than monastery

Milaraspa,

after

the

was founded by

Crlari-ri-than-pa.

completion of his ascetical propitiations

(attainment of sainthood), proceeded towards Tesi &o.
Sin phug-pa Chhos grags, the saint of Shan who was the
pupil of Byan-sems Ssla rgyan, was born.

The

Bum Lama, called Egya-nag-pa

(the Chinese),

1092

was born.

Ras-chhun-pa met Milaras-pa.
The monastery of LocZgon was founded.
Tshul-khriins (ZpaZ, the red cap Lama, was born.
Ekra sis rdorje of Shan 6'ton, a Enih-ina Lama, was born.
Marpa Okhos bio was born.
.

Mod

1090

returned

to Tibet.

The

1089

was born. Dva
gs-po Chhos r/juh, the chief spiritual son of 6'gampo, was born.
UchkaiZ
kha,
the
disciple
of S'arava, was born.
Ye-rdor of
Pha-dampa visited China.

1093
1094
1095
1096

sser sen-ge, the disciple of Bya-yuZ-pa,

1099
1100

On the demise of ZZkhon-ston Dkon-mChhog rgyaZ-po,
Bari Lochava ascended the throne of Sa-skya.
On the death of Glan-tshuZ byan, Jfbrin ston succeeded to
the headship of EGyal (became abbot of Egyal).
Enog Chhos
fe'tab

ka-va

rdor died.

Uarma

grags, the disciple of S'arava,

1101

was born.
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Khyun tshan Thod-dmar-va was born. Stod lufi-pa founded
Spyau sna tshuZ 7ibar died
the monastery of Etson-gro dGronpa.
SgroZ Sgom, the pupil of tfgainpo, was bom.
at gftug-r>im.
$garn-po-va received the final vows of monkhood.
Potova rinchhen gisaZ died.
Gtum-ston Elo gros grags, the pupil of S'arava, was born.
Phu-Chhufi-va died at the monastery of Poto dgon.
Sten-pa Lo chava who brought the Kaihmrian Pandit Al-

1102
1103
1104
1105

1106

aska Deva was born.
Ohhos-sen of Phya-pa was born.
Lochiiva Shau-Tske srin Chhos kyi

After the death of Enog
Mama held the headship of
succession of twelve lamas

Gsan-phu for thirty-two years. A
occupied a period of 159 years. Snug-ruin- pa chhenpo died.
Bdorje rgyaZ-po (Phagmo-grub-pa) was born. Karma dus
Sgampo served Milaras-pa as his
flgttin mkhyanpa was born.

1108

H09

pupil.

ascended the throne of Sa-skya. The Gva-gordgon-pa was founded by Gnal Chhos bar.
At Chhu-bar Milaras-pa triumphed over a troop of demons.
Kun-sfiin

7;

Sgampo performed
Chhos

ascetic propitiations at

Hoi kha. GHal

lm

7ibar died.

Pha-dampa to Tibet. The incarnations
in Bya-yn/.
of Las chhen Kun-rgyaZ, &c, founded monasteries
Khyun tshan yeses blama, the disciple of Ras clihun, was
was
mdo-gde,
of
Bhog
son
spiritual
born. Jo-tshuZ S'es, the

The

born.

final visit of

Kham

Sgompa

lunpa Chhenpo, the pupil of ifgrom, died.
tshuZ

Khrims

Kunrigs

Dvag-po was born.
Stod Lunpa Chhenpo

of

ye-grags (Zmar-va was born.
ston

1110

1112

1114

EgyaZ-va
died.

Se-

1116

died.

ITChhus dar fcrtson, the disciple of Sgro (of the Shi hjed
Some of the Gter-ston of the Snin ma sect
school) was born.
discovered hidden books. Pha dainpa died.
the disciple of Pan chhen S'akya
EgyaZ-tsha,
Ma Khro-phu
&c, was born. Yeses /tbar of
Sri, Eftog-wdo-sde and Phag-gru,

1117

Snefru Ssur died.

1118

,

Dgyer sgom founded

the monastery of Egya-nia Riu-chhen

Winn.
.ffbrin-ston died.

Skam

ye-rgyan of the Shi-byetZ school

H19

died.

Thog-med
born.

age of

grags, the spiritual son of

Rma Ena-ra-va became the
Samadhi eonimonced.

Bhog mdo-sde, was
The
of EgyaZ.

abbot

1120

2,

—
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of Se-skyiZbu, the disciple of IZchhad ka,

was

born.

The monastery of <Sgampoi dgonpa was founded by Dvags
po Lha-rJe.
Thogs med Hod of JJnog was born. Z?rtson-grags of Shan
was born. When Skor-chhun died, his body received animation.
The resurrection was due to the Indian saint Nirupa having
entered it in a miraculous manner.
Ssla-hor?, the

1120

1121

son of flkhon-phu-pa, was born.
Gyubrag pa was born. (?shon-b;-tson of Glah-lun, the pupil of
Bya-yuZ Lochava, was born. A'je Milaras chheu died.
iMo-rje seiige of trlan than died.
spiritual

1122

Jo //bum, the father of Jita-ston Jo-ye and Jo-bsod of the
J?nin-ma school, was born

The

later Kun-(7ga7i of the Shi-bye<Z

school died.

1123

Karma

dus mkhyen was admited into the order of monkhood by Tre-po wchhog Mama. Acliarya Abhayakara died.

1142

Mai Kapa clian, the disciple of S'ama, was born.
ston yon-tan gssuns of Se-brag was boru.

1125

Zche-

The Kasmirian Pandit S'akya

S'ri was born.
Grags-pa iZgya-va rten, who became the disciple of Pa-tshab sgom-pa of the Shi-byed! school, was bora.
Uod /(jo f/shon-nu youtau was born.
The 13th Rigs-Man (Kulika), called Sna-tshogs gssngs

JJjig-rten

(Visva-rupa), a cended the throne of S'ambhala.
Dgc-bses (/lan of Itgytil was born. Pa<7ma-rdorje

1126

Ras-pa

(he with locks) of the Hbrug-pa school, was born.
Karma dus mkhyen visited Dvus. So-chhun dge hhav died.
Sbal-te

hod

Dgra

6chora-pa,

i/chun, also called

Bhog

the saint of Balti, was born.
jo va-son,

was born.

Brno.

1127

Jo

Narava

died.

1128
S'es

rab Byaii-chhub, also called Dvags po /Sgom-Chhun,

Dvags-po was born.
Bgy&l tsha Byan yeses became abbot of Bgy&l gdanaa.
Snubs chhos /<bar died.
Kannapa S'cs-rab hod of Sbah died. Iigyn hdnl /«lsin-pa

of

S'es
rgyam of Dol died.
The red cap Lama TshuZ khrims 7tbar died.
who was the re-embodiment of Shva miar TshuZ <Zpal, was born.
Dus Htkhyen received the final vows uf monkhood from
Mai hdul /idsiu.

died.

S'a-vo-sgan-pa died.

rab

1

jog

1130
1131

Nam-?».kha7i hod of the red cap school,

1

igo
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Sgampo 7tdu? Msin was born. Sgro-plmgpa died.
Mhah 6dag Nanral, king of Tibet (recognised as the

1133
lltli

1134

incarnation of Chanrassig), was born.

Hod
rtgonpa at

sser

Senge founded the monastery

Kbrom

Klirom

of

Kam
1136

Grsher.

Sans rgyas cZpon-pa, the younger brother of -ffgyama dgjev
sgom, was born. Shon-7ibyun was born. Rog &kra grags, the
spiritual

son of

Rog

S'es-rab

Mama, was

born.

6'shon-/<0(Z of

Bya-yuZ died.

1137

Dus Mkhyen
JJgyaZ-tshab Byan

Sgampo

visited

at

Dvagpo.

Khyun-po

died.

1138

yeses died.

-ETbrom ston of

-ffigyaZ

became abbot

of

Rgy&l

1139
1140

jydansa.

S'arava yontan grags died.

Bsod nams rtse-mo, the
was

spiritual son of Sa-»kya Kun-shifi,

born.

Than-pa chhenpo

jBkrasis dpal of

in

Stag-hm was born.

1141

mgon Rin fcssan the governor of Hbri-gon,
After the death of Hbrom-ston of Rgy&l, the abbotship of tJdansa remained vacant for nine years.
Kv spent his
summer recess at Gdansa. Khu-scr ftctson died.
Sjig-rten grsum

was born.

Dgyer sgom tshuZ
Phag-gru, was born.

sen,

Gsafi ston spyipa chaspa, one of the

1142

Mai Ka-va chan and

the disciple of

Pan chhen

of Sa-skya,

was born.

1143
1144

ifkhonphu-pa, the brother of Ma chig S'ama, died.
fihog jo bsod died.
-BgyaZ Chharmo, the spiritual son of .ffinog thog med, was
born,

jffinogjo

Hod

died.

114,5

CYCLE

III.

-Kje-fctsun Grags-pa rgyaZ-mtshan, the spiritual son of Sachhen, was born.

Kun-Zdan Ras Chhuii, the younger brother
rgyal-tsha, was born.

iShm-ma iigya-nag-pa, the
Lama, died.
Shig-pa 6dutZ
born.

rtsi,

Machig S'ama

Rog

S'es-rab

disciple of

the disciple of

of

1146

Khro-phu

Sgro-phug

.ffinin-ma
j

-Z?nin

ma

147

Se-brag, was

died.

'

H4g

Mania, the religious and ministerial successor
was born.

of .KgyaZ-va-rten-na,

Dvagpo sgom-tshuZ held the abbotship
chhen Eodpo chhe, the son

of Sa-chhcu,

of Sgampo.
was born.

DpaZ114,9

2,
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grub-pd, interviewed -ffje-iSgampo-va.

younger brother

of -ffiiog

1150

Chharmo, was born.
1151

Z/rtson died.

Chhag Lochava,

also called

disciple of Sten-pa Lochava,
Gro-ftdurf-rtsi

Dgra-&chom

was born.

grags of Snarthan was born.

founded the monastery of sNar than. Dag-pa
gs-paof Nan lam became abbot of Sgyal (/dansa.

Dvagspo Sgampo-va

the

i2te7(u rava,

6?tum-ston

ses tsuZ

Pha1152

died.

i?dorje tshuZ khrims of

Hhri gofi was born. Dvags-po Ss?om-

tshuZ founded the monastery of Zlftshur-lha

luft

at

jStotf-luft.

1153

Dus mkhan pa founded the Karmapa monastery of (Jshu
mtshur Lha luft at GshuAi gru Z>shi Lha lufi.
Thogs metZ grags of -ffiftog died.
Kun dg&h rdorje, the spiritual son of iZftog jo-tshuZ, was

1154
1155

born.

1156

Dvan-phyug

byaft rin

of

Lha

luft,

who was

the disciple of

was born. i?ssaft mo, the spiritual son of /Sails rgyas
was born.
Nin Z/.bum, the son of 72nift-ma shan-ston, was born. PaSa-chhen Kun-snin died, iihiog jo-tshuZ
tshab sgompa died.
Phag gin- pa founded the monastery of GMansa mthiZ.
died.
Bsod nams rtse mo became the grand hierarch of Sa-skya.
Dge-bses Nanlampa died. Dus mkyen founded the monastery
Se-spyiZ-pa,

fZpon ston,

1157

1158

of Iftshur-phu.

Sans-rgyas sgompa rdor (/shon of Bya-yuZ was born.

was born.
Lochava and Yaft
born.
S'ama, were

Dge-

bses 7chan rib

Bm&

(Znenpa, the

immanations of Machig
1159

Yeses rdorje (also called i/tsan-pa -ZJgya ras pa), the disGtsan rinpochhe Nam
ciple of Hbrug-pa grlin raspa, -was born.
rdorje died.

1160

Ras-chhunpa died.

Chbingis Khan, the conqueror,

who turned

the wheel of

might, was born.

Skor Nirupa tava

Gnos EgyuZ-va lha nanva
was born.

ma Lama,

was born.

/Sans rin, the disciple of

founded the monastery of lower

naft.

Dus mkhyen
The monastery

«kyiZ-pa.

gdansa.

Skyob-pa,

Kam-po #nas

was founded by Sebecame abbot of EgyaZ-

of Hehha<Z-ka gfsarma

Khyun-tshafi

Hab

1161
1162

died.

.Eta ston jo yeses, the Eiiin

Thod

cZmar

jo Sras, the disciple of

Yumo,

died.

1163
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Bya-7ichhan-kha-pa founded the monastery of Malgro ByaThe two Glinras-pa of Staglun interviewed Phag/ichhaft kha.
grn.

gev-hod, the son of

Rog

Skra-grags,

11G4

was born.

Gtum-ston died at Chhos-lun. Edor-ston. S'er grags became abbot of tSNarthan.
JJnoo- mdo-sde died. S'er hod, the spiritual son of Ro<7-fckra
Grags, was born.
Mhuhvi tfgo-mdsas died. Shan ston frkra rdor, the iJiiiii-

ma

lama, died.

The abbot

of Hbri-goii

became

1165

the disciple of

H66

Phag-gru.
Jo-hsod of Dvus,

who was

tho younger brother of Bta-*ton-

was born.
H&sed Dharmabodhi died.
Gyam Jssan Chhos sinon lam, tho disciple of Ssva-ra-va
Skal-ye, the son of Phag-gru, was born.
The Kashmirian Pandit S'akya Sri took the final tows of
monkhood. The monastery of Hdod span phug was founded
by Dus-mkhyen. The monastery of Skyor lun was founded by
Dvagspo sgom-tshul died, after which the abbotship
Spal-te.
remained vacant for two years. Phya-pa Chhos sen died.
jo-ye (Enin-ma Lama),

1167

1168

Bsod rdor of Sbom-brag, the disciple of Karma sans rgyas
Ras-chhen, was born.
Egyal died at Phag-gru, and the abbotship of >Sdan-sa re-

mained vacant

Khrom

for six years.

gsev died at

Rin-chhen

S'esrab,

Kam
the

kam.
younger

1169
brother of

Rog

S'erab

hod, was born.

S'ami smon lam

1170

7ibar died.

Grags rgyan-pa ascended the throne of the Sa-skya hierarchy.
S'er by an was appointed to the abbotship left vacant by fe'gampo.
Khro-phu Lo-chava Tshul-ses byams dpaZ, who was a
nephew of the Khro-phu iSgyai tsha brothers, was born. Rog
S'esrab lama died.
Darma grags pa of Stabs-ka died.

1171

1172
Jo-Abuni, the Kftinma

lama, died.

1173

Rinchhen Hod, the disciple of Phag-gru, was born. The
monastery of Tshal was founded. Bya-/fchha<Z kapa died.
Chhos rje $gan-pa was born. Khyan tskan yes'es Lama

1174

H75

died.

DP on

ras dar sen

The Skyob-pa

of the

middle Hbrug school was born.

(hierarch) of Zfbri-gon received the final vows of

2,
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Shan Lo-chava grub-iZpaZ

monkhood.

Dvags-po Chhos

died.

1176

gryun died.

Sans rgyas sgompa of Snarthan was born.

became the abbot
ob-pa, was born.

was born.

1178

of Egyal-</dan sa.

(rshon rdor of Afgar

lun-pa,

Ye-grags fZmar

dampa Chhos

sdift,

the disciple of Sky-

iTbom tZgon S'esrab rfpal, the disciple of Stag
The monastery of Stag lun dgon was found-

ed by Lama Stag lun-thah-pa.
Sa-skya Panchhen, the son of DpaWiocZ
UsocZ rgyan of

Ko-brag was born.
of JUgyama Rin sgan was

The monastery

1179
sros,

was born,

rebuilt

by Sans
1180

rgyas (Zvon-ston.

Bsod nams rtshe
likhon-phu died.

Ehog Chharmo

of Sa-skya died.

Lha-itsun

ssla

Rod

of

died.

1181

Ssans tsha bsod rgyan, the younger brother of Sa-skya Pan-

chhen

Kun

(Zgah rgyal-?»tshan,

The monastery
mkhyen-pa.

of

Karma

was

born.

1183

lha sdeh was founded by

Dus

IJdo ston ser grags died at Snarthan and was succeeded by
Shan Zitsum rdor hod who was born in the year iron-horse.
The venerable Hgro-va7ii mgonpo dv&h phyug Ilod Lha-

1184

lun (Zpon sras was torn.

Grags rgyal,

of

Kharagpa, who was the spiritual son of
Lama and disciple of Bhuriba, was

ligotZ-tskan

the iTbrug-pa

born.

phug-pa died.

Nift

Dvon

Rog Bkra

sis

grags died.

1185

the disciple of Skyob-pa, was born.
Uloras (Zvan &rtson of lower ffbrug, who was the disciple of
Glsan rgyara, was born. The monastery of Tshal gun than was
S'er

Zibyun,

Lama Shah irtson grags. The image Lhachhen
was constructed. JBgyal-va yeses died at Grags cZmar.
Bbrug-pa g\ih ras pa Padma-rZorje was born.
Usam (/lin-pa, the disciple of Gah-ba and spiritual son of
Karma dus mkhyen, was born.
.Egos tshan mgon-po rdorje of upper iTbrug, who became
the disciple of Itgya ras, was born.
Dge-&scs Glan rgyal became the head of G'dan-sa (chief
founded by

1186
1187

seat of the hierarchy).

The monastery
mkhyen-pa.

of

Mtshur-phu was

Hor Chhih-gis became king
len-pa died.

of

founded

the Mongols.

by

Dus

Se-spyiZ

HS8

—
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The kin£ of upper Mo-rtse jRgyai-po presented the Lord
Buddha's image with a golden crown.
flchhacZ-ka monastery was governed by

phyug of Se-spyil,
King Chhingis conquered Man

Lkalun

clvnh

Stefi-ba Lo-chava

churia.

(Tshul-khrim 7ihyun gnus) died.
Ssim rinpochhe of Bya-yul (Sans-rgyas »9ton-pa grags) was
born. Rin wigon ska yal-va of Stag lun dvon kar was born.

Glan died and was succeeded by Dgo-Mes

1189

dri-7(dul at i?gyaZ

1190

Gdansa.

King Chhin-gis conquered Solon country,

IZchhus dar
1191

Z/rtson died.

Skysa-ston byari rin pochhe held the abbotship of Bgyab-

Lama shaft died at Gun
mkhyen^a died. Gskon-un Zjetson

than.

grdansa.

Karma Dus

hgvas of Crlan-lun

(/sum
died.

1192

Dvu.?-pa died.

Henceforth Chhift gis became emperor of China. Snasthan Shan Zitsun-died and was succeeded by Groins chhe-be
who was born in the year water-bird.
Bya-skyun-pa (mdo-sde mgon of Phorog), who was kobrag-

1193

Khro-Lo-chava visited Nepal. Chhift
gis conquered Tartary.
Khro-phu rgyaZ-tsha died. Yon-tan

pas disciple, was born.
gssahs (J?ninma

Jo
born.

/(bar,

1194

died.

latter Chho.s rje (Zpal

Skyob-pa and Stag

Khro Lo-chava

Chhag was

lift-ba

built

invited Mitrapa to

there for

18 months returned

Kheran.

Jo&soeZ (Bnifi-ma

Dvag.s-po

was

subdued the Danmag.

Chiftgis

The

Lama)

the son of Nima-/ibum (Buin-ma Lama),

grol-sgom

to

died.

temples at Phag-gru.
who after a staying

Tibet

India.

Lama)

1195
1196

born.

Chhin-gis conquered

1197

died.

Shva-dmar nam

hod died.

1198

J?nifi-ma-pa Shig-po died.

»Sgam-po

shi

sgam-chhen-po was born.

Mcra-Grags, the

re-embodiment of the red-cap Lama called Nam-7tO(Z who was
Crshon-sefi of the middle
a disciple of Dus mkhyen, was born.
Khro-Lo-chaya»brought Buddha
iTbi-ug-pa school was born.
Chhin-gis subjugated Na7(imanpa Ta-ge.
S'ri to Tibet.
Dge-6shes Zchaft-ri held the abbotship of jffigyaZ (/dan-sa.
Sans ? gyas sgom-pa protected the Lo-chava of Bya yul. Gssi
brjid Grags, the spiritual son of I?.ftog kun rdor was born.
/S'pyan sua Rinchhen Ldan, the disciple of Ko-brag-pa and
Yuft (Zgonpa, was born. Chhin-gis conquered the whole of ZZbr.

1199
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Ron was

born.

Thog-rdug pa was born.
Sans rgyas yar byon
Bps rab Mama of Stag lun was born.
Sans rgyas ras pa Rinchhen srnonlam, the disciple of ShiPhag-gru

hjed pa Rog shig-po, was born.
Sa-skya (ZpaZ-chhen Hod died.
Karma Bakshi Cbhos /idsin, the disciple of Sbom-brag-pa
and pupil of Karma Ras chhen, was born. Khro Lo-chava

brought the Kashmirian Pandit S'akya S'ri to Tibet.
Chhin-gfs subjugated Harilig. Dgyer-tshul Sen died.
.Kgyal-po cZgab, the younger brother of i?nog (?ssi-brjifZ,
was born. The monastery of Bde-va-cban at Sne-than was

founded by i?gya-7f.cbhift rupa, the disciple of Gna,l shaft.
His nephews, Sans rgyas tZpal and others, managed the
monastery after his death.
The monastery of (7yam tssaft dgon-pa was founded by

Chhos SmoE lam

of

Gyam

1202

1203

1204

1205

issaft.

Chhingis visited Tibet and subjugated
with the exception of Mi-nag.

CYCLE

all

its

provinces

IV.

Ssvara-yesen, the pupil of Phag-gru, died.

1206

Spyan-sna grags 7jbyun became the abbot of Phag-gru
(rdansa which dignity he held for twenty-seven years.
Saskya
Pandita received the

final

vows

of

monkhood from S'akya

S'ri

1207

Pandita.

.Dvon cZkarva occupied

the

abbotship

sequence of the death of Stag Inn thaft-pa.

vacated

in

con-

JJgya-ma Sans rgyas

dvon ston died.

1209

Tilla rdor grags, the

yonnger brother of Hbri-gon-pa, was

born.

Dvon-po Dar sen became abbot

of

Shrug Ralun

after

Mal-ka-pa-chan died.
Hguru Chhos tZvaft, a Jinm-nia t/ter-ston was born. KhroLochava constructed a gigantic image of Maitreya, eighty
cubits high, which he also consecrated.
.Egyalva, the eldest spiritual son of iTbrug-pa ligocZ-tshafipa, Yaft cZgou-pa and _Z?gyaZ-mtshan cZpaZ were born.

the death of Gtsan-pa rgya-ras.

The Kashmirian Pandita S'akya S'ri returned to Kashmir.
The monastery of Crlanthan Chhos-sde was founded.
Gshon-nu
/tbum died.

yon-tan of

Hod

jo-va

died.

Ii'ninma

Nima

1210

1211

1212
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The pupil of ZFjam-<7ser called Chhos Sku-7iod sser, who became the disciple of Semo-chhe the professor of Dus 7tkkor, was
1213

born.

Khublai (emperor Se-chhen) Khan

of

Hor was

born.

SPaZ-te Dgra-Zjchoni died.
Shva-fZmar-tshul dpal, the disciple of Karma Bakshi, was
SnVmdo thams chacZ ?jikhyen-pa, the eldest son of Smarborn.
senge,

was born.

Chhag (7gra-&chom

died.

Grags rgyan of Sa-sky died.
Edorje tshul-khrims became the heirarch of ZTbri-gon.

Skyob-pa Bjig-rfcen ingon-po

1214

1215

died.

kun-Zdan-ras-pa
Khro-phu
jRgyal-va Bten nas-pa died.

Yan-<Zven-pa

died.

died.

1216

Rin-ckhen rdorje his younger brother, who was the 12th
(in succession), was born.
Dge-&ses Zcban riba died.

Sgampo

lidxxl

7idsin-pa died.

Glah ston sesrab Sen became abbot of EgyaZ-r/dan

Enog rdorseh

1217

sa.

1218
1220

died.

Edorje tshul Khrims of ffbri-goA died.

Dvon S'esrab byuh became hierarch of Hhri-goh'. Buddhism was first introduced in Hor (Mongolia). Chhin-gis annexed Sar-tba-gva-cbhen.
Edorje yeses (Chhos go-ba of jffbri-gun) was born. J2kkruZ
Shig Darma senge, the disciple of Rog-mchha<Z gsun, was born.
Dvon tZkar commenced building the grand hall of wor-

1221

1122

ship at Stag bin.

Ghos Lha nan-va died.
Ede-legs rgyaZ-mtskan of Neran, who became the pupil of
Orgyan Rinchhen <7pal, was born. Shan ston 7itsbem-pa be-

1223

came abbot of EgyaZ-va </dansa.
The monastery of Dge-h&un sgaft was founded by the two
They
disciples of S'akya S'ri Pandita named Byan and Edor.
also founded the monastery of Sfiemo tshag-mig.
S'akya senge founded the monastery of Namrin in

(north) after which he died.

S'akya

S'ri

Byan

died in Kashmir.

The
Sen of Thog-kha of Hbrigon was born.
Chhinfourteenth Kulika ascended the throne of S'ambhala.
died.
which
ho
Tibet,
after
in
gis subjugated Minag
Ogoti, the son of Chhingis, who was born in the year fire?
sheep, assumed the sceptre of the Mongol-China kingdom.
Sgampo Sncpa jo sras was born. Sans rgyas sgom-pa

1224

Rin

died.

1225
1226

1227

and

1889.]
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Orgyan Senge rinchhen dpal, the pupil of Bgod tslian-pa of
Stod Bbrug, was bom.
.Eta-ston jo-ye, the iJnm-ma Lama, died.
ZJkrasis felarna of Stag lun was born.
Jo-/tbed, the JJninma
Lama, died.
Rin-sen of Kham lun in Bya-yul was born Sans rgya jo-no
(Zvan phyug grshon-nu of Bya-yul was born.
Gromo-chhe of
SN&v than died. Lha-lun dvan phyug died.
Chhos smon lam of (?yam-6ssah died. Rog S'esrab Mama
was born.
Ogoti died.
Guru Chhos dvan recovered concealed
religious books from the rock of C?nam-skas brag.
S'ans sfcon tshul t&gcra. of the S'ans-pa school

hbyuh died at Zfbrigon.

Gotan,

who was born

year, ascended the throne of Hor.

JSnog

was born.

1231

in the fire-tiger

1232

of

Sen^e-

was born.

Stag lun

1233

died.

Sgani-po Sni

sgoni-chhen died.
ra lun.

1230

kun-rdor and Btogs

Pbags-pa, the son of Sa-skya Ssans-tsha, was born.
sgra, the son of JJnog rgyal-t?ga&,

Dar

1229

S'er-

Zdan 6ssan died.

Dvon dkar skuyaZma

1228

1234

Sen, the disciple of iigya ras of Gtsan, died at ZZbrug
(Jshon-san succeeded him.

Rin-rgyan and Ye-7tbyuh, the sons of

Ssaiis

1235

tsha of Sa-

skya, were born.

1236

Phyagna rdorje, the younger brother of flphags-pa of Sawas born.
Ssans tsha Bsod rgyan of Saskya died.
Grag.s-pa yese's of Phag-gru was
born.
Grags &soiZ
(iJtsham &chaiZ-pa) of Tlbvi gun was bom
The Mongol chief

1237

skya,

Chhigya dorta, with his troops overrun Dvu (U) and Gftsaft,
and killed So-ston and five hundred monks of Sa-skya, after
which he burnt Rva-sgren and EgyaZ-khan monasteries.
Chhos kyi fclama died at Snarthan.
-Dvon-S'er-/ibyun
died.

Rin issan, the younger brother of Enog Sen ge sgra, was
Melon iJdorje, the pupil of BM&ma jo hhnd and disciple
of Sefi-ge rgyab-pa, was born.
Jonan kun-span Thugs irtsonhgras rje, the pupil of Ohhos sku hod sscr, was born.
iTpkags-pa and Phyagna, the two nephews of Sa-skya
Pantlita, proceeded to Mongolia.
Rog-ser hoiZ died, ii bom

1238
1239

born.

dgon-pa of Stag lun died.
Rog-shigpo Rin-chhen S'esrab died.

1241

1242

1243
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Chhos kyi rdorje, the younger brother of Bnog Rin-chhen
Issan-po, was born.
Sa-skya Pandita arrived at Lan-ju (Lan-chau).
Pandita interviewed the Mongol king Gotan.

1244

Sa-skya

Sne-mdo smar sen

1245

died.

Having
Sa-skya Pandita's saintly powers were tested.
found him to be a sage and saint, the king imbibed faith in him.
King Gotan sent a proclamation to Tibet making a pre-

1246

U and Tsaft to the Sa-skya hierarch.
SbomGya-pa gans-pa, the disciple of Dus-?>ikhyen, died.

sent of the provinces of

1247

grags-pa died.

Grags rin

gnis mehhoiZ-pa of Phag--gru

was born.

Se-

Spyil Kha-va yeses of Lhobrag was born.

was born. Lo-chava Ras died at the capital
Hbrug-pa hierarchy. Sans-Sgom of Sfias than died.
Sans rgyas dvon grags tfpal of Stag lun was born. S'esrab Sen-ge of Ron, the spiritual son of Bgva Lo-chava, was
jTima senge of middle ZTbrug was born.
born.
IfChhim nam grags became abbot of Snarthan. Sa-skya
Pandita died at Sprul-sde in Mongolia. King Gotan died.
Mun-khe, who was born in the year fire-hare, ascended
the throne of Mongol-China. The Mongolian army suppressed
Mon mkhar mgonpo gdofi in Tibet.
_HPhngs-pa of Sa-skya became prince Khublai's spiritual
The Saskya-pa hierarch took possession of the
guide.
Shaft tZkon dpal

of the

thirteen provinces of Tibet, called Khri-skor fechu-^sum.

The Mongolian king went at the head of an army to
Gara Zjan yul and returned to his capital in the following year.
Grags sen of Mun-mebrag kha-wa, the pupil of Jonah kun
span, was born.
Spyan sna grags 7ibyun died.
Bakshi became the spiritual guide of the Mongol king MunGuru Chhos dvan
khe. Ssem grags sen of Bya-yul died.

1248

1249
1249

1250

1251

1252
1253
1254

unearthed the sis Bhm ma scriptures.
Sans-rgyas (ZpaZ fcssan (Stag lun dvon-po) was born. Phorog

1255

mdo-sde died.
Senge rinchhen of 6'pa7ii-skya and of the middle JTbrugpa school was born.
Kun dgnh Jssan-po of <Sne-mdo, an incarnation of Rgodtshans-pa, was born.
jBgya?-va yah iZgonpa, tlio son of Thams chas wkhyenpa,
Bgod tshan mgou cdor of 8tod ffbrug died.
died.

125(5
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Tibet.

2?de-legs rgy&l mtslian founded the monastery of Ssan ssaii
neran.
Lha /tgro wgon t?van phyug died.

Mun-khe,

tlie

Yon rgyam,

Mongol king,

died.

the pupil of Jonan

1258

kun

span,

was born. Karma

JBs&m-glih Rinchhen died.
-RgyaZ

mtshan

1259

who became a

7tbum of ITjag,

leader of

the Sanspa school, was born.

Karma BaksM, during the years fire-serpent, iron-monkey
and iron-bird, made miraculous religious demonstrations. B&od
rgyan of Go-brag died.
2?dag-chhen ftssanpo

was

cZpal,

1260

the son of Sa-skya YeJibyufi,

born.

S'akya 5ssanpo, well-known by his other

name

/Stag

lufi

Lo-chava, was born.

1261

Ssur-phu-va, the pupil of Spyan-sna rin Zdan, was born.

The great

Man

was

shrine of Jftshur-phu

built

by BaksM Ne

sgom.
Sans rgyas ston tshul Khrims Senge of Bya-yul was born.
Chhag chhos rje dpal died.
Phags-pa of Sa-skya returned to Tibet from Mongolia.

H

Kumara, the son

of

Melon rdorje

(of the iifiinma

1262

1263

1264

school),

was born.
t?slion-sen died at jffbrug-Ralun.

CYCLE
Thog rdug-pa

died at Phag-gru.

1265

V.

Phyagna

of

Sa-skya

1266

died.

Dkarmapala Rakshita, son

of

Phyagna

of

Sa-skya,

was

born.

JTphags-pa again returned to Hor (Mongolia).
Emperor Sa-chhen (Khublai), the grand son of Chhiiigis was engaged in building Peking and three other cities,
from, the year wood-mouse up to this year.

Kharag grags rgyaZ

of

Hbrug

died.

Gshon-mi gmou lam of Bya-yul and Spyi-ther pa7ii Dvonpor
Grags- pa of Dvagpo were born.
Sans rgyas yar-byon of Stag lun died.
Guru chhos dvan died.
The monastery of Tharpa^lin was founded in the confines
of Nepal and Tibet.
Ye-7tbyun of Sa-skya died in Ljan-yul.

1267
1268

1269

1270
1271
1272

1273

S. C.
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S'akya 6ssan-po of Sa-skya became the viceroy of the thir-

teen provinces of Tibet, called Khri-skor &cku grsnm.
ffjam-cZvyahs don-rgyan of Sa-skya and Dvah-bo irtan
.Blania of Esos

rgyan were born.

Sans rgyas cZvon grags
tery of

Byams

1274

<ZpaZ of

Stag-luh founded the monas-

1275

rinpo-chhe.

was born. Grags-pa
Ssur-kkah-pa t/van
/Sfte-mdo Tkams
fcsocZ rtpal of the Blz&h-brgyad school was born.
ye of

mkkyen-pa

chacZ

Se-spyil

1276
1277

died.

Edorje rinchen of IZbrigon was born.
Yeses Mama of Stag lun was born.

was born.
Rinchhen rgyaZ mtshan

Sgampo

chhos

fcrgyan

of Sa-skya died.

Bchuh

Tilli

died

at Hbrigcn,

1278

Rinchhen Chhos rgyaZ of the Shi-byecZ school, who was the
grandson ot JJphruZ shig-dar sen, was born. _Hphags-pa of Saskya died. The twelveth Gchuh died.
Sansrgyas Ras-pa of the Shi-byed school died.
Dharmapala became hierarch of Sa-skya. Bya-rog Edson
(jong) was captured,
Ehog Gssi-brjirZ Grags died.
Bya-yul Khams luti-pa died. Ega-Lo-chava of Miuagag

1279

Ekra-grags, the red-cap Lama, died.
Chhos rgyan, the son of latter Eiiag Chhos rdor, was born.
Shva cZraar Gragr sen, the first incarnation of Bkra-grags
the red-cap Lama, was born.
Edor rgyan of Ron, the first disciple of S'er sen, was born.
Karma Bakshi died.
Sans rgyas 6'gompa of Bya-yul and Tshul khims S'esrab
were born.
The third Karma-pa hierarch Rah byuh rdorje, an incarnation of Karma Bakshi, was born.

died.

Edor-rgyaZ, the 28th hierarch of JTbrigon, was born.

hod

of

1281

1282

Enog

rgyaZ po ig&h died.
Lha-Z>lo

1280

1283
Se-spyiZ

was

born.

The

jffbrigoh-pa

authorities burnt Bya-yul.

Sans rgyas 6?chuh S'ton died, and the abbotship remained
vacant for

five years.

Thog kha-va died at ZTbrigon.
Lha brag kha-va died.
Gyuh-ston Edor
Efiih-ma Lama),

was boru.

cZpal,

1284
1285

the pupil of Ssur-byams senge (the

who was Karma Ran byun's

spiritual guide,

and

1889.]
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and S'ara-va ZTjam «!vyans

Sa-skya,

Jfe-sen of

Hbrug

Raluii died

Ratna guru of Stag lun was born, .fitshain bchadpa died
at JTbrigon.
Phag-gru Grags-ye died.
Senge rgyaZ-po of middle ffbrug was born. Mchhim nams
grags of Snarthafi died.
Bu-ston Rin-chhen grub was born.
Zdan was born.

1287
123H

lininnia

Lama

Legs-

The Sa-skya-pa authorities sacked IZ'brigon.
Tshui-mgon of Bya-yul was born.

1289
1290

Gser-gdiii fikra sis (Zpal,

a follower of S'ans-pa, was born.
Dol bu S'er-rgyan, a disciple of Jonan yon-rgyan, was born.
Kun-mkhyen chhos sku flbdsser died.
Grags rgyaZ of Phag-gru, who had acquired the fourfold
JEninma perfections, was born.
TJrgyan mgonpo ser

rfpal of Stag lun died.
3/khan-chhen Jiiana Prajiia was born. Sa-chhen's (Khubgrandson 01cha7iithu, who was born in the year wood-ox,
became the emperor of Mongol China.

1291

1292

lai's)

.EgyaZ-sras

Lama

Thogmed

issaii

po

(?yufi-ston Ssla-va IZjam.

was born.
IZchhuim karma

tZpal

1293

was born. The 2?fiinma
6sam-Agrub rdor je

cZvyans

1294
7ilofi-chhen-pa

was born.

/Sgam-po Sui-va

Jo-sras died.

Sans rgyas cZpon-grags of Stag-lun died.

Emperor Khublai

died.

1295

J3krasis

Slama died at Stag-luti.

Karma

Ii!nm

Lama

(?yun-ston visited Hor.

129,3

1297

Kun-Mo, son of DpaZ fcssan of Sa-skya, was born.
Gyag-sde Panchhen (Brtson-Zigrus Dar »'gyas), the pupil

Tisri

of

Skva-Jmar Grags-sen, was born.
Ratnakara of Stag-lun was born.

Byan rgyan of the Phag-gru dynasty was born.
lo-ckava Byan-chhub rtsemo, also called I?lo-brtan
(7pon-po, was born.
Ti/ii situ

1298

1299
1301

Dvan

The monastery of Lha-steh was founded by Ran-byun rdorje.
iTkhrul shig Darsen of the Shi-byed school died. The
UiiiA-ma Lama Melon rdorje died.
The venerable nun Legs Mo rgyan, a disciple of .Bssan
was born.
J onan Phyogs las rnam rgyal, a native of Mn&h ris, who was
the pupil of Dol-bu ser rgyan, was born.
tZpal of Sa-skya,

1302
1304
1305

S. C.
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Emperor OlchaMHra of Hor died.
Zlon Chhenpa, the disciple of Kumara (the Sfiin-ma Lama),
Another grandson of the emperor Sa-chhen, named
was born.
Khulug who was born in the year iron-serpent, became emperor.
The Sage S'afts ston Tshul wgon died.
The saint Orgyan pa seiige died.
Sa-skya, and
Tisri kun rgyan, the son of Ussah dpul of

2,

130(3

1307
1308

Hjam-dvyahs don rgyan were born.
.RgyaZ-mtshan DpaZ &ssah of Sans Aba7i-ra, who became
Gsar-ina Grags-ses, the
the disciple of Ssur-phuva, was born.
Byams
twelveth Phag gru hierarch, was born. Hjag-chhen
(Zpal of the S'aftspa school was born.
Gnis-mchhod died at Phag-gru.

Dpal-&ssan of Stag-lun

1309

died.

Gshon nu rgyal-mtshan
was born.

of Ri-pa, the disciple of Ssnr-phuva,

Eiiog chhos rdor phyi

ma

died.

Dampa

Isod nams rgyal
mtshan, the son of Bssan dpal of Sa-skya, was born. Sans rgyas
joTO of Bya-yul died.
In Hor, Pauyanthu (born in the year wood-bird), the
youngest brother of the emperor Khulug, ascended the throne.

Emperor Khulug

died.

.Blama

1310

Yeses Lama of Stag-lun died in India.
Sans-rgyas Rin-chen died at ffbrug Ralun. Jonah Kun
" Lun thig " was inspan died. The metaphysical theory of
culcated by Tshul rdor, an incarnate i?nin-ma Lama.
The sage Hjam dpaZ yeses was born, fljam dv&ns Kun

1311

middle ffbrug was born.
After the death of Edorje Rinchhen, Edorje rgyaZ-po became abbot of iTbrigon and built the grand shrine of Hbrigon.

1313

dgaft sehge of

Sehge of Ron died.
Kun-cZgah i>ssan-po of /Sne-mdo died.

S'esrab

Dkon-mchhog cZpal of Shah died.
The (astrological and astronomical) work, called JSfcsi Kun
fcsdus, was composed by Rah-byuh-pa.
The sage
Sgampo Safts-rggas Chhos Sen was born.

it

1317

i3 l 8

died.

Orgyan mgon-po
furnished

1314
1315
1316

disciple of Sahs-rggas ston of S'ahs, died.

Gshon-nu Grub, the

Ehog Rin-6ssah

1312

of Stag-luh erected a large shrine

with images and religious books.

yan-thu died.
Gegen khan, the son of Pau-yanthu,
year water-hare, ascended the throne.

and

Emperor Paul 3i9

who was bom

in the

1320

and

1889.]

his
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Bio gros Bn&va. dag was born in Bya-yul. Bu-ston wrote
the historical work called Chhos Zihyun rin mdsod.
Bssan cZpal
of Sa-skya died.
Emperor Gegen Khan died in Hor.
Ye-sun-the-mur, the great-grandson of Sa-chhen (Khublai),
who was born in the year water-serpent, became emperor.

Bdorgyan

of

Ron

Sen-rgyaZ died at

I

am mkhah

died.

Sans-rgyas-ston of Bya-Yul died.

Hbrug

Baluii.

1321
]

323.

1324

rgyaZ-mtshhn of Lho-brag, who was Tson-

khapa's tutor, was born.

1325

Mtk&h-yns (Ananta\ the fifteenth Kulika, ascended the
throne of S'ambhala. Kun-ilo of Sa-skya died. Yon-rgyam,
the Jonan Lama, died.

Emperor Ye-sun-the-mur died.
The two sons of the emperor Khulug, namely Rinchhen

1326
1327

JTphags (born in the year iron-mouse*) and Kaus'ali (born in the
year water-tiger), successively became emperors, and each died
after a few months' reign.
Pau-yanthu's sou Chi-ya-thu (born
in the year wood-dragon)

became emperor.

The abbot Yeses bsod nam rgya-mtsho was
Don-grub

Bnog Chhos

(/pal,

i-dor,

RaiWibyun

1328
1329

born.

the son of Senge-7ibum, the spiritual son of

was born.

iklorje visited Hor.

1330

Ta-dven Zdo-rgyan and Ta-tZven Chhos rgyan, the sons of
Kun-rgyan of Saskya, were born. Emperor Chi-ya-thu
died.
Ratna S'ri, the son of Kausali, born in the year fire-tiger,
became emperor. After one mouth's reign he died.
Nam-mkha7i cZpal of Stag-lun was born. The monastery of
C/nas nan was founded by itftshur.
Tho-gwau themur the son
of Chi-ya-thu, born in the year earth-lwrse, became emperor.
-Z?gyan 7tbum of S'afis jag was born.
Hbri gon Chhos rgyaZ, who became Tsoiikhapa's tutor, was
born.
Se-sjiyiZ-pa Rinehhen Sen was born.
$gampo Chhos rgyan died.
Se-spyiZ Lha of Ssur-khan died.
Sans-rgyas Sgom Phyi-ma died in Bya-yul.
Ratna Guru of 6'tag-lun died. Karma Ran byun rdorje
died in Hor.
Tisri

The fourth Karma hierarch

Dharma

Kirti

6ssan of iS'myun-<7nas was born.
nams rgyaZ-mtshan (Kun-spah chheupo) was

born.

Ro7pa7ii rdorje

was born in Koii-po.
J?sotZ

jBsod

1332
1333

1334
1335
1336
1337.

1338
1339
1340

nam

Se-spyiZ-pa S'akya bsod was born.

1331
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On the death of Nam legs-pa, Slama Dampa became the
Saskya hierarch. Gshon-smou of Drag-po died. Kumara, the
Brta-ina Lama, died. Dpal-felo-brtan died.
Mun-Me brag Kha-va, the J'onafi abbot, died.
According to the chronology of Egya-Ston the Sutranta

1341
1342

vyakarana was introduced.
S'akya &ssan the Lo-chava of Stag-lufi died.
.Bio gros Senge of the middle JTbrug-Ralun school was born.
Lho-rin-pochhe Grags you of the iika/t?-gyud school was

1343
1344

Kim Sen

born.

1345
1346

died at .ffbrug-Ralun.

Gshon was born. Theg-chhen chhos
rgyaZ kun bkra, the son of Chhos rgyan of Sa-skya, was born.
the entire
Ta/ii Situ Byan-chhub .Rgyan became the ruler of
Dvus (or central Tibet). Shva-t/mar Grags sen died. The
Sbi-byed-pa abbot Rinchhen Chhos rgyaZ died.
Rin rgyan Dus Mcor-va, the pupil of Zfj'am-dvyans Chhos
wgon Dolbus, was born. Gyag-phrugr Sans was born.
.Bje-&tsun ran Ada/t-pa

1348

Mkha-spyocZ dvan-po Ye-cZpal, the second' red-cap hieran incarnation of Grags-sen, was born. Sans rgyas rinrgyan, the disciple of iTjam-cZvyans fcssam grub the Efiiu-ma
arch,

abbot, was born.

Se-spyil-pa

Lha

&lo

1349

hod died.

Chhos ftbyun rin-chhen, the disciple of Ifjag-chhen ByamsThe town of litse-than .(also called ii!tsis-than)
ofpal, was born.
was founded by Ta/ii Situ. lidor-rgyaZ died at Ifbri-gon.
Bsod nams lhun-grub of Se-spyiZ was born. The sage

1351

Jiiana-prajna died.

Karma RoZ

pa/ii rdorje

A

great earth-

school) of

Khams was

entered monkhood.

1352

quake took place in Tibet.
S'ar-rin-pochhe (of the

1350

Bkah rgyud

born.

Byafi-pa Ta/ii dvev, with the permission of S'er-rgyan, repaired the monastry of fram rin. Ta/ii Situ brought the whole
of Grtsan under his power.
iJlogros Sen ge of BgyaZ-lha khan and others commenced
the

Mnon-pa (Abhidharma.)

Chhos tshi
dpaZ rgya-?;itsho, the adept, was born.
jsarma Grags byafi of Phag-gru, who became Tsoftkkapa's
spiritual guide, was born.
Tson-khapa was bom at Tsofi-kha. His disciple S'akya

1353

1354

Hjam

Spyan sna-va Bsod nams Grags was born.
born.
Karma Rol-pa/ii
Grub-pa S'esrab of Snar-thafi was born.
rdorje received the final vows of monkhood.

1355

bmd was

1356

and

1880.]
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Kun-rgyan of Sa-skya died.
Jteorfnarn drags of Phag-gru was born.
Z?kra-sis (Zpal
br tsegs of Stag-lun was born.
Gyag-sde pan chhen founded
the monastery of E-bam. Rhog clihos rgyan died.
Blo-gros Z)ssafi-po of (rtsan, the pupil of ilba7iri, was born.
Byaii dpn,\, the son of i?nog don-dpaZ, was born.
Chhos Islii
lihhi S'ri

BMA ma

died at Phag-gru.
Ratuakara, the abbot of Stag

1358

1359
luri,

died.

Jonan Lo-chava S'er-rgyan died.
Rimi 7ibab-pa was born. _Z?je TsoAkhapa received abhiseka

from Don-rin-pochhe.

1360
13G1

Rgod plirug ras-pa Grags
a native of Ninu, was born.
(S'ramanera) neophite

1357

7tbyun of the BkaJi brgjud school,

Jfje-61ama (Tsonkhapa) became a

monk under Don

rinpa.
TshuZ mgon of
Enifima THon-chhen died.
Riuchhen (Khri-chhen rgyaZ-tsbab) was born.
Yeses rinchhen of middle ilbrug was born.
Bu-ston Thams

Bya-yul died.

1362

Darma

chas mkhyen-pa retired to the mansion of purity (died).

1363

(?ser-^lin-pa Z>kra-(?pal of S'aiis died.

1361

Byan-Sems kun 6ssan, a pupil of ifje (Tson-khapa), was
born.
Orgyan wigom-pQ of Stag lun died. -Bsam-t/tan tZpaZ of
the i-'kah-jgyufZ school died.
/S'ton

S'akya rgyan of

1365

Khams rgyaZ-mo

ron was born.

monastery of Roii-Byams chhen was founded by

The

Sems-(Zpa7i

^slion »gyaZ.

1366

The Mongol emperor Tho kwan themur, having lost the
Hun-Wu, the
founder of the Tamih dynasty, became emperor of China. (?yun
slon, the predecessor of Mkhas grub, died.
The great Tai Min invited the sage (sthavira) Chhu-

throne, fled to Mongolia which he ruled over.

1367

/igram-pa to China.
ffgyaZ sras thog metZ was born.
The twelveth G'sarma died.
Sgom-po chhos cZvah phyug was
Hbrug was born.

Eje-Zdama

(Tson-khapa)

1368
1369
born.

S'er-sen of middle

1370

proceeded to

Dvus and

6'tsaii

(Tibet proper).

Hor

ston

nam mkhah

1371
<Zpal,

the

abbot of the

Byaii-rtso

was born.
ii'je-Z)lama (Tson-khapa) visited ZZbri-gon and IMe-vachan.
The Vinaya teacher Grags-pa rgyaZ-?)jtshau was born.
Sha-lu Legs /'gyan (Khri-chhen) was born. Bo-doh chhos

division of DgahZdan,

1372
K!73
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1374

beod rgyan was born.

.Rje-Mama collected the first series of his religious disiZjam bsarn rdorje, the Enin-ma Lama, died.
courses.
Grags don-pa of /SnarthaA was born.
The monastery of $tag-rtse rnam rgyaZ sgaii was founded
by lfkha/i spyod dvan-po (a red-cap Lama). Gyag-sde Pan-

chhen died.
Hjam-dvyans chhos
/Stag lun

Nam

rje

Jkrasis

cZpaZ

Zdan

was

1375
1376

^7

born.

1378

(ZpaZ died.

Spyan sna bsod Jssan
Yeses bsod rgyam died.

2,

grags died at

of

Phag-gru was born.

Dvan

If khan-po

1379

Lo-cliava Byan-rtse died.

DpaZ Zdan Don grub, also called Stag-phru-gu S'ri, a disciple
Chog-ro ISTor-pa Kun-issan
of JBje (Tson-khapa), was born.
Kun-rgyan of Sa-skya rdson was born.
of Sa-skya was born.
Byams chhen-chos rje of S'era was born. Spyan sna cZpaZ
Gun Ru rgyan Jssan of Sera was
Jssan of Phag-gru was born.

1381

born.

Karma RoZ

1382

rdorje died.

The Indian Pandit Pan-chhen Nags Rin was born. DeS'akya
ishin gs'egs-pa, the fifth Karma hierarch, was born.
rgyaZ-po, the JJiiinma Lama, who was the abbot of Yaii rtse-ra,
was born.
The red congregation hall of /Stag lun was erected by Dpal

1383

rtsegs.

2>ge legs (ZpaZ issan (Khri-chhen ?nkkas grub-thams cha<Z
mkhyenpa) was born. (He was the first of the line of Panchhen Rinpo-chhes of Tasi-lhunpo). Than-ston rgyal-po, the
physician, was born.
Ku-jo rtogs Zdan was born. Karma /Smras sen rfcog Zdan
was born. Bsod rgyan, the twenty-second Phag-gru hierarch,
was born.
The shrine of Mamo in Dgah Zdan was founded by Ifkha7j
»pyod-pa. The Bshipa gsar-ma of Phag-gru died. Jonan Phyogs
legs rnam rgyaZ died.

CYCLE
The monastery

of Se-pyiZ

earlier

1386

Mus-chlien kun mchhog rgyan, the disciple of Dorpa

was born.

Khri

ZJlogros chhos skyoh

1385

711.

was governed by the

S'akya bsod nams.

fcssan,

1384

was born.

Kun
1387
1388

.

and

1889.]

lun.
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Afkhan chheu JETjam-ye died. Elo sen died at JTbrug RaRipa </slion-mi rgyal mtshan died.

Dge-Mun

grub, the

first

of the line

of

the

1389

(Egyal-va

Baod nam rgyaZ-wtshan
was born.
Hjag-chhen Byams dpul of S'aA died. S'afi _ZZ~ba7t-ra, the
pupil of Ssnr-plm and disciple of Spyan-sfta Rin 7dan, died.
ByaA-sems ilo rgyan, the disciple of Eje Jlama (TsoAkhapa), was born. Hgos Lo-chava (jid JssaA rtse grshon-nu
iSje ilama, after bedpal), the Karma-EAiA abbot, was born.
ing miraculously visited by IljanwZvyaAs, proceeded to Byabral in ZZbZkka.
S'er sen died at iZbrug RaluA.
EdsiA-phyi was repaired by Eje-Z>lama Tson-khapa chenpo.
He was miraculously visited by Hjigs-bjed at Egya sog phu.
Oshon-nu ye£es died in Bya-yuZ.
Eje Jlama
ByaA-senis ser Jssan of Smarf was born.
Rinpo-chhe) Talai Lamas, was born.

of Se-sjoyil-bu

(Tson-khapa) met Lho-brag-pa.
Eje ilama founded the educational college of

1390

1391

1392

1394
6/ftaZ.

Rin-sen of Se-spyil-bu died.
Nam-?)ikha/i (Zpal of middle of iTbrug was born.

1395
1396

1397

Bsod nams mchhog grub of Snartbaft, who became 71/khagrub's disciple, and Afkkan-chhen grub ser's nephew were born.
The second MiA emperor HuA-wu tsha ascended the
throne of China.

1398

Zdan of Spas and ITduWidsin Elo-gras, the
disciple of Dge-hdun grub, were born.

1399

Grags-pa

Essod-pa

rnam rgyaZ

of

tfpal

(Zpal

grub of Snarthaft was born.

Byams

Tsoii-khapa, was born.

Bsod nams

who taught asceticism to Eje Jlama
Lama kun died at the monastery of

(/lift,

Snarthaft.

Nam-mkha7i rgyal mtshan of Lho-brag died.
Baso chhos kyi rgyaZ mtshan, the younger brother of Ifkhas
grub rje, was born, Khri Bio gros Jrtan-pa was born. Spyan
sAa Jlo-gros rgyal mtshan was born. EpaZ Zdan SssaA-po of fidul

1400

nag was born. Sans rgyas chhos kyi seA-ge of Sgampo died.
ByaA-chhub j-gya-mtsko of /Stag-lun, the red-cap Lama,
was born. Ratna (/lift pa of the Enift-ma school was born.
Yunglo became emperor of China.
Chhos (ZvaA grags-pa of ShaA Slum was born.
S'er-abs Rin ohhen, called Stag Lo-chava, was born. Mkhas
grub rje took the final vows of monkhood. Ege-7(dun grub
entered monkhood. ATkhah Spyorf (ZvaA-po, the Shva-mar (red-

1401

cap) Lama, died.

1402
1403

UOi
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Chhos (ZpaZ yes'es, the third Shva </mar Lama and incarnation of I/khah dv&n, was born.
ATkhas grub Tkams charf mkhyan-pa became a disciple of
Uje Tsonkliapa. The fifth Karma-pa Lama proceeded to China.
iSpyan sna dpal Jssan of Phag-gru died.
Emperor Tai
i/kra-sis i/pa/ hod of iS'tag-lnn was born.

2,

1405

1406

Ming (Tuuglo) invited Byams chen chhos rje, abbot of Sera, to
China.
Grags baod nams died at Phag-gru. Chhos Zihyuft
Rinchhen, the saint, died.
Dpa/ issan of Se-spyil-bu was born. Tsonkliapa founded
the grand prayer meeting of Lhasa, called Monlam chhenpo, and
founded the groat monastery of Rivo Dga/i Man rnampar rgyaZ
va/d

(jYm.

Kunsraft bsod i'gyan died.

Panchhen issanpo bkra

1408

lhun-po was born.
S'akya S'ri of Tsan was born.
Dge-Zidun grub took the final
vows of monkhood. S'akya baod nams of Se-spyiZ-bu died.
Sans rgyas
of

Byams

ZipheZ,

the

sis

Rab

of i?kra

sis

Ren

Z(da/t-va

1410
1411
1412

died at Shin shun.

Ye-ses rinchhen died at ZZhrug-Ralun.

Khri Smon Dpa/
of Sa-skya died.

1409

Z/byams-pa (doctor of divinity)

chhen, was born.

Eje-itsun

1407

legs Zilo was born. Gyag phrug
Lho Rin-po chhe grags yon died.

Khri Yes'es issahpo was born.

Karma

safis (ZpaZ

1413

De-ishin giegs-

pa died.

1414

Karma hierarcb, was born.
founded the great monastery of
Da-puA JJso(Z 6ssan of Phag-gru died.
ITbras spun.
Dge Zidun issanpo of Gtsan gi kkyun-po bya-bra/, the
pupil of Baso, was bora. The twenty-second hierarch of Phaggru succeeded his predecessor. The historical work, called
Chhos Zibyun 6stan-pa (?saZ byetZ, was written by Don grub
JJfiin-ma Rin ;/liA recovered some concealed
rfpaZ of Kamkam.
religious works from underneath the rook of Khyun tshan brag.
grags
of Stag-luA was born.
Nag (Ivan
Kun cZgah don-Zigru-b, who founded Egjucl stofZ, was born.
The monastery of Sera theg chhen ^lih was founded by
Dharma Rinchhen became TsoAkhapa's succesS'akya yeses.
sor on the grand hierarchical throne of DgaZi /dan.
i?je
AZthon-va don-/dan, the sixth

Hjnm

dvjans Chhos

rjc (Zpal

Tsonkliapa returned to the presence of Maitreya Bodhisattva.
S'er rgyan of Snarthan was born.
The monastery of
G'saA snags wkhar was founded.
itje-uor Z>ssaA rgya-mtsho was born.
7?gyan-.Bcle founded
the monasteries of Gnas than and Ssuh-mau of Me-rtog /dan.

1415

1416
14L7

1418

1420
1421
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fftsan Mo-gros, the pupil of

Bp&h

ra, died.

65

Grub

Sferabs

of /S'narthaft died.

Chhos (Zvaii-phyug of jSgampo died.
Grags ser (the second) of Snarthan was born.
Lo-chava L'so<Z narns rgyam was born. Ho wrote thirteen
volumes. Bkra sis <7paZ rtsegs died at Stag luft.
il/khan-cbhen Dus Zlkhor-va Rin rgyan svas born. Karma
ilftshur-phu-pa composed ByecZ rtsis and Sa-byar 6'grub rtsis

and

trssa/i <raas

1422

1423

drug,

Ming emperor, ascended the throne of
JTbrug Ralun died.

Huiishi, the fourth

Nam

China.

cZpaZ of

Panchhen nags kyi Rinchhen first visited
became the fifth Ming emperor of China.

Tibet.

1424

.Bsson-te

1425

Dpal-Zibyor lbun grub of Sera (a native of Gnal-ston) was
born.
The sixteenth Kulika, named Bhupala, ascended the
throne of S'ambhala. DpaZ Zdan Mo-gros of Sera was born.
S'ar

Rinpochhe
S'akya

died.

142G

wchhog Zdan was born.

of middle ZZbrug

was born.

7?gyal rfvan chhos rje (Zpal

Btogs Zdan fljani

cZpaZ

rgya-mtsho

died.

1427

grags-pa of JTdar-ston was born.
Ifjam cZvyans Dga7t &lo (Legs-pa chhos 7ibyor) was born.
S'er Jssan of Byan-rtse was born.
Mchliog lha of Rva stool
was born. Goram isod sen was born. jBfcogs Zdanpa's incarna.Dlo issan

Egya

tion,
Z)ssan

sras

Saskya

of

rab /iphel, was born. JJssan dor kunfounded the monastery of E-bam. Se-spyil

ses

bsod lhun died.

-Bkra

sis (Zpal

1428
kocZ-pa

became abbot

of Staglun.

jBsotZ

rgyan

of Se-spyil-bu died.

\ 129

Mkhas grub rje became the grand hierarch of Dga7i Zdan.
Sans rgyas rinchhen rgyaZ mtshan, the i?mn-ina Lama of Te-rtse,
died.

1430

Kun-rZgah rnam rgyal of Thon-mi, the disciple of Panchhen
Byams g\in, was born. ZZbum phrag (/sum-pa of Saskya and
Kun-c7ga7t chhos Sssan were born.
Panchhen Ye-rtse of .Skrasis lhunpo was born. Se-spyil-

pa Snan grags was born. The monastery of Rgywl smad was
founded by Eje-sen. Esod Assaii of S'myun Gnas died.
Afkhas grub rje wrote a commentary of the Kalachakra
(

UduZ Ztdsin grags rgyan died.
The monastery of Nalendra was founded by Roii-ston.
The possession of (?tsan passed to Riu-spun from the

system.

hands

of

Phag-gru.

1431

1432

I433

14:jl
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The monastery of Stag mo rylin was founded by Muschhen
Dkon mchhog rgyan. The sixth Ming emperor Ting-thuft
ascended the throne. Kun rgyan of Saskya Jong died.
The monastery of Byams-pa (/lift in Chhao mdo in Khams
was founded by iSmacZ S'es rab Zjssaft, the disciple of Tson-

143G

khapa.

The monastery of Mdo Snags grlift was founded by Byan
Sems kun fZgah. Mkkasgrub Chhos rje died.
jBlo issaft Nima, the Dvon-po (disciple) of Tson-khapa,
was born. The first flphag-pa-lha of Khams was born. 2?je
Nag (Zvan of Phag-gru was born. The great chhorten of DpaZ
/(khor chhos-sde of Gyaft-tse was built.
Chhos

skyoft issan-po (Shvalu Lo-chava)

was born.

Byan Sems S'akya oso<Z nams of Rva-sgreft died.
Ton tan rgya-wtsho of Thon-pa was born.
Bdag-chen jBIo Sgyan of Saskya was born. Byan sems
kun

Don yod

iZpaZ

Man

of Sera

Baso's disciple, was born.
/tbyor

who founded the Bgyud grva
Gu-jo rtogs Zdan died.

Lhariba

of

was born.

Bgyud

stod

Eftog byan

1444

who became

of 6?nas rfiin,

Zjssaft

CYCLE

was born.
1445

(ZpaZ died.

VIII.

Rinchhen Chhos rgyen (Chhog Lo-chava) was born.

The

monastery of Ukra-sis Lhun-po in (rtsaft was founded. Nam
mkha7t <ZpaZ (Hor-ston, the Lama of the Mongols) died.
Byan Chhub rgya-mtsho (of the red-cap school) of Stag
luft

1438
1439
1441
1442

was born.

S'esrab senge of Snarthaft,

tshan of Gtsaft and Dvus, died.
Kun tZgah bde legs rgyan
iZvaft cZpal

1437

1443

&ssan died.

(7ga/t

Lha

1435

1446
1447

died.

(Rab Zibyams-pa or doctor of divinity) of Dvagspo, who was S'ans rgyas Ziphol's disciple, was
The
born. Kun Zissaft Chhos nam of JMo-ran was born.
monastery of SkyitZ tshul of Hbras-yul in Sa-skya was founded
Chhos rgyaZ

by Sans

Ztphel,

Zjstanpa

the

Rab hbyams-pa.

Ifjam

cZvyafts

chhos

rje

died.

1448

Roftston died.

Khri

S'is

dar legs bio was born.

Tsing-the ascended the throne.
Guftru rgyen

Zjssaft

died.

Legs rgyan

of

Shvalu died.

Bodoft phyogs las rnani rgyaZ died.

Grags rgyan £>gam Smyon
Bsod nams mChkog grub
Chho.s (Zpa? yeses died.

The seventh Ming emperor

of

Sgampo

died.

of /Snarthan

died.

1449
1450

Shva tZmar
1451

2,

and
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Khri-pa Chhos bses was bora. Khri-pa Rin hod was born.
Chho Grags Yeses, the fourth Shva-tZmar Lama, was born.

Panchhen Nags rin visited Tibet. Karma MthoA-va Don Zdan
Rimi 7tbab-pa died.
Sgampo b&od rgyan was born. The seventh Karma hierarch Chhos Grags rgya-mtsho was born.
Phyogs las rnam rgyaZ and Chhos cZvaA Lhun-grub were
died.

born.

1452
1453
1454
I455

Kun-Sssan of Nor was born.
Grub Chhos rdorje was born.
Tantrik saint of the Karma school, was
The eighth Ming emperor T'hen-srun ascended the
throno of China. ByaA sems ser 6ssaA of Smad died.
Chhos Zdan Mo gros of Egyud stod was born. Panchhen
Nag fZvan grags-pa was born at Snun.
The second S'akya SsocZ nams of Se-spyiZ was born. Bkrn
jBkra-sis <Zpal, the

born.

sis (ZpaZ

of iStag luA died.

The second

Bkm

(7paZ of

I457
1459

Stag lun was born.

Sfian grags

of Se-spyiZ died.

14Q0

Baso Chhos rgyan became the grand hierarch of DgahKhri Bio gros Chhos skyon died.
The monastery of GoAkar Edorje Gdan was founded by

Zdan.

Thon-me kun tZgah.
The monastery

1456

1462

2463

Skyo mdah fZgonpa was founded by JTgro
mgon Bio gros issanpo of Skyo mdah in the eighth year of his
age.
The nineth Ming emperor Hwa ascended the throne of
of

lm

China.

Blogvos rgyaZ-mtshan founded the monastery of Ni-stin.

Stag Phrugu S'ri died. Lo-chhuA DkaA Jshi-va died.
Grags don of SnarthaA died.
Panchhen Nags rin died at PaZpo in Nepal.
.Btsun-pa Chhos rgyan of Sera was born.
7?nam rgyaZ
Grags-pa of Stag-luA was born. The monastery of Gser-mdog
chau was founded by S'akya mchhog. Mus-chhen Dkon rgyaii

1465
14(;g

1467

died.
i?jo drun Chhos (ZvaA Grags of ShaAshuA died.
SssaA (ZpaZ died at SnarthaA. Bio rgyan (Sems-DpaZi
chhen-po) of Memo thaA died.
Smon lam Mo gros, the first embodiment of Sems dpa// of
jSdemo thaA, was born.
.BsocZ nams (ZpaZ 6ssan of StagluA was born.
The monastery
Grva Byams ylin was founded by Thumi Lhau Muus. Spyaii
SAa Mo rgya-mtsho died.

1468
14(39

1470

of

_

i
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Khri Chhos Skyon >-gya-mtsko was born. Lha Chhos Sssan
of Se-spyiZ was bora.
B\o irtan became the grand hierarck of
Dgah Zdan.
The monastery of Thub-Jstan raam-rgyaZ was
founded by Karam-pa. Baso Chlios rgyan died. K&ul nag-pa
of $nar than died.
X>ge Adun grub died, and Panchhen Bssan-po 6kra sis

became abbot

Dge

of

Ukra

va Rin-po-chhe, was
Bio gros Grags

pa

sis

J?nin-ma S'akya rgyaZ died.

lhunpo.

Zidun rgya-mtsho, the second

embodiment

1472
1473

of the iigyal-

born.
eZpaZ

(ITdul 7/dsin) died.

Byams pa

(?lin-

1474

died.

Ssla-va rgyaZ ?(ttshan of Ston skor, an incarnation of JTduZ
Msin grags J'gyaa, was born. Kun (ZpaZ of IZ"brug-pa school died.

Kun

tZgaZt

legs 61o of (S'gom-rum

1475

1476

was born.

Panchhen bsod Grags, an incarnation of Bu-ston, was
ikra having died, Lun rig rgya-mtsho became
Ko-ram bsod Senge founded the
abbot of Bkrasis lhunpo.
monastery of Thub-bstan rnam rgyaZ (/lin. Khri Bio irtan
Khi'i-pa

Bssafi

born.

1477

died.

Ssur-man Bya 5tan-pa was born.

At

the sixty-first anniver-

sary of TsoAkhapa, a religious controversy took place at iitse-

1478

•

sar.

The Etse sar controversy having terminated, $mon lam
i/pal became the grand hierarch of Dgah Zdan.
The Lama Shva dm&v led the Tsan army to Dvus. ZTgos
Lo-chava (2shon-rZpaZ died at Yid rtse.
Nag-tZvaA -ffjigs med Grags of Rin spun was born. Lochava SsotZ rgyani was born.
In the sacred chronology of Nor SssaA rgya-mtsho the

Talai

Grags

ses

Lama

7(byams died.

Dge-Zidun

1480
1481
1482
14S4

712th year of the second age expired.

Byams Chhen Rab

1479

rgya-mtsho

entered

monkhood.

Kungrul

of

Bgyud

Hphags-pa lha

of

Khams

rab became abbot of Snarthan.

3485

stod died.

DpaZ Jssan of

Se-spyi7. died.

I486

died.

Sgam-po bsod lhun

died.

Hunti, the tenth Ming emperor,

ascended the throne of China. iSgam-po bsod fgyan died.
Lo-chava Rinchhen Zissan of Shvalu was bom. The monastery of San yoiZ sans chhos sde of Sa-skya was founded by
Jfbum phrag (/sum-pa. Gor rampa J3sor? Sen of Sa-skya died.
jBlo

issan

Nima became grand

hierarch of

Dgah

/dan.

The

1487

1488

2,
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monastery of Thub-istan Yans-pa-chan was founded by Rab
/ibyams-pa Thug-rje cZpal of Mus.

Khri Mi nag rdorje SssaA-po was born.

Khri

1490

Khri-pa Dvon-po Bio Sssaii Sima died.
Khri Chhos grags Sssafipo was born.

1491

Khri Dge-7idun

Jstan-dar

was born.
The work, called B\&h (/dams Chhos 7ibyuft Osal sgron, was
written by Las Chhen kun dgah rgj&l wtshan.

Kun %ah

bom

1489

Smon lam

dpal died.

14<92

1493

Gvol mchhog, the head of the Jonan school, was

1494

-

Thonmi

Kun<7ga7z

rnam rgyaZ

died.

Kun f?ga7i

Sde legs of

Cnas rftiii died. frag Grags of Stag-lun died.
Khri rgyan issafi was born.
Rinchhen Spunpa of Gtsan, after taking £ne7ju rdson, took
possession of Spjid S'an.— At the grand annual prayer
meeting (Monlam Chhenpo) of Lhasa the Lamas of
the (?san-phu
and Karma schools humiliated those of the Sa-skya-pa

1495
149g

and

ffbras spun schools.

Khri ve JssaA

Karma Grub thob

died.

I497

Gnan founded the hermit-

.Bkra dpal of

age of Orgyan Rikro(Z.
.ETdarston

1493

became grand hierarch

wchhog Lhapa

of Dga7j

Man.

Panchhen

died.

Khri nag dvafi Chhos Grags was born.
Bio gs&l rgya-mtsho of Tshar-chhen was born,

smyon

Sgom-

died.

-ffjam

Skyid

2499
1500
2501

dgah

Kun

Jlo died.

tshal, died.

dgah Chhos JssaA, the abbot of
Dpaft-po Chhos dvan Chun Grub died.

The second Dpa7j-po
was born.

(7tsug-lag phren-pa, the astrologer

chronologist,

iTbum phrag, (?sum-pa

1502

and

of Sa-skya,

died.

1503

Khri Dge-legs

c7pa7 of

The

Hoi dgah was born.
Panchhen Rin-po chhe, named

third incarnation of the
.Bio Jssan don grub, was born.

The sage Phyogs las rnam rgya7 was born.
Ming emperor, ascended the throne.

Tifi-te,

the

eleventh

Karma Chhos Grags rgya-mtsho

died.

CYCLE
Mi hskjod
Sans rgyas

was born.

c7pa7,

rdorje,

the eighth

IX.

Karma

hierarch, was born.
the second incarnation of ITphags-pa lha Khams,

1504
1505

—

S. 0.
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died at Byafi

Sum-pa Khan-po
S'akya

j»tse.

mchhog

2,

1506

died.

The second Bbra

rfpaZ of

Dge-Mun rgya-wtsko founded
Slo gros of

Ohos Zdan

1507

#tag-lnn died.

/tkhor-rgyaZ in the plain of EgyaZ

Mo

[No.

of Sa-skya

the monastery of Chhos

Metog

Rgjnd

stocZ

1508

than.

died.

Khri Hdar Ston
1510

Jssan grags-pa died.

.Mama rinpochhe Dge-7tdun rgya-mtsho became the grand
Bkva sis lhunpo.
Panchhen Bkra sis mam rgyaZ of Sgampo was born.
Ifkhas grub Nor Sssan rgya mtsho was born.

hievarch of

DpaZ

Slo of Sera died.

The Panchhen died at Snug.
Khri Byams-pa rgya-mtsho was born. J3so(Znams Dvafi
Lharipa of Bgjml sto<Z died.
rgyaZ of Sgampo was born.
The grand Lama Dge-7idun rgj<a-mtsho became abbot of

1511

1512
1513
1514
1515

ZZhras spufts.

Khri Bin

ZiocZ-pa

wrote a treatise on the chronology of

1516

the Buddhists.

The power

mouse, the monasteries of

place in the

waned since the year fireSera and Hbras spun recovered their

of Gtsan-pa, having

Monlam Chhenpo, the grand prayer assembly
1517

of Lhasa.

Thub

cZvan Z>stan

Main

was born. Kun-(7gaZj
the yew fire-ox, became abbot of

of /Sgampo

Nan, who was born in
Chhab-mdo.
Khri Tshe-Zjrtan rgya-?;itsho was born.

(ZpaZ of

1518

Bsod

(ZpaZ of /Stag

1519

lun died.

Grub-chhen Chhos rdorje made over the book of miraculous
revelations of Tson khapa to the Talai Lama Clo-Z/ssan Don
Grub thob of C?nan,
grub. Thon-pa Yon-rgya-mtsho died.
having died, was re-born in the same year.
Kya-Jin, the twelveth Ming emperor ascended the throne
of China.

Khri dam Chhos

was born.
Hjam (Zvyafts mkhyen fcrtse dvan phyug was born.
Enam rgyaZ Z)kra sis of *S'tag lun was born. Don yocZ (ZpaZ
Chhos kyi Nima of iido-roft died. Bab
/dan of Sera died.
Z<byams-pa of Dvags-po died. Chhos Grags Yeses of the Shvac7paZ Zibar

Mkkas grub Sans rgyas Yeses was
j

anlag, the fifth

Shva i?mar

1521
1522

1523

(Zmar school died.

T

1520

hierarch,

born.

was born.

Dkon mchhog
1524
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Khri Dpal hbjov rgya mtsho was born.
rgy&l mtsban of Bod mkhar was born.
-BsoiZ nanis

pa PacZma

The

Chlios ZipkeZ of

Dgon

(?sar

(Zkarpo, the great antagonist of

sixteenth Kulika (fabulous

71

Metri Dongrub

1525

was born.

Dlbrug-

Tsonkhapa, was born.

named DpaZ skyon
ascended the throne of S'ambhala. The great Shalu
Lo-chava was born.
Bsod Grags-pa became the grand hierarch of Dga7t Zdan, and
wrote the Buddhist historical work called Bka/j gdan Chhos

1526

7ibyun.

1528

emperor),

(S'ri-pala),

Khri S'esrab

logs

Mo

died.

Bimm

rgyaZ Grags-pa of Stag

lun died.

1529

The foundation
laid

of

by San* rgyas Jkra

the monastery of
sis,

Phan 6do tfgon was
the father of 7/phags-pa lha the

second.

1530

^

Khri Dgo hdun rgyaZ wttshan was born. Sgom Zde rnam
rgyan of Bgyud stod S'ar-va was born.
BgyaZ vitskan Jssaii-po became abbot of Bgyud-smad,
/Span (Zkar Rinpochho was born.

TharpaM

rgyaZ mtsban, also called

1531
1532
I533

Naga grub-chhen, was

born.

Chhos >-gya-mtsno became the grand hierai'ch of Dga/j Zdan.
Kun-Jkra of Stag lun was born. The work on astrology
and astronomy, called JJtsis </shun, was composed by Crtsugla

1534

phren-ya.

I535

Eje-druA Lha tZvan Chhos rgyan, the incarnation of Baso
Chhos rgyan, was born. The abbotship of Sera was filled by
Z2jo

Jtsun-pa.

The Dbrigun

authorities dispossessed the

Zdan-pa hierarch of eighteen communities,

Hod

Dgo

sna &c.

-Kdor Sssan of Mifiag became tho grand hierarch of

1536

Bg&h

Zdan.
Khri Chhos skyon j-gya-witsho died. Karma Hphrin las
pa died.
Khri Sans-rgyas Rinchhcn was born. Khri-pa Chhos
ises died.
Khri-pa Riu hod died. Bya 6taii of Ssur man died.
Snam rgyaZ DpaZ fcssan of Bgyud Smad was born, ifkhan
chhen nam rgyam was born. The monastery of Mnah vis Grvatshan was built on a hill near i2tse-than.

of

The Talai Lama Dge-Zidun rgya-mtsho died.
The third Talai Lama Dso(Z nams rgya-mtsho was born.
The monastery of Phan Mo Glih was founded. Kun legs
/S'gom rum died.
Khri Chhos

fier

Grags was born.

Khri Bio rgyam of

/Stag

!538

1539

1540
1541

1542

I543
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Sum-pa Ehan-po

Khri Damchhos

lun Brag was born.

<7paZ

was born.

[No.
I?jo

&tsun-pa died. The monasteries of Tshal Guntlian and /Stag
lun lha khan were destroyed by fire.
Rje-drttft S'er tZvaii founded the monastery of Dar rgyas in

Khams. Nag
Dg&h Man.

cZvan

1545

Chhos Grags became grand hierarch of
154,7

Eje bsod nams rgya mtsho entered monkhood.
The monastery of BshatZ sgrub glin in Khams was founded
by Baso spruZ sku. 2?nam rgyaZ Phun-tsho became abbot of
Stag lun.
Khri Nag-cZvan Chhos Grags died.
Chhos Grags 6ssan-po became grand hierarch of Dga/i
Sgampo Bsod lhun died.
Zdan.
Mi C?yo Snin-po (.Bje-drun tsha-wa-pa), who was born in
the jew fire-serpent, was appointed to the abbotship of Chhabmdo. Sems tZpa/i Smon lam Bio gros died. <Sgam-po Isod
.

nams Dvan-rgyaZ died.
The second incarnation of Sems-Dpa/i, named Nag (Zvan
Grags rgyan, was born. Khri Bsod nams Grags-pa died. Khri
Minag iJdor fcssan died. Karma Mi &skyos rdorje died.

1548

1549
1550
1551

1552

1553

Khri-pa Grags-pa rgya-mtsko was born.
Khri-pa Grags-pa rgya-mtsho was born. Kun-&kra Lochava filled the abbotship of 6'tag-lun. His father Sans 6kra
1554

died.

The ninth Karma incarnation, named Dvan-plryug-rdorjo,
was born. The first incarnation of Bsod nams Grags-pa, named
Bsod nams ye cZvan, was born. Ston skor Ssla rgyan died.
Tontan rgya-mtsho of Ston-skor was born.
Dge-Adun &stan rgyam, the incarnation of 2i!jc-drun Snags
ram-pa (Dge-5krasis), was born.
Dge-legs (ZpaZ of ZJol cZga/t became grand hierarch of Dgah
Dvan phyug rab-5rtan of G'nas </sar was born. Bsod
Zdan.
nams rgyamtsho became the abbot of the Sera monastery.
Dkon-Michhog rgya-mtsho of Sro (Hre) rgyud monastery
was born. I?dag Chhen I?socZ dv&h was born. Khri-pa Chhos
Grags Jssan-po died.
.Rje drun S'esrab cZvan-po of .Rgyan S'o<Z held the abbotship of Ckhab-wdo.
Khri-pa Tshul Khrims Chhos 7iphel was born.
Thub-cZvan Zistau /tdsin of /Sgainpo died.

Shva
died.

lu

Lochava

Rin-Z/ssan died.

1555

1556

1557

1558
1559
1560
1561

jBnam Bkva, of Stag lun
1562

2,
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The incarnate Lama Sans rgya chhos 7idsin was born.
Bsod nam,s rgya-mtsho took the final vows of monkhood. DgeZidrun 6stan dar became the grand hierarch of Dga7i Zdan.
Tshe ftrtan i2dorje pha gus of Grtsan became master of
the province of Gts&h. Panehhen J31o-6ssah Don Grub died.
S'esrab Phun-tshogs of iigyara was bom. Gtsug-lag /jphrehva died. Kun (Zgah GroZ Chog died. Hphags-pa Sans rgyas

1563
1564

died.

Panehhen i?nam tharma

J31o-6ssan

CYCLE
The

Don Grub

1565

died.

X.

third incarnation of Hphags-pa Lha,

named Mthoftva
nams rnam rgyaZ tZvan po 7ii sde, was born. The
eighteenth Ming emperor Hwan-ti ling Chhing ascended the
throne of China. Khri Dge legs tZpaZ died. Tshar-Chhen 61o
don Zdan

ftsorZ

j/saZdied.

1566

The third fpafe-vo Karma iS'tsug lag rgya-mtsho was born.
Tshe-rten -rgya mtsho became grand hierarch of Dga/i Zdan.
Khri Dge Mun fcstan dar died.
Chhos rgyan

of the Onus rain monastery

1568

The fourth Panehhen
rgyaZ mtshan was born
for the

second time.

Lama) iJlo Zissan Chhos kyi
dvan became abbot of Chhah wdo
dispute between JTbri Gun and /Stag
(Tasi

S'er

A

lun took place.

According to his biography Panehhen
rgyal mtshan was born in this year.

Nag

1567

became abbot of

I>kra Ms lhunpo.

1569
2?lo

Z>ssan

Chhos
1570

Sgampo Khri-pa 5kra S'is kun Grags was born. IZkhanpo
cZvan Chhos Grags was born.
At SkyicZ S'on the Phag-gru

Sems dp&h spruZ sku Grags rgyan died.
Khri Dkon mchhog Chhos Aphel of Glm Smnd was born.
The third embodiment of Sems tZpaZ sprul sku Nag tZvan Chhos
rgya mtsho was born.
The fourteenth Ming emperor Wan li S'ift kya ascended

1571

the throne of China.

1572

dispute took place.

S'ar-va

nam rgyan-pa governed Bgyud

stod.

Talai

Lama

Bsod nams rgya-mtsho founded on Potala the monastery of
.Knam rgyaZ Grva-tshan which afterwards was converted into a
-ffifiin

ma

institution.

CrsaZ khan spruZ sku Chhos rgyan, who was an incarnation
Khri Dnag-(7vafi Chhos Grags, was born. Lama Taranatha
Kun Sinn of the Jonan school was born. Byam-rgyam became

of

1573

—
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Kin spun,

after invading Dvus, returned to Crtsan.

Khri Tsho 6rtan rgya-mtsho

1574
Talai

died.

Lama

B&ocl

nams
1576

rgya-mtsho proceeded to Mongolia.
i?stan 7idsin

plmn tshogs

of

J/gar

dam was

The

born.

monastery of £ku-7ibum (Kumbum) was founded at tho birthAlthan Khan received the Talai Lama
place of Tsofi-kkapa.
Bsod nams rgya-mtsho, who in the following year founded the

monastory of Theg Chhen Chhos 7ikhor glm.
Baso Lha cZvan became abbot of Chhab mdo.
the directions of the Talai

Lama Bsod nams

1577

According to

rgya-mtsho, the in-

carnate Lama-BsotZ nams ye cZvan founded the monastery of

Thub-chhen Chhos
Talai

Lama

1579

/tkhor of Shorn, hhov in Lithan.

-Bsod

nams rgya-mtsho

visited

Chhab mdo.
1580

Internal disputes raged at IZbrigun.

Sans rgyas yeses gave the vows of monkhood to

Rinpochhe.
of

Panchhen
became the grand hierarch
Hor was born.

.DpaZ Abyor rgya-mtsho

Dg&h Zdan. Gusri Khan of
Dkon mchhog yan lag the Shva-rfmar Lama died.
The sixth Shva-dmar Lama, named Gar cZvan Chhos kyi

phyug, was born.
The abbot of Stag lun, named

1581
1582

<Zvan

1583

Nag

{Zvan

rnam

rgya,

became
1584

abbot in the 15th year of his age.

Hkh&s grub Sphags-pa S'akya lha (Zvan was born.
BocZ mkhar Don-grub
/S'gam-po jBkrasis rnam rgya? died.

1585
1586

died.

jffjam

and

tZvyans rgya-mtsho

jftgyaZ-va

rgya-mtsho of

Lama Bsod nams rgya-mtsho died. 1587
Lama Yon-tan rgya-mtsho was born in

Stod skor were born.

Talai

The fourth Talai
The _Dga7f. Zdan abbotship was held by Dam-chhos
DpaZ 7tbar, and the -HgyucZ smatZ hierarchical chair was filled

Mongolia.
of

by iJnam rgyaZ
J51o

1588

tZpaZ frssan.

ZissaA rgya-«itsho, the

phu, was born.

physician of

Khri Byams rgya-mtsho

fflin

died.

Stod in

Gs&ii-

il/kkas

Grub

Sans rgyas Yeses of Dven-sa died.
Dge-/idnn frssan rgya-mtsho, the incarnation of Khri Byams,
was born. Bio Z>ssan Nag cZvan of /Sgo-man was born at JJsam

grub sgan.
The Panchhen Rinpochhe took the
Yeses rgya-mtsho, the

was
The incarnate Lama

of Dven-sa,

born.

first

S'ar-va

.BsocZ

final

vows

of

1589

monkhood. 1590

incarnation of Sans rgyas Yeses

Nam

nams ye

rgyan of Bgjwd Stod died.

iZvan died.

1591

2,
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The Shrug-pa Laina Dpag &sam <ZvaA-po was horn.
-BsofZ nams dge-legs, the second incarnation of Bmd
nams
Grags-pa, was born.
Jfphags-pa mthon-va-don Zdan held
the abbotship of Chhab-mdo. Gusri of Hor overrun Mgo cZkar.
Z?lo wChhog rdorje of Sman lufi was born. Dpon (Governor) Bsod nams Chhos Ziphel, also called Rab ftrtan, was born.
Da-yan Khan, son of Gusri Khan, was born. Sans rgyas
Rinchhen

Kun
was

the grand hierarchical throne of DgaZi Zdan.
fZgah bsod nams the Bdag chhen (hierarch) of Saskya
filled

born.

1592

1593

1594
1595
1596

Khri Dpal Zibyor rgya-mtsho died. Khri Dam chhos <Zpal
The abbot of Sgampo, 5kra sis Kun grags, died.

/ibar died.

Kun

tkra of Stag

lufi died.

1598

The Panchhen ascended the throne

of

.Bkra

sis-lb unpo.

nam rgyan died.
Chhos Zjbyor rgya-mfcsho, the incarnation of Khri dpal
rgyam, was born at Than-rin. Karma Dvaft phyug rdorje died.
Khri Nam dag rdorje Mo &ssaft don jod was born. Dkon
mchhog yar Zsphel of the Sre rgyud-pa monastery was born.
.BsocZ nams mchhog grub of Shvalu was born.
jBnam rgyaZ
ilfkhan chhen

tZpal Z)ssan of IZgyucZ

sma<Z died.

1599

1600

1601

Bsod nams mchhog grub was born, frag rgyan
became grand hierarch of DgaZi Zdan. The Talai Lama Tontan
rgya-mtsho was brought to Tibet from Hor, and being given the
vows of monkhood by the retired hierarch of DgaZi-Zdan, preilfkban-po

sided over the monasteries of If bras spun and Sera.
The tenth Karma hierarch Chhos nivyins rdorje was born.
Chhos tZvyins ran Grol, the -Knin-ma Lama, was born.
.KgyaZ sras Don rgyan-pa founded the Dgon-lun monastery of

Amdo.

Sems

cZpaZt

mtsho, the incarnate

Nag dvan Grags rgyan died. Yeses rgyaLama of Dven-sa, died. Baso Lha-fZvan died.

JSTphags-pa mthon-va

don Zdan

frag tZvan phun-tshogs
rZpaZt,

1602

died.

rnam

1603

rgyaZ, the incarnation of

Sems

was born.

.Bio issaft fcstan Zidsin rgya-mtsbo, the second incarnation

was born. Chhos kyi rgyaZ-po rnam BgyaZ rgyamtsho, the fourth incarnate Dphags-pa of Khams, was born.
Baso-Bje-drun (Lha-fZvan chhos cZvan phyug) died. The fort of
of Dven-sa,

«kyi-sofZ sgar

was destroyed by the Karma armies.

rgyan, the incarnate

Sems

rZpaZi,

Chhos

died.

Gusri Khan effected a reconciliation between the Oe-loth
and Khalkha Mongols, who were quarrelling on account of a

1604
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question of precedence between the grand hierarchs of Dg&h
Zdan and of Stoft skor shabs drun named JBje-&tsun dam-pa.

For

The fourth
tshogs

Sems fZpa/t Nag c7vaii phunThe grand hierarchical throne

incarnation of

mam

rgyaZ was
was filled by Chhos
Khri X>ge-rgyan died.
born.

of DgaZi Zdan
grags.

1605

title of Gusrl.

he received the

this service

ner, also called

Uses gimn
1606

Taranatha wrote his .Bgya-gar chhos /ibyun " Rise and

Buddhism

progress of

1607

in India."

1007

Span dk&v Rinpochhe died.

Dkon-mchhog rgyaZ mtshan, of the monastery of Sre-rgjud
Dam chhos rgya-mtsho of
near Skrasis lhunpo, was born.
Pa-chhe, the teacher of Sumpa, became abbot of Stag-hm. Nag
c7van

rnam rgyaZ

of

Stag lun wrote the work, called Chhos-

Buddhism)
grags rgyam of Sgampo was born.

7ibyun (history of
JBkra-iis

1608

.

Don

yo<7

chhos kyi rgya mtsho, the incarnation of -RgyaZ sras, returned

The armies of G/tsan invaded Dvus and withdrew.
The Grva-tshan monastery of Amdo was founded by Likya

to Dvus.

1609
161(>

S'er michhog.

Ifdul-va chhos rje

7iof7

rgyani-pa reduced the monastery

Gtsan institution. The Karma hierarch
Phun-tshog rnam rgyal became the lord temporal and spiritual
Khri Sans rin died.
of £tsan.
The Panchhen Rinpo-chhe presided over the Monlam
chhenpo (prayer congregation) of Lhasa between this and the

1611

year

1612

of Slni-fibum into a

eartli-liorse.

Talai

Lama Yonton rgya-mtsho took

the

final

vows

of

1613

monkhood from the Panchhen Rinpo-chhe.
Stag brag filled tho grand hierarch's
Phun-tshogs mam rgyal of Gro-tshaft ka
chair of DgaJt 7dan.
rin became abbot of Pgon lun Byanis glifi. The incarnate Lama
.Bio rgya-j/itsho of

Bsod nams
Talai
Talai

(Zge legs fZpal died.

Lama Yonton rgya-?)itsho died.
Lama Nag cZvan 7>lo ZjssaA rgya-mtsho was bom.

1614
1615

The Panchhen Rinpo-chhe became abbot

of IZbrags spun.
Phun-tshogs, also called Lha-pa chhos rje, held
the abbotship of Dgon lun. Yap Sans rgyas chhos Msin died.
Khri Byams Zikra was born. The incarnate Yap Lama Sans
jBkra-sis

ye was born.
at Z>ga7t Zdan.

Dam

chhos

c7paZ filled

the grand hierarch's chair

The Gtsan army beseiged Sera and

and killed many thousand monks.
Khri 2?lo-rgya-mtsho died.

1616

Khri chhos

fier

jEZbras spun,

grags died.

1617

2,
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The

third

incarnation of

Bsod

khan gon-ma, was born.

of (7ssims

Lama

the incarnate

77

grags, called Grags rgyan

Chhos

7tbyor rgya-mtsho,

of Than-rin, died.

£sod nams chhos

/ipheZ filled the

1618

grand hierarch's chair at

Dga/i-Man.

The Mongol and Gtsafi armies fought with each other
sgaft, where many Tibetans fell.
Khri Dam chhos cZpaZ died.

at

-Ekyan than

Sumpa

chhe-va

1619

a

second time held the
abbotship of Dgon lun. The fifteenth Ming emperor Then-chhi
ascended the throne of China. The Mongols defeated the
(rtsaft armies at iJkyafi than sgan, and thereby restored lost
territories to Dge-grags-pa.
The Mongol -Hphrin las lhun-grub, also called £min grol
Nomen khan, was bom. Talai Lama .Bio issaii ?-gya-?)itsho
slo-r?pon-pa

became abbot of -Hbras spun.
The Panchhcn Rinpochhe erected the golden spire of the
shrine of i?chug-chig-shal. Grags rgya-mtsho became the grand
hierareh of

Dgah

was nominally

?dan.

filled

by

1620

1621

After his death the hierarchical chair

Nag dvan

chhos rgyan.

Khri-Tshul Khrims chhos-7fpheZ died.
Talai Lama .Bio issaA rgya wtsho took the

1622
final

vows

of

monkhood.

1623

Dkon wichhog
Dga7i Zdan.

chhos 7iphel became the grand hierareh of
Panchhen became the abbot of the Byan rtse

college.

1625

CYCLE

XI.

The eighteenth Kulika emperor ascended the throne of
S'ambhala. iZ"jam-pa chhos rje (Chhos rgya-mtsho-va) became
abbot of Dgon lun.
This year a little decrease was observed in the solar brightness, and there being an entire eclipse of the moon, the whole

1626

phenomenon was considered as ominous by DpaZ Ihun of Pha
bon kha. The sixteenth Ming emperor Khun-tin ascended the
throne of China. Dkon-mchhog rgya-mtsho of the Sre rgyud
monastery

died.

1627

Panchhen chhos rgyan built a gilt dome on the monastery
ofDgaiUdan.
ichan skya Chhos rje grags-pa hod sser became abbot of

1628

Dgon-luii.

1628

The monastery

of

Ron-po was founded by SkaZ Man rgya-

—
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Ron-po grub chhen

Gar-cZvaii

died.

Dpa7i-vo

of

Amdo.

[No.
Tlio

(Jtsug lag rgya-mtsho

1629
1630

died.

The seventh
Khri

Shva-rfrnar hieraroh

Clionas-jja

was born.

2,

Shva

was born.

i2gya-ra S'esrab Phun-tshogs

1631

died.

Sumpa

Slo-(7pon-pa

Dam-chhos rgyal mtshan became abbot
1632

of Dgon-lun.

The incarnation of $gampo, called Nor rgyan, died.
Khri .Bio gros rgya-mtsho was born. jB1o tssan fcstanpa7ii
rgyaZ mtshan was born.
Sgampo JSkra sis grags rgyam died.
idan-ma smon lam rab 7ibyor-pa (Tshul-khrims rgyajfttsho) became abbot of Dgon-lun.
Gusri chhos rgyaZ entered
Kokonur, and defeating the armies of the Khalkha tribes who
were inimical to the Dgelug-pa school, proceeded towards Bvtxs,
from which place he returned to Kokonur.
jffkhon-ston rZpaZ lhun died.
-Bstan 7idsin leg* &sarZ of Kon-po became hierarch of Dga7i
Zdan, but he could not long hold the office and was obliged to
iSje-Dge rin succeeded him. The Talai Lama and
resign it.
the incarnation of Gssim khan Goftma took the special tows of
SmafZ 7idul dge slon from Pauchhen thams chad mkhyen-pa.
Nag-divan Zjstan -ZZdsin jHphrin las (Skyid son shabs drun)
was born. iBnam rgyaZ dpal 7tbyor (Chhos-Zjssan sku gofi-ma)
became abbot of Dgon-lun. Gusri chhos rgyaZ subdued Beri,
the chief of Khanis, and annexed his possessions.
S'akya lha dvan wrote the historical work, called Chhos
JZbyun. King Beri of Khams, being a follower of the Bon
religion, was declared a common enemy of the Buddhist reliHe was thrown into prison and punished with death.
gion.
ilfkhan-po

Nag

cZvan chhos grags died.

Lehan skya ftag dvan chhos Man dpaZ
ZZphags shi-va

fcssan-jao,

1634
1635

1636

1637

1638

1639
1640

was born.
became
and captured

6ssaii-po

in the 44th year of his age,

abbot of Chhab mdo. Gusri khan entered (rtsaii
the king of Crtsan and annexed (?tsan kon to his dominions.

He was proclaimed king of Tibet.
chhos phel became regent.
jSlo-issafi &stan 7idsin

The governor £sod nams
1641

Sphrin-las of Khalkha was born.

Dstan-pa rgyaZ-mtshan of Dvags-po became hierarch of
Dgah-7dan.
-ZZphags-pi chhos rgyaZ died.

1642
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-EgyaZ-va rgya-mtsho,

the fifth incarnate JHphags-pa of
Six great nobles of China conspired against

Khams, was born.

the emperor Khrun tin, and their leader usurped the imperial
authority for a fortnight, after which the Manchu chief Sun-t'i

Chhi-the tsun took possession of the imperial crown.
The famous palace of Potala was built.
The monastery of Ma-mgur in Amdo was founded by
Lamo spruZ sku _Blo-gros rgya-mtsho and Sod sser bkra sis.

Khri dkon mchbog-chhos
Khri .Dvags po died.

/tpheZ died.

1643
1644

1645
l<$4fi

The spiritual teacher of the author (Sumpa mkhanpo),
named Bjam cZvyans-fcshad-pa (Nag-dvafi fcrtson grus), was born.
-Dkon-mchhog chhos issan filled the hierarchical throne of Dg&h
Zdan.
Hor Don grub rgya-mtsho became abbot of Dgon-lun.
The abbot of Sgo-man, named .Bsam grub /Sgan-pa Nag

1647

bio

Zmsan dvyin chhos, became abbot of Dgoii-luii.
He
afterwards accepted the abbotship of Rva-sgren in Dvus, in
consequence of which Don yod rgyaZ ratshan of Hor dun
tZvaft

succeeded him in the Dgon lun abbotship.
Legs rgya-mtsho established a Tantrik school in
monastery of #ku-7tbum. The monastery of Dg&h Zdan

chhos

gM of

X»gon lun at

iitsan-po
»S'ser

was founded by the

retired

1649
the

Dam

abbot of

khog.

iq^q

The Talai Lama visited China (Peking), and was there decorated with the insignia of Tai Sri by the emperor Shun-t'i.
The Sde-Biid (viceroy) Sansrgyas rgya-mtsho was born.

Hod

Sser .Bkra

held the abbotship of Dgon lun. The Talai
Lama, on his return journey from China, visited the monasteries
of Dgon-lun, &c.

1651

sis

.DpaZ Zdan rgyaZ

mtskan

filled

1652

the chair of the grand hierarch

at Dga7t Zdan.

Gusri khan died.
Emperor Khang-shi

1653
(.Bde-skyitZ),

as an incarnation of Grags rgyaZ

Dvan died.
Tharpa Chhos

known

7/i.tshan,

rjo (.Bkra sis rgyaZ

to the

was born.

Tibetans

S'akya

Lha

1654

mtshan) became abbot of

Dgon-lun.

las

The Bnin-ma Lama (Ssur-chhos dvyifts Ran-grol) died.
Gusri's son Ta-yan khan became king of Tibet.
J/phrin
rgya-mtsho became Sdo-svid (viceroy).
Don-yoeZ chhos grags of Lu-hukya became abbot of Dgon-

'"'»•

"

16£6

1659

1660
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J?lo-6ssan rgyaZ-?»tshan filled the tin-one of

Dgah

[No. 2
Zdart.

The second Mancku emperor Kang-shi (Shift-tell) ascended
Panchhen Dlo-Z>ssan chhos rgyan died at

the throne of China.

1661

Nag-ssla.

The fifth Panchhen Rinpochhe (7?lo-5ssaft yeses rZpaZ &ssan),
who was Sumpa mkhanpds spiritual guide, was born. Sgo-

mai Dsam grub

1662

sgan-pa died.

The incarnation
arrived at Dgon-lun.

Rgjnl sres, named J?lo ftssaft 6stan Zidsin,
The abbotship of Dgon-lun was held by

of

DpaZ Zdan rgya-mtsho of J?dc rgyu-chha-va. Hor Dka/t 6chu,
being invested with the title of No-men khan, returned to Dtsan
The period of
iZgon from Dvus and established IZchhacZ flan.
Tshul khrim (sila) commenced.
the
in
flre-sheep year,
Nag dv&n JTphrin las, who was born
and who had previously filled the abbotship of Chhab-mdo, died
this year.
SpruZ sku grags rgyan died.
-Z?lo-&ssaA

Don yod

Ta-yan khan died.

filled

The Sde

the hierarch's chair at

Bgnh

Talai

srid (viceroy) IZphrin las died.

khan Ratna became king

of Tibet.

1667
1668

iuo-mchhog of
1670

died.

Thu-tkwan

1666

Zdan.

IfchhoiZ (Zpon sde-ba became Sde-srid! (viceroy).

Sman-lun

166-i

chhos-rjo (Z?lo-&ssan rab Zirtan)

became abbot

Khri _Z?lo-Z>ssan rgyaZ mtshan died.
Khri-cZkon-mckhog chhos fcssan died.
Karma chhos Dvyins rdorje died.

of Dgon-lun.

Byams pa Dkra sis filled the hierarch's chair of Dgah Zdan.
Likya Dpon slob _Z31o-&ssan rgyaZ mtshan became abbot of
Dgon-lun. Ulo-Zissan sbyin-pa became viceroy of Tibet.
ftag tZvaft Blo-&ssafi rgya-mtsho took the vows of the Stod

1671

1672
1673

167-1-

Dgeslon of Tibet for individual emancipation.
Khri .Blo-Z>ssan of Don yod died.
The layman Sans rgya-mtsho, who was born in GroA-smafZ,
became viceroy of Tibet.
The abbotship of Dgon-lun was held by Rinpochhe Dstan
paZii rgyaZ mtshan (chhu-fissan sprul sku). The monastery of
Lamo Dde-chhen was founded by Chha-kwan Nomen-khan.
A long tailed comet was seen from Mivafo ri. Shvalu Bsod

1676

nams

1680

7idul

died.

1677
1678

1679

Klu-/ibum rgya-mtsho became hierarch of DgaZi-Zdan. A
The Talai Lama died.
fearful earthquake took place in Tibet.
Dkon-mchhog yar ZipheZ of Sre-rgyutZ died. Dstan /idsin
Aphriu

las of

Skyid

shotZ died.

1681

and Ms Chronology of
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The

Talai

Lama Tshans

The astronomical work

of

rZvyans rgya-mtsho

ib'de-sricZ,

called

«l

Tibet.

Baidurya

was

born.

(Zkarpo,

was

compiled.

Kbri Byams-pa &kra

1682
1683

dis died.

After the return of B\o gros rgya mtsho to China, TslvuZ
khrims dar rgyas of Chones became hierarch of DgaZi Zdan.
Lama Rinpoohhe Pud dkav 7tdsin-pa Yeses rgya-»;tsho waa
bom. Tlie left branch of the Oeloth Mongols and the Khalkhas,
being on the verge of going to war with each other, Khri iJlorgya mtslio reconciled them to each other.

CYCLE

1684

1685

XII.

Khri chhen J?lo-Z>ssan rgya mtsho of Lamo of Dgah Zdan
proceeded to Peking.
ichan skya Takau S'ri Nag cZvan I?lo 5ssan became abbot of
Dgon-lun. i'la-ma I>lo-gros rgya-m.tsho died at Hhog khog.
.Bstan pa/(i Nima (the JMorje slo-Jpon of Sumpa mkkanpo),

1686

1687

who was an

incarnation of Khri _Blo-?gyarn, was born.
Bdo.pa Rab Byams-pa (DpaZ Zdan rgya-mtsho) became

1688

abbot of Dgon lun.
Dsarn-Mo sbyin-pa rgya-mtsho of Bknh hgjur became hierarch of Dgah-Zdan.

168!)

The Bde-rgyu chhun-va, named Kun-cZga7j rgya-mtsho,
became abbot of Z)gon-lun.
The iS'de-sri(Z (viceroy) Sans rgya rgya-mtsho built the

1691

1692

nine storeyed palace of worship (Pho dran-cZniarpo) of Potala.

The annual prayer congregation
lam was established by the

called

<Sde-sricZ to

sary of the accession of the Talai

Lama Nag

Chone Tshul-dar became hierarch
J31o-Z>ssan

sras

Tshogs-mchhocZ

Smon

commemorate the anniverfZvaft 61o

1693
1691

tssan.

of Dgah-Zdan.

Nag-cZvan ifjigs mecZ, an incarnation of -BgyaZ

Rinpochhe, was born.

The

1695

Sans rgyas rgya-mtsho wrote the
work, called Boiser shva ser chhos 7tbyuii, i. e., history of the
rise of the yellowcap school.
Sde-sricZ

(vicei'oy)

Lama Rinpochhe Ye-rgyam of Mon arrived at JTbrasChhu Zissan Rinpochhe became abbot of Utsan Dgon
spuii.
monastery. Utsan-po Nomen khan died.
JTjam rZvyans

ZishatZ

rdor became abbot of $go-man.

1697

1698
1699

Don-yod rgya-mtsho became hierarch DgaZt Zdan.
Stag-Inn shabs drun Chhos kyi

Dgon-lun.

Nima became abbot

of

1700

—
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Das
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Lama Tshan

Talai

Life of

Sum-pa Khan-po

dvyaAs rgya-mtsho renounced

[No.

tlie

vows

and monkhood at JSkra sis lhunpo.
The iSde-srhZ (viceroy) Sans rgyas rgya-mtsho resigned his
The Mongol prince Lha-&ssan became king of Tibet.
office.
Snmpa 7?ikhanpo was born.
Pad dknv /tdsin-pa was identified as the real incar-

1701

of celibacy

nation of the Talai Lama.

Lha-tssan, the son of

Raha

f

C

1702
1703

rgyaZ-po,

fought with the #de-sri(Z (viceroy) Sans rgyas rgya-mtsho. The
was killed, and with him four hundred Tibetans were slain.
Lha-issan declared himself the absolute monarch of Tibet.

latter

The

He

Talai

Lama

Tshan-fZvyans rgya-mtsho was ordered to China.

died near lake Khokonur.

Pad

rZkar 7idsin-pa

1704

Yeses rgya- mtsho was placed on the

throne of Potala.

The Talai Lama Skal

A great earthquake

issaii

1706
1707
1708

rgya-mtsho was born.

took place in Tibet.

The new Talai Lama and Bjam-tZvyans tshad rdor were
vested with the insignia of an imperial order.

in-

iTjam dvjans

&shad-pa founded the monastery of Ckra sis 7ikhyil in Amdo.
At .Dgon-lun the Dampa </siim (three incarnate Lamas) established the Rgjud f/rva (Tantrik school).

Chhu-6ssan Rinpo-chhe, a second time, held the abbotship
of Dgon-lun.
Sumpa wkhanpo became a monk of .Dgon-lun.
IZjanwZvyafis feshatZ-pa wrote the work called -Hjig-byed
chhos 7tbyuii. ichan skya Nag tfvan chhos Zdan died.
ZZjam fZvyans ZjsharZ pa established a Tantrik class at J3kra
sis 7ikhyil, and wrote a chronology of Buddhist events.
The incarnation of ickahskya Yeses Z>stan-pa 6'gron-me

was born.
The armies

of

Chungar, or the

left

1709
1711

1713
1715

branch of the Mongols,

slew king Lha-&ssan.

171G

The Chungar armies sacked the Eiiin monasteries of JHuam
rgyaZ (/lift, iidorje brag, Smiu groZ g\m, &c, and made the
Dge-lugs-pa church predominant

Under

command

all

over Tibet.

1717

emperor of China the Talai
was brought to Tibet from $ku7ibun by Thu-Z>kwan Rinpo-chhe chhos rgya-mtsho and placed
on the throne of Potala.
Hbyin rgan became abbot of Bkra sis 7tkhyiZ.
JZjamdvyafis bshad rdov died.
The emperor Khang-shi died. The
third of the Manchu line, called Shih-t.-su yun-tiug, became

Lama

the

of the

BkaZ-fcssan rgya-mtsho

emperor.

1721

2,

1889.]

and

The Oeloth Mongols

ais

Chronology of Tibet.

Khokonur fought with the
The Chinese killed upwards

of

83
imperial

forces and were defeated.
of seven
hundred monks of all classes, including the abbot of Gser khog
dgon, called Chhu-issan rinpochhe, and destroyed many religicus
objects, and burnt down several shrines and congregation halls.
They also demolished three great monasteries of Shva-vo khog

as well as

were

many

Many aged monks of /S'ku-7tbum
Sumpa mkhanpo proceeded to Tibet.
under their generals Kung and To-u the-ii,

hermitages.

also killed.

The Chinese,

1722

destroyed the temples and grand congregation halls of the
Dgon-luA monastery, and burnt thirteen sets of -Bka7i-7igynr, and
killed many monks.
The monasteries of the Sju-lag Sem-iii

&c, were destroyed by them. In
autumn the three hermitages of Dgon-lun and Shva-vo khog,

<7gon schools, recluses cells,

the

and the monasteries

of IZju-lag

were

rebuilt.

Sumpa mkhanpa was

appointed abbot of Sgo man.
The nineteenth Kulika ifnam-g'non sen (Vikrama Simha)
became emperor of S'ambhala. When the demon like ministers
(Bk&h &lon) killed the viceroy (Sde-svid) Shan khan chhenpo

1723
1725

who was

a devout advocate of Buddhism, Phola Thejo Bsod
nam* Stobs rgyas (king Mi van) returned to .Dvus from upper

Tibet with troops of Ladag, Mna7u'i, and (?tsan. He slew upwards of one thousand troops of Dvus and Koh-po, &c, and
entirely suppressed the enemies of the Government.
When the Dvus people rose in rebellion, Phola Theje, beingreinforced by the Chinese troops, killed the three rebel ministers
and removed the Talai Lama to JTka7i-c?ag. -Rgya? sres sprul
sku became abbot of Hbr&s spun Blo-gsn,l glim Phola Theje
became viceroy of Tibet, and was also invested with the title of
Chun- van.
Dgon lun, Dtsan r7gon and other monasteries having been

restored to their former condition,

Sum-pa chhos

rje

rje Blo-&ssan dp&l

1726

1727

the author's predecessor

Phun-tshogs rnam rgyaZ and JJbu-chhos
became abbots of -Dgon luii and Dtsan-dgon

respectively.

1728

The author (Sumpa mkhanpo) returned to Amdo from
Dvus in Tibet.
1730
The author founded the monastery of BshatZ sgrub grlin.
1732
The author accepted the abbotship of -Bsam-g'tan gdih.
1733
Van chhos rje-grags-pa dpa,l 7ibyor became abbot of Dgon
lun.

At the command

of the

emperor of China the Dchanskya

1
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Rinpo-chhe brought back the Talai Lama from Hg&h dag to
Dvus, and restored peace and prosperity to Tibet and Khams.
ZchaA skya Binpo-clihe became famous for bis excellent

work called Man-7tbrel stocZ-pa.
Emperor Yung-ting died and was succeeded by

1734

exposition of the

bis son

Chhin-lung.
The incarnate Tba-kwan of Dgon-lun, named Blo-JssaA
chhos kyi Kima, was born. At the command of the emperor
the author proceeded to China. Nag dvan rnam rgyal, also
Khyun tsha shabs drun, became abbot of Dgon-lun.
great earthquake took place at the walled city of Nin-

called

11735

1736

A

sa

mkhar, near the mountain called

(Jlan-ru,

and destroyed the
1737
1738

city.

Panchhen Blo-&ssan yeses died.
The sixth incarnate Panchhen Dpal /dan

yeses was born.
Bde-rgyu shabs drun (Dge-legs rgyaZ mtshan) held the abbot-

ship of

Dgon

lun.

1739

2?gyaZ sras ye grags died.

Blo-6ssan

<ZpaZ,

Zdan the incarnation of -BgyaZ

sras,

was
1740

born.
(JBlo-6ssan

I?gyaZ tig Rab-Jibyanis-pa

don-grub) became

1741
1742

abbot of Dgon-lun.
A very long comet was observed in Tibet.

The author
his

age,

was

(Yeses DpaZ ftbyor), in the forty-third year of

called

upon

to

fill

the abbotship of the Dgon-lun

1745

monastery.

Inscribed Seal of

Kumdra

Gupta.

(With a

— By V. A. Smitii, Esq,, C.

S.

Plate.)

The first announcement of the discovery of the seal, which forms
the subject of this paper, was made by an article entitled " An ArchasoThe
logical Find " in the Pioneer newspaper of the 13th May, 1889.
article attracted

my

attention,

and

I

published certain remarks on

it

in

A

few day3
the issue of the same newspaper for the 28th May, 1889.
later Mr. G. J. Nicholls, C. S., Judge of Oawnpore, entered into correspondence with me, and informed me that he was the owner of the
He has very kindly allowed me to examine and describe the
seal.
original.

V. A. Smith— Inscribed Seal of Kumara Gupta
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seal (see Plate
is

VI) is oval in shape, slightly pointed at each
5| inches long by 4| wide. The edge varies slightly in thick-

but

ness,

is generally about
f ths of an inch thick.
The surface is protected by the rim being raised above the face
of the plate about J^th of
an inch. The metal is whitish grey, and is thought
by Mr. Nicholls to
be base silver. The back of the plate is fitted
with two solid buttons,
each more than half au inch in diameter, by
which it could be at-

tached to another object.

It probably was attached to an
inscription
engraved on metal.
The upper section of the face of the seal, being slightly
less than
one half of the surface, is occupied by a quaint figure of
the mythical
monster Garuda, executed in tolerably high relief. He is
represented
standing on a base composed of two parallel lines, facing
front, with
outspread wings. His face is that of a man, broad and full,
with thick
lips.
His hair is arranged exactly like the wig of an English Judge.
A snake is twined round his neck, its head projecting above his
left

shoulder.

A circle,

intended doubtless for the discus of Vishnu, who rides on
Garuda, is faintly indicated in the field to the proper right of the
figure,
and a corresponding dim mark on the proper left is probably intended
for the conch shell of the god.

A
The

space an inch in length

interval between this space

stands

is left

and the

blank at the bottom of the plate.
parallel lines on which Garuda

occupied with eight lines of prose inscription. The alphabet
is that used by the Gupta kings both for coin legends
and inscriptions
on stone in Northern India. The letters, though minute, are
well and
clearly cut in moderately high relief, the vowel marks being
fully expressed. Most of the inscription is easily legible, but it
is damaged in
places, especially in the middle of the second and third linos.
The seal was presented to Mr. Nicholls (who accepted it on behalf
is

of Government) by a member of a very old and respectable
Muhammadan
family residing at Bhitari near Sayyidpur in the Ghazipur
District,
N. W. P. It was found at some date previous to 1886, when the
foundations for a new building were being dug.
It is certainly genuine.

The fact that the tablet is a seal is readily proved by comparison of
with similar objects.
The only other known seal of the Early or Imperial Gupta Dynasty
is that which is fused on to the spurious copper plate
grant from Gaya,
purporting to have been made by Samudragupta. That seal is of
it

copper,

and

is

described as follows by Mr. Fleet:—"

of the plato, there
has, in relief

is

fused a

seal,

On

to the proper right

Mo

oval in shape, about 2|" by
3f".

It

on a countersunk surface— at the

top,

Garuda, represented

;
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and, below

standing to the front, with outstretched wings
legend in five lines, which, being also in relief, is so worn that
and
nothing of it can be read except a few disconnected letters here
end of line 5.
there, and Samfri]drag[u]p[tah], very faintly, at the
genealogy, after the
It must have contained a succinct recital of the

as a bird,

;

this, a

page 219,
fashion of the Asirgadh seal of S'arvavarmau, No. 47 above,
and the Sonpat seal of Harsbavardhana, No. 52 above, page 231
legend on the seal of this grant is in characters which present a

The

also
very different appearance to those of the body of the inscription as
plate
does the copper of the seal, as compared with the substance of the
and the seal is in all probability a genuine one of Samudragupta, detached
;

from some other plate."*
The copper seal of Harsbavardhana, above referred to, is even larger
than tbe one now under examination, measuring 5|" by 6|. It weighs
\"
three pounds six ounces. " All round it there runs a rim, about
broad and inside this thore are, in rather shallow relief on a slightly
right
countersimk surface, at the top, a bull, recumbent to the proper
;

—

;

and below this the inscription, "f in tbirteen lines.
The Garuda device recurs on the seal of the copper plate inscription
Central
of Raja Tivara Deva {circa A. D. 800), found at Rajirn in the
It
" The top of the seal is circular, about 3^" in diameter.
Provinces.
the centre,
has, in relief on a rather deep countersunk surface, across
in tbe upper part a figure of Garuda, facing
a legend, in two lines
bird, with
full front, depicted with tbe head of a man, and the body of a
his wings expanded, witb, apparently, human arms hanging down between
standing
hood,
the wings and tbe feet, aud with a serpent with expanded
;

up

in front of

chalcra

aud over each shoulder on the proper right of this, a
emblem of Vishnu and on the proper left a
;

or discus, the

ianlcha or conch

shell

;

;

in the lower part, a floral device."!

The device on the upper portion of a royal seal was invariably the
emblem used by the dynasty concerned as its special cognizance. The
seal under discussion and the Gaya one of Samudra Gupta settle definitely
that the imago of Garuda was the family cognizance of the Early Guptas,
and so explain the phrase Garumad-anlta in the posthumous inscription of
Samudra Gupta at Allahabad, the bird-headed standard of the Gupta

gold coins, aud the reverse device of tbe copper coins. No doubt can
now be felt that in all these cases the mythological significance of the
The
bird-like figure is the monster Garuda, the vehicle of Vishnu.

* Fleet, Corpus Inscriptionum Indicarum, Vol. Ill,
t Fleet,
j Fleet,

ibid.,

Vol. Ill, p. 231.

ibid.,

Vol. Ill, p. 292.

p. 255.

f

V. A.
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Garuda-headed standard on the gold coins was, I am confident, borrowed from the Roman eagle, aud the form of the
device of the
copper coins may have been imitated from a Greek original, that is to
say, from the owl of Athene, especially as represented on coins
of
Porgamon.*
Sometimes Garuda is represented with human arms, as on the
Rajim seal, and sometimes without them, as on the seal of Kumaragupta. The same variation of detail is observable in the case of the
copper coins.
of the

The

inscription on

Kumaragupta's

gends, purely genealogical

seals,

is,

as usual with seal le-

and the greater part of the record gives the
Gupta genealogy in the standard form of words emthe Bhitari pillar inscription and other Gupta inscriptions.
;

particulars of the

ployed in

In the beginning the seal omits, between the words apratirathasya
and mahdn'ija-s'ri-Oupta, a string of epithets given in the pillar inscription, but, from the words mahdrdja-s'n-Qupta down to the name
of
Kumaragupta in the fifth line, the record is identical (except by omitting Kumdra's title of paramabhdgavato), word for word, with that incised on the Bhitari pillar.
The rest of the newly discovered inscription does not seem to be quite identical with the wording of any known
record.
A son of Kumaragupta is certainly mentioned, and the name
of Kumara's queen, Anattadevi (?), is stated, but I am doubtful whethor
the name Skanda occurs or not.
I can read only partially the 6th and
7th lines. The first four characters of the concluding 8th line are indistinct,

but the remainder

is

easily legible,

and shows that the

longs to tho reign of Kumaragupta, circa A. D.

seal be-

414— 452.§

The

antiquities at Bhitari, near Sayyidpur at the eastern extremity
of the Gliazipur District in the North-Western Provinces, about half

way between Benares and Ghazipur, have long been known

to arcliEeolo-

The site was carefully explored more than fifty years ago by Sir
Alexander Cunningham and his friend Mr. Vincent Tregear. The latter
became the possessor of a valuable collections of coins, many of which are
gists.

now

in the Bodleian cabinet.

The most notable

relic is

the monolith pillar bearing an inscription

A translation of this record, made from
was published by Dr. Mill in the Journal of this
Certain minor corrections in this translation were

of the reign of Skandagupta.

Sir A. Cunningham's copy,

Society in 1837.

* Smith, Coinage of the Early Qupta Dynasty in the Journal of tho Royal Asiatic
Society, for Jan. 1889, p. 24; see also Fleet, ihid., Vol. Ill, p. 14, note 3.
+ Smith, ibid., Plate IV, figures 8—15.

% Fleet, ibid., Vol. Ill,
§ Smith, ibid., p. G.

p. 53, etc.
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subsequently made, but the inscription was never edited properly until
That scholar has now published
it came into the hands of Mr. Fleet.
(No. 13 in volume III of the Corpus Inscriptionum Indicarum) an accurate
facsimile, transliteration,

and translation of the document, which I have

made use of in writing the above notes.
" The inscription," observes Mr. Fleet,

" is one of the Early Gupta
king Skanda Gupta. It is not dated. It belongs to the Vaishnava
form of religion and the object of it is to record the installation of an
imago of the god Vishnu, under the name of Sarrigin or the wielder of
the bow of horn named S'arnga,' and the allotment, to the idol, of the
village, not mentioned by name, in which the column stands."*
The site is marked by large brick mounds, and numerous bricks
inscribed with the name of Sri Kumaragnpta were found in the fields
;

'

by Sir A. Cunningham, who also describes certain sculptures which
seem to belong to the Gnpta period.
The presence of Indo-Sassanian coins of the 8th or 9th century
A. D.

is

an indication that the

site

continued to be occupied after the

Gupta dynasty.
There can be no doubt that it was a place of importance
and Skandagupta, circa A. D. 414 480.
Kuniaragupta
reigns of

fall of the

in the

—

(With a chronological table).
Bemarlcs on the above.
By Dr. A. F. Rudolf Hoernle.

—

The seal is a far more important one than would appear from Mr.
Smith's statement of its contents. The fact is that it is not a seal of
Kumara Gupta I., but of a Kumaea Gupta II. ; and that we have in the
inscription of the seal, for the first time, a genealogy of the Early Gupta
dynasty that enumerates nine generations, instead of only the seven
hitherto known.

The last three lines of the inscription which Mr. Smith failed to
read really contain the most important portion of the record, and contain
Nor are these lines more doubtful to
entirely new information.
read than any of the preceding ones and most fortunately the names
The following is
of the kings occurring in them are very fairly distinct.
a complete transcript of the record, in Nagari and Roman. In the
;

latter transcript the less legible portions are enclosed in round, and the
It should bo remembered, howillegible portions in straight brackets.
ever, that

on account

of the stereotyped

records, the reading even of these portions

* See Floot,

f

Arclijeol.

ibid.,

formulas employed in such

is

perfectly certain.

Vol. III., p. 53.

Survey Rep., Vol.

I,

pp.

96—103,

Pis.

XXIX, XXX.
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Ndgari Transcript*

J

tt-

^msnfsiTT^ftfniw:

8.

9jtfl«rafl-Twrji^3r

1.

[Sar] (vva)-rajochchhettuh prithivyam aprathirathasya
MaM(raja-S'ri-Gupta-prapauttra)sya
Maharaja-S'ri-Ghatotkacha-

2.

[raja]dhiraja-S'ri-Ohandragupta-puttrasya (Lichchha) [vi-daubittra](sya Mahadevyam)
[Kuma'Jea-devtam utpannasya
Maharajadhiraja-

3.

[S'ri]-(Sa)mudraguptasya pnttraa (tat-parigrihifco Ma)[hadevyan Da] (tta-devya)m utpannas svayam ch('a)pratira.thah
paramabhaga-

4.

[vato Maha]rajadhiraja-S'ri-Chan(dragup) [tas

Roman

11

Transcript.-^

pauttrasya Ma(ha)-

ta>ya

pn[ttras

tat]-(padarmddhyato) Mahadevya[m] Dheuva-devyam
utpan-

no

Ma (Lira)

5.

[jadlii]raja-S'n'-Kumarag[u]ptas tasya pu(ttra)s tat-padanuddhyato Mahad(e) vyarn Ananta-devyam utpanno Ma(ha)[raJ-

6.

[ja](dhiraja)-S'ri-Purag[u]p[ta]S tasya pu(ttra)s tat-padamiddhyato Mahadevyam S'r£va(tsa)-devyam utpann(o) Ma[ha]-

7.

(i'ajadhiraja-S'ri-Na)ras(im)haguptas tasya (pu)ttras (tat-pa-

8.

danuddhyato Mahadevyam S'EfMATi-DE)v[ta]m u(tpannali
parama-bha)gavat(o)

Mabara(jadhinlja-

S'ri-Kumaragu) [ptah]
From the original seal see Plate VI.
t The portions enclosed within straight brackets are entirely rubbed away
j
those within round brackets are more or less damaged, but sufficiently
legible.
The'
upadhmdmya is represented by
*

;
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Translation.*

(Lines 1 and 2.)— The son of the Maharajadhiraja, the glorious
no
Samudra-Gupta, who was the exterminator of all kings who had
;

who was the son of the son's
who was the son's son of the
son of the
Maharaja, the illustrious Ghototkacha (and) who was the
daughter's
Maharajadhiraja, the glorious Chandragupta (I.), (and) the

antagonist (of equal power) in the world
son of the Maharaja the illustrious Gupta

;

;

;

son of Lichchhavi, begotten on the Mahadevi KtJMARADGvf,
One,
(Line 3.)— (was) the mos t devout worshipper of the Divine
who was accepted
the Maharajadhiraja, the glorious Chandragupta (II.),
him (i. e., Samudragupta) j who was begotten on the Mahadevi

by
Dattadevi

;

and

who was

without an antagonist (of equal

himself

power), t

.

4.)— His son (was) the Maharajadhiraja, the glorious Kumaragupta (!.)» who meditated on his feet, (and) who was begotten on the
(Line

Mahadevi Dhrcvadevi.
(Line 5.)— His son (was) the Maharajadhiraja, the glorious Purathe
gupta, who meditated on his feet, (and) who was begotten on
Mahadevi AnantadevL
His son (was) the Maharajadhiraja, the glorious Nara(Line 6.)
Simhagupta, who meditated on his feet, (and) who was begotten on the

—

Mahadevi

S'lifvATSADEVi.

(Lines 7 and 8.)— His son (was) the most devout worshipper of the
Divine One, the Maharajadhiraja, the glorious Kumaragupta (IL)» wll o
meditated on his feet, (and) who was begotten on the Mahadevi S'riMATfDEVf.

All the names of the kings are quite legible on the original seal
Of the names of
quite sufficiently so, to identify them satisfactorily.!:
the two last queens, Srivatsa and Srimati, the two first syllables respec:

tively (S'riva

and Snma) are

legible

;

but the terminal ones

(tsa

can only be faintly seen.
Before discussing the information of this record, some of
* I

follo-w

its

and U)
techni-

Mr. Fleet's translation (Corpus Inscriptionum Indicarum, Vol.

Ill, p.

54) as far as it goes.
"
an antagonist (of equal power to all his enemies)," if wo
f Or, who was himself
read svayam cha pratirathah ; see below.
photographic plate unfortunately is not quite as distinct, as one would

J The

The original plate requires to be held in various lights, and to be examined
there is really not much difficulty
with a large magnifying glass bat with these helps
exception of those small and unimportant
in reading the whole of the record, with the
rubbed
away (apparently during the
portions (in straight brackets) that are entirely
wish.

;

process of cleaning the plate.)

,
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Firstly, the

uniform use of the upadhmdmya,
in 1. ], rdjochchhettuh prithwyam
0
; I 3, apratirathah parama
; 1 8 ui
pannah parama0 ; and secondly, of the doubling of t and
dh when followed by r and y respectively, as in 1.
1, prapauttrasya and pauttrassya
1. 2, puttrasya
and dauhittrasya ; 1. 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, pi( fl fas; 1.
4, 5, 6
7, pdddnuddhydto ; thirdly, the assimilation of tho
visarga to 'a 'following s, in 1. 3, utpannas-svayam
fourthly, the reading svayam
;
eh apratirathah in 1. 3.
The same phrase is read by Mr. Fleet* in the

Bhitari stone inscription (1.
4) svayam, apratirathasya.
The phrase also
occurs in Kumaragupta I.'s Bilsad stone
inscription and in Skandagupta's Bihar stone inscription* but in
the former it is illegible and
in the latter it is cut away and lost.

There are, therefore, only' two
records (the seal and the stone of Bhitari)
to establish the readinoand the exact point is whether the akshara that
follows svaya should be

ma

read

shown

Now

or cha.

in the Bhitari stone inscription
(at least

as

in

Mr. Fleet's plate) the akshara is too indistinct
to be definitely
while on the Bhitari seal it is quite distinctly
cha. Moreover
the seal has a distinct annswdra over the
ya of svaya, which anuswdra is
apparently also present on the Bhitari stone
and the anuswdra only
agrees with the reading cha or rather chd.
The vowel mark over cha is
hardly distinguishable in the present state of
identified

;

;

the seal

and the reading
cha pratirathah would also give sense, but a sense
not quite so suitable to
the context (see the translation, above). It
is preferable, therefore to
read svayam ch' apratirathah.

The record

names

gives the

of nine kings, viz., 1, Gupta,
2, GhatotI., 4, Samudragupta,
5, Chandragupta II
6
Puragupta,
7,
8, Narasimhagupta, and 9, Kumdra'
states distinctly that each of these kings
stood in the
relation of son to the preceding one.
It further gives the names of

kacha,

Ohandragupta

3,

'

Kumaragupta I.,
gupta II. and it
;

six

queens,

Kumaradevi, the wife of Chandragupta I. and mother
of
Samudragupta 2, Dattadevi, the wife of Samudragupta
and mother of
Chandragupta II. 3, Dhruvadevi, the wife of
Chandragupta II. and
mother of Kumaragupta I. 4, Anantadevi,. the wife
of Kumaragupta I
and mother of Puragupta 5, SWvatsadevi, the wife
of Pura-u ta and
P
mother of Narasimhagupta and 6, S'rimatidevi, the
wife of Narasimhagupta and mother of Kumaragupta II.
The two longest genealogies of the Early Guptas, hitherto
known,
are those on two stone pillar inscriptions, both
of Skandagupta,f one at
Bhitari, tho other at Bihar.
That at Bihar is greatly mutilated and
viz., 1,

;

;

;

;

;

and

* Corpus Tnscriptionvm Indicia-),,),, Vol. Ill, p. 53 also
;
pp. 43, 50.
+ They arc given by Fleet in Corpus Inscriptionum Indicamm, Vol III dd
52.

'

4,1

:
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They mention only the following seven kings

3, Chandragupta I., 4, Samudragupta, 5,
Kumaragupta, 7, Skaudagupta. Here again each
king is expressly stated to have been the son of his predecessor. They
wife of
1, Kumaradevi,
further name the following three queens
Chandragupta I. and mother of Samudragupta 2, Dattadevi, wife of
wife
II.
Dhruvadevi,
Chandragupta
3,
Samudragupta and mother of
of Chandragupta II. and mother of Kumaragupta I.
In the main these two records agree with that of the seal and this
1,

Gupta,

2,

Ghandragupta

Ghatotkacha,
II., 6,

:

;

;

;

proves that the seal is that of a member of the great Early (or Imperial)
Gupta family. This is shown also by the use of the imperial title MahdTho first is that
rdjddJdrdja. But there are two important differences.
the seal calls the seventh member of the line Puragnpta, while the other

The second is that the seal carries the
Kumaragupta, and traces it
through Puragupta, instead of through Skaudagupta. This proves two
terminate, as it has
things
1, that the Early Gupta dynasty did not
two records call him Skaudagupta.
line

down

to the ninth generation, to another

:

been hitherto believed, with Skaudagupta, but that it lasted for, at least,
two generations longer (i, e., down to about 550 A. D.) and secondly
that there was a second Kumaragupta among the Early Guptas. The
those
latter discovery may possibly necessitate a reconsideration of all
;

chronological and other speculations which were based on the (hitherto
uncontradicted) belief, that there was but one Kumaragupta in tho

dynasty.

The

chief difficulty

to Skandagupta.

is

that with respect to the relation of Puragupta
different names of the same person, or

Are they but

was one the (younger) brother

of the othor ?

One point may be noted with regard

to these

two

kings.

Tho

inscrip-

and, therefore, Kumaration on the seal states that Puragupta's mother,
gupta I.'s queen, was named Anantadevi. The two stone inscriptions do

not

name Skandagupta's mother

or Kumaragupta's queen, though they

In the Bhitari inscription it is related, how Skanda restored
the imperial power of the Guptas, which appears to have suffered a
time; and how he
serious reverse during his father Kumaragupta's
but the
afterwards visited his mother to report to her his victories
speak of her.

;

mother is not named. In the Bihar inscription, it is stated that Kumaragupta married the sister of some person, whose name, however, as well

But
the mutilated record.
as that of his sister are unfortunately lost in
from a subsequent equally fragmentary portion of the record (see 1. 13 in
boon
name
may
have
brother's
that
tho
seem
Fleet's transcript) it would
Ananlasena. In that case, his sister would probably have been named
and this would agree with the record on the seal. In that case,

Am rdadew

further,

:

Skandagupta and Puragupta would have had not only the same
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father Kuinaragupta, but, also the same mother Anantadevi. It may bo
further noted, that while the seal names S'rivatsadevi as the queen of Puragupta, the queen of Skandagupta is nowhere either named or even

mentioned. So far as his records are concerned, he might not have
been married at all.

The question still remains, are Skandagupta and Puragupta tho
same persons, or are they brothers ? It seems hardly probable that ia
HttCi genealogies the same person would be called by different names.
Tho probability, as I shall show further on, would seem to be, that
Puragupta is a (younger) brother of Skandagupta, and succeeded tho
latter, who died without issue.
There would still be a difficulty in the
that Skandagupta is entirely omitted from the list on the seal.
But such omissions are not without precedent in lists which are rather
intended to record the line of descent than the line of succession.* The
term jn'nhuunUn/a/a, however, no doubt, properly indicates Puragupta as
fact,

having been the immediate successor of his father rather than a remoter
successor of him after his brother Skandagupta.
The discovery of this seal solves another mystery. Among the gold
coinage of the Early Guptas, certain coins have been found, bearing the
name 6f Nora (or Naragupta) and the title Baldditya.f That they
belong to the proper Gupta class of coins, has never been seriously
doabteel
their resemblance to them is too thorough.
But the difficulty
;

where to place them; as no member of the Gupta family, called
was known to have existed. It can hardly be doubtful now, to

was,
JTara,

whom

these Nara-coins belong.

sirnhagupta of the

new

They

are clearly issues of the Nara-

seal.

This, however, suggests a further consequence.
Mr. Smith, in his
Coinage of the Early Gupta Dynasty, has shown (pp. 40) that certain
specimens of the Gupta coinage show an exceptionally heavy weight.
Some of these coins belong to Nara (siinhagupta) others to a king of
;

an unknown name who has the

title of

Frakd&aditija

;

others again to a

The obverse of the PrakakiiUtya coins would
(as usual) give tho proper name of the king
but unfortunately in all
the specimens hitherto found the name is lost. It may now be suggested

certain Ivumaragupta.

;

* A very carious, though not qnito analogous, caso of a similar omission
occurs in ono of the Valabhi grants (No. IX, in Indian. Antiquary, Vol. VJI, p. Gil),

where GahaBena's father Dharapatta is omitted, and ho is placed immediately after
Dhruvasena I. It is not impossible, that Dharapatta never reigned; if so,

his uncle

tho record

is

ono of tho line of succession rather than of the

line of descent.

t Mr. Smith douies tho occurrence of Gtu&ta,} see his Coj&age of
Dynasty, p. 118. But see fig. 22, on PI. XVII of tho Ariana. Antigua.

lie Early Gupta
The fact, howwhether tho coins do or do not bear the word Gupta, does not affect the argument.
1

over,

1
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The heavy

coins of

Kumaragupta, with the special title of Eramdditya, should probably
be ascribed to Kumaragupta II., the last of the list on the seal,
and not to the Knmaragupta who is numbered the fourth iu the list of
the Later Gupta dynasty of Magadha.*

now

It is impossible to identify the

Kumaragupta

II. of

the Bhitari seal

with the Kumaragupta of the Later Guptas, although their periods
probably coincide. For all the other names do not agree. The later
Kumaragupta was the fourth of his line and was preceded by three
princes, viz., Krishnagupta, Harshagupta, and
Jivitagupta I., standing
in the relation of father to son.

It would, then, be necessary to assume
Harshagupta and Krishnagupta were identical
respectively with Narasimhagupta, Puragupta and
Kumagupta I., which
is clearly inadmissible.
Or supposing Krishnagupta to have immediately
followed Skandagupta of the early dynasty, and
even assuming Puragupta
and Narasimhagupta to be identical with Krishnagupta
and Harshagupta,
there would Jivitagupta still remain to be
accounted for, and the
Kumaragupta II. of the seal would fall one generation earlier
than the

that Jivitagupta

I.,

Kumaragupta of the later dynasty. Further, the Kumaragupta
II. of
the seal bears the well-known imperial titles
equally with his predecessors of the early dynasty while the

Kumaragupta

;

dynasty, as

shown

in the

Aphsad stone

his predecessors,

inscription,! lays,

no claim even to the subordinate
They designate themselves merely nripa or bMpatl

of the later

equally with

title of

Maharaja.

It was only the
fourth of Kumara's successors, Adityaseua
(preceded by Damodaragupta,
Mahasenagupta and Madbavagupta), who was the first to
lay again
claim to the imperial title of Maharajadhiraja.J The
seal, thus, deckles
a hitherto open question and proves that the Later
Guptas of Magadha
were not direct descendants of the Early Guptas.
For the first three
members of the Later Gupta line, Krishna, Harsha and Jivita
I., must
practically have been contemporaries of the three
last members of the

Early Gupta
Jialaditya

below),

is

line,

Pura, Narasimha and

also called a king of

Kumara II. And as Narasimha
Magadha (e. g., by Hiuen Tsiang, 'see

clear that Krishna and his immediate
successors cau'only
have been small princes or chiefs in Magadha, by the
side of their
it

is

imperial relatives. Similar remarks apply to the
Later Guptas of Eastern
Malaya, Budhagnpta and Bhanugupta.

There are two other references to Narasimhagupta, under
his
Baladitya, in two iuseriptious of much later times.
The first
* See the list in Fleet's volumo
t Seo (bid., pp. 202, 203.

J See Hid.,

p. 2X2.

III. of

the Corpus Inscr. hid.,

p. 205.

title
is

of

the
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Deo-Baranark inscription of Jivitagupta II. of the Later Gupta dynasty.
In this inscription Narasimhagupta is referred to as an emperor (<parmesvara) who ruled long previously. The distance in time between
Jivitagupta II. and Narasimkagnpta would be about 200 years. The
second

the Sarnath inscription of a certain king,

is

Prakataditya o£

Benares, of the end of the seventh century A. D. Here Narasimhagupta
is referred to as one of Prakataditya's early ancestors, and as the ruler of

Madhyadeia or the central portion of Northern India. This description
would not be unsuitable to the ancestral portion of the dominions of the
Early Guptas.
The historic truth of the new seal is also proved by the inscriptions
on the copper-plate grants of the so-called Parivrajaka Maharajas, which
were all issued during " the enjoyment of sovereignty by the Gupta
kings." The seal shows that the line of the Early Guptas was continued
The latter must be placed about A. D.
down to Kumaragupta II.
530-550, and the latest of the Parivrajaka, grants is dated in A. D.
The earliest is dated in A. D. 475 therefore already in the reign
528.
They all fall within the period of the great
of Puragupta (see below).
decadence of the Gupta power and this fact may possibly account for
the circumstance, that in those grants the Guptas are simply designated
by the vague term nripa king.' At the same time, Mr. Fleet's observathe Gupta dominion still continued,
tion,* that " they show that
and the name of the Gupta kings was still recognised as a power, down
;

;

'

borne out by the new seal.
remarks, for ready reference, a synchronistic Table
of the probable reigns of the Early Guptas and their contemporaries or
immediate successors. The numbers within angular brackets give the
to A. D. 528,"
I

add

known

is

fully

to these

dates,

derived from inscriptions and other sources.

Various

observations suggest themselves by this table.
For an approximate determination of the period of Puragupta and

Narasimlmgupta wo have the following data. Hiuen Tsiang relates, how
Mihirakula was defeated and taken prisoner by king Bahklitya of
Magadha.t This reference, there can hardly be a doubt is to Mihirakula's final overthrow in India; for, on being released by Baladitya,
he is said to have retired to Kashmir. The credit of this great overthrow, however, is ascribed to a king Yasodharman in one of the latter's
Mandasor stone pillar inscriptions.! In it it is stated that, at some time
previous to the setting up of the pillar, Yasodharman had subdued and
extended his dominion over countries which even the Guptas and Hunas

—

—

* See Corpus Inscr.

J No.

Intl.,

Vol. Ill, p. 8.

BvMUst Ueeoris of the Western World, Vol.
33, in Fleet's Corp, Imtf, 1ml., Vol. Ill, p. 142.

t See Baal's

r,

pp, 108-170.
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had not possessed. This inscription is not dated, but its date cannot
have been very different from that of another Mandasor stone inscription
of Yasodharman,* dated in A. D. 533-534, because they were
both engraved by the same person Govinda. In this inscription, it is stated
that Yasodharman, who was originally only a tribal chieftain
(jinendra
or narddldpati), succeeded in conquering the countries around him
and
thus founding an empire, after which he took the name of Vishnuvar-

dhana and the imperial titles of rdjddhirdja and paramesvara. Of these
two inscriptions, the latter would seem to be— if anything—the later
In any case Mihirakula's overthrow would fall some time previously to A. D. 533 and it may be set down in A. D. 530, or perhaps

in date.

;

even a

little earlier. f

It follows, that Bahiditya, in

kula's overthrow took place,

The circumstance,

whose reign Mihiramust have reigned down to about A. D. 530.

that the overthrow

is ascribed to both Bahiditya
and Yasodharman, would seem to be best explained thus, that Bahiditya

was, at least nominally, the paramount ruler or Emperor (Mdhdrdjad/urdja), and that Yasodharman, at that time a mere tribal chieftain,'
was one of his feudatories or lieutenants, who actually accomplished
'

the

defeat of Mihirakula, but thereupon took advantage of his
groat

found an empire for himself.
In fact, it was probably
Yasodharman (rather than the Hiinas) that supplanted Kumaragupta II.,
some time after 530 A. D., thus finally breaking up the Early Gupta
empire, and building up his own enrpire on its ruins.
On the other hand Skandagupta's earliest recorded date is A D
455. F rom this date down to A. P>. 530 there are 75 years and for
this interval we have three names Skandagupta, Puragupta and
Narasiinhagupta.
The interval can be more easily filled up by two generations including three reigns, than by two generations including only
two
reigns i. e., by assuming that Skandagupta and Puragupta were brothers, succeeding one another aud being themselves succeeded by
Narasiinhagupta.
Skaudagupta is known to have been still reigning in A. D.
success to

*

;

466 or 468. He may have beeu succeeded by his (younger) brother
Puragupta c. A. D. 470, aud the latter, c. A. D. 485, by his son Narasimhagupta. This would give to Narasimhagupta the long reign of about
45
* No. 35,

ibid., Vol. Ill, p. 150.

t In these calculations

I follow, in

the main, Mr. Fleet's remarks, iu Corp.
Bnt I do not agree wit'h his view
(See Proceedings for August, 1889.) It
seems
to mo hotter to accept the words, in 1. 5 of the inscription, in their
obvious sense
that Yasodharman is identical with Vishnuvardhana, and to suppose
that Yasodharman assumed the title Vishnuvardhana after (and perhaps in commemoration) of
his
It is most, improbable that the imperial
great, victory.
titles of rdjddhirdja and
paramesvara should be ascribed to a niero feudatory.
Insvr. Ind,, Vol. Ill, pp. 10-12 (Indrod.), 146, 152.

about Vishnuvardhana,

ibid., p.

151.
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however, nothing

at all improbable in this supposition.

Further,

Narasimhagupta

calls

himself Baladitya on his coins.

We

have seen that the Baladitya of Hiuen Tsiang's account reigned
down to c. 530 A. D. and that it is quite possible that the Narasimhagupta of the seal reigned down to that date. It may, therefore, be concluded as most probable that the Narasimhagupta of the seal is identical
with the Nara Baladitya of the coins as well as the Baladitya of Magadha,
by whom, or rather in whose reign Mihirakula was overthrown by
;

Yasodharman.

A curious

glimpse of Narasimhagupta is afforded in a passing alluwith the Valabhi king Dronasimha, to his suzerain

sion, in connection

power, the Early Guptas. The early Valabhi rulers, as is well known,
were vassals of the Early Guptas. The third of the Valabhi line vt as
Dronasimha, a younger son of the founder of that line, Bhatarka
Regarding this Dronasimha it is mentioned in the Valabhi
Senapati.
genealogies that he " was anointed in the kingship by the paramount
master (parama-svamin) in person " Mr. Fleet* has suggested that this
" paramount master " was Tasodharman, who defeated Mihirakula c. 530

Now

Dhruvasena L was reigning in 526, as shown by his inDronasimha was his predecessor and his accession must,
It is not probable that Yasodharinan
therefore, be placed c. 520 A. D.
was already in 520 A. D. an 'emperor' whose sway extended over the
Valabhis. In fact, as I have tried to show, it is more probable, that in
A. D. 530 he was still a mere tribal chieftain and lieutenant of the
emperor Narasimhagupta, and that his great power only dated from that
A. D.

scription.

;

'

victory over Mihirakula.

On

'

the other hand, about A. D. 520, Nara-

simhagupta must have still enjoyed the imperial dignity of the Guptas
and however much it may have been shorn of its ancient splendour, it
was clearly still so much recognised by the Valabhis, that Dronasimha
got himself " anointed" by the still existing representative of that power.
It may be added that the simple reference to the parama-svamin or
" paramount master" is more easily explainable if applied to the old accustomed suzerain power of the Guptas, than to a new emperor like
;

Tasodharman.
That notice about Dronasimha's " being anointed by his paramount
His two predecessors enjoyed only the
is a rather curious one.
title of senapati; he was the first of his house who bore the title of

master"

vialtdrdja

(equal to mahdsendpati).

would seem to refer

to his

The

notice about his 'anointment'

elevation to the higher rank of a Maharaja.

* See Indian Antiquary, Vol. XV, p. 187, note
p, 1G8.

;

also Corpxis Inscr. hid., Vol. Ill,
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The special occasion or reason for this elevation by the paramount
power we are not told. But putting together the scattered historical
indications of that period, it would seem that the distinction was due
to a striking recovery in the fortunes of the Imperial Gupta dynasty
"which was mainly brought about by the exertions of the Valabhi
feudatories.
The circumstances are these. There are three inscriptions at Eran in Eastern Malava,* referring themselves respectively
to the times of Bndhagupta, Toramana and Bhanugupta.
Budhagupta and Bhanugupta were mere second rate rulers of Eastern
Malava hut Toramana possessed Eastern Malava as a portion of his
imperial dominions and his inscription is dated in the first year of
;

;

his imperial power.t

It

may be

concluded, that in that year neither

Budhagupta nor Bhanugupta possessed Eastern Malava. The dates of
the inscriptions of these two Maharajas are 484 A. D. and 510 A. D.
The first year of Toramana cannot well fall after 510 A. D. for it can be
shownj that Toramana was already succeeded by his son Mihirakula
c. A. D. 515, and possibly even a little earlier.
Again it cannot fall
before 484 A. D., because in that year there were living two princes
;

Matrivishnu and his younger brother Dhanyavishnu, the former of
whom was dead in the first year of Toramana. Nor can it fall before
494 A. D., because that is the last recorded date (on his coins) of
Budhagupta, It, follows fliat not only the first year of Toramana's
imperial power, but also Ids loss of that power (so far, at least, as
Eastern Malava was concerned) must fall within the period A. D.

494-510.

Now

of the

first

A. D.

this is just about the period of the Senapati Bhatarka, the
Valabhi dynasty, who must have ruled from c. 495-515

With regard

to

him

it is

expressly stated, in the Valabhi genealoand defeated the "Maitralcas," that

gical records,§ that he fought with

the Mihirns (a tribal designation of the Hiinas) to whom Toramana
It may be concluded, therefore, that it was mainly owing to
the Valabhi victories that Toramana was beaten back and lost his im-

is,

belonged.

The immediate consccpience of this success of the Valabhis
would naturally have been the revival of the imperial power of the Guptas,
that, is, of Narasimhngupta who was on the throne of the Guptas at that
time.
The first year of Toramana, say A. D. 495, would be the date of

perial power.

* Seo Fleet, Corp. Insar. Ind., Vol.

Ill, pp. 88, 91, 158.

t Seo Fleet, Mil., Vol. HI, p. 158. The first year, named in tho inscription,
not the first year of Toramana's accession to rule over the Huria tribe, but of
his
assumption of the imperial dignity (mahdrdjadhirdja) after his Indian conquests.
Seo Fleet, ibid., Introd., pp. 10-12.

is

J See Fleet,

ibid.,

Vol. Ill,

ibid.,

Vol. Ill, p. 167.

Introd.,

p. 252.

§

See Fleet,

p.

12

;

also

Indian Antiquary, Vol.

XV,

t
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the temporary subjection of the emperor Narasimhagupta, and of the
assumption of the imperial dignity by Toramana and A. D. 510 may bo
;

taken as approximately the date of the liberation, by the Valabhi senapati
Bhatarka, of Narasimhagupta and the resumption by the latter of the imperial crown.
And I would suggest, that the subsequent elevation, by
Narasimhagupta, of the Valabhi Dronasimha, c. A. D. 520, to the rank of
Maharaja, was in some way an acknowledgment of the signal service rendered by the Valabhi family to the imperial house of the Guptas. Toramana must have died soon after the great reverse he suffered at the hands
of the Valabhis.

He was

who undertook

to recover

succeeded,

puts it in his account, " to

For

c.

A. D. 515, by his son Mihirakula,

Hiuen Tsiaug
punish the rebellion" of Narasimhagupta.
his

father's concpiests, or, as

shown by the Gwalior inscription,* he was successful
till at last, c. A. D. 530, he was totally defeated by the

fifteen years, as

in his operations,

emperor Narasimhagupta's great vassal Yasodharman. According to
Hiuen Tsiang, Mihirakula was taken prisoner in the battle and brought
to Narasimhagupla.
On the advice of the hitter's mother, he was
restored to liberty, but finding his chances in India utterly gone, he retired to

Kashmir.

This seems to

me

have been the course

to

of events

in that troubled period of the irruption of the Hiinas into India.
I should like to throw out another suggestion.
In the list of kings
Rajatarangini, there are five reigns enumerated between Matrignpta and Duvlabha I., if we omit the fabulous kiug Ranaditya with Iur
reign of oOO years.
Durlabha I.'s accession may bo placed in (32(3 A. D.,
allowing a probable adjustment of 30 years in the calculations of the
of the

Calculating a reign at the usual average of about 18

Rajatarangini. J
years,

we obtain

A

i.

I

D.,

e.,

for the accession of Matrigupta about the year 530

the probable year of Mihirakula's retirement into Kashmir.

would suggest the identity

many

of

Matrigupta and Mihirakula.

points in favour of the suggestion

:

1,

There are

the epochs of the two kings
" protected by the mother,"

coincide
2, the name Matrigupta means
and according to Hiuen Tsiang, Mihirakula owed his life to the intercession and protection of (Narasimhagupta) Bahiditya's mother the
name, therefore, would fit him admirably 3, Matrigupta is said to have
;

;

;

* See Fleet, Corpus Inter. Ind., Vol. Ill,

p. 161.

t It may bo worth noting in connection with the irruption of the Huus into
India in tho 5th century, that it followed, by nearly a century, their irruption
into Europe.

Halamir, and

The latter
was most

it

is

said to have

begun

in 375

A.

D.,

nndor their leader

successful under their leader Attila, A. D. 445-483.

Their

on tho Catalauuian fields, A. D. 451
corresponding to the great victory of Yusodharniau (or Yasovarman) in A. D. 530.
X See Sir A. Cunningham, Ancient Geography of India, p. 92; also Jacobi in

power was

linnll.v

broken

ffittrngieche Gelehrte

in the great battle

Ameigen

for 1888, No. 2, p. 70.
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been a stranger to Kashmir so was Mihirakula lie is said to have
been imposed on Kashmir by a king Vikramaditya, also called Harsha,
of Ujjaiu, who is said to have been a powerful king who subdued the
whole world and destroyed the S'akas, a Mlechchha tribe. This I take
to be a confused version of the fact, that during the time of Narasimhagupta Baladitya, who afterwards allowed Mihirakula to proceed to
Kashmir, the Hiiiia (a S'aka tribe) were defeated by Yasovarmau, who
afterwards made himself an " emperor." Vikramaditya was a common
title in the Gupta family; Chandragupta II. and Skandagupta bore
and the similar title Kramaditya was born by Skaudagupta and
it
Kiuuaragupta II. In the Rajatarangini either Baladitya or Kuiuaragnpta II. Kminaditya is referred to by Vikramdditya and this Vikramaditya is said to have died before Matrigupta's resignation of his
kingdom. As Mah-igupta is said to have resigned after a reign of about
;

;

j

;

four years, and as on the assumption of his identity with Mihirakula, he
became king of Kashmir about A. D. 530, Baladitya must have died
very soon after that year. According to the Rajatarangini, Vikramdditya
had a son, Pratapasila S'iladitya, who was expelled by the people of
Malava, but reinstated by king Pravarasena of Kashmir. Here, again,
there

is

a confused vei simi of certain facts.

I take this S'iladitya to bo

identical with the king S'iladitya of Malava, who, according to

Tsiaug, had lived

(it)

years before his

As Hiuen Tsiang was

for 50 years.*

in

own

time, and

Malava

Hiuen

who had reigned

in A. D. 610, the period

from about A. D. 630-680. He is commonarch who is, by Hiuen Tsiang,
said to have succeeded Vikramdditya of S'ravasti and this Vikramaditya
himself is commonly identified with the Vikramdditya of Malava, above
According to Hiuen Tsiang, Vikramaditya " lost his
mentioned.t
kingdom" and was succeeded by the unnamed " monarch ", i. e., by
suggest that Kumaragupta II. Kramaditya is
I would
S'iladitya.
intended by Vikramaditya, who lost his kingdom by the usurpation of
Yasod barman and that Sildditya is one of the surnames of YasoThe latter, in his inscription (see above) is called, at
dharman.
first, only a iiarwlhijiuli, which would agree with the "monarch" of
of S'iladitya's reign

monly

is

fixed as

identified with the

unnamed

'

'

;

;

Hiuen Tsiang. The times also agree Yasodharman S'iladitya must have
usurped the imperial dignity soon after A. D. 530. Ho would then have
reigned about 50 years, clown to about A. D. 580. Throughout the whole
of his reign (compare columns 5 and 8 of the synchronistic fable), he had
;

rivals for his claim of the imperial
till

dignity in the Maukhari Varmans,

tho dignity was finally secured by Prabhdkara Vardhana
* See Beat's Buddhist Eaeor<Js of the Western World, Vol.
+ See ibidem, Vol. I, pp. 100, 108.

Ill, p. 201.

who had
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the surname of Pratapasila.

According to Hiuen Tsiang the Valabhi
king Dkruvasena II. (or Dhruvapata),* who became king abont A. D.
625, was his nephew (/. e., probably sister's son)
All this agrees well
enough. That Vikramaditya {i. e., Kumaragupta II.) is described as
" king of S'ravasti " need be no difficulty.
Kumdragupta's seal was
found at Bhitari, in the Ghazipur District of the N.-W. Provinces and
S'ravasti may well have been the favourite residence of that emperor.
.

;

Of

course,

tarangini

is

my suggestions are accepted, the narrative in the Rajaa confused, and even grotesque, perversion of the real facts.
have been a son of Vikramaditya this is a confused

if

S'iladitya is said to

;

that Baladitya (i. e., Narasimhagupta) had a
Kramaditya
'S'iladitya is said to have been expolled by the people of Malava but it was Kumaragupta that was
" expelled," i. e., rebelled against by Tasodharman (S'ihiditya)
S'iladitya
is called Pratapasila
but the latter was the surname of S'iladitya's rival,
S'iladitya Pratapasila is
Prabhakara Vardhana
said to have been
seven times subdued by the king of Kashmir very possibly the king of
Kashmir had to carry on several campaigns against both S'iladitya
(Yasodharman) and Pratapasila (Prabhakara Vardhana), both of whom
aspired to bo " emperors " or "rulers of the whole world."
The Raja-

reminiscence of the

son Kumaragupta

fact,

II.

;

—

;

;

—

;

;

—

;

tarangini's account of Matrigupta is still more grotesque.
It makes
Matngiipta to be a poor " poet,"f and finally resign his kingdom and
retire to Benares, like a good Hindu.
But it hardly needs an excuse for
charging the " history " of the Rajntaraugiiu with grotesqueness. The
!

utter untrushvorthincss of

(Durlabha Vardhana

it

down

to the time of the

I.), is, I believe,

who under

now

Karkota dynasty

generally acknowledged.

Its

name is placed at B. G. 707,J
Toramana and Hiranyakula, is the most glaring evidence of it.
I add a sketch of what seems to me to have been the fortunes of tho
imperial dignity during the periods immediately before and after the
I have shown them in the synchronistic table by printing
Hv'ina troubles.
in red the names of those princes that bore tho imperial title of MahaFrom Chandragupta I. down to Kumaragupta II., c. A. D.
rajadhiraja.
treatment of Mikirakula,

and

that

of

300-533, tho imperial dignity remained with the houso of the Early
Guptas. Under Narasinihagupta, c. A. D. 495, it was disputed by the

Hmia

chiof Toramana.

About 533 A.

passed away to Tasodharman. §

D., under

From him,

it

Kumaragupta

* Sea ibid., Vol. II, p. 267.
t Perhaps a confusion with tho poot Mentha (or Matrimentha
have lived at his court.
J See Shanker P. Pandit's Gaudaraho, Introd., p. lxxv.
§

II.,

it

passed, for a period of four

P)

who

is

said to

Evidence of Yasodharman' s or Yasovarman's imperial povvor are his coins
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Maukhari dynasty, under fsanaThree of
varnian, S'arvavarman, Sustbitavarnian and Avantivarman.
and
Avanti,
receive the imperial titles,
those Varnians, I's&na, S'arva
Snsthita is named
nialu'in'iji'tdltiraja or paramesvara in two inscriptions.*
in an inscription of the Later Guptas without any particular title ;f but
he
if he is not identical with Avantivarman— which is quite possible
reigns,

from

o.

A. D. 540

to 585, to the

—

,

must, in all probability, have been a Maharajadhiraja, as the intermediate
ruler between two Mahaiajadhirajas (see column 8). That Susthita does
not receive that

title

in the

neither does Isaiia receive

Guptas,

who were

it

;

Gupta

inscription

is

no objection

;

for

the inscription, being one of the Later

a rival family, probably denied the imperial title to

the Maukharis as usurpers. %

From

the Maukharis the imperial dignity passed to the

Vardhana

dynasty of Thauesar and Kananj, for three reigns, under Prabhakara,
Rajya and the great llarshn, from c. A. D. 585 to 048, though at some
time between A. D. 013 and G3-A it was disputed by the Early Chalnkya
king Pulikesin II. §
After Ilarsha Vardhana the imperial dignity
appears to have been held simultaneously in the West by the Valabhis of
Gujarat (commencing with Dharasena IV., c. A. D. 045) and in the East
by the Later Guptas of Magadha (commencing with Adityasena, c. A. D.
648). In the case of the Valabhis, the assumption of the imperial

have been a temporary one. For after
from c. A. D. 645-650, it lapsed again,
for about '20 years, dm inij; the two following reigns of Dhruvasena III.
and Kharagraha II., neither of whom seem to have borne any imperial
titles, perhaps owing to the rival emperor's, Adityasena's, ascendancy.
About A. D. 670, however, S'iladitya III. again became emperor of the
West; and henceforth the imperial dignity remained with these two
dignity would seem, at

first,

Dharasena IV., who enjoyed

to

it

with the legend of kida (wo Vroeeadiugs for August, 1888).
to be a tribal designation of tho Hunas.
* See Fleet, in Corp. Inscr. Ind, Vol. Ill, pp. 218, 221.
+ See

ihid., p.

Kida would appear

200.

J It may be a question whether Yasovarman or Yasodharman did not himself
belong to a branch of tho Mankhari family of Varmans. There is nothing in Yasodharman's inscriptions to prove that he belonged to tho Malava tribes. His relation

Maukharis requires further elucidation. If, as abovo suggested,
is identical with the S'iladitya, who according to Hinen Tsiang reigned 50 years,
he must have been a contemporary and rival of the four imperial Maukharis. The
contemporary inscription of Asphad would certainly seem to show, that the latter

to the four imperial

he

did not enjoy an undisputed title to the imperial dignity.
§ He assumed the imperial title paramesvara after a thorough defeat of Harsha
Vardhana; see Indian Antiquary, Vol. VII, p. 164. He had not dono so before A. D.
013, nor was it after A. D. 031. see ibid., Vol. VIII, p. 210.
;
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dynasties of the Later Guptas and the ValabMs, apparently,

till

Gupta

their

II.,

the

Later Imperial Guptas, with the Nepalese king S'iva Deva

II.,

who assumed the imperial titles, may have a deeper significance. For it
may be noted, that about A. D. 618, at the time of the disruption of
Harsha's empire, the Nepalese king, Amsuvarmau, also laid claim to the
imperial dignity in the North.

The Dcvagiipta, placed

in the third column of the synchronistic
under the Later Guptas of Malaya, is mentioned in the copperplate grant of Harshavardhana,* as having been conquered by that
king's brother and predecessor, Rajyavardhana II.
Ho cannot be the
Devagupta of the Later Gnpta dynasty of Magadha (2nd column), as
was
Harshavardhana himself
a contemporary of Madhavagupta, the
grandfather of that Devagupta. Moreover it is distinctly stated in the
lLirslta-cliarita of l!;'nia, that the prince whom Rajyavardhana conquered, was a king of M&lava.f
In the seventh column of the Dehohakalpa Maharajas it will be seen,
that S'arvanatha reigned up to A. I). 533.
His line, including himself,
consists of six members
and the founder of the line, Oghadeva, was
married to a queen Kumaradevi. Six reigns at an average of 18 years,
would make Oghadeva (c. A. D. 425-445) a contemporary of Kunuiragupta 1. of the Early Gupta dynasty. It appears, probable, therefore,
that Oghadeva's queen, Kumaradovi, was a sister or daughter of Kumaragupta I.J
table,

;

* See.

SpigmpMa

Indiea, Part II, p, 74.

t Sec Sh, P, Pandit's edition of the GnBdtvahn, Jntrod., p. exxx.
t Mr. Fleet in the Corpus Inscr. Ind., Introd. pp. 9, 10, suggests that the Uchehakalpa dates may have to be referred to the Kalachuri era. I do not understand how
this could well he.
Mr. Fleet says " if tho Uchchakalpa dates wore referred to the
:

Kalachuri

with Goneral Cunningham's epoch of A. D. 219-50, S'arvanatha'a
would bo equivalent to A. D. 403-01, or Gnpta Samvat 144;
and we should havo to add on twenty-one years at the end of his known period, in
order to make him tho contemporary of Hastin in Gnpta Samvat 105." But the crucial year appears to me to be not Gupta Samvat 1G5, but Gnpta Samvat 189 (see ibid.,
p. 110). For the joint-grant of Hastin and S'arvanatha was issued iu the bitter year. It
era,

latest date, the year 214,

wo should have to add on, not twenty-one, but forty-five
the epoch of the Kalachuri era bo A. D. 248-49, oven forty-six years.
if the Kalachuri epoch bo placed, as Mr. Fleet suggests, about

follows, therefore, that

years

On

;

or

if

tbe other hand,

25 years later, let us say at A. D. 273-74 (i. c, 248-49 + 25), then S'arvanatha'a latest
dato 214 Kalachuri Samvat will be equivalent to 163 Gupta Saujvat and in that
;

we should havo to add on tweuty-ono years, in order to mako S'arvanatha contemporary with Hastin in the year 189 Gupta Samvat. I assume, that when Mr.
Fleet (ibid., p. Ill) says: "the choice lies only between Gupta Samvat 189 and
201," he means, that tho only two years within the known period of Hastin's rule
case
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The question may arise whether the Kumaragupta referred to in
the Mandasor stone inscription of Bandhuvarman,* may not be the
Kumaragupta II. of the Bhitari seal, rather than the Kumaragupta I.,
the only Gupta emperor of that name hitherto known. If it be Kumaraguptall., the three Varmans, Nara, Visva and Bandhu, would have to
be brought down nearly a century, so that Bandhuvarman would be the
immediate predecessor of Yasodharman (or Yasovarrnan). I am disposed to think, however, that it is really Kumaragupta I. who is referred
to in that inscription.

The metal
Mint.

of the seal has been tested by Dr. Scully
His analysis shows that it consists of

Copper

In spite of

its

...

62.970 per cent.

Silver

...

36.225

Gold

...

0.405

Iron

...

of the Calcutta

trace.

whitish grey colour, therefore,

it is

rather a copper than a

silver seal.

The weight and dimensions

of the seal

have been determined by the

(i. e., between G. S. 156 and 191 or A. D. 475 and 510), with which the data of the
(£. e., the 19th day of the month Karttika, in the Mahii-Magha Samvatsara)
can be made to harmonise, are G. S. 189 and 201 or A. D. 508 and 520. If this is

joint-grant

the date of the joint-grant is practically certain it is either A. D. 508-9 or A. D.
520-21, whether theso years bo stated in terms of the Gupta Sauivat (189 or 201) or
Samvat (260 and 272). Upon these promises, there are
so,

:

in terms of the Kalachuri

these two alternatives

Kalachm-i epoch, the

:

we accept the year A. D. 248-49 (or 249-50) as the
period of S'arvan&ha begins with Kalachuri Samvat

firstly, if

known

must have reigned not less than 67 yoars,
(= K. S. 2G0 or G. S. 189) to join Hastin in the
and he must have roigned even 79 years, to bring him down to

193, ecpvivalent to A. D. 441-42, and he

to bring

him down

issne of the grant

to A. D. 508
;

A. D. 520 (= K. S. 272 or G. S. 201), if the latter be tie year of the joint-grant.
Neither of these two cases will be considered admissible. Secondly, if, as Mr. Fleet
Buggests, the Kalachuri epoch be placed about 25 years later, say A. D. 473-74, the
beginning of S'arvanatha's known period will bo A. D. 406-67, and he must have
reigned either 42 or 54 years, according as we place the joint-grant in A. I). 508 or
Either of those two latter cases is possible, especially the former, requiring a rule of (at least) 42 years. But there is no real evidence whatever for tho assignment of the Kalachuri epoch to tho year A. D. 473-74 or thereabouts. The result
is, that the probability of the Uchchakalpa grants being dated in years of the
Kalachuri era appears to bo nil. My premises may bo founded on a misunderstandin A. D. 520.

ing
it

;

if so, Mr Fleet will be able to explain the real facts of the case.
But I thought
my doubts, which may havo occurred to others beside myself.
* See Fleet, in Corpus Insor. Ind., Vol. Ill, p. 79.
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:

Greatest length

...

...

5.74 inches.

Greatest breadth

...

...

4.63

„

...

0.223

„

Breadth of rim
...
Height of rim above surface

of plate

Thickness of seal (including rim)
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...

0.39
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Grwco-Roman

Section

I.

Introduction.

" the great Emathian conqueror ",
When
laden with plunder and sated with conquest, refused to cross the
Hyphasis and to try the fortune of war in the valley of the Ganges, the
exclusive, conservative East won a victory over the intruding, progres-

the wearied veterans of

sive West,

and

which must have appeared

to the actors

on the scene as

final

decisive.

But

it

was neither

final

nor decisive, for, though the obstacles op-

posed by hostile man and nature could stop the onward march of the
Macedonian phalanx, nothing could arrest the sure and world-wide
progress of the ideas and culture, which constituted the real strength of
Hellas and were but rudely expressed by the disciplined array of

Alexander's armies.
India has not willingly sought the treasures of foreign wisdom, and,
guarded by her encircling seas and mountains, she has tried, throughout
She has tried,
the long course of ages, to work out her own salvation.

Again and again, both before and after Alexanhave been broken through, and her children, who would

but has not succeeded.
der, the barriers

o
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fain believe that all light

comes from the

east,
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have been compelled to

admit the rays of the western sun.
In the dim mist of prehistoric ages we can
discern faint indications
that India, in common with all regions
of Asiatic and European civilization, drew supplies from those
stores of Egyptian, Assyrian and
Babyoman antique lore, which were, so far as we know
or probably ever can
know, the ultimate sources of the knowledge
which distinguishes civilized man from the savage.

The history of those long past times is
some faintly sketched and dubious outlines,

The Indian expedition

lost, and, save perhaps in
can never be recovered.
of Alexander the Great in B
C 327—326

was, so far as our definite knowledge
extends, the first occasion of close,
conscious contact between East and West.
The arms of the

conqueror

subdued no more than a mere corner of
India, and that only
moment, but the Hellenic culture, to the diffusion
of which Alexan-

it is true,

for a

der devoted attention, as great as that
bestowed by him on his material
conquests long survived his transitory
empire in Asia, and, even in
secluded India, made its presence felt in

many and

different directions.

I shall not attempt to penetrate
the thick darkness which conceals
the relations between India and the
western world in the ages before
Alexander, but propose to consider the kind
and degree of post- Alexandrian influence on the ancient civilization

of India,

readers attention to an obscure and
interesting history of Greek ideas.

little

and

known chapter

to invite

my

in the ever-

The working of these ideas on Indian soil,
although discernible in
the fields of rehgion, poetry, science
and philosophy, is most obvious in
the domain of architecture and plastic
art, and I shall devote the
greater
part of this essay to the consideration of
Indo-Hellenic architecture and
sculpture.

No Indian example in stone either of architecture or
sculpture, earthan the reign of Atoka (circa B.
C. 260-223), has yet been discovered and the well-known theory of
Mr. Fergusson, that the sudden
introduction of the use of stone instead
of wood for the purposes both
of
architecture and sculpture in India was
the result of communication
between the empire of Alexander and his
successors, and that of the
Mauryan dynasty of Chandra Gupta and Atoka,
is, in my opinion, certainly correct.
The change from wood to stone
indubitably took place,
and no other explanation has ever been
suggested.
_

lier

I shall not, however, now discuss
Mr. Ferguss'on's theory, but shall
proceed to examine particular cases
of undoubted and incontestable
Hellenistic, mcluclmg Roman, influence
on the Indian development of
the arts of architecture and sculpturo.
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more prominent effects of the contact
between the Grjeco-Roman and Indian civilizations on other departments of human activity in India will follow, and will enable the reader
to form a conception as a whole of the impression made by the West
upon the East during a period of seven or eight centuries. That impression was not sufficiently deep to stamp Indian art, literature and
science with an obviously European character, although it was much
deeper than is commonly supposed.
brief discussion of the

Indo-Hellenic Architecture.

Section II.

named Indo-Persian by Sir
Alexander Cunningham, and obviously derived from that employed in
the Achasmenian palaces of Susa and Persepolis, was extensively used
throughout Northern and Western India for several centuries both
With this style of western, though
before and after the Christian era.
not Hellenic, origin the history of Indian architecture begins. It would
The

style of architecture, appropriately

be more strictly accurate to say that with this style the history of Indian
architectural decoration begins, for no buildings in it exist, and we know
its

character only from pillars and miniature representations in sculp-

tured reliefs.

The pillars are characterized by " a bell-shaped lower capital, surmounted by an upper member formed of recumbent animals, back to
back."* The series of examples in Northern India, of pillars more or less
fully corresponding to this definition, begins with the monoliths of Asoka
(cirea B. C. 250), and ends with the pillar of Budha Gupta at Eran in the
Sagar District of the Central Provinces, which bears an inscription
dated in the year A. D. 485. f The caves of Western India offer examples
apparently rather later, and specimens of intermediate dates have been
found at Bharhut, Buddha Gaya, Sanchi, Bedsa, and Mathura, as well as
in the Gandhara or Tusufzai country. But there is no evidence as yet
forthcoming that Indo-Persian pillars were used structurally in Gandhara.

In miniature, as architectural decorations, they were a favourite

ornament in that region.

The Indo-Persian
Proper, with which I

pillar

am

underwent gradual modifications

not at present concerned.

On

frontier of India, that is to say, in the western districts of the
in the valley of the

country,

in India

the north-wost

Panjab,

Kabul River, including Gandhara or the Tusufzai
it was supplanted by pillars imitated from

and in Kashmir,

* Cunningham, Archaiol. Rep., Vol. V, p. 185. [For a convenient synopsis of
specimen pillars of tho Persian, Indo-Persian, Indo-Hellenic (Corinthian) and IncloDoric styles, see mi, Plates XXVII, and XLV to L. Ed.]
t All the Gupta dates an .lei crmined in Mr. Fleet's work on the liupta ineriptions,

Corpus Inscrip.

liulieariim, Vol. III.

—

no
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Greek

models.

Orn'i-o- Ho, nan

Isolated examples

existed in other regions also,

Influence

[No.

3,

Indo-Hellenic pillars probably
associated with the specimens of Hellenized
of

sculpture which occur at Mathura and some other localities remote from
the Panjab frontier, but, as yet, none such have been discovered, and,
speaking generally, the Hydaspes or Jhelani river may be assigned as
the eastern boundary of Indo-Hellenic architectural forms.
The evidence does not, to my mind, warrant the use of the term
" Indo- Grecian stylos of architecture," which is employed
by Sir A.

Cunningham. So far as I can perceive, the published plans of Indian
buildings show no distinct traces of Greek ideas, and there is no evidence
of the employment of the characteristic Greek pediment or entablatures.

The known facts prove only that the Indians used, in buildings planned
own fashion, pillars copied, with modifications, from Greek

after their

prototypes.

In the outlying province of Kashmir and the dependent region of
Range a modified form of the Doric pillar was employed. The
example of the use of this form is found in the temple of the

tho Salt
earliest

sun at Martand, which was erected not earlier than A. D. 400, and
perhaps should be dated two or three centuries later. Temples in a
style similar to that of

Martand appear

to

have continued to be erected

Kashmir down to the time of the Muhammadan conquest of the
valley.
They are characterized by trofoiled arches, and pyramidal roofs,
and were frequently, if not always, built in the centre of shallow tanks.

in

These peculiarities are in no wise Greek. The pillars undoubtedly, as
Sir A. Cunningham observes, resemble the Grecian Doric in " the great
ovolo of the capital, and in the hollow flutes of the shaft." It is difficult
to believe that the agreement in these respects between the Greek and
Indian work is accidental, but it is also difficult to imagine the existence
of a channel through which the Kashmirians borrowed the Doric form

when every other manifestation of Hellenic ideas had
already disappeared, or was on the point of disappearing, from India.
I cannot venture to deny tho Greek origin of the semi-Doric pillars
of pillar at a time

of the temples in

established.

Kashmir, although

Even

if it

I am not satisfied that it is fully
be admitted, the admission is hardly sufficient

to warrant the assertion that the

an Indo-Doric

style.

Kashmirian buildings are examples of
The most that can be correctly affirmed is, that

these buildings contain pillars which

may

fairly be described as Indothere be indeed anything Doric
about them, are never associated with Indo-Hellenic sculpture, or anything else which gives the slightest indication of Greek influence.

Doric.

These Indo-Doric

pillars,

if

Tho Kashmir style stands apart, and the study of it throws little light
on the history of Indian architecture, or on that of the diffusion
I shall, therefore, exclude it from consideration, and
of Greek ideas.
either
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refer readers

who may

care for further information on the subject to

by Mr. Fergusson and Sir A. Cunningham, and to
the fine series of plates prepared under the supervision of Major Cole.*
But, whether the pillars of the Kashmir temples be really derived
from Doric prototypes or not, there is no doubt whatever tbat pillars,
the designs of which are modifications of the Ionic and Corinthian types,
the discussion of

it

were common on the north-west frontier of India during the early centuries of the Christian era.
These Greek architectural forms have as yet been found only in a
very limited area, which may be conveniently referred to under the

name

of

Gandhara.f

The boundaries

of the

kingdom

of

Gandhara, as

it

existed in ancient

Hiuen Tsiang, who
travelled between A. D. 629 and 645, describes the kingdom as extending
about 166 miles (1000 li) from east to west, and 133 miles (800 li) from
north to south, with the Indus as its eastern boundary: The great city
The
of Purushapura, now known as Peshawar, was then the capital.f
earlier Chinese traveller, Pa Hian (A. D. 400
405), assigns the same
position to the kingdom of Gandhara, though he describes its boundaries
times,

known with approximate

are

accuracy.

—

less particularity^

with

to by both Chinese pilgrims may be described
terms as the lower valley of the Kabul river. It is very
nearly identical with the territory to the north-east of Peshawar, now
inhabited by the Af gh an clan, known as the Yiisufzai or Sons of Joseph,
which comprises the independent hilly districts of Swat and Buhner, as
well as the plain bounded on the east by the Indus, on the north by the
hills, and on the south and west respectively by the Kabul and Swat
This plain, which is attached to the Peshawar District, and adrivers.

The region referred

in general

ministered by British

officers,

corresponds to the tract

known

to the

Greeks as Peukeloaitis (Sanskrit PushJcal&wati), the capital of which
occupied the site of the modern Hashtnagar, eighteen miles north of
Peshawar.
||

* Major Cole's book

is

entitled Illustration:; of Ancient Buildings in Kashmir,

His j)lates aro good, but his remarks on the dates
would have been better omitted. Mr. Fergusson discussand Eastern Architecture. Sir A. Cunningham
Indian
es the stylo in his History of
described it in the Journal, Asiatic Society, Bengal, for 1848, and recurs to the subject
in Archceol. Reps., Vol. V, pp. 84-90, Plates XXVI, XXVII Vol. XIV, p. 35, PI. XV.
t Sanskrit authority warrants oithor a long or short vowel in the first syllable

(London, India Museum, 1869).
of the buildings illustrated

;

of the name.
the Western World, Vol. I, p. 97.
t Beal, Buddhist Records of
Deal's or Legge's translation.
§ Fa Hian, Travels, Chapter X, in either
||

Vol.

Cunningham, Archceol. Rep., Vol. V,
and Vol. XIX, pp. 96—110.

II, p. 90,

p.

1.

Hashtnagar

is

described

ibid.,
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Strictly speaking,
to a small territory

therefore, tlic

name Gandhara

[No.

is

3,

applicable only

west of the Indus.

Bnt tbe great city of Taxila, (Takkkasila, or Takskasila, tbe
modern Shah ki Dberi), situated tbree marches, or about thirty miles,
east of tbe Indus,

was undoubtedly, in tbe time of Alexander the Great,

the chief city on the north-western frontier of India, and must have been
then, as

subsequently was in tbe reigns of Asoka and

it

included in the dominions of tbe government which ruled

Kanishka

is

Kanishka,
Gandbara.

expressly called the king of Gandbara.*

Tbe vast Buddhist

religious

establishments at Manikyala, about

thirty miles south-east of Taxila, belonged to the

same

jurisdiction,

and

fonnd of that Indo-Hellenic school of art,
which attained its chief development in Gandhara west of the Indus.
The name of Gandbara, as indicating an artistic and architectural
province, may, therefore, be extended, as it was by Mr. Fergusson, so as

at both places remains

to comprise the

modern

are

districts of

Peshawar and Rawalpindi, including

Taxila and Manikyala, as far east as the Hydaspes or Jbelam river.

When

speaking of the art of Gandhara I must be understood as employname in its wider sense.

ing the

The upper valley of the Kabul river was full of Buddhist building's,
many of which have been explored by Massou and others, and was included in the dominions of Kanishka and his successors. But, so far as the
published accounts show, this region was only slightly affected by
Hellenic influences, and it must, for the present at all events, be considered as outside the artistic province of Gandhara.

The Gandhara territory, the situation of which has thus been defined,
was the principal seat of Hellenic culture in India, and from one or other
part of it nearly all the known examples of Indo-Hellenic art in its most
characteristic forms have been obtained.
Traces of Greek and Roman
teaching

may

and western

be detected in the remains at many localities in northern
nowhere with such distinctness as in the lower

India, but

Kabul river. The Gandhara school of art obviously deserves,
has not yet obtained, a place in the general history of Greek

valley of the

though

it

architecture and sculpture, and this cannot be said of

the other early

Indian schools.
At Bbarhut, Sanchi, Buddha Gaya, Ajanta, and Amaravati proofs
may be given that the local style of art was modified by contact with
*
Rep.,

A full
Vol.

account of the ruins of Taxila will be found in Cunningham, Arckwol.
Fa
pp. 112, seqq. ; Vol. V, pp. 6(3, sen., and Vol. XIV, pp. 9, w.,,/.

II,

Dharma Vardhana (or Vivardhaua, as Dr. Logge writes tho name),
Hian
son of Asoka, ruled in Gandhara, and, according to another legend, cho stiipa in
memory of Asoka's son Kunala was situated Bonth-east of Taxila, (Cunningham,
states that

Arcluml. Rep., Vol.

II, p. 149.)

—
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upon the surface.
Iu the remains of the buildings and sculptures of Gandhara the merest
tyro can perceive at a glance that the style of art is in the main Greek
or Roman, not Indian.*
that of the western world, but the evidence does not

lie

* The principal references to published notices of the Gandhara school of art
are as follows

;

Notes on some sculptures found in the District of Peshawar.
(Journal As. Soc, Bengal, Vol.
several rude lithographs.

(1)

With

By

XXI

B. C. Bayley.

(1852),

pp.

The sculptures described in this paper were collected at Jainalgarhi by
Messrs. Lumsdon and Stokes, and were destroyed by the fire at the Crystal Palace.
606—621).

Indian Antiquary, (Bombay), Vol. Ill, pp. 143, 159.
History of Indian and Eastern Architecture. By James Fergnsson.
Reports of the Archaiological Survey of India, Vol. V. By Sir A. Cunning(4)
ham. Volume II of the same series gives information concerning Taxila. See also
(2)
(3)

Vol.

XIV,

This

11.

XIV.

p. 31, PI.

Descriptive List of the Principal Buddhist

(5)

p.

list,

kindly supplied to

me by

Sculptures in the Lahore

Museum,

the Curator, contains brief particulars
asterisk, as being either " iu excep-

which 32 are marked with an
good preservation, or interesting from their subjects." The list is signed by
Cunningham, bat is not dated. Two specimens are noted as coming from
Sahri Bahlol, and one is stated to have been obtained in the fortress of Ranigat,
but no other indication is given of the localities from which the sculptures woro
of 95 specimens, of
tionally
Sir A.

obtained.
I

have not been able to procure a " Memorandum by Mr. Baden-Powell on the
Museum," which is roforred to by Sir A. Cunningham,

sculptures in the Lahore

Archceol. Rep., Vol. V, p. 55, note 1.
(6)

Museum.

Catalogue and Handbook of the Archaiological Collections in the Indian
By John Anderson, M. D., F. R. S., oto. Part I, Calcutta, 18S3. 201

viz., 177 arrangod under the heading Gandhara,
18 under Peshawar, two under Mathnra., and one each under Hazara, Kabul, miscel-

Indo-Hellenic objects aro described,
laneous,

and Bihar.

Memorandum on Ancient Monuments in Eusufzai (sic). By Major Colo
(7)
being part of the Second Report of the Curator of Ancient Monuments in India, pp.
CXIV, segq. This document was separately reprinted at the Government Central

;

It is illustrated by rough lithographic plates, compristhe subjects subsequently treated by the heliogravure process, as well as by a
and eleven other plans and sketches.

Branch Press, Simla, 1883.
ing

all

map

of the Yiisufzai country,
(8)

Preservation of National Monuments, India,

Qrmco-Buddliist Sculptures from

By Major H. H. Cole, R. B. Published by order of the GovernorYiisufzai.
General iu Council for the office of Curator of Ancient Monuments in India. Large
folio, p. 7, with 30 very fino heliogravure plates, 1885.
The Buddhist Stiipas of Amardvati and Jaggayapeta. By James Burgess,
(9)
C. I. E., etc

,

Archasological Survey of Southern India.

Triibner, London,

1887.

This work does not describe the sculptures, but some good specimens of them are
figured in woodcuts Nos. 1, 4, 11, 14, 21, 23, 24, and 26, which aro copied from the
illustrated edition of Sir E. Arnold's Light of Asia.
(10)

Alt-

und Neu-Indischti

Kvmttg tgeMtStode

aus Professor Leiluers jiingstvr

—
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No

indication of a knowledge of the Doric ordex- of architecture can
be detected in the remains of the buildings of Gandhara. With two
exceptions, the only

Greek architectural form used

is

a modification of

the Corinthian pillar and pilaster.

The two exceptions both occur
the limits of Gandhara proper.

to

the east of the Indus, outside

On

the site of Taxila Sir A. Cunningham disinterred the remains of
a Buddhist temple, the portico of which was supported on four massive
sandstone pillars of the Ionic order. Similar, though smaller, pillars

were found in the interior of the building. No part of the larger pillars
was discovered, except their bases. The mouldings of these bases are
said to correspond exactly

with those of the pure Attic base, as seen in
the Erechtheum at Athens, the only difference being the greater projecfillet below the upper torus in the Indian example.
Portions of the shafts and capitals of the smaller pillars were found.

tion of the

The shafts are circular in section and plain. The capitals were made of
nodular limestone, and appear to have been plastered and gilded. They
agree generally in form with Greek, not Roman, models, but are ruder
and more primitive in style, and are specially distinguished from all

Svmnlvng, ausgestellt

in K. K. Osterr. Museum fur Kunst und Industrie, StubenVorlag des K. K. Osterr. Museum's Wien, 1883.
5.
The specimens of. the Gandhara school of art preserved in museums are very
numerous. The principal oolloction is that in the Lahore Museum.
It is very
extensive, numbering many hundred objects, but seems to bo badly
arranged. I
have not seen it. The collection next in importance is that in the Indian Mnsoum,

ring

Dr. Anderson's carefully compiled Catalogue gives a good idea
of its eonMajor Cole intended to send spare specimens to the museums at Bombay,
Madras, and some other places, which were, I suppose, sent.
In London the best collection, though not an extensive one, is that which
Caloutta.

tents.

pies cases

Nos 1—7

sington collection

occu-

in the Asiatic Saloon of the British

Museum.

The South Ken-

described as comprising 24 sculptures in stone, and 19
plaster casts from originals in the Lahore Museum, presented by Sir R. Egerton
in
1882. When I examined the specimens in 1888, they wore exhibited partly in a glass
is officially

on a detached screen, and the rest on a wall screen. Dr. Leitner's
Woking comprises some original sculptures aud a considerable number
from the works in the Lahore Museum. It is described in the printed
Catalogue above cited.
The Museum at Vienna contains some specimens presented by Dr. Leitner, and
many examples of tho work of the school are believed to exist in private hands
both
in Europe and India.
Sir A. Cunningham possesses a valuable series of photographs
of the more remarkable sculptures.
Mr. Kipling, Curator of tho Lahore Museum,
informs mo that he intends to arrange for the publication of a set of photographs
of
Indo-lli'llenie art.
The specimens in the possession of Mr. L. White King, B. C. S.

case, partly

collection at

of casts

will be noticed subsequently.

J
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weight and height of the

the excessive

abacus.*

The employment

of stucco to conceal the

roughness of the limestone

moulding reminds us of the temple
of Fortuna Virilis at Rome, where the same expedient was used to complete the decorative work on Ioniu capitals made of rugged travertine.

and

to facilitate the execution of the

Sir A. Cunningham subsequently discovered among the ruins of
Taxila in another temple the bases and portions of the drums of two
from those above described.

Ionic pillars, differing slightly in detail

These two buildings are the only known examples of the use of the
Ionic form of pillar in India.

The rude

—

style of the capitals in the building

only ones yet found

— might suggest the

preserve specimens of the

primitive

first discovered
the
fancy that the Taxilan temples

Ionic

order in

its

Asiatic form,

was developed by Greek skill. But the evidence of the compai'atively late date of the temple adorned by these rude capitals is too

before

it

clear to allow indulgence

in such

The building cannot,

a notion.

ap-

than B. C. 20 or 30, the approximate date of king
whose coins were lifted out by Sir A. Cunningham with
his own hand from their undisturbed resting place below the floor of the
sanctum, and under the corner of a platform which had supported a
number of plaster Buddhist statues. § The date of the temple may
therefore be assigned roughly to the beginning of the Christian era, at
which time, it need not be said, the Ionic order had long been fully
developed. The question of date will be considered more fully in a later
parently, be earlier

Azes, twelve of

section.

The Taxilan temples with Ionic
examples
Buddhist

pillars were,

of Indo-Hellenic architecture, dedicated to
religion.

Sir A.

Cunningham

gives

like

the

all

the

service

known
of the

a plan of the one

first

appears that the whole edifice was 91 feet
long by 64 feet broad, standing on a platfoi'm, which projected about 15
feet beyond the walls on all sides except the east, forming a terrace
discovered, from which

it

adorned with plaster statues. It is supposed that this terrace was roofed
The entrance was on the east, in the centre of one of
the larger sides, through a portico supported on four Ionic columns.
in as a cloister.

This portico led into an entrance

hall, 39| feet long from north to south,
The sanctum or cella of the
feet broad from east to west.
temple lay behind this, with a length of 79 feet from north to south,

by 15f

* Cnnningliarn, Arcluml. Rep., Vol.

II, p.

t Burn, Roman Literature, and Art,

p. 204.

129

X Cunningham, Arctwol. Rep., Vol. XIV, p.
§ Cunningham, ibid., Vol. V, pp 72, 190.

P

;

Vol. V, pp. 69, 190.

9, PI.

VII.

V. A. Smith
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]

Gra>co-Ttoman Tnjhtena

and a breadth of 23| feet from east to west.
wide doorway, was surrounded by a bench 4

[No.

wbich supported plaster statues of Buddha, with

feet high,

either resting on his lap or raised in

3,

This room, except at the
feet 8g inches broad, and 2
his

bauds

the attitude of teaching.

It

is

remarkable that the hair of these figures was rendered by the conventional cui'ls, which are so commonly associated in later times with
Buddhist and Jain art. Unluckily no drawings or pbotograpbs of these
plaster figures have been published, and it is impossible to say whether
they were coeval with the Ionic pillars or not.
I should not have expected to find plaster statues at the beginning of the Christian era, and
I suspect that the images are of considei'ably later date than the pillars.
Sir A. Cunningham believes that the roof was constructed mainly
of wood, and that the chambers were lighted by windows in the upper
part of the walls, which projected above the roof of the surrounding

He conjectures that the four portico pillars " must have been
cloister.
intended to support a vaulted roof presenting a pointed arch gable to
the front, as in the smaller chapels across the Indus."
small room,
20 feet 1| inch long by 15| feet broad, communicated with each end of

A

tbe entrance

hall.

The reader

will not fail to observe

this temple have little in

agree with Sir A.

common

that the plan and elevation of
with those of Greek temples.

Cunningham and Mr. Fergussou

in regarding
Taxila as the oldest arcbitectural
remains yet discovered in the Gandhara province, and I shall subsequently attempt to show that a considerable interval separates them from tbe
I

the buildings with Ionic pillars

numerous

edifices characterized

at

by a lavish use of Corinthian

pillars

and

pilasters.

The

fact that the Corinthian pillars

and

pilasters

were used, much

same way as they are in many modern European buildings, for
decorative purposes applied to buildiugs of native design, and not as
members of an " order " in the technical sense, is clearly proved by

in the

manner in which Indo-Persian and Indo- Corinthian forms are
employed together. No styles can be more diverse than these, and yet
the Gandhara architects felt no scruples about employing them both in

the

the one building, or even in the one sculpture. The first plate in Major
Cole's set of beautiful heliogravures affords a good illustration of this

purely decorative use of two diverse styles. The subject of the plate is
an alto-rilievo of the seated Buddha embellished by numerous minor
figures

and architectural decorations.

binations of Indo-Persian pillars with

The

latter chiefly consist of

plain

com"Buddhist railings" and

ogee-shaped facades, while the pilasters at the lower corners of the slab
have acanthus leaf capitals in the Indo-Corinthian style. This sculpture
was probably executed in the third century A. D.

Ill
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Although there is no reason to suppose that the Gtindhara buildings
adorned with Corinthian pillars were Greek or Roman in plan or elevathe remains excavated, especially those at Jauialgarhi, prove that
both circular and square in section, were used for structural

tion,

such

pillars,

support, as well as for sculptural decoration.
No piece of Corinthian shaft has yet been discovered.

The

testi-

not conclusive, but, so far as ive can judge
from the miniature pillars and pilasters in the reliefs, the shafts were

mony

of the

sculptures

is

plain, not fluted.

The incomplete lower parts of the bases of two structural pillars
have been found, and a comparison of their dimensions with those of the
pillars in the famous choragic monument of Lysicrates at Athens (B. C.
33-1) has satisfied Sir A. Cunningham that the Indian examples differ
from the Greek standard " solely in giving an inward slope to the perpendicular narrow fillet which separates the scotia and torus.
" In both the Indian examples it will also be observed that the torus,
or round projecting moulding, is thickly foliated, like that of most of
the Corinthian bases. Of the upper part of the base not even a fragment
has yet been found and the representations in the bas-reliefs do not
offer any assistance, as they show only one large and one small torus,
;

separated by an astragal, and altogether want the deeply marked scotia
which forms the leading characteristic of the Corinthian base, and which
is carefully

preserved in both of the full-sized Indian specimens."

The foliation referred to is not found on the bases of the pillars of
the monument of Lysicrates, and is, I think, purely Roman decoration.
I shall subsequently give reasons for dating the Gaudhara pillars between A. D. 250 and 350, and for holding that all the Indian buildings
adorned with Corinthian pillars were constructed under the influence of
Roman art. The remains of structural Iudo-Corinthian capitals, found
chiefly at Jamalgarhi and Takht-i-Bahi, are numerous, but unfortunately
are never perfect, owing to the brittleuess of the clay slate in which they

were carved, and to the practice of constructing each capital from many
bound together by iron cramps. The lower portion of the larger
capitals, some of which measure about three feet in diameter, was made
the upper portion always consisted of four
in from two to four pieces
pieces

;

segments.

The

British

Museum

collected by Sir A.

may
in

possesses

Cunningham

at

some

fine

examples of these capitals

Jamalgarhi, and smaller specimens

be seen in the collection at South Kensington. Others are preserved
Museum, Calcutta, and in the Lahore Museum.*

the Indian

* Plates XI. VII—L of Cunningham's Archwnl. Rep., Vol. V, are do voted to the
lndo-Cormthian pillars. The restoration of elephants on the top of a

illustration of
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Cunningham, who was unwilling

Sir A.

to recognize

[No.

Roman

3,

in-

fluence on the art of Gaudhara, compares the Indo-Corinthiau capitals
with those of " the pure Corinthian order of Greece " as follows
:

"

The

chief points of similarity are

The three rows

1st.

are arranged round the

of

—

:

acanthus leaves, eight in each row, which

drum

or bell of the capital.

The broad, but not deep, volutes at the four corners.
The four pointed abacus with a curved recess in the middle

2nd.
3rd.

of each side.

The most marked points of difference are the following :—
The wide spread of the abacus, which is equal to 2\ heights
1st.
of the whole capital, that of the Greek examples being little moie than
1| height.

The retention of the points at the four corners of the abacus,
the Greek examples have been cut off.
The insertion of a fourth row of acanthus leaves which is
3rd.
The
projected forward to the line joining the horns of the abacus.
abacus is thus formed from a square having a curved recess on each side
2nd.

which in

all

of the central projection.

The placing of flowers on the abacus which are supported on
4th.
In a single
twisted stems springing from "the roots of the volutes.
instance fabulous animals are added to the flowers on the horns of the
abacus.
5th.

The

I

human figures amongst the acanthus
form canopies for the figures."

insertion of

whose overhanging

tufts

leaves,

have quoted this passage in full, not because I attach much value
made in it, but because it gives an authoritative

to the comparison

description of the characteristic features of the Indo- Corinthian capitals.
Sir A. Cunningham cannot help admitting the resemblance between

those specimens which exhibit human figures among the foliage and
Roman capitals found in the ruins of the baths of Caracalla, but avoids
the natural conclusion, and boldly declai'es that, if the design for these
with human figures was suggested by any earlier works, " the
capitals

suggestion must have come from the creative Greeks of Ariana, and not
from the imitative Romans."* On the other hand, I am fully convinced,
in question did come
as I shall try presently to prove, that the design
" from the imitative Romans," and that the art of Gaudhara is essenoapital

Two

shown

in PI.

and not supported by adequate evidence.
Pergusson's History of Indian and
and a rough sketch of one specimen from the same place is

XLVI1I

is

of tlie Jamalgarhi capitals

conjectural,

are figured in

Eastern Architecture,
given in Indian Antiquary, Vol. Ill,

p. 142.

* Cunningham, Archaol. Rep., Vol. V, pp. 192—19*1.
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from
and can be usefully comdate,

1

believe,

about the middle of the third century A. D.,
pared in detail only with, the similar work in contemporary, or nearly
contemporary, Roman buildings. It is waste of trouble to make elaborate comparison of their details with those
crates,

which was erected about

six

of

the

monument

Lysi-

of

hundred years previously, but

I

am

not sufficiently acquainted with the minutiae of architectural criticism
to pursue the subject further, and must leave to others the task of
accurately verifying the various differences and resemblances between
the Iudo- Corinthian and Romano-Corinthian styles.
Probably, however, the task would not justify the labour bestowed upon it.
If the

Roman

origin of the Indo-Corinthian style be admitted, very minute
study of variations in detail may be deemed superfluous, great variation
in the embellishment of Corinthian capitals being everywhere allowed

and practised.
Section III.

The Gandhara ok Peshawar School

A specimen

of Sculpture Described.

apparently Lido-Hellenic in style, and
closely related to the work of the Gandhara school, was discovered at
Kabul in 1833,* but the first distinct announcement of the existence of
a school of Hellenic art in India was made in 1836 by James Prinsep,
the founder of scientific Indian archaeology, who published in that year
of sculpture,

at Calcutta a

description, illustrated by rude plates, of the so-called
group procured by Colonel Stacy at Mathura. This group,
though undoubtedly Indo-Helleuic in style, is not the work of the
Gandhara school. It will be discussed in the next following section.
The ruins of the monastery at Jamalgarhi, north-east of Peshawar,
were discovered by Sir A. Cunningham in 1848, but he did not publish
any account of his discovery till many years later.

Silenus

The

published account of the Gandhara sculptures is that
who printed in the Journal of the
Asiatic Society of Bengal for the year 1852 an account, illustrated by
first

written by the late Sir E. C. Bayley,

* Journal

Asiatic

Society

of Bengal,

Vol.

Ill,

p.

362,

PI.

XXVI,

fig.

1

•

I, p. 261 (K. 1).
The sculpture is circular, 15J inches
and represents the seated meditating Buddha with flames proceeding
from his shoulders, and surrounded by subordinate figures. It was discovered in
November, 1833, in ruins two miles south-east of the city of Kabul, enclosed iu a
largo and beautifully roofed square masonry cell, "handsomely gilt, and coloured
by lapis laznli, which is found in considerable quantities in the mines of Bftdafcshfin
twelve days' journey from Kabul." Lapis lazuli has also been found on the sits of
Taxiln, and at Baoti Piud in the Bawalpindi District.
(Cunningham, Arehosol, Hep
Vol. II, pp. 117, HI).

Anderson's Catalogue, Part

in diameter,
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remarkable sculptures found
at Jamalgarlri.
The works, thus imperfectly illustrated, were subsequently brought to England, and exhibited in the Crystal Palace, where
they were destroyed by the disastrous fire which also consumed Major
Gill's copies of the paintings on the walls and ceilings of the Ajanta
of

sorue

caves.

Prinsop's and Bayley's description of the works of Indo- Greek
sculptors failed to attract general attention, probably owing to the
extreme rudeness of the illustrative plates. Dr. Leituer, who brought to
Europe in 1870 a considerable collection of works of art, to which he
gave the name of Grseco-Buddhist, is entitled to the credit of being the
interest the learned world in the existence of a school of IndoHellenic architecture and sculpture.

first to

Though
Dr.

Leitner,

the Greek influence on the style of the works exhibited by
and on the many similar objects since discovered, is now

universally admitted,

it is

remarkable that, so

late as the

year 1875, at

least one writer of repute denied its existence.

" It has become a fashion recently," wrote the late Mr. W. Vaux,
P. R. S., " to extend a Greek influence to districts east of Bactria, for

which

I venture to think there is

really but little evidence.
Thus, we
Buddhistic figures, chiefly in slate, procured by
Dr. Leitner and others to the north-east of Peshawar, exhibit on them

are told that

certain

manifest traces of Greek

art.

I

am

sorry to say

that T cannot perceive

anything of the kind."*

The Greek

influence on the

could not perceive,

is

of his ill-founded scepticism
tius has

Gandhara

sculptures,

which Mr. Vaux

so obvious to other critics, that a formal refutation

would now be superfluous.

Professor Cur-

rightly observed that

the discoveries of Dr. Leitner, Sir A.
Cunningham, and other explorers in the Kabul valley, "open a new

page in the history of Greek art."t
The new page thus opened has as yet been little read, and I venture to hope that the following description of a few of the most note-

worthy examples of Indo-Helleuic art, and discussion of the sources
from which it was derived, may attract both classical and Oriental
scholars to the further exploration of a field

hitherto very imperfectly

worked.

The present

section will

be devoted to the description of some of

the more remarkable and characteristic specimens of the
*

Numismatic OhroMe, Vol XV, N.

work

of the

g., p. 12, WStt,

t Abhandlv.it g flier die Qrieehieehe Kunst, as quoted in Dr. Leitner's Catalogue,
the paper was published in the Archmfopisehe Zeitvmg for 1875, but I
havo not soon it.
I believe

1889.]
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belonging to the Gandhara school. The chronology and artistic relations of the school will be separately discussed in a
subsequent section at present I sball refer only very briefly to these
prolific sculptors

;

topics.

The oldest known example
probably

original of

which

is in

cast of this

work

in his

museum

at

It is

it.

attitude of the goddess

is

style

Museum.

the Lahore

possesses a photograph of

The

of Indo-Hellenic sculpture in the

the statuette in purely Greek

is

"Woking,

shown

of

Panjab

Pallas Athene,

the

Dr.

Leitner has a good

and

Sir

A.

Cunningham

in Plate VII.

that represented on certain coins of

Azes, which show her helmeted, standing, facing front, crowning herself
with her right hand, and holding in her left hand a spear obliquely
across her body.
The goddess of the coins carries a shield also on her
left

it

arm, but the statuette

is

imperfect, and the shield has been lost.*

The close relation of this sculpture to the coins of Azes proves that
must be approximately contemporary with that prince, that is to say,

that

dates from the beginning of the Christian

era, or possibly a few
belongs to the same period as do the Ionic
pillars of the Tasilan temples.
The statuette is said to have been found
it

years earlier.

It therefore

somewhere in the Tusufzai country, but the exact

locality

where

it

was

discovered does not seem to be known.
I shall

explain subsequently

statuette of Pallas

is

a

relic of

my

reasons for thinking that this
Indo-Hellenic sculpture properly so called,

Indo-Romau school
Gandhara art belong.

as distinguished from the

the other examples of

The

to

which

all,

or almost

all,

the virgin goddess of Athens cannot be certainly
connected with any Indian religious system, and we cannot say whether
effigy of

the statuette above described formed part of
dhist temple or not.

But

in

all

probability

the

decoration of a

Bud-

did, for every

specimen
Gandhara, the find-spot of which is
known, belonged to a Buddhist building of one sort or another.
Most of the sculptures are evidently Buddhist in subject, but some
of them, notably the figures supposed to represent kings, deal with
secular subjects, though used to decorate edifices consecrated to the
of

it

Indo-Hellenic sculpture from

service of religion.

* Gardner, Catalogue of Coins of Greek Kings of Bactria and India,
T>l„t<?
XVIII, 4. Cunningham, in his Descriplife. List (No. 21), observes, " The lower right
arm, which probably bore the regis with the head of Medusa, has been lost."
This
remark is evidently erroneous. The goddoss on the coins carries, as might be
expected, the shield on her loft arm, and grasps the spear with her left
hand. Her
right arm is raised, with the hand to her head, as for the purpose
of crowning
herself.
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Dr. Leitner and Sir A. Cunningham both consider that the most
striking piece in the extensive collection at the Lahore Museum is
the
figure of a throned king, resting his left foot on a footstool,
and grasping
a spear in his left hand.
See Plate VIII. The upper part of the body
is naked, the head-dress is rich, and the squarely
cut eyes are remarkably
prominent. The work is in good preservation, the right arm alone being

wanting. The king's attitude is easy, his expression is dignified, and the
outlines of his figure are boldly drawn.
Small figures, which have been
conjectured to represent conquered aborigines, are attached to the right
and left. The identity of the attitude of the principal figure of this fine
group with the attitude of the Indo-Scythian kings as shown on their
coins

naturally suggests that the sculpture

represents one of these
do not know where the sculpture was found.*
Sir A. Cunningham found at Jamalgarhi fifteen or sixteen statues,
some seated, and some standing, which he supposes to be those of kings,
sovereigns.

I

and observes that " these royal statues are known by their moustaches,
and the numerous strings of gems worked into their head-dresses. The
arrangement of the hair is different in each separate specimen, and, a3
the features also

differ,

there seems

little

doubt that they are portrait

statues. "f

In the case of one statue in the Lahore Museum, (No 6 of Descripive List, and No. 63 of Dr. Leitner's Catalogue), which Professor Curtius compares with the Greek ideal type of Apollo, the royal character
of the person portrayed is unmistakeably indicated by the presence of
the regal fillet, the ends of which float loosely behind his head, in the
same way as they are shown on the coins of Greek princes both of
Europe and Asia.
It is hardly possible that all these so-called royal statues can be
intended as ideal representations of Buddha as Prince Siddhartha,

before he adopted the religious life, though some of them probably
should be so interpreted. Mr. Fergusson suggested that they should be
regarded as images of Buddhist saints, and the jsresence of the nimbus
behind the head in many cases suppoits this suggestion.!
The presence or absence of moustaches proves nothing, for Buddha
is frequently represented as wearing moustaches in the works
of the

Gaudhara school. If the images in question were portrait statues, as
suggested by Sir A. Cunningham, they would probably be inscribed.
It seems hardly credible that sculptors would execute numerous portraits of

Kanishka and other kings without taking the trouble

* Cunningham, Descriptive

List,

No. 2

;

Leitner, Catalogue, No. 73.

+ Cunningham, Archmol. Rep., Vol. V, pp. 197, 202.
X History of Indian and Eastern Architecture, p. 179.

of indi-

on the Civilization of Ancient India.
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eating for

whom

the portraits were intended.
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think

it

more

likeJy

that these so-called royal figures are not portraits of individuals,

but

that they are ideal representations, in some cases of kings, and in some
cases of saints.

London and Calcutta possess several examples of
Two from the upper monastery at Nuttu are
The
depicted in Major Cole's heliogravure plates Nos, 24 and 25.
statue or statuette shown in the latter plate represents a man of dwarfish figure, standing, as if preaching, with a nimbus behind his bead.
The legs are thick and badly executed, and the work seems to me to be
The museums

in

sculptures of this class.

of

comparatively late date, probably subsequent to A. D. 300. This
ornaments and moustaches, appears intended to

figure, in spite of the

represent a preaching saint rather than a king.
The works above described were all, so far as

is

known, associated

with Buddhist buildings, though in themselves not obviously Buddhist
in subject.
I shall now proceed to describe sculptures, the subjects of
which are taken from the rich stores of Buddhist mythology.
days

The birth-scene of Gautama, or Prince Siddhartha, who in after
won the honourable title of the Buddha, or the Enlightened, is a

favourite subject with Buddhist artists, and recurs in their works almost
as frequently as representations

of

the Nativity are

met with

in Chris-

tian art.

Sir A.

Cunningham,

in the

catalogue of sculptures excavated,

under his supervision, enumerates four examples
of this favourite subject, two of which are now in the Indian Museum,
Major Cole gives a plate of a
(0.1 and 2).* See Plate IX, fig. 1.
tolerably well-preserved specimen discovered at the upper monastery of
Nuttu during subsequent explorations in the Yusufzai country.t
According to Buddhist belief, Maya Devi, the Buddhist Madonna,
was standing under a sal tree, when she gave birth to the holy infant,
who sprang from her right side, and was received in a golden net by
Brahma, attended by the devas, or angels. This legend appears to be,
like the sculptures which express it, descended from a Greek original.
Mr. Beal has pointed out that, in several respects, it closely resembles
the Greek myth of the birth of Apollo in Delos.J
The details of the scene vary considerably in different sculptures,
but the traditional grouping of the principal figures is never materially
changed. The description of one specimen will, therefore, suffice for all.
chiefly at Jamalgarhi,

* Dr. Anderson's Catalogue, Part

I,

pp. 199, 202.

f Sovon examples of sculptures of tho nativity of Buddha preserved in tha
Lahore Museum aro enumerated in Cunningham's Descriptive Surij, which, as nsual,
givos no indication of tho localities whore they were discovered.
% Indian Antiquary, Vol. IX,

Q

p. 68.
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On

the slab photographed by Major Cole (Plate 11) Maya
standing, facing the spectator, with her head slightly inclined,

3,

shown,
and the

is

weight of her body thrown on the right foot. Her left leg is crossed in
with the toes resting lightly on the ground. In her right hand
she grasps a branch of the over-shadowing tree, and her left arm is
thrown round the neck of her half-sister Prajapati, who supports her.

front,

The figure of the sister is turned
show most of her back.* The

to

stretched arms from his

mutilated

;

the figure of

in a singularly

infant

mother's side,

Brahma

is

awkward

posture, so as

Buddha, springing with outis recognizable, though much

almost completely destroyed.

The

who are introduced in some examples, are here wanting.
A harp in the upper corner of the composition indicates the
heavenly music which heralded the advent of him wbose mission it was
other attendants,

to

still

the discords of millions of

human

hearts.

In this work the pose of Maya is tolerably graceful, her figure is free
from the usual Indian exaggeration, and her expression, in conformity
with the belief that the Buddha cost his mother none of tho pangs of
Her hair is richly braided, and arranged in
travail, is perfectly calm.
the form of a crown or tiara.

A very finely executed statuetto of Maya Devi, standing alone, which
was obtained at the same monastery, (Cole, Plate 15, figure 2), shows her
in nearly the same attitude as in the birth scene, holding above her head
the branch of a conventional tree, more or less resembling a palm.
The drftpery of this figure is specially elegant. The
ment is a tunic (chiton) reaching to the knees, and
waist,

principal gar-

confined at (ho

by a rich girdle of four strings, adorned with clasp and vine-leaf
A scarf is thrown lightly over the shoulders, and the legs are

pendant.

clad in loosely fitting

tho nativity group
a robe

is

trousers of thin material

The dress

of Miiya in

and

simpler, and consists of an inner tunic or vest,

wound gracefully

l'ound the body,

and looped up

Single figures like that above described are not

at the waist.

uncommon.

slight variations in different examples indicate that they

The

were arranged

in pairs.

Religions artists found in the deathbed of

Buddha

a subject scarce-

ly less fascinating than the scene of his birth.
* See post, for a parallel from the Catacombs.
" Cave
is a small Vihnra with two pillars and

t So, at Cave XX, Ajanta.

XX

One pillar is broken, but on each side of
of the verandah.
a pretty statuette of a femalo nnder a canopy of foliage."
Roelt-Temples
of Ajanta, being No. 9, Archoal. Surrey
(BaxgWS, Notes on the BamhVia
This valuable book is ont of print.
of W. Indite, Bombay, 1879).
two

pilasters in front

the capitals there

is

J The Deseriplire Lint mentions only one example of this subject in the Lahore
Museum, but tho collection there probably includes other specimens. The Indian

on the Civilization of Ancient Initio.
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According to the Buddhist scriptures, he passed away at the age of
eighty, surrounded by his chief disciples, shaded by the sal trees in a
grove at a place called Kusinagara, which has been fully identified as
the modern Kasia in the Gorakhpur District of the North-Westeru
Provinces.*
All representations of the scene agree in showing the master lying
on his right side, in a posture of perfect repose, with his head resting on
The number of attendants varies in different sculptures.
his hand.
Plates Nos. 16 and 22 of Major Cole's volume give illustrations of
two well-preserved reliefs, obtained respectively at the upper and lower

monasteries of Nuttu, which vividly depict the peaceful departure of the
great teacher from this troublous world.
The work from the upper monastery (Plate 16) is a sculptured

pauel bounded by two good examples, of the Indo-Corinthian pilaster.
The dying master, fully robed, reclines on a low bedstead furnished
witli mattress aud pillow, by the side of which a tripod is placed, supporting a vessel of cool water. A figure, identified as Devadatta, the

malignant cousin, who had pursued Buddha throughout his life with
unrelenting hostility, stands at the head of the couch, with an evil expression of satisfied malice. f
form, apparently that of a female, with her back to the spectator,
sits ci'ouchiua' on the ground, and six mourning attendants in various

A

attitudes complete the group.
sal tree,

Above the whole hang the boughs

of the

the forest king which wituessed alike the advent and departure

of the teacher.

No.
in

The work from the lower Nuttu monastery, reproduced in Plate
22, represents the same scene, though with considerable variation
In this group the total number of
the treatment of details.

most remarkable addition being that
monk, crawling on hands and feet, and being pulled
from under the bed by another monk, who has grasped him by the wrist.
figures is increased to thirteen, the
of a shaven-headed

Museum, Calcutta, contains at least one (G. 27). In later Buddhist art, as seen at
Kasia and elsewhere, the subject was frequently treated. The death-bed scene
lias often been incorrectly referred to as the Nirvana of Buddha, but the term
pafiniri-rhia may be correctly applied to it.
* Cunningham, Archmol. Rep-, Vol. I, pp. 76—85 XVIII, p. 55.
t The figure is that of a man holding a dumb-bell-shaped object, like a club or
conventional thunderbolt, and this figure in other reliefs, for example, in that representing the scone of the elephant doing homage, must certainly bo identified as
Devadatta. But the appearance of Devadatta at the death-bed of Buddha appears
;

to be inconsistent with the legend referred to in Fa-hian's Travels, which relates
that Devadatta attempted to poison Gautama, and having failed to accomplish the

crime, " went

down

to hell."

—
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Both the compositions above described are admirably balanced, and
the attitudes and expressions of all the persons concerned are rendered
•with vigour and truth to nature.
The drapery, as usual, is Greek, or

Graco-Roman,

in style.

The design

an importation
on the bed surrounded by morning attendants is clearly copied from Greek banqueting reliefs of a
sepulchral character, as imitated on Roman sarcophagi. A sculpture in
the Towneley collection in the British Museum bears a very close resemblance to the reliefs from the Nuttu manastery above described.*
I have no doubt that the Gandhara sculptures were copied from GrrecoRoman, and not pure Greek, models.
The figure of the founder of their religion was the decorative element most largely used by the Buddhist artists in all their works, with

from the west.

of these death-bed scenes is certainly

The recumbent

figure

the exception of the earliest buildings in Bihar, Central, and Western
India, where symbols occupy the place afterwards taken by images.
In
the countries on the north-west frontier of India, the image of the per-

sonal

Buddha had become an

object of worship at least as early as the

latter part of the first century

Kanishka.t
There

A. D., when

it

was stamped on coins

of

no reason to be surprised at the fact that
hundreds of sculptures from Gandhara, in various sizes, represent the
seated or standing Buddha, posed in one or other of the conventional
attitudes (mudrd), either buried in meditation, or engaged in exhortaSuch figures are often executed in large numbers on the face of a
tion.
Multitudes of specimens present the founder of Buddhism
single slab.
is,

therefore,

engaged with other persons in one or other incident of his ministry or
the preparation for

A

it.

Mohammad Nari, and
Major Cole's book, is a good illustration
of the oft-repeated figure of the teaching Buddha, who is here shown
seated cross-legged on an open lotus-flower, with his feet draped in a
His right shoulder is bare, and his hair is
gracefully disposed robe.
arranged in formal conventional curls, a style which in later times became the only orthodox arrangement for the hair both of Buddhist and
deeply-cut

reproduced in the

relief,
first

found at the village of

plate of

Jain statues.
* 'Engravings from the ancient marbles in the British Museum, Part V, Plate III,
London. 1826). In this work tho Towneley relief is described as being of Roman origin, but it may be Greek. Prof. Gardner informs me that the Greek works
of this class are referred to the period extending from B. C. 300 to A. D. 1.

fig. 5,

f Gardner, Catalogue
pp. 130, 133, 175, PI.

of

XXVI,

Coins of Greek and, Scythic Kings of Bactria and India,,
8;

XXVII, 2

;

XXXII,

14.

on the Civilization of Ancient India.
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The central image of the composition, the lotus-throned Buddha,
occupies a niche formed by a dentilled cornice resting on Indo-Persian
The rest of the slab is occupied by a profusion of " Buddhist
pillars.
railings " and other architectural details, as well as by a multitude of
would be tedious to describe at length.
and formal hair might be supposed to
suggest a late date, but the style of the architectural ornaments and
the fine execution of the work indicate, in my judgment, that it should

small

human

figures,

which

it

right shoulder

The bare

be referred to the first half of the third century A. D. I have already
noted that this slab is adorned with Indo- Corinthian pilasters as well
as Indo-Persian pillars.

One of the most elegant images of the standing, preaching Buddha
the small statuette from the Mian Khan monastery depicted in figure
3 of Major Cole's Plate Si 7. The expression of the face is sweet and
Both shoulders
calm, and the drapery is rendered in the best style.
are covered, and the hair, coiled in a top-knot, is artistically and truthdate than the
earlier
of
This work seems to me to be
fully sculptured.

is

specimen, and is probably not later than A. D. 200.
from the upper monastery at Nuttu (Cole, Plate
12) shows Buddha, wearing moustaches, and with both shoulders
covered, seated cross-legged on a low stool under a sal tree, addressing

Mohammad Nari
The

fine sculpture

a company of adoring disciples of both sexes.
The balanced grouping of this composition

is

as skilful as that of

the death-bed scenes.

The three sculptures above described belong to the best period of
the Gandhara school of art.
A statuette of the seated Buddha, about 13 inches in height, executed in blue slate, is shown in Plate IX, fig. 2, and is an example of the

A similar statuette was obtained at Ranigat,*
good work, though not of the best style.
Another statuette of the seated Buddha, found at Shah ki dhori,
the ancient Taxila by Mr. L. White King, seems to be of comparatively
late date, having a Hindu, rather than a Buddhist appearance.
school in

and

its

decadence.

is fairly

* The great fortress of Ranigat, (also known by the names of Nogram, or
is sitnated sixteen miles north of Ohiud, and just beyond

Navagram, and Bagr&m),

Tribal feuds render the plaeo difficult of access, and, when
ho required the protection of a strong escort. The ruins have,

tin;

British frontier.

Jli-.

King visited

it,

consequently, never been thoroughly explored. Sir A. Cunningham gives weighty
reasons for identifying the site with Aornos, tho stronghold which resisted
Alexander. Tho surface of the various courtyards is covered with fragmonts of
"statues of all sizes, and in all positions." (Archmol Rep., Vol.11, pp. 96 111;

—

V,p.Z5). Major Cole in his Second Report notes the existence of seven topes or
stupus within the limits of the fortress, and gives a rough plan on a very small scale.
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foregoing- descriptions prove

that during the most flourishing
period of Gandhara art, which I assign to the years between A. D. 200
and 350, the conventional representation of Buddha had not been finally

determined, and that it was legitimate to make his imago either with
or without moustaches, and with the right shoulder either bare or
draped. The figure of Buddha on the Amaravati slab No. 11 exhibited

on the British Museum staircase has both shoulders draped, but iu
Buddhist art, as a rule, the founder of the religion is represented with
the right shoulder uncovered, and without moustaches.
It has also been shown that the artists of Gandhara were at liberty
Buddha either the formally curled hair, which in later times>
became an indispensable attribute, or to carve his hair artistically in
to give

accordance with nature.
The treatment of the hair both of Bnddha and other personages in

most

of the

good sculptures from Gandhara

is

so artistic,

and

superior to the feeble conventionalism of ordinary Indian art, that
be well to dwell on the subject for a moment.

so far
it

may

I agree with Dr. Anderson, in the opinion expressed by him that
the woolly hair like that of a negro, arranged in stiff, formal, little curls

which is characteristic of the Jain images executed in the tenth and
subsequent centuries, and of many Buddhist statues of earlier date, does
not indicate, as has been supposed, any racial peculiarity of the Jain
and Buddhist saints, but is purely conventional.
Dr. Anderson suggests that this mode of representing the hair is
merely an archaistic survival, and that " the hair of the Blessed One
having once been carved in this depraved fashion, it was slavishly
followed after, with a few exceptions, among which were the sculptors
of Gandhara."*
The exact origin of this archaistic treatment of the hair does not
at present appear to be traceable, but, whether

it be ever discovered or
is probable that the explanation suggested above, is, in general
terms, the correct one, and that there is no occasion for holding with
Mr. Fergusson, that " it has ever been one of the puzzles of Buddhism
that the founder of the religion should always have been represented in

not, it

sculpture with woolly hair like that of a negro."f

As a matter of fact he is not always so represented, nor is the
woolly hair peculiar to his images. The puzzle, if it be a puzzle, is one
in the history of art, not in the history of religion.
The

archaic

'

wiry

'

style of representing the hair

* Anderson's Catalogue, Part
Vol. IX, p.

I, p.

259.

Cf. ibid., p. 175;

no.

f Tree and Serpent Worship, 2nd

ed., p. 135.

was maintained

and Indian Antiquary,
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bronze longer than in marble,* and this observation may possibly serve as the explanation of the woolly-haired Buddhns,
which may be conjectured to have been derived from a bronze prototype.
I cannot venture on trying the patience of my readers by describing
even a few of the many friezes and panels which vividly present incidents of Buddha's life and preaching, such as his visits to ascetics and
artists in

from the snares laid by Devaare like most Roman work, generally crowded
would be tedious to describo in detail. Good
illustrations of several are given in Major Cole's Plates.
A blue slate panel, about 13 inches in height, representing in high
relief a cliaitya front filled with small figures of Buddha and worshippers, the original of which is in the Lahore Museum, a cast being in
Calcutta, is reproduced in Plate IX, fig. 3, and is a fair example of a
very numerous class of works.
The sculptors of Gdndhara were not restricted in their choice of
religious subjects to the birth, death, meditation, miracles, and preach-

Naga

kings,

datta.

with

and

his miraculous escapes

The compositions

figures,

which

it

ing of Gautama.
At- the time when they flourished, Buddhist literature had attained
vast dimensions, and offered, in the collections of Jdtakas, or Birthstories relating to the adventures of the Buddha in his previous births,

an inexhaustible treasury of subjects for the art of the painter and the
sculptor.

That subjects
Grreco- Buddhist

of this

artists

class

frequently formed

the theme of the

can be perceived from the mutilated extant

fragments of their compositions, though the brittleness of the stone in
which their works were generally executed is such that few of the in-

numerable

friezes

which decorated the buildings

of

Gandhara have been

preserved in a condition sufficiently perfect to permit of their story

being clearly read.
The best preserved connected series of story-telling sculptures

is

that which adorned the risers of the sixteen steps leading to the central
sfupa of the monastery at Jamalgarhi, excavated by Lieut. Crompton

and Sir A. Cunningham.t
* Perry, Greek and Roman Sculpture, p. 351.
t Lieutenant Crompton's report has not, so far as lam awaro, bocn printed in
The friezes
full.
Its substance is given in the Indian. Antiquary, Vol. Ill, p. 143.
of the risers are the only sculptures found in their original position at Jamalgapht,
All the others had been thrown down, and " in many cases large and heavy fragments of the same sculpture wore found far apart." Lieut. Crompton hence con-

cluded that tho buildings had been "destroyed by design, and not by natmal
Sir A. Cunningham's catalogue of the sculptures of the risers arranged in

decay."

the order of the steps

is

given in Archaiol. Rep., Vol, V,

p. K)9.

—
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admiration of Mr. Fergnsson, and

are certainly deserving of high praise.*

Unfortunately they are far
from complete. The surviving portions, however, are of considerable
extent, and are available for study in Oases 1
3 of the Asiatic Saloon in
the British Museum.
The arrangement in the museum is arbitrary, and
determined rather by the dimensions of the cases than by the order of

—

the steps, or the subject of the sculptures.

When

first discovered the series was more nearly perfect, and the
was able to recognize two Jdtaias or Birth-stories, the TFessantara and the Sdma.
The latter may be read pretty clearly from the remains in the British
Museum (Cases 1—3, tier No. 4). The recognizable scenes are briefly
described by Sir A. Cunningham as follows
" 1.
The young lad, son of blind parents, filling a vessel with water
from a lake frequented by deer.
2.
The youth, shot accidentally by the Raja of Benares, who aimed
at the deer, is lying on the ground with an arrow sticking in his side.
The Raja in a pensive attitude, his head resting on his hand,
3.

discoverer

:

—
—

—

promises to take care of the lad's parents.

—The Raja presents a vessel

of water to the blind parents.
Raja leads the two blind people by the hand to the spot
where their child's body is lying.
The youth restored to life."
6.
4.

5.

— The
—

This story occupied the eighth step of the staircase. The Wessantara Jdtaha, which adorned the fourth step, is exhibited on the fifth
tier

from the top

of the British

The extremely

Museum

arrangement.

small scale of these sculptures, which are only about

eight inches high, interferes with the correct proportional rendering of

The trees, for instance, are altogether out of scale.
But, when allowance is made for this defect, which is unavoidable in the
execution of complicated designs crowded into a space so limited, these
reliefs may rightly be held to deserve much praise for their vigour of
the several parts.

execution, and for their realistic fidelity to nature.

An

exhaustive description of the various scenes and multitudinous

figures in the alti-relievi of the Jamalgarhi staircase

would task too
severely the patience of the most conscientious reader, but a brief discussion of some of their more interesting features

may

not be unwel-

come.

The uppermost tier in the museum arrangement comprises ten
small panels, divided one from the other by broad Corinthian pilasters.
History of Indian and Eastern Architecture, p. 173.

J

on

1889.]
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(from the third step of the staircase), are
occupied by female busts with the arms raised, and having acauthus
These little
leaves extended like wings from the waist on each side.
figures at once remind the spectator of the angels with which he is
Six of these panels,

familiar in

Christian art.

It

is

quite

possible that the

sculptors of

Gandhara may have picked up some hints from artists connected with
the churches of Asia Minor and Syria, and I have a suspicion that they
did so, though I cannot offer any decisive proof of the supposed fact. I
have no doubt that a

and the Gandhara

real connection exists

school.

between early Christian art

The four remaining panels (from

the

fif-

teenth step) contain each a grotesque bust terminating in two scaly
tails.

Above these panels nine remarkable Atlanteau

statuettes are ex-

which form, apparently, part of a set of twenty-three obtained
He supposes that they "filled
at Jamalgarhi by Sir A. Cunningham.
the spaces between the large dentils which supported the heavy mouldings of the stupas,"* or, as he elsewhere expresses himself, that " they
were arranged in rows to support the lowermost moulding of a building.
The figures were generally separated by pilasters. "f
Numbers of similar figures have been fouud. Most commonly they
are about eight inches high, but they vary in height from four to

hibited,

eighteen inches.

The

British

nine inches.

specimens range in height from about seven

to

figure crouches like Atlas, as if oppressed

under the burden

heavy load, while the attitudes of the others seem

to express repose

varies.
of a

Museum

All the figures are in a sitting posture, though the attitude

One

Some of the faces are
rather than the endurance of crushing pressure.
bearded, and some are not. The facial expression is freely varied, and
rendered with great

spirit

and vigour.

The muscles

of the chest

and

abdomen

are fully and truthfully displayed, with a tendency to exag-

geration,

and a pair of expanded wings

is

attached to the shoulders of

each statuette.
A group of wrestlers ((?. 82 Calcutta), and a composition ((7.89
Calcutta), catalogued by Sir A. Cunningham as " Herakles fighting
with a snake legged giant," both of which were found at Jamalgarhi,
The latter work (Plate IX, fig. 4) is
are executed in the same style.
* Archanl. Rep., Vol. V,

f Descriptive

p. 198.

List, p. 2.

t Descriptive List, and Indian Antiquary, Vol. Ill, p.
of this class are in the Calcutta Museum ((7. 81 and S3).

A

tion of the design has been

of

Lower Bengal.
R

(Mn.,

1,

144

Sixteen statuettes

feeble terracotta imita-

found far away eastward in the Bogra (Bagraha) District
in Anderson's Catalogue).
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thus described by Dr. Anderson in his Catalogue (Part T,
p. 210):
"A triangular fragment, with two figures in relief, one lying on the
ground with its back towards the spectator, the upper portion being
the body of a human being, but the legs terminate from the hips

downward

in

two snake-like

coils

nude, has grasped the end of the
•with his left

hand he has

;

the other figure,

left

coil

which is quite
with his right hand, while
which swings

seized the head of the monster,

a heavy club to destroy his foe."
I think that it is impossible to doubt that the group last
described
a Buddhist adaptation of the Greek myth of the Gigantomachia, the

is

battle of the gods

and giants, which continued for centuries to be a
favourite subject of Greek aud Roman sculptors and gem-engravers.
In Greek and Roman art the giants are represented ns
winged, aud
snake-legged, and their figures are generally characterized by exaggerated development of the muscles.
No Indian example appears to reproduce exactly the conventional
form of the Greek giant, but the characteristics of that form are
all
found in the Jamalgarhi carvings, though not all combined in a
single
figure.

The

action of the group which Sir A. Cunningham rather
rashly
Herakles fighting with a snake-legged giant" is obviously
tho same as that of the Greek representations of the
Gigantomachia,
and the very peculiar conception of the snake-legged giant cannot
entitles "

have

been independently invented by the Jamalgai-hi sculptors. In this
caso
the wings seem to be wanting, but the Atlantean statuettes,
which have
not the snake legs, are

fitted with wings, and display the exaggerated
muscular development of the pattern Greek giant. Tho little
%twes
with tails, from the fifteenth step, appear related rather to
the Tritors
than the Giants. Their tails seem to be intended rather
for those of
tishes than to represent snakes.

The Gigantomachia was

Roman works

of art

by which a knowledge
of

that

it

so frequently the
is

the treatment of the subject

subject of Greek and

name the
One of the

impossible to

of it reached India.

precise channel
finest

examples

the principal frieze of the great altar
of Pergamon, the giants of which are winged,
snake-legged, and provided with enormously developed muscles* It is quite
possible that
the fame of this great composition may have spread
through Asia, aud
stimulated the imitative faculties of a host of
minor artists, including
those of Gandhara, but the Gigantomachia was such
a hackneyed subject that we cannot venture to name any
particular example of
is

its

* Oasts of
will

ba found in

Sculpture.

tlio

JVrgameno

many

frieze arc at

recent books,

s.

g.

South Kensington.

Perry's Hi,tonj

of

Engravings of it
Greek and Roman

•

on the GioHlzaUoH of Ancient India.
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treatment as the model of the miniature, and comparatively

feeble,

by the Indian sculptors. The influence of Rome on
the sculptures at Janialgarhi, and the other works of the Gandluira

adaptations of

it

same period, is so strongly marked that the
most probable conclusion is that the Indians derived their knowledge
of the artistic use of the Gigautomachia from Roman copies of Greek

school, belonging to the

works.
I strongly suspect that the Indians

giants themselves

as

borrowed from the Greeks the

well as the sculptured representations of their

The Asuras of Hindu post-Vedic mythology are described as
demons, enemies of the gods, and correspond closely with the

battles.
fierce

Greek

Recent research has proved, or at least rendered promuch Greek, and even Christian, influence on
the development of Hindu, mythology that the borrowing of the congiants.

bable, the existence of so

ception of giants, enemies of the gods, offers no improbability.

Whether the Buddhist sculptors of the Kabul valley intended their
snake-legged or winged monsters to be images of Asuras, or merely
used them as conventional imitative decoration I cannot undertake to
determine.

A group, frequently recurring in Gandluira art, of which four examples have been photographed by Major Cole (Plates 1, 2, 4, and 17),
and one is in the Woking Museum, can bo demonstrated to be an adaptation of a famous composition by a known Greek artist.
Another of
Greek sources from which the sculptors of Gandhara
I shall disis thus determined with certainty.
cuss this case with some fulness of detail.
The group referred to represents a plump young woman, fully
draped, standing, held in the grasp of an eagle with expanded wings,
the

ultimate

derived their inspiration

and

is

Maya

reasonably conjectured to represent the

translation to heaven of

Devi, the mother of Buddha, in order that she might bo born

However this may be, it is
again, as related in the Buddhist scriptures.
quite impossible to doubt the correctness of Sir A. Cunningham's opinion,
as quoted by Major Cole, that the composition in question is an
adaptation of the Rape of Ganymede, a favourite subject of the later

Greek

artists,

and of their

Roman

imitators.

theme by Loochares (B. C. 372-330) was
considered a masterpiece of that famous artist of the later Attic school,
and was praised with enthusiasm by Pliny.

The bronze work on

The

original

imitations of

it,

this

has unfortunately perished, but soveral copies or
belonging to various periods, some executed in marble,

and some engraved on gems, are extant, and have been figured
well-known works on the history of art.

in

many

—
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is

in the British

Museum, another

Thessalonica, a third at Venice, and a fourth, the finest of

is

all,

is

3,

at

pre-

served in the Museo Pio Clementino at the Vatican.*
In this eomrjosition, which most nearly corresponds -with Pliny's
is represented as supported by the
trunk of a tree behind it, with its wings expanded, and neck stretched
upwards, and grasping firmly, though tenderly, in its talons the beautiful youth, whose feet have just ceased to touch the receding earth.

description of the original, the eagle

The robe of Ganymede is dexterously disposed behind his back so as to
protect his body from the sharp claws of the great bird, and yet to
exhibit the full beauty of the nude figure.

A

dog, seated below, howls

piteously for his departing master.
Critics point out that the addition of the

dog

to this group,

insertion of the tree, are not only in accordance with the

and the

myth

as re-

by Virgil, f but are of artistic importance as an aid to the imagination by rendering more perceptible the soaring movement of the
principal figures, and thus minimizing the objections to a plastic prelated

sentation of a pictorial subject.

The Buddhist adaptations omit the dog, and in this respect agree
with the groups preserved at Venice, Thessalonica, and in the British

Mnseum,

and the introduction of the trunk
group more closely than any other.

but, in the pose of the eagle,

of the tree, they resemble the Vatican

Three

examples of these adaptations figured by Major Cole
and 4) were found in the ruins at Sanghao. His fourth
example (Plate 17) was obtained at the upper monastery of Nuttn,
which is situated close to Sanghao. The Sanghao specimens figured in
Plates 3 and 4 are duplicates, whereas the Nuttu specimen agrees with
the Sanghao sculpture illustrated in Plate 2.
(Plates

2,

of the
3,

* Overbook (Mylholo<jic der Eunst) lias pointed out that tho extant

Rape

of

Ganymede groups

fall into two distinct classes.
Tho first represents tho eagle as
the messenger of Zens; the second presents the god himself transformed into Uio
shape of Sin eagle. The Vatican gronp is the best example of tho first and earlier,
tiro

Venetian sculptnre

is

tho best oxample of the second and later type.

of the Vatican gronp will bo

Engravings
found in Visconti's Museo Pio-Ctementino, Vol. Ill, p.
by Wiuekelmann, Ltibkc, and Perry. A figure

149, and in tho histories of sculpture

Venetian specimen is given in Zanetti's work on San Marco. Tho Thesis described and engraved in Stuart's Athens, 111, ch.
9, PI, II and
The
Indian adaptations seem to combine the characteristics of both types,
IX.
t "Puer .... qnem prtepes ab Ida
Sublimem pedibus rapuit Jovis armiger nncis
Li.nga-vi palmas neqnidqnam ad sidora tondunt
Custodes, sasvitque canum latratus in auras." (yEneid, V, 252-257).
J Major Cole says that Sir A. Cunningham found an example of the woman
and eagle subject in a knob or plume of a royal statue at Jamiilgarhi', which
now
of the

salonican group

;

i.;

on the Civilization of Ancient India.
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Both tho Buddhist variations show a general agreement with one
though differing considerably in detail. The posture of Maya
in the specimens figured in Plates 2 and 17 is singularly ungraceful aud
constrained. As some compensation for this defect her feet are so
treated as to suggest the notion that she is really being lifted from the
another,

ground, and in this respect these examples are superior to the other
two, which altogether fail to convey the idea of upward motion. In
both varieties the female figure is fully draped.
The substitution of a fat, round-cheeked, young Indian woman,
swathed in heavy drapery, for the nude form of Ganymede instinct with
the beauty of Greek youth, destroys all the aesthetic value of the composition, which is, in its Buddhist forms, devoid of life or elegance, and
The conversion of a
far inferior to the worst Greece-Roman example.

Greek theme to their own uses by the Gandhara sculptors is more
Rape of Ganymede than in any

readily demonstrated in the case of the

othor, but, unfortunately for their reputation, they

were

less

successful

in dealing with this subject than almost any other which they attempted.
Probably it would be correct to say that a purely ideal subject was be-

yond their powers.

A

very curious panel in the Lahore Museum, of which a cast is
exhibited at South Kensington, has been differently interpreted by Sir
A. Cunningham and Dr. Leitner.

The former

describes

it

as a " portion of a largo sculpture, contain-

The three lower ones

ing eleven figures.

are soldiers

armed with spears

but the rest, with their animal's heads, large mouths, and
sharp teeth, are probably intended for demons. As such they may have
formed part of the army which Mara brought to frighten Buddha during
(Descriptive List, 538.)
his ascetic mediLation under the Bodhi tree."
The three soldiers in the lower compartment, marching one behind
the other, are certainly not Indian in style or equipment. They are

aud

shields

Greek, not

;

Roman

warriors.

shield of the third differs
circular head, with
to the

meaning

Two
in

shields,

the

shape, having a rectangular body,

and

narrow neck.

of

them carry long oval

Sir A.

Cunningham's conjecture as

of the composition fails to explain the presence of these

soldiers.

Dr. Leitner,

Ladakh, informs

who has seen Buddhist masquerade

me

processions in

that he regards the monstrous forms in tho upper

part of the panel as intended to represent the masks of the "Vices in a

Museum, but tho Catalogue does not mention any such specimen.
G. 40, a sculpture ten inches high, scorns to deal with the same subject, although
Dr. Anderson does not recognize it. So large an objeot oau hardly have formed part

in the Calcutta

of a

knob or plumo.

V. A. Smith
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procession of Vices and Virtues, and that the soldiers may be interpreted as the escort. In his Catalogue he gives a somewhat different
explanation.

Whatever be the
it

correct interpretation of this strange composition,

certainly one of the best,

is

works

Gandhara

of the

and presumably among the

school.

earliest,

All the figures are well executed, and

the aged and monstrous heads in the upper compartment are carved
with great cleverness and spirit. It probably, like the Athene, belongs
to the pre- Roman period.

Inasmuch as my object in this paper is not the publication of an
exhaustive monograph on the Gandhara school of sculpture, but the
presentation of a general view of the modes of Grreco-Roman influence
on India, though with

special reference

to the

Gandhara

shall not proceed further in the detailed description of

Kabul
domain

which deal with subjects obviously belonging
Buddhist mythology.

valley,
of

sculptures,

I

works from the
to the

Certain decorative elements, which are not peculiar to the Gandhara,
school, but also occur iu the earlier sculptures at

Gaya

Bharhut and Buddha.

in the interior of India, are mythological, but not in themselves,

so far as appears,

specially

connected

with Buddhist mythology.

I

allude to the hippocamps, centaurs, tritons,

and various winged and
other monsters, which are frecpieutly met with.
These forms, which
are certainly of Graco-Roman origin, so far as India is concerned, were
probably used by the Buddhist artists for purely decorative purposes,
without any definite symbolical meaning. Such monsters were common
Greek art, and are supposed especially to characterize the works of
the followers of Scopas.

in

The comic
tails,

friezes in which boys are shown pulling cattle by the
riding on lions, and disporting themselves in sundry fantastic ways,

are obviously not Indian in design.

Major Cole's plate 26 illustrates a
good specimen from the Mian Khati monastery of such a comic
mounted on lions.
The direct model for these works was probably found iu Roman art.
Their ultimate source is to be traced to the Alexandrian compositions
depicting the " erotqpcegma (love-sports, amatory poems) of the Anacreontic school, iu which Eros becomes a boy, and rides all sorts of
wild animals and monsters, lions, panthers, boars, centaurs, hippocamps,
dolphins, dogs, and deer."*

tolerably
frieze,

the figures iu which are boys

Among the remains of the Gandhara sculptor's work an extraordinary abundance of detached human heads, chiefly executed in
stucco, is

met

with.

* Perry, History of

ijr^-l-

amd limn.in Scttlptwe,

p.

629.

1889.]

on the Virilization of

Tlio cases in the British

Ancimt

Museum

India.

LS7

contain a series of about

forty-

such heads, varying from life-size to very small dimensions. Most of
these were obtained in the Peshawar District, and purchased in 1861
through the late Mr. Thomas* They arc as varied in character as in

and comprise old and young, male and female, serious and comic.
Almost all are good, but I was particularly struck by the head, five or
six inches in height, of an aged, emaciated, and bearded man, and the
very remarkable life-size head of a laughing youth, with large straight
nose, big projecting ears, and a curl of hair on his forehead.
Dr. Leitner has a considerable number of similar heads in his
size,

and, as he observes, it is impossible not to notice the "resemblance between them and the heads found in Cyprus, specimens of
which may be seuu in the British, South Kensington, and Woking
collection,

Museums.
The specimens from the Peshawar District, in the Indian Museum,
marked P 1 18, are similar, and some particularly good examples of snch heads, found in the Mian Khan monastery, are figured in
Major Cole's Plate 28.

—

Calcutta,

Two
a and

plaster heads of this class are figured in plate

6.

They

are

about each sis inches

in

height.

IX,

fig.

5,

The head

reproduced in fig. a is very Greek in feature, though Indian in ornament. The photograph, in consecpience of foreshortening, does not do
the face full justice.

The great abundance of such detached stucco heads is probably to
be explained, at least in part, by the following observation of Masson,
who notes that at the village of Hidda, near Jalalabad in the upper
Kabul

valley, " idols in

great numbers are to be found.
They are
and the same kind, about six or eight inches in height, and
consist of a strong cast head fixed on a body of earth, whence the heads
only can be brought away. They are seated and clothed in folds of
drapery, and the hair is woven into rows of curls.
The bodies are
sometimes painted with red lead, and rarely covered with leaf-gold
they appear to have been interred in apartments, of which fragments
small, of one

;

are also found, "f
Section IV.

An

Hellenistic Sculpture in India Proper.

all the known remains of early
Buddhist sculpture which exhibit traces, more or less distinct, of teaching derived from Greek sources would, I fear, be extremely tcdiouB,

exhaustive examination of

* Information kindly supplied by A. Franks, Esq., F.

t Ariaua Autiqiia,

p. 113.

It.
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and would certainly extend this paper far beyond the limits to which
I desire to confine it.
The Hellenistic influence on India Proper was
slight, and no site in the interior of India contains the remains of a
distinct,

well-established Greek, or

Grreco-Roman, school of

art,

such

as existed in Gandhara.
I shall, therefore, content myself with a mere
passing reference to most of the Indian cases in which the marks of
western art teaching have been detected, and shall describe in detail

only a few specially interesting works.

The honeysuckle ornament on the capitals of some of the monoliths
Asoka (B. 0. 250) is the earliest example of a Greek form of decoration applied to Indian work.
Mr. Fergusson has suggested that Asoka
borrowed this ornament direct from its Assyrian or Babylonian hirthplace, and not from the Greeks,* but, considering the fact that, even
in Asoka's time, Assyrian and Babylonian art belonged to a distant
past, it seems much more natural to suppose that the Ionic honeysuckle
ornament was introduced into India from the Greek kingdoms of Asia
with which Asoka was in communication.
I have already alluded to the tritons, hippocamps, and other marine
monsters which formed part of the ordinary Greek decorative stock-intrade, and passed into Indian art.
The centaur, another characteristic Greek form, is found among
of

the sculptures at Bharhut, dating from about B. 0. 150, and
those at Buddha Gayii, which are somewhat earlier.

The
steeds.

chariot of the sun,

in

Indian mythology,

is

among

drawn by seven

At Buddha Gaya in Bihar, and again at Bhaja in the Bombay
we find it represented drawn by four steeds, as in Greek art. J

Presidency,

Mr. Fergusson also draws attention to the Greek look of " the figure
of the spear-bearer" in the Bhaja cave temple.§
The same writer
detects the presence of a distinctly Greek element in the well-known
sculptures of Amaravati on the Krishna river, and such an element may
certainly be traced in them, though its presence is not very obvious on
casual inspection.
||

* Gave Temples,

p.

521.

t For a full descriptive account of the sculptures at Bharhut, seo Sir A. Cunningham's special work on the subject. Centaurs at Buddha Gaya and Bharhut aro
described in Anderson's Catalogue, Part I, p. 129, whero further references aro
given.

p.

J For tho Buddha Gaya sun chariot, see Cunningham, Archaiol. Rep., Vol. Ill,
97; Buddha Gaya by Rajendralal Mitra, Plate L; Fergusson and Burgess, Care
For tho Blnija. example of the same design boo Arclucol. Surrey
W, India, Vol. IV, p. 5, PI. VI,
Care
Temples,
§
p. 521, PI. XCVI, 5.

Temples, p. 521.
of

||

See Tree and Serpent Worship, 2nd

od., pp. 10G, 172.
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and conspicuous remains of Indo-Hellenic art
of India are those which have been discovered at the
Mathura, situated on the Jamuna about thirty-five miles

The most

distinct

in the interior

ancient city of

from Agra.
A group in sandstone, found at or near Mathura, was described
and figured more than fifty years ago by James Prinsep as representing
Sileuus with his attendants, and a second corresponding, though not identical, group has since been discovered by Mr. Growse in the neighbourhood of the same city.
The block first found is three feet broad, and three feet eight inches
high, hollowed on the top into a shallow basin, perfectly smooth, and
originally nearly circular, and is sculptured back and front with figures
in high relief.
" In the front group tho principal figure is a stout, half-naked man,

resting on a low seat, with

wig or vine-crowned brow, out-stretched

arms, which appear to be supported by the figures, male and female,
standing one on each side. The dress of the female is certainly not
*
*
*
Prinsep agrees
Indian, and is almost as certainly Greek.
Mis
with Staeey in considering the principal figure to bo Silenus
portly carcass, drunken lassitude, and vino-wreathed forehead, stamp
:

the individual,

—

'

while the drapery of his attendants pronounce them at

least to be foreign to India,

costume, which

whatever may be thought of Silenus' own
and Brahmanical. If tho

certainly highly orthodox

is

sculptor were a Greek, his taste had been

somewhat tainted by the

Indian beau-ideal of female beauty. In other respects his proportions
and attitudes are good nay, superior to any specimen of pure Hindu
;

we possess

sculpture

;

and, considering the object of the group, to sup-

port a sacrificial vase (probably of the juice of the grape),
lent.'

it

is

excel-

"*

Prinscp's account of tho purpose of the block described by him, and
his interpretation of the sculptures have both beeu disputed.
not enter into the controversy on tho subject, which may bo read

1

shall

in tho

works cited in the note. Personally, I am of opinion, that tho drunken
is an Indian adaptation of Silenus.
A third work, much in the same style, and still more obviously

man

* Cunningham,

Archa-ol.

Rep.,

Vol

I,

p. 243.

Prinsep's original account will

bo found in Journal An. Sno. of Bengal, Vol. V, (1836), pp. 517, 507, PI. XXXI.
Tin- sculpture described by Prinsep and its subsequently discovered companions are
discussed by Mr. (irmvse, and Illustrated by good plates, in tho same Journal, Vol.

XLIT, Part

I

(1X75),

the same writer in

Part

1,

pp.

170— 170.
S

p.

212,

Molhuni, a

Pis.

XII,

District

XIII, and aro further

Memoir.

comment c.l on by

Seo also Anderson's Catalogue,

—
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Greek in subject and treatment, was discovered in 1882 by Sir A.
Cunningham, also at Mathura, where it served an humble purpose as the
side of a cattle-trough.

Museum,

Calcutta.

This unique specimen now adorns the Indian
Dr. Anderson's careful, though rather awkwardly

worded, description of
"

M. 17.—A

it is

figure

as follows

:

of Hercules

in alto-rilievo, 2 feet 5 inches
high, strangling the Nemean lion. The latter is represented standing
erect on its hind feet, but grasped round the neck by the left arm
of
Hercules, who is pressing the neck against his shoulder. The right

arm of the statuette is broken off, but, as the axilla is exposed, the arm
had been represented raised and bent on itself at the elbow, so that
the hand had been brought down close to the shoulder, but hidden in
the foliage behind the figure, the tree being the same as occurs
in the
Silenus group.
The greater portion of the knotted club is seen behind
the right side of the figure. The action, therefore, is not only that
of
strangling, but of clubbing

the lion as well.
The head of Hercules
also of the head of the lion.
He
represented as having worn the skin of an animal
over his back, as the front limbs are tied before his chest in a loopknot, the free ends being the paws.
The beard of the lion is indi-

has been

(scil.

lost,

and the front part

Hercules)

is

cated by parallel pendants, and, on the full rounded left cheek, there
a somewhat stellate figure with wavy arms, probably a rude Swastika.
The fore-limbs of the lion are raised to the front of its neck,
grasping the left hand of Hercules, but they are very feebly executed.
is

The general art characters of the figure are essentially Grecian, but,
in the attitude in which Hercules is placed towards the lion,
and
the consequent position of his right-arm, it would be extremely difficult
any but the most feeble blow. Although there is considerable
anatomical accuracy in delineating the position of the various muscles
brought into play in Hercules, the lion is devoid of action and badly
to deal

shaped."*

These Mathura sculptures have very little in common with those
and seem to be the work of a different school. They have
not the Roman impress which is so plainly stamped on the art of Gandhira, and are apparently the result of Greek teaching convoyed through
other than Roman channels. It is difficult to fix their date with precision.
It cannot well be later than A. D. 300, and the stylo
is not
good enough to justify the suggestion of a very early date. Perhaps
A. D. 203 may be taken as an approximate date for these works, but at
of Gandhara,

present their chronological position cannot be
* Catalogue, Part

I, p.

190.

definitely

determined.
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They are by no means, in my opinion, equal in merit to the best of the
Gandhara Indo-Roman sculptures, which I assign to the third century A. D.

The Mathura, group

of

Herakles and the lion

may be

contrasted

with the widely different representation of the same subject recently
found at Quetta in Baluchistan. A much corroded copper or bronze
shows
statuette, two and a quarter feet high, discovered at that place,
the hero standing, and holding under his left arm either the skin or
dead body of the slain lion, the right arm being wanting.* This work,
a
to judge from the published plate, has an archaic look, and bears
curiously close resemblance to the colossal figure found at Khorsabdd
Assyria, fancifully named Nimrod by Bonomi, and designated the
Assyrian Hercules by other writers. " He is represented strangling a
young lion, which he presses against his chest with his left arm, while
he is clutching in his hand the fore-paw of the animal, which seems
convulsed in the agony of his grasp. In his right hand he holds an
in

instrument which we infer to be analogous to the boomerang of the
Australians," etc.f
I

cannot venture to assign even an approximate date for the Quetta
and can only say that it is certainly an early work.

statuette,

Section

V.

The Chronology and Affinities of the Gandhara or
Peshawar School of Sculpture.

It is impossible to

determine the

known

affinities

of a school of art until

with approximate accuracy.
Apparent resemblances between the works of different schools are apt
to bo delusive and misleading unless checked by chronological dates independent of the idiosyncrasies of the critic. On the other hand, the style

its

chronological position

is

at least

when
of tho works of art, the date of which is in question, is in itself,
used with due caution, an essential element for the determination of the
chronology, if conclusive external proof is not forthcoming. In the case
affinities are both still to a
of the Gandhara school its chronology and
I shall quote subsequently the divergent
large extent undetermined.
judgments of the principal authorities on the subject. For tho present
examination of the external evidence for
I shall confine myself to the
This evidence falls chiefly
the chronology of the Gandhara sculptures.
Epigraphic,
(2) Numismatic, and (3) the
under three heads, namely, (1)
records of the Chinese pilgrims. The pilgrims' testimony, supplemented
* Journal As. Soc. of Bengal, Vol. LVI, p. 163, PI X.
Us Palaces, 2nd ed., p. 1C3, Plate X.
f Bonomi, Nineveh and
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from Indian sources, will be more conveniently
dealt with in connection with the internal evidence derived
from style.
The other two heads may here be considered.
historical data

The epigraphic material
meagre in quantity, and the

Gandhara region is unfortunately
that exists gives but a small amount

in the

little

of information.

The local inscriptions, known in 1875, are enumerated by Sir A.
Cunningham,* and comprise the following records, namely, from
(1.)

Jamalgarhi.

(a)

Certain mason's marks
The Indian names of a weekday and a
month on a pilaster
;

(y)

Sevenunintelligibleletters,readas Saphaii

dan&mukha, incised on the back of the
nimbus of one of the statues supposed to be those of kings.
(2.)

Kharkai.

(a) Masons'
(/3)

marks
Three characters, read as a, ra, and de,
on the sides of a small stone relicchamber.

(3.)

Zeda.

Inscription of Kanishka dated in the year

(4.)

Ohind.

A

(5.)

Takht-i-Balri.

Inscription dated in the 26th year of Maharaja Guduphara, in the year 103 of

(6.)

Panjtar.

Inscription

(7.)

Saddo.

(8.)

Sahri-Bahlol.

Kushan
The Indian name of a month on a rock.
The Indian name of a month on a fragment

11.

fragment dated

in the

month Chaitra

of

the year 61.

an undetermined
of

era.

a Maharaja of Gushan or
tribe, elated in the year 122.

of pottery.

Inasmuch

as Taxila

may be

included for the purposes of the his-

tory of art in Gandhara,

the Taxila inscription of the Satrap Liako
Kusulako, dated in the 78th year of the great king Moga, should
be
added to the above list.
I have lately obtained an inscription on the pedestal of a
statuette of
Buddha dated in the'year 274.
All the inscriptions above referred to are in the alphabet
variously
designated as Arian, Ario or Ariano-Pali, or Bactrio-Pali,
which is
written from right to left, and was employed by Asoka (B.
C. 250) in

* Archceol. Hop., Vol. V, pp. 57—64.
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rock at Sbahbazgayhi (KapurdaThe use of this alphabet never became
giri) in the Gandhara country.
general in the interior of India, and certainly died out there altogether
era.
at an early date, not much subsequent to the Christian
These facts have been utilized by Sir A. Cunningham as an argu-

his edict inscription engraved on the

ment

for the early date of the

seems to

me

devoid of

Gandhara sculptures, but the argument

all force.

When

ho wrote his Report the latest

an Arian inscription W&H the year 1'2"2, recorded in the
Pmjfar document, and this date was then believed to refer to the era
known by the name of Vikrama, B. C. 57. Sir A. Cunningham, therefore,
of them, I conargued "As no Indian letters have been found on any
centuries
clude that the whole of the sculptures must belong to the two
known to
before and after the Christian era, as the Arian characters are

known date

for

about A. D. 100 or a little later."
that
one now believes that the Indo-Scythian era is the same as
though conclusive proof is still
of Vikrama, and most archaeologists hold,
S'aka era
wanting, that the Indo-Scythian inscriptions are dated in the
If this correction be applied, Sir A. Cunningham's arguof A. D. 78.
ment will mean that all the Gandhara sculptures mnst be prior to

have

fallen into disuse

No

A. D. 250.

One premise

of

this

argument has been destroyed by the discovery

of an Avian inscription dated 274, equivalent to A.
That inscription at the present
to the Saka era.

I).

352,

if

referred

moment happens

to

bo the latest known, but there is no reason why one
not be found. The absence of Indian letters on the Gandhara sculptures simply proves that the Indian alphabet was not used in that part
period from
of the country, which fact was known already for an earlier
still

later should

the existence of Asoka's Shahbazgayhi inscription.
The Arian character never took root in India Proper, and its early
total disuse there gives no indication as to the date of its disuse in its
home in the countries on the north-west frontier. I should
original

not be surprised, if an Arian inscription dated as late as A. D. 500 should
be discovered in Afghanistan or the Western Panjab.
The Gandhara sculptures can be proved, on other grounds, to be
earlier than A. D. 500, np to which date the Arian character may well

have contained

in

therefore, that the

nse in the country

Gandhara

where they occur.

The

fact,

inscriptions are all in the Arian character,

does not help in any way to fix the date of the sculptures, much less
does it prove that they are earlier either than A. D. 100 or A. D. 250.
Among the inscriptions in Sir A. Cunningham's list those from
Zoda, Ohind, Takht-i-Bahi, Panjtiir, Saddo, and Sahri-Bahlol, are not
The valueless Saddo
closely associated with Greeco-Buddhist sculptures.

—

—
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fragment inscribed on a rock is the only one among these records found
its original position.
These inscriptions consequently give no warrant
for the assumption that the Grseco-Buddhist sculptures
are contemporary with Kanishka or Gondophares, who are mentioned in
some of
the documents.
The Arian inscriptions at Kharkai and Jamalgarlu are incised on
works of the Graco-Buddhist or Gandhara school, but are too fragmentary to be of any use. Sir A. Cunningham wishes to road the

m

characters

name
A.

D

on the Kharkai relic-chamber as A'rya Deva, the
Buddhist patriarch who flourished late in the first century

a, ra, de,

of a

but this interpretation

,

is

purely conjectural,

and cannot be

admitted.

The result of all the foregoing discussion is the negative conclusion
that, with the exception of the image of Buddha dated 27-1, no
epigraphic
evidence to prove the date of the Gandhara sculptures has yet been
discovered.

This unique dated inscription

is of sufficient interest to deserve a
I am indebted to the kindness of Mr. L. White
King, B. C. S., for permission to publish it.*
In or about the year 1883, at Hashtnagar, the site of the
ancient
Pushkalavati (Peukeloaitis), Mr. King came across a statue
of the
standing Buddha, which was ignorantly worshipped by the Hindus
as an
orthodox deity. He could not carry away the statue, but
was allowed
to remove its inscribed pedestal, a photograph of which is
reproduced

particular description.

X.

in Plate

The

pedestal, like

blue slate, and

most of the Gandhara sculptures,

is

composed of

14f" long by 8" high. Its front is adorned by an altoenclosed between two Indo- Corinthian pilasters, and
represent-

rilievo,

is

ing Buddha seated, attended by disciples,
offerings to him.

An

who seem

to be presenting

Arian inscription, consisting of a single line of character,
deeply

and clearly cut, and in great part excellently preserved,
occupies a
smooth band below the relief. This band was evidently prepared
for the
inscription, which must have been executed at the
same time as the
sculpture.
The record is incomplete at the end, and the lost portion,
which is of very small extent, may have contained the name of
the

person

who

dedicated the image.

The extant
as follows

portion was read

by Sir A. Cunningham,

for

Mr. King,

:

* I have already printed a brief notice of this inscription,
accompanied
lithograph taken from a rubbing, in Indian Antiquary, Vol.

XVIII,

The photograph

ia

now

published for the

first

time.

(1889),

p.

by a
257-

"
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Sam 274 emborasmasa masasa mi panclwmi

—"

The record, as
it stands, consists of a date, and nothing more.
The month is stated to
bo intercalary, but is not further named. The numerals are distinct,
and their interpretation seems to be free from doubt. The notation is
clumsy, and may be rendered thus in Roman numerals, II C XX XX
5

XX X IV, = 274.
The main

question suggested

the identity of the era referred

The

by

this very scanty record

is

that of

to.

which the inscription was found suggests that the
date might be expressed either in the era of Gondophares, as used in
the Takht-i-Bahi inscription, or the era of the great king Moga referred
to in the Taxila record of Liako Kusulako, or in the era, generally
identified with the S'aka era, which was employed by Kanishka.
These
are the only three eras, in which Ariau inscriptions from the Gandkara
region are known to bo dated, and it is reasonable to assume, in the
absence of evidence to the contrary, that the number 274 refers to one
The initial point of no one of the three has
or other of these epochs.
yet been ascertained, and consequently an exact date for the new
inscription cannot be fixed in any case. But the approximate beginnings
of all three eras can be determined by numismatic evidence, and one of
two approximate dates can be selected for the inscription.
The coins indicate that the eras used both by Moga and Gondophares
must have their starting points about the middle of the first century
B. C., and, so far as appears at present, the two may have been identiFor the purpose of selecting an approximate date for the inscripcal.
tion they may bo treated as one, and as equivalent to the era B. 0. 57,
known to the later ages as the Vikrama Samvat.*

tical

locality in

* Assuming that the Maharaja Guduphara of tho Takkt-i-Bahi inscription is idenwith the sovereign whose name is variously given on coins, in the genitive case,

as Undopherrou, (ioudopharou, Gudapharasa,

Gudaphanasa, and Gadapharasa, or,
Undophares and assuming further that all tho coins
alluded to were struck by one king, then tho numismatic evidence indicates that he

in the nominative case, as

flourished in the

first,

;

half of tho first century B. G.

and

(See Gardner's Catalogue of the

Kings, pp. XLIV, 103—108, Plates XXII, XXIII
Gondophares would therefore fall about the middlo of
tho first century A. D., and, for rough approximations, his era may bo regarded as
identical with that of Vikrama,

Coins of

XXXII).

tin;

Gtreelt

The year 103

Seijlhic

of

Assuming that Moga of the Taxilan inscription is identical with Manes, who
known from coins, his dato must bo fixed as about GO or 70 B. C., which, again,

is
is

nearly synchronous with the era of Vikrama (See Gardner, ii/i. XXXIJ1, XLIX. For
the Taxilan inscription seo Cunningham, Arehceol. Rep., Vol. 11, p. 132, PI, L1X, and
Vol. V, p. 07).
1

Moga

must

not,

of coarse, be understood to suggest that as a

or GoiulopliuroB used the era afterwards

known

as the

matter of fact either

Vikrama Samvat,

1

use

—
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Hashtnagar inscription is dated in the era either of Moga
57 = A. D. 214.
or Gondophares its approximate date is 274
Though demonstration that Kanishka used the S'aka era is still
If then the

wanting, there

—

is

no doubt that the era of his inscriptions does not

differ,

more than about twenty years from the S'aka, and for the
present purpose the era of Kanishka may be taken as identical with the
Assuming that this era was used in the Hashtnagar
S'aka, A. D. 78.
The alternative approximate dates, thererecord, its date is A. D. 352.
fore, are A. D. 214 and 352.
The style of the Hashtnagar alto-relievo appears to me to be decidedly inferior to that of most of the Mian Khan, Jamalgarhi, Nuttu,
and Sanghao sculptures. The figures in it are not undercut, as they
are in the best specimens of Grseco-Buddhist art, and the execution,
on the whole, is poor. So far as I can judge, the work cannot well be
at the most,

older than the middle of the fourth century.
This dubious conclusion is the only assistance given

by epigraphic

evidence for determining the problem of the ago of the

Gandln'ua

sculptures.

The numismatic testimony

is

nearly as scanty and

weak

as the

epigraphie.

Tho undisturbed hoard of the coins of Azos buried below tho
Taxila temple with the Ionic pillars indicates, as argued above (p. 115),
that that edifice is to be dated from about the beginning of the Christian era, and this inference is in harmony with the reasoning based on
It is, as I have already observed,
considerations of architectural stylo.
impossible to decide whether the plaster statues found in the Taxilun

temple are contemporary with it or not, for no information concerning
The coins of Azes found at Taxila,
their style has been published.
therefore, give no clue to tho chronological position of the Gandhara
school of sculpture, excepting a few of tho earliest works, especially
The only localities, so far as I
the Pallas, already discussed (p. 121).
can ascertain, where coins have been discovered in close association

with remains of Gra3co-Buddhist, or Romano-Buddhist, sculpture, are
Jamalgarhi and Sanghao.
Lieutenant Orompton in his report on excavations at the former
site says nothing about coins beyond the unsatisfactory remark that "a
few silver and copper coins were turned up ;"* but Sir A. Cunningham
era which began somewhere
tho epoch B. C. 57 merely as a short expression for any
more accurate knowabout the middle of the first century B. 0., and about which
(iandhara
countiy have not yet
the
from
inscriptions
Tho Avian
ledges is wanting.
properly edited, and the published translations arc quoted with reserve.

been

*

Indian Aulv t iutnj, Vol.

Ill, p. 144.

—

a
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move

little

explicit,

and records

that,

during the progress of the

which bore the name

explorations, eight coins are discovered, seven of
of Bazo Deo, or

Vasu Deva.*

Unfortunately no more particular account of these coins has been
We do not know either the circumstances of their discovery,
or their numismatic type, and consequently can draw no positive inferCoins bearing the name of
ence from the fact that they were found.
Bazo Deo or Vasu Deva continued to bo struck for a long period, but
published.

none

of

are earlier than about A. D. 150, f and all

them

that the discovery of Bsizo
sistent with the inferences to

Deo coins at Jamalgarhi is
be drawn from the style of

we can

say

is

perfectly conthe sculptures

found in that locality, even if it be assumed, which is not proved, that
the coins are contemporary with the sculptures. The coins, for all that
appears to the contrary, may have been struck in the third century.
The only other locality where the discovery of coins can be held to
afford evidence for fixing the chronology of Gandhara sculpture is
Sanghao. The discovery is reported by Major Cole, a good explorer and
photographer, but a bad archaaologist, as follows
" The site where the sculptures were dug is perched on a steep
spur, and was the first excavation done under my superintendence in
:

The building revealed two distinct periods, and consists
a basement containing small topes, and of a mp&rstrwtwre of plain
apartments, built obliquely over the basement, apparently without reJanuary, 1883.
of

ference to its plan.
" The sculptures were found in the basement, and belong to the
older period coins of Kauishka, A. D. 80 to 120, were found in tho
;

superstructure, and belong to the

The Kanishka
called

'treasury,'

more modern

period. "J

coins were found along with a brass ring in tho so" ill earthen ware jars embedded in the floors at

A and B," as shown in the
The sculptures referred to were

the corners

plan.§

sent to the Lahore

Museum, and

form the subject of Plate II of Major Cole's volume of heliogravures.
A coin of Gondophares was also found somewhere in the same group
Gondophares reigned about A. D. 30, but tho mere fact
of buildings.||
that a coin of his was found at Jamalgarlri would, at the most, prove
* Arehsnol. Rep., Vol. V,
is

p. 194.

Tho dato assigned

to Bazo

Doo

in this passage

admittedly erroneous,

and Scythic Kings, pp.
t Gardner, Catalogue of Coins of Greek
PI.

Hi,

159— 1G1

XXIX.
t Cole,

Third

year 1883-84,
§ Cole,
||

Report of the

p. ex.

Second Report, for 1882-83, p. exx,

Cole, Third Report, p. ex.

T

Curator of Ancient Monuments in India, for tho
PI. 3.

V. A.

11.8

an

earlj

Smith— Grfcco-Momm

occupation of the
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It is
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no evidence of the date of a parti-

cular set of sculptures

The discovery

of

coins

of

Kanishka in the superstructure

of the

Jamalgarhi monastery, above the basement containing the sculptures,
is a much more weighty fact, and undoubtedly seems to
warrant Major
Cole's inference that the sculptures are earlier than A. D. 100.
Nevertheless, I am convinced that the inference is a mistaken one.
I fully
accept Major Cole's account of what ho saw, but it is quite possible
that he did not see all that ought to have been observed.
Ho is a
strong believer in Sir A. Cunningham's theory of the early date of the

Gaudhara sculptures, and may, like many other people, have been
unconsciously biassed by a prepossession. It is impossible for any one
who has not minute local knowledge to check the details of an observation as reported, but, while I cannot protend to point out the seat
of the error, I am fully persuaded that the discovery of the coins in
question is not to be explained by the theory that the sculptures photographed are earlier than the reign of Kanishka, but should be interpreted in some other way.

My

reasons for thus refusing to accept apparently clear external
will, I hope, be sufficiently established by the
discus-

evidence of date

sion of the internal evidence on which
present,

it

will suffice to say that

The Sanghao

I

am

about to enter.

Major Cole's plate refutes

For the
his

text.

sculptures

belong to the same school as those of Nuttu,
be a little later, and they bear throughout distinct

though they may
marks of the influence of Roman art of the third or fourth century.
They cannot possibly be anterior to A. D. 100, no matter what coins
•were found above or below them.
The problem demanding solution may be conveniently stated by
placing in juxtaposition and contrast the opinions expressed by
the two

who have attacked it.
Mr. Fergusson, after giving

scholars

many

some strong, and some
though some
Gandhara sculptures probably are as early as the first century
the Christian Era, the bulk of them at Jamalgiri, and more
especially

the reverse, for his opinion,

came

reasons,

to the conclusion " that,

of these
of

those at Takht-i-Bahi, are subsequent to the third and fourth
[centuries],
and that the series extends down to the eighth [century]
till, in fact]
the time when Buddhism was obliterated in these countries."*
;

Sir Alexander

Cunningham expresses

his views as follows

:—

" What 1 have called the Indo-Grecian style
must have been introduced by the Greeks who ruled the country; but the earliest
specimens,
so far as can bo proved, belong to the time of Azes, I
* Indian and Eastern Architecture,
p. 182.

saw myself twelve

"
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coins of Azes exhumed from under the temple of UaliAr-kUmnra (Sljahdhcri), from which the Indo-Ionic capitals and bases were extracted.

The Indo-Corinthian examples should be equally old, at least all
But the oldest that can be proved, belongs to the

the fine examples.

time of the Autonines, and is certainly older than Constantino.
[Here follow detailed references to the stupas at Manikyala and
elsewhere, and to the use of the Arian alphabet, which has been sufficiently discussed above.]
" I would, therefore, ascribe all the greater works, both of sculpture

and architecture, to the flourishing period of Kushau sway under
or from 80 to 200 A. I).
Kanishka, Huvishka, and Vasu Ueva
Doubtless many stnpas wore erected after A. D. 200 but they were
comparatively small, and their decorations rough and coarse."
[Reference is then made to the Sahri Bahlol image, and the Hidda
and Baoti Pind topes, which will be discussed subsequently.
" I notice that none of the sculptured head-dresses show any affinity
with Sassanian costume, whereas the coins (Indo-Sassanian) show it

—

,

;

J

unmistakeably, from about the time of Bahrain Gor.
that the sculptures are older than 400 A. U.

450

From

this I

infer

" I believe that the strong Sassanian government from A. D. 280 to
formed a very effectual barrier to intercourse between Rome and

Roman geld coins are plentiful down to the time of
India.
Severus and Caracalla [A. D. 217], They then disappear until the
time of Justin [A. D. 52(3], Marcian [A. D. 450], Leo [A. D. 474], and
[A. D. 491-518].*
Anastasius."
I am not able to agree altogether with either Mr. Fergusson or Sir
N.-W.

now proceed to
me in venturing

A. Cunningham, and shall
to

mo

sufficient to justify

seem
from such eminent

state the reasons which
to differ

authorities.
Tt will be convenient to attempt in

limiting dates, and,

when

the

first

place to

fix

possible

that has been done, to determine, so far ns

may be, the approximate actual dates of the sculptures. The chronological enquiry involves the determination of their aesthetic affinities.
As
sible to

It is imposto the initial date there is practically no dispute.
bo certain that " the Iudo-Grecian style " was really " introduced

quotations are from a letter dated 8th January 1889, -with which Sir A.
in answer to enquiries, and which consequently, express
and deliberate opinion on the subject. In the Introduction to Volume V
of the Areh;eologieal Ropoi-is ho had long ago expressed the same opinion as to tlio
rolatiou between the Kuslian dynasty and the Gfindh&ra sculptures, but the theory
which ho then hold as to the KushStl ohronology obliged him to fix the date of the
*

My

Cunningham favoured mo
bis latest

Boulpl ori s nearly a century

and a half earlier than he now does.

V. A. Smith
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influenct

by the Greeks who ruled the country," as Sir A. Cunningham affirms
that it must have been, because, with the exception of coins, not a
vestige of Bactrian arc is known to exist, and we know nothing almost
about the Greeks who ruled the country beyond the names of some of
them.
But, whoever introduced Greek art into India, so far as our present
knowledge extends, the Taxilan Ionic temples are certainly our oldest
specimens of Indo-Greek architecture, and the statuette of Athene, in
the same posture in which she is shown on the coins of Azes, is our
oldest Indo-Greek sculpture from the Gandhara region.
Both the
temples and statuette must date approximately from the beginning of
the Christian era.
It has

been shown above

(p.

112) that Greek art influenced Indian

sculpture and architectural decoration from the time of Asoka B. C.
250, and that

more or

less distinct traces of its influence

may

in the interior of India for several centuries afterwards.

be traced

Greek ideas

reached India by at least two routes, namely, overland through Bactria,

and by sea through the ports of the western coast.
The Athene and the Taxilan Ionic pillars are, I think, to be classed
among the results of this old and long-continued Hellenistic influence.
The bases of the Ionic pillars at Taxila, according to the measurements of their discoverer, correspond exactly with the pure Attic model,
" The capitals differ from the usual Greek
as seen in the Erectheum.
forms very considerably, and more especially in the extreme height of
the abacus. The volutes also differ, but they present the same side
views of a baluster, which is common to all the Greek forms of the
Ionic order."* In other words, the pillars, though with peculiarities of
their own, are Greek, not Roman.
The Roman modification of the
Ionic order was characterized by corner volutes.

At the beginning of the Christian era Roman art, as will be exjdaincd presently, had not affected India, and the fact that the Taxilan Ionic
pillars are Greek, not Roman, in stylo, harmonizes perfectly with tho
numismatic evidence that they were erected soon after B. C. 30.
So fur, then, as the Athene and tho Ionic pillars are concerned, it
must bo admitted that tho Gandhara sculptures go back to the beginning of the Christian era, and A. D. 1 may be taken as the anterior
limiting date.
Nothing older is known in tho Gandhara region. I
endeavour to prove subsequently that nothing
found there is nearly so old.

shall

I shall

now

else

try to fix the posterior limiting date,

which has been

which Mr. Fergus-

* Arohecol. Rep. Vol. V, p. 71, PI. XVIII.
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Cunningham

at the be-

fifth.

of the Gheco- Buddhist series of sculptures down to
the eighth century A. D. by Mr. Fergusson was suggested by the published accounts of the opening of the great tope at Munikyala many years

The extension

ago by General Ventura.
The undisturbed deposit which was found in the lower portion of
that building included coins of Kanishka and Huvishka, and none
later,

and

is

legitimately interpreted as signifying that the structure

in its original form cannot be older than A.

.D.

much

110, nor

later

than

A. D. 150.
The upper deposits, about the exact position of which there is
some doubt, contained various coins ranging in date from A. D. 632 to
about A. D. 730, and undoubtedly show that the top of the building must
have been opened in the eighth century, and a deposit then made. But
they prove nothing more.
We arc altogether ignorant of the circumstances under which these
upper deposits were made, and it is very unsafe to build any historical
The great tope at Mauikyala is adorned
theories on their existence.
pilasters, the existing capitals of which are executed in kanlcar, or nodular limestone. Sir A. Cunningham supposes
that all the original work of the tope was in sandstone, and that the
No other example
Jcanhar mouldings date from the eighth century.*

with Indo-Corinthian

of Indo-Corinthian

work

of that date

is

known, and,

if

the existing

were executed in the" eighth century, I feel certain that they
were mere restorations. As a matter of fact their date is quite uncerThe attempt to connect the coin of Yaso Varma, A. D. 730,
tain.
Which was found in the upper deposit, with supposed repairs of the
capitals

tope in the eighth century
is

is

purely conjectural.t

that somebody for some reason

All

unknown opened

wo

really

know

the building at the

Such an adventitious supple*
top and put in a coin of
mentary deposit is no substantial basis for an argument that Buddhism
and Indo-Hcllenic art still flourished in the Gandhara region in the
eighth century, and, except Yaso Varma* s coin, no evidence whatever,
so far as I am aware, exists to support the inference that the Gandhara
Yaso Varma.

school of art continued to exist so late as the eighth century.
In another place, Mr. Fergusson, still relying on the
little

coin,

has given an unwarrantable extension

* Tho great
in IrtHusal

Il<

p.,

Jli'uiikyiila

Vol.

II, p.

tope
139,

if

discussed by

mid Vol. V, pp.

t [It is more probable that tho coin
about 532 A. D. This would admirably
p 153.

See Proeeedings for August 1888.

is
fit

Cuuningkam
76—78.

to

the

same poor
duration

at considerable length

of tho 6th century, of a Yaso Varman
in with " the limiting date " givon on

Ed.],

—

GrmaoSoman

V. A. Smith
of

Buddhism

writes, " probably

[No.

influence

3,

" There were," he

as a dominant faith in Gandhara.

no great Buddhist establishments in Gandhara before
learn that
if any, after Yaso Varma, yet we
e. circa A. D, 78 to 730 J, this province was as

Kanishka, and as few,
between these dates [/.

any part of India.*
In support of the last clause of this seutence the Chinese travellers
Tsiang
are appealed to, but their testimony does not
Hiuen
Fa Hian and
support the conclusion drawn from it. After the middle of the seventh
century, when Hiuen Tsiang wrote, very few parts of India were " essenessentially Buddhist as

tially

Buddhist," and Gandhara certainly was not.

little

Buddhism can have been

correct when it is confined to the beFa Hian who travelled in India in the
found Buddhism vigorous and flourishing in

Mr. Fergusson's language
ginning of the

fifth

years A. D. 400

730 very

In A. D.

left in it.
is

century.

— 405,

Gandhara, as in a large part of India. But, at the time of the travels of
Hiuen Tsiang, A. D. 629 642, a very great change had taken place, and
Gandhara was very far from being " essentially Buddhist."

—

The

capital city of

" about 40

li

[=

Gandhara, the modern Peshawar,

The royal family

6 to 7 miles] in circuit.

is,

is

he notes
extinct,

and the kingdom is governed by deputies from Kapisa [N. of Kabul].
The town and villages are deserted, and there are but few inhabitants.

At one corner

of the royal residence there are about 1,000 families
There are about 1,000 sangh dramas [monasteries], which are
deserted and in ruins. They are filled with wild shrubs, and solitary to
the last degree.
The stupas are mostly decayed. The heretical temples,
to the number of about 100, are occupied pell-mell by heretics."
At Pushkalavati, the modern Hashtnagar, the pilgrim found a
large population, but not of the congregation of the faithful, for the
Buddhist buildings, like those of the capital, were in ruins.
Taxila, east of the Indus, was dependent on Kashmir, the royal

*

*

*

family here also being extinct.

The monasteries are described

" ruinous and deserted, and there are very few priests
are, study the

as

those that there

Great Vehicle. "t

The graphic and emphatic words

of

Hiuen Tsiang prove with abso-

lute certainty that at the time of his visits (A. D. 629

religion in

;

Gandhara was nearly extinct.
must have been

The

— 642) the Buddhist

utter decay of

which he

gives such clear testimony

in progress for a considerable
not possible that the Buddhist edifices of Peshawar could have
become " deserted arid in ruins, filled with wild shrubs, and solitary to

time.

the

It

last

is

degree " in a day.

* History of Indian

ami EssterM

Architecture,

p.

76.

t Bual, Buddhist BscorAs of the Western World, Vol.

I,

pp. 100, 109, 137.
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assume that Buddhism had ceased to be an active
region, including Taxila, by the year A. D. 600
and it is inconceivable that new religious edifices on any considerable
scale should have been erected, or works of art deserving of the name,
executed in that region subsequent to that date by the scattered, povertyIt is quite safe to

force in the

stricken,
It

Gandhara

;

and necessarily dispirited adherents

follows, therefore, that the seiies of

of a

decaying religion.

GraBco-Buddhist works in

Gandhara does not extend, as Sir. Fergusson supposed,
but, on the contrary, was closed by the end

century,

to the eighth

of

the

sixth

century.

w»

As a matter of fact, the closing date must, I believe, be pushed
back considerably farther, but in any case, A. D. 600 must be taken as the
extreme possible limiting posterior date for any work of the Gandhava school
The dates of which we are in search lie,
in the Lower Kabul Valley.
therefore, between A. D. 1 and A. D. 600.
The above argument, based on the testimony of Hiuon Tsiang,
appears to me unanswerable, but it may be well to supplement it by
other arguments, in themselves of less force, which reduce the closing
I have already quoted Sir A Cunniugdate to still narrower bounds.
ham's remark that the head dresses of the Gandhara sculptures show no
affinity with the Sassauian costume, and that the sculptures may therefore be regarded as prior, not only to A. D. 600, but to A. D. 400.

Another observation of Sir A. Cunningham's leads to nearly the
same conclusion. He observes that " all, or nearly all, Buddhist building must have been stopped after the occupation of Peshawar by
The Chinese acKitolo's son in the latter part of the fifth century."
count show that " the last king of the Ynchi [Yueh-ti] mentioned in
history is Kitolo, who took possession of Gandhara, but was obliged to
return to the west to oppose the white Huns, leaving his son in charge
The son established his capital in Fo-lu-she,
of the new province.
and the name of the founder of the Little
or Parshawar [Peshawar]
Yuchi, as they were afterwards called, still survives in the title of Shah
;

Kator, the Chief of Chitral."*
Little Yuchi are described as bearing
and the kings themselves, therefore, were presumably
Brahmanists. It is going too far to assume with Sir A. Cunningham
that the rule of a S'aiva king must necessarily have put a stop to all,
or nearly all, Buddhist buildings, but it must certainly have been uu-

The

coins of the kings of the

S'aiva emblenis,t

*

My

Rep., Vol.
is

first
II,

quotation
p.

03.

I

The second is from Archmol.
ia from a private letter.
have not verified the reference to Chinese authors, which

not given in detail.
t Archoeol Rep., Vol. V, p. 7.

I

have not seen any of these

coins.

—
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favourable to their erection.

speaks of "the

first

Gravo Roman influence
In

another place

Sir A.

[No.

3,

Gunningham

Buddhism by the S'aiva kings of
know what evidence exists for this
Whatever may have been the precise attitude of
persecution of

the Little Tuchi,"* but I do not
alleged persecution.

the Little Yuchi kings towards Buddhism,
years of the

fifth

it is certain that the latter
century were times of conflict and turmoil throughout

Northern India. The Bhitari pillar inscription records the struggles between the Gupta dynasty and the Huns (Hunas), and in or about A. D.
480, on the death of Skanda Gupta, the Gupta empire broke up.f A
few years later the stormy career of the II una chief Mihirukula disturbed the whole of Northern India from Bengal to Kashmir.} In such
a period of anarchy and confused struggles for dominion the arts of peace
are perforce neglected, and it would be strange indeed if Gandnara in
those days was the scene of the peaceful development of a considerable
school of sculpture, as Mr. Fergusson supposed it to have been.
I doubt also if the Grasco- Roman impulse retained any considerable force after A. D. 450, even on the north-west frontier.
By that
time it had certainly spent itself in India Proper, both in the North
and West. The last faint traces of Greek skill in design are observable
in the Gupta gold coinage of Chandra Gupta II, which was minted in
Northern India about A. D. 400,— the later Hindu coinage is all barbarous in style. Corrupt and unmeaning Greek letters linger on the
silver coins of Kumara Gupta and Skanda Gupta struck in Western
India up to about A. D. 480, but the fact that these letters are corrupt
and unmeaning shows that Hellenistic culture had then dwindled down
to a dead tradition, even in Gujarat, which had been for centuries in
communication with Alexandria and Rome.
In short,

that

known

of early Indian history indicates the great
of a flourishing Hellenistic school of
sculpture on the north-west frontier later than A. D. 450.
Before proceeding to the discussion of the artistic relations of the
all

is

improbability of the existence

Gandhara sculptures, which will render the chronology more definite,
one other piece of external evidence may be cited to prove that the good
sculptures are much earlier than A. D. 600.
* Archaol. Rep., Vol V, p. 42.
t [See, however, on the dissolution of the Gupta empire, tho paper 'On an Inscribed seal of Kumara Gvqsta, ante, p. 85.
Ed.]
% For the history of tho Gupta period see Mr. Fleet's work on the Gnpta inscriptions, Vol. III. of tho Corpus Inscription u,n hulk-arum,
1 have given a very brief
Outline of it in my essay on the Gupta Coinage in the Journal
Boyat Asiatic Socio!,,
for January 1889, to which refcrenco may bo made for
the proof of the remarks in
the next paragraph.
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Indo-Greek or Indo- Roman in style, wanting the hands
and feet, was discovered by Dr. Bellew in the Gandhara country, carefully enclosed in a sepulchral chamber at the level of the ground in the
The statuette represents the standing Buddha, and
centre of a stupa.
is characterized by Dr. Bellew as " better carved than the generality of
figures met with," and by Sir A. Cunningham as " fine."*
The style of the statuette shows that it was executed during the
flourishing period of the Gandhara school, and its mutilated condition
proves that it was already old when deposited in the stupa. The form
of that building indicates that it was created not later than A. D. GOO,
nor much earlier than A. D, 500.
It is thus evident, remarks Sir A. Cunningham, that the statuette
was utilized at a time " when the zeal of first converts had long since
died away, and the growing indifference of the people no longer required
Under such circumstances, I can
the manufacture of new statues.
readily suppose that that the builders of the tope may have deposited
any piece of Buddhist sculpture that came to hand, just as B rah mans at
the present day will set up and worship any statue which may be found,
caring little for its state of mutilation, and still less for its possible
connexion with Jainism or Buddhism."
This curious discovery thus confirms the evidence already adduced
600 was one of
to prove the propositions that the period A. D. 500
decay for Buddhism in Gandhara, that few new religious edifices were
erected doing that period, though their construction did not altogether
cease, and that the vigorous, local school of Indo- Hellenic art belongs
statuette,

—

to an earlier time.

My contention that the history of the Gandhara school of DidoHellenic art, consecrated to the service of Buddhism, was practically at
an end by A. D. 450, may be met by the observation that Buddhist
monuments

of later date are

known

to exist in the

and elsewhere in the neighbouring countries.
One of the latest stiipas, to which a date at
ed,

is

that

known as No.

10, at

upper Kabul Valley

all definite oa

I

rtgn-

i>

Hidda near Jalalabad. This building

con-

tained a deposit of coins consisting of five gold solidi of the Byzautino

—

D. 407 474), two very
emperors Theodosius, Mareiau and Leo
debased imitations of the Iudo-Scythiau coinage, which may be assigned
to the sixth century, and no less than 202 Sassauian coins of various
(A.

reigus, but all agreeing in

the absence of any trace of

Muhummadan

influence.

Masson and Wilson, arguing from these
* Cunningham,

Descriptive Lint, Fo. 165;

and

facts,

Ai;:h<eoI

.

reasonably

quotations from Dr. Bellow's Report on Yusnfzai, the original of which

U

came

to

Rep. Vol. V, p. 42, with
I

havo not seen.
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the conclusion that the stupa must have been constructed between the
years A. D. 474 and 690, at which latter date the Muhammadan incur-

had begun, and Kabul was governed by Brahman kings.*
coins indicate that the monument was erected about

sions

The Sassanian
A. D. 600.

A

stupa belonging to approximately the same period, with an undisturbed deposit of coins, was opened by Sir A. Cunningham at Baoti Pind
in the Rawal-Pindi District, east of the Indus.
No stupa of later date than those at Hidda and Baoti Pind is, I
believe,

known

either in Afghanistan or the Panjab,

though

I

should be

sorry to affirm that none such exist.

These examples prove, as we had already learned from Hiuen Tsiang,
that Buddhism, though sadly weakened at the beginning of the seventh
century, was still alive, and show, which was hardly to be expected, that
occasionally persons conld still be found willing to spend much time and

money on works dedicated to the religion of Buddha.
But these examples prove nothing in favour of the
of the

Gandhara school

late continuance

of sculpture.

I do not think that any Indo-Hellenic sculpture was found associated with the ruins of the Baoti Pind stupa. The published information
concerning the architectural and sculptured decorations of the stttpas near
So far as it goes, it indicates that, whatever
Jalalabad is veiy meagre.
may be the reason of the difference, the monuments in the upper Kabul
valley do not display such manifest traces of Grseco- Roman influence as
do those situate in the lower Kabul valley or Gandhara. Wilson speaks
more than once of " plain mouldings " on the pilasters, and does not,
I think, note any example of the Indo-Corinthian capital among the ruins

of the
little

The date

Jalalabad topes.

of

these topes has, consequently,

bearing on the question concerning the chronology of the Gandhara

sculptures.
It is probable that these sculptures are the

Roman

work

of a special local

under the patronage of
the sovereigns who resided at the city now known as Peshawar. It
seems clear that the head quarters of the school were at Peshawar, and
that the special modification of Roman art, worked out by the artists of
that city, never spread beyond the bounds of a comparatively small region
The connection between the Peshawar
in the vicinity of the capital.
school and the architects and sculptors of interior India was, I believe,
school,

working on the

very slight,
I

if it

lines

existed at

of

art

all.

have ventured to assert positively that the Gandhara or Peshawar

* Ariana Antiqua, pp. 44, 110, PI, XVI, XVIII.
t Arohmol. Rep., Vol. II, p. 141.
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India.,

Roman

art,

and

is

not the

Greek art. This proposition of course is to
It does not
be taken strictly as applying only to the Peshawar school.
apply to the case of the Ionic pillars at Taxila, nor to the sculptures
free
probably
is
The Sanchi work too
at Buddha Gaya or Bharhut.
from Roman influence, and I cannot perceive any very clear traces of

direct descendant of pure

such influence at Amaravati, though

I

am

not certain that

it

is

alto-

India,
gether absent. The art work in some of the caves in Western
on the other hand, was in all probability influenced by the specially
of Greek art.
by on the present occasion the wider questions suggested by
an examination of the entire field of early Indian art, and confine
myself to the discussion of the nature and degree of Roman influence
on the local Gandhara or Peshawar school of sculpture, which is special-

Roman developments
I pass

bv the use

ly characterized

for decorative purposes of the Indo-Corin-

thian capital.

some of the most material facts in the history
between Rome and India will help my readers to
appreciate more accurately the value of comparisons between Indian
and Roman works, and to understand the bearing of such comparisons

A

brief outline of

of the intercourse

Gandhara school.
was not felt by India until
the C»sars, and the subjugation

on the chronology

Roman

of the

influence

after the establishment

of Egypt by Augustus
and even during the reign of Augustus, the maritime commerce between Rome and India appears to have been conducted by Arab ships.
The discovery or re-discovery of the course of the monsoon by

of the empire of

;

rendered
Hippalos, about the middle of the first century A. D., first
possible for Roman ships to reach the Indian shores.
empire
appears
The overland trade between India and the Roman
the same time. Pliny,
to have first attained large dimensions at about
who died A. D. 79, laments, in a well-known and often quoted passage,
the east, and his evithe heavy drain of gold from the capital towards
dence is confirmed by the large number of coins of the early Roman

it

empire which have been found in India.
The overthrow of the Nabatsean kingdom of Petra in A. D. 105
principal
secured for Palymra the commercial preeminence on the
India and China
land route between the Roman empire on one side and
gained
until
thus
preeminence
on the other, and that city retained the
Palymra was visited by the
it was sacked by Aurelian in A. D. 273.
emperor Hadrian about the year A. D. 130, and about A. D. 200, in the
reign either of Septimus Severus, or of his son Caracalla, was made a

Roman

colony.

V. A. Sin if li
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Active communication between the Roman empire and the far east
was maintained during the third century, not only by the peaceful
methods of commerce, but by the frequent oriental expeditions of the

The disastrous war

emperors.

A. D. 254

of

Valerian with

— 260, brought the armies of

Rome

the

king of Persia,

into almost direct contact

•with India.

The

period of Palmyra's commercial greatness, A. D. 105

— 273, coin-

cided with the period of Roman military activity in the east, and in part
with the prosperity of Alexandria, the emporium of the Indian sea-borne

This period, accordingly, is that during which Roman intercourse
with India attained its maximum. " It was during- the reigns of Severus
[A. D. 194—211], his son Caracalla [A. D. 211—217], and the Pseudotrade.

Antonines that Alexandria and Palmyra were most prosperous, and
that Roman intercourse with India attained its height. The Roman
literature gave more of its attention to Indian matters, and did not, as
of old, confine itself to quotations from the historians of Alexander, or
the narratives of the Seleucidau ambassadors, but drew

its

information

from other and independent sources."
The existence of such independent sources of information is apparent from the works of Clemens Alexandrinus, (who mentions Buddha
and stwpas), Philostratus, ./Elian, and other writers.*
happened that at the date, A D. 273, of the cruel destruction
had fallen into comparative decay. " It
would," of course, as Priaulx observes, " be absurd to suppose that
the destruction of Palmyra, however much it affected, put an end to
the Indian trade through the Persian Gulf." The trade continued, and
part of it passed for a time to Batne near the Euphrates, a day's
journey from Edessa.f But the Indo-Romau trade, though not stopped,
was necessarily very much diminished in volume by the destruction of
its overland, and the decay of its maritime emporium, and the intercourse
between Rome and the far east became much more difficult aud intermittent than it had been for about two centuries previously.
The Alexandrian trade about this time seems to have been abandoned by Roman ships, and to have depended on Arab vessels, as in the
days of Augustus. In the reign of Oonstantine (A. D. 306 337) commerce with the east revived, but the Roman ships seem to have rarely,
if ever, ventured, beyond the Arabian Gulf of the Red Sea.
It so

of Palmyra, Alexandria too

—

My

* Priaulx, Apollonins of Tyano. and Indian Embassies to Rome, pp. 132, seqq.
remarks on the course of Roman trade with India are chiefly drawn from this
little book and Prof. Robertson Smith's article on Palymra, in the ninth

valuable

edition of the Encyclopaedia Britannica.
t Priaulx, Apoilonius of Tyana, etc., pp. 178, 233.
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The known

facts of the external relations

between the

Roman

empire and India, therefore, apart from all aesthetic criticism, suggest
art, the influence would have
that, if Indian art was influenced by Roman
been most active during the period which may be defined, in round numIt would hardly be reasonable
bers, as extending from A. D. 100 to 350.
273
to expect that the partial interruption of intercourse between A. D.

and 306 should be traceable

in Indian art history,

and

it is

not trace-

able.

100 as the approximate earliest possible
I
anterior limit for Roman influence on Indian ai't, but, as a matter of fact,
The name of Rome must of course have been
that date is too early.
the
lono- known to a greater or less extent in India, but I doubt if
Oriental would know much about the Roman empire, before the reign
expeditions to Syria (circa A. D.
of Hadrian (A. D. 117—138), whose
liave named A. D.

fame
130), and passion for building great edifices must have spread the
east.
I consider it improof his power among the merchants of the
models could have affected Indian art before A. D.
Roman influence continued to be felt by the
completely disappeared
arts of India after A. D. 350, aud may not have

bable that

On

150.

Roman

the other hand,

for a century later.

The ground has now been

cleared for an examination in some detail

elements in the art of the Gandhara or Peshawar school.
The general aspect of the figure sculptures aud architectural decoradistinctly Roman,
tions of that school is, as Mr. Fergusson perceived,
but a vague assertion to that effect cannot convince anybody who has
not acquired some familiarity with the art both of Rome aud Gandhara.

of the

Roman

Detailed proofs are necessary to carry conviction to the mind of the
ordinary reader. I shall now proceed to give some.
" Roman architecture, as we know it, dates only from about the
Christian era, and the rapidity with which it spread from that time is

something marvellous. Through nearly the whole extent of the Roman
empire, through Asia Minor, Sicily, Britain, France, Syria, Africa,—
with one great exception, Egypt,— all was Roman in moulding, ornaNo
ment, details, the very style of carving, and the construction.
matter what the country of the architect, all seem to have lost their
nationality when the Roman came, and to have adopted implicitly his

system of design and decoration
" It is not uncommon to find examples of Roman architecture
completely overdone with ornament, every moulding carved, and every
Straight surface, whether vertical or horizontal, sculptured with foliage
or characteristic subjects in relief."*
* Lewis and Street, article Architecture in Encyclopaedia Britannica, 9th edition, pp. 418, 421.

—

V. A. Smith

Leo
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having adopted the

Roman system of design and decoration, the Lower Kabul Valley,
though it never formed part of the Roman empire, must be added.
So far as I understand the published plans and elevations, the
Gandhara buildings show little Roman influence in their construction,
though I should not venture to affirm that careful study might not
reveal the existence of Roman elements in their plan aud construction.

However

this

may

be,

these buildings, like those of the provinces of

Roman in moulding, ornament, details, and the very
style of carving," and were characterized, like better known examples
of Roman work, by excess of ornament, and by the lavish use for
decorative purposes of crowded realistic compositions in high and low
the empire, were "

relief.

Almost every frieze or panel from Gandhara is decorated with florid
Corinthian pilasters, and numerous fragments of similar Corinthian
No one can
capitals belonging to structural pillars have been found.
give the most cursory glance at a collection of Gandhara sculptures
without being struck by the free employment of the Corinthian capital
as an ornament.

No

other Grreco-Roman form of capital

for a time the Indo-Persian

newly introduced

form continued

is

used, though

to dispute the field

with

its

rival.

Such extensive and exclusive use

form of pillar is
in itself decisive proof that the school characterized by it was dominated
by Roman influence, and was not a direct descendant of Greek art.
The case of Palmyra offers an exact parallel to what we see in
of the Corinthian

Gandhara. " It is remarkable," observes Wood, " that, except four Ionic
half-columns in the temple of the sun, and two in one of the mausoleums,
the whole

is

and some as

We

Corinthian, richly ornamented, with

some striking beauties,

visible faults."*

find the

same

state of facts at the other great Syrian city of

Baalbec, or Heliopolis, " which, so far as it has been known to modern
Roman city of the second century A. D. The Corinthian

travellers, is a

—

order of architecture the favourite
with few exceptions in its edifices.

order of the

A

Romans — prevails

Doric column, the supposed

is, indeed, mentioned by Wood and Dawkins, and the Ionic
found in the interior of the circular temple j" but all else is

clepsydra,
style is

Corinthian.

The style of the great temples at Palmyra is later and more debased
than that of the corresponding edifices at Baalbec. No building of importance was erected at Palmyra after the sack of the city by Aureliau in
A. D. 273, and the temples may be referred to the third century A. D.,
* Wood, Palmyru,

p. 15.
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Odamathus and
having probably been erected during the reigns of
Zenobia (A. D. 260—273.)
During the period A. D. 105—273 Palmyra was the principal depot
west, and the caravans
of the overland trade between India and the
through it must have af•which were constantly passing and re-passing
material wares. It is,
fected some exchange of ideas as well as of more
of Palmyra was one of
therefore, reasonable to believe that the example
architects and sculptors in
the factors which influenced the Gandhara
Corinthian style.*
their adoption of the universally diffused

been briefly
peculiarities of the Indo-Corinthian pillars have

The

described in a previous page (pp. 117, 118).
the fine examples
Sir A. Cunningham holds that « at least all
the capitals found at Jamalgarhi,
Ot the Indo-Corinthian style, such as
same age as the
are the finest known, should be ascribed to the

which

temples with Ionic pillars at Taxila.
inconsistent with
This view appears to me altogether erroneous, and
date from the beginning of the
the observed facts. The Taxilan temples
domination of Roman ideas of
Christian era, and show no trace of the
their face
The Indo-Corinthian remains, on the other hand, bear on
work, and must consequently
the most obvious resemblance to Roman
came into contact. On
be later than the time when India and Rome
approximate date at which Roman
historical grounds I have fixed the
not earlier than A. D.
forms of architectural decoration reached India as
examination of the Indo-Corinthian works fully confirms

150,

and an

drawn from the known facts of external history.
florid adaptation of
I venture to affirm, impossible that a
employed in the buildings
the Corinthian order, such as is universally

this inference

It

of

is,

except under
Gandhara Proper, could have attained such favour

Roman

influence.

extremely
Pure Greek examples of the Corinthian order are
thousands. The Corinthian
while Roman examples are numbered by
agree, was the
exactly
no two specimens
pillar, modified so freely, that
the builders of imperial
favourite architectural decoration employed by
rare,

Rome, and by those

of the subject provinces,

who

followed the fashion set

at the seat of government.

asserting that Corinthian capitals,
I think I am perfectly accurate in
produced anywhere in the world
at all like those at Jamalgarhi, were not
era, whereas plenty of capitals,
as early as the beginning of the Christian
* Prof Robertson Smith's articles in the Encyclopedia Britannica, 9th edition,
of knowledge respecting Palmyra and
give excellent summaries of the present state
Baalbee.

—

V. A. Smith
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iu various parts

Romau

world during the third aud fourth centuries.
(according to Sir A. Cunningham's measurements), that
the only two Indo- Corinthian bases of columns yet discovered do not
differ widely from the bases of the pillars in the Choragic monument of
Lysicrates, which was erected in B. C. 33-i, does not render credible the
of the

The

fact,

Romau work of the Autouine period
were executed at the beginning of the Christian era.
Mr. Pergusson described the Jamalgarlri capitals as being " more
Greek than Roman in the character of their foliage, but more Roman
than Greek in the form of their volutes and general design. Perhaps,"
he added, " it would be correct to say they are more Byzantine than
either, but, till we have detailed drawings, and know more of their
supposition that capitals similar to

surroundings,

might have

to give a positive opinion as to their age."*
with the imperfect materials at his command,

it is difficult

The great

critic,

a difficulty in deciding whether a given specimen was
from A. D. 200 or 400, bat he had no difficulty in seeing
the strong Roman element which exists in all the specimens.
Mr.
Freeman has more than once called attention to the remarkable circumstance that human figures are inserted among the acanthus foliage of
the Corinthian capitals in the ruins of the Baths of Caracalla at Rome.
"The artist," he observes, "has been so far from confining himfelt

to be dated

one prescribed pattern, either of volutes or acanthus leaves, that
he has ventured to employ vigorously carved human or divine jig urea as
parts of the enrichment of his capitals. "f
Similar figures, employed just in the same way, occur in some of
the Indo- Corinthian capitals from Jamalgarhi, and are described by their
self to

discoverer as follows

:

" The human figures, which are introduced in the spaces between
the acanthus leaves, are all small, and do not interfere in the least
degree with the treatment of the foliage. When there is only one
figure, it is

always that of Buddha, either sitting or standing, and, when

there are three figures, the middle one

is of Buddha, and the others are
These figures are never obtrusive, aud they aro
always so placed that, to my eye, they harmonize most agreeably with
the surrounding and overhanging foliage. "J

attendant Arhaus.

* History of Indian and Eastern Architecture, p. 17-i.
t The quotation is copied from Cunningham, Aruhaol Rep., Vol. V, p. 193,
where the original ia said to be in an essay by Mr Freeman published in Macmillan'a
Magazine but no osact reference ia given. Mr. Freeman alludes briefly to the
;

subject in his separately published ossays on Italian architecture.

On the same page the author
% Cunningham, Arehccal Hep., Vol, V, p. 193.
makes an unfortunate slip, and places Caracalla " in the beginning of the first centiuy
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merits or demerits of the practice of
introducing human figures into the Corinthian capital, it was a Roman
practice.
No one will contend that the capitals in the Baths of CaraIt follows
calla are imitations of those in the Gandhara monasteries.

Whatever be the

cesthetic

that the Gandhara capitals are imitated either from those in the Baths
same period. The reign

of Oaracalla, or others of similar design of the
of Caracalla extended

ence

is

from A. D. 211 to 217

that the Jamalgarhi capitals with

;

human

and the necessary
figures are later

infer-

than

A. D. 217.

This inference as to the date of the Jamalgarhi sculptures derived
of the capitals is in complete accordance with the

from the character

conclusions deducible from an examination of the style of the sculptures
in relief.

Before quitting the topic of the Indo- Corinthian capitals, it is only
just that I should complete the account of Mr. Fergusson's views as to
their date.

He

argues that their form argues a date later than the reign
D. 306—337), after which time " the design of the

of Constantino (A.

went wild, if the expression may be used. The practice of
springing arches from them, instead of supporting horizontal architraves,
required a total change, and in the West it produced exactly the samo
capitals

effects that

we

find in

Gandhara*

capitals for instance, in the

The

churches of St. Demetrius and that now known as the Eski Jounia of
Jouma at Salonica, both built in the early part of the 5th century, are
almost identical in design with these, and many of the churches in Asia

Minor and Syria show the same abandon
'

'

in design, through frequent-

ly in another direction."

have no doubt that Mr. Fergusson is right in comparing the
capitals with those of the two Syrian churches belonging to
the early part of the fifth century which he names, and that a general
resemblance exists between the objects compared. Such a general resemblance is quite natural, even if there be an interval of fifty or a hunI

Gandhara

dred years between the Syrian and the Indian pillars. But, if Mr.
Fergusson intended to suggest that the Jamalgarhi pillars were exeof the Christian era,"

and thenoo argues for the early date

of the soulptures.
fall into

Mr-

a similar

FMgasaon, hi correcting this accidental error, allowed himself to
Constantino.
one, and dated the baths of Caracalla in the reign of
* Indian and Eastern Architecture, p. 178, with references to Texier and
The Syrian
Centrals.
Pullan's Byzantine Architecture, and De Vogue's Syrie
of design, but they
pillars figured by De Vogue display certainly a great abandon
'

'

of course, the
have no resemblance whatever to the Gandhara forms. I except,
are not
comparatively regular Corinthian capitals at Palmyra and Baalbec, which
much dissimilar from the Uumlhani varieties.

W

V. A.
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cuted subsequent to the reign of Constantino, I cannot agree with him.
They belong rather to the Antonine period, and may be referred with

approximate correctness to A. D. 250, the Indian development being
necessarily a little later than its Roman original.
I do not know whether true structural arches, carried on Corinthian pillars, were employed in the construction of the Gandhara monasbut

or not,

teries

numerous examples

probable that they were

it is

of arches carried

on such

for the reliefs

;

pillars,

show

and used as deco-

ration.

Mr. Fergusson's hint that

it

would perhaps be more accurate

to

Indo-Corinthian capitals Byzantine than either Greek or Roman
me a fruitful one. The term Byzantine may, of course,

call the

does not seem to

be used with reference to any

Roman

art of the

fourth century,* to

Gandhara sculptures must be referred, but
it generally connotes the formal, hieratic, and long stationary style of
later date,
The good Gandhara works do not seem to me to be characterized by the hieratic stiffness which is the special note of Byzantine
art, although some of them are closely related to works executed in
the reign of Constantiue and when tho school began to decay, the art
of Gandhara passed, not into Byzantine formalism, but into Hindu
which

pei'iod

some

of the

;

barbarism.

When

Mr. Fergusson wrote, the erroneous date which he assumed
Amaravati rails, and the inferences which he drew from the
discovery of the coin of Yaso Varman in the great tope at Manikyala
predisposed him to assign an unduly late date to the Gandhara school.
Mr. Fergusson rightly observed that some of the Gandhara sculptures might be mistaken for early Christian works, but he did not
follow out the hint thus given, and the remark, though perfectly true,
has not attracted much attention. He supported the observation by a
cursory reference to the early Christian sarcophagi and ivories.
I have
examined the fine collection of ivories, original and casts, in the South
Kensington Museum, and, while admitting that some have really an
artistic relation with the Gandhara work, I venture to think that the
for the

relation

is

not very close.

The representation

of Christ standing under a small arch, supported on fluted columns, with florid capitals of a modified Corinthian form,
as seen on the front of the Brescia casket, dating from the fifth or sixth
century, is undoubtedly akin to the Gandhara representations of Buddha
and the procession of Joseph and his brethren on the Ravenna chair
;

recalls,

though

less

vividly,

some

of

the processional scenes of the

Constantinople was formally consecrated as the

Now Home

in A. D. 330.

;
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ivories

do not seem to

me

to

be exactly con-

temporary with the Indian work.

The closest parallels to the Gandhara sculptures in relief are to be
found among the remains of early Christian art, though not among the
ivory carvings. These parallels are to be found in a place where we
should hardly expect them, the Catacombs of Rome.
It

would be impossible by any number
home to the reader's mind the

of

pages of mere description

to bring

reality of the likeness here
asserted, but a comparison of the heliogravure plates of the Gandhara

sculptures edited by Major Cole with the similar plates of the sculptures
in the Catacombs in Roller's work will convince any one who takes
the trouble to make it that the connection between the two, however
it came to pass, is very close indeed,
f
I shall merely give references to the plates in M. Roller's book
which closely resemble Major Cole's.
PI. XLTI.
A sarcophagus, " a, demi-paieu, a demi-chreticn," from
the cemetery of Callixtus, and probably dating from the third century.
The arrangement of the whole composition much resembles that of
many of the Gandhara reliefs, and the posture of the figure of Psyche
is nearly identical with that of Prajapati in the Nativity group from the
upper monastery at Nuttu, described ante, p. 124.
PI. XLIV.
Sarcophagus of St. Constantia, with vintage scenes
and genii 4th century.
;

XLV.

Sarcophagus from the Basilica of St. Paul, with various
life of Christ and His disciples, sculptured in high relief
4th century. The scenes in this composition are not separated by
columns. The resemblance in general effect to some of the best GanPI.

scenes of the

dhara sculptures

is

very strong.

* Westwood, Descriptive Catalogue of the Fictile Ivories in the South Kensington
(1876), PI. II, III.
Compare the large Catalogue of Original Ivories in the

Museum

samo Museum by Haskell
entitled Ivories, Ancient
I.

and E. Architecture,

(1872), and the little hand-book by the same writer,
and Mediceval. Other references are given by Fergusson in

p. 182.

t Zee Gatacombes de Rome, Histoire do I' Art et des Croyances Reil-jienees
pendant lee premiers Siecles du Christianisme, par Theophile Roller, Paris, We. A.

Morel ot Cie. 2 vols, large folio n. d., with 100 heliogravure plates. Readers who
cannot obtain access to this work or De Rossi's publications may verify the comparison made by reference to " Roma Sotterranea, or an Account of the Roman Catacombs especially of the Cemetery of St. Callixtus; compiled from the works of
;

Commendatore De Rossi, with the consent of the author. New edition, rewritten
and greatly enlarged, by Rev. J. Spencer Northcote, D. D., Canon of Birmingham,
and Rov. W. R. Brownlow, M. A., Canon of Plymouth ;" 2 volumes, 8vo., London,
Longman's, Green and

Co., 1879,

with numerous engravings.
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Resurrection of Lazarus, and other incidents 4th,
The thick, stumpy figures much resemble
or possibly, 5th century.
PI.

Home

XLVIII.

j

from Nuttu and Sanghao.
Sarcophagus of 4th or 5th century, with a long row

of those in reliefs

PI.

XLIX.

of worshippers.

PL LIV. Representation of an agape feast 5th century. The
winged genii and other figures much resemble those seen in Gandhara
;

art.

PL LVI1I.
4th century.
Christ

is

Sarcophagus of Oonstantine in the Lateran Museum
and architrave.

Relief sculptures with intercolumniations

seated in the centre compartment, like

Buddha

in the

Gan-

dhara compositions.

PL LIX. The celehrated sarcophagus of Junius Bassus, dated
Various scenes are represented in panels divided by
A. D. 359.
work.
columns. The style is very similar to that of good Gandhara
sarcophagi of the 4th century various subjects.
Adoration of the magi; 4th century, compare the
Gandhara representation of the four kings offering the precious bowls to
Buddha. One example of this is in the Lahore Museum, No. 405 of
Cunningham's Descriptive List, and another, (or possibly the same

PL LX. Five
PL LXVIII.

work),

is

;

figured by Major Cole.

PL LXIX. The Epiphany 4th century.
PL LXXVL Elijah ascending to heaven
;

in a four-horsed chariot

4th, or possibly 3rd, century.

PL LXXXI. Sarcophagus, prohahly of about 5th century.
PL LXXXII. Sarcophagus of 5th century.
Worship of the labarum symbol, the cross enclosed
PI. LXXXVII.
in a circle, elevated in the centre
relief

of

;

compartment

of

an intercolumnidted

5th century.

This composition has a very strong resemblance to the representation
Trisill, the emhlem of the Buddhist faith, in

the worship of the

Major Cole's volume.
It is, as I have said, impossible by means of mere verbal description
art of
to express the intimate relation which exists between the
Gandhara, and these Christian sculptures from the Catacombs, which
range in date from about A. D. 250 to 450 but it is equally impossible for
any person to compare photographs of the two sets of objects, and to fail in
perceiving the likeness, in some cases almost amounting to identity, of
The evident analogy, too, between the representastyle and treatment.
tions of the Buddha and the Christ shows that there is a substantial
identity of subject, veiled under difference of name, as well as in treat;

ment.

The

facts invite speculation as to the possibility

and probability
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an appreciable amount of Christian infhience on the later development
of Buddhism, but I cannot venture at present to embark on the tempting, though perilous, sea of conjecture to which such speculation would
lead me.
I have shown above that no difficulty exists in supposing that Indian
art may have been affected by the Palmyrene variety of the cosmopolitan
Roman style. Inasmuch as that style was cosmopolitan, it is impossible
to say that any given Indian adaptation of a Roman model was borrowed from the art of Palmyra or any other particular locality. If we
find an Indian sculpture nearly identical with one at Palmyra, all that
can be safely asserted is, that both have a common origin, and date
from approximately the one period, while there is no reason why the
of

Indian imitation should not have been copied directly from a Palmyrene
model.

Bearing in mind these explanations, it is interesting to observe that
a frieze from the iipper monastery at Nuttu, reproduced in Major Cole's
Plate 16, figure 1, is substantially identical with the Palmyrene frieze

engraved in Wood's Plate 41.
The latter adorns a building which bears an inscription recording
the execution of repairs during the reign of Diocletian (A. D. 284
305),
who kept a garrison at Palmyra, but the building, and the frieze with
which it is decorated, probably were erected about the middle of the

—

third century.

The Nuttu design consists of a vine stem, knotted into five circles,
forming small panels the first of which, to the left, contains leaves only,
the second is occupied by a boy or Genius plucking grapes, the third
exhibits two boys playing with a goat, the fourth displays a rudely
executed goat sitting up and nibbling the vine, and the fifth represents
a boy plucking grapes.
At Palmyra, the figures of the boys and goats are wanting, but the
design of the knotted vine is absolutely identical with that in the frieze
from Nuttu, and the two works cannot be far apart in date. Somewhat
;

similar scroll patterns are

common

in

Roman

art,

and occur occasionally

in other works of the Gandhara school.

The porphyry sarcophagus of
306—337),

of Constantine (A. D.

St. Constantia,

to

which

I

executed in the reign
have already referred

{ante, p. 165), is adorned with a relief exhibiting the pressing of grapes
by winged enpids, set in scrolls of vine stems, bearing a general resemblance to the design of the Nuttu frieze. The subsidiary garland,
acanthus leaf, and animal decorations of St. Constantia's sarcophagus
all

have a strong likeness to the Nuttu sculptures and other works of

the Gandhara school.

Oneco-Roman
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venture to maintain with Some confidence that I cannot be far

I

wrong in assuming A. D. 300 as an approximate mean date for the
remains of the upper monastery at Nuttu. This chronological determiis of special value because the sculptures from this site, though
extremely various in subject, are probably all contemporaneous, or
nearly so. The whole site occupied an area measuring only about 80 by

nation

60

feet,

and 79 objects were found within

small space.

this

Most

of

these are stone sculptures, which lay round two small stupas, each ten
in

feet

diameter, that occupied the centre of the building.

of plaster figures

were found

at a distance of a

few

feet

Fragments
from the minia-

ture stupas.*

The varied

collection of sculptures obtained within this small space

comprises the Nativity scene,

(ante, p. 123), the very elegant figure
standing under a conventional palm-tree, (ante, p. 124),
a specimen of the adaptation of the Rape of Ganymcdo, (ante, p. 131),
two examples of the death-bed scene or parinirvdna, (ante, p. 125), and

woman

of a

figures of Buddha associated with his disciples, the master
being sometimes represented with both shoulders draped, and wearing
moustaches, (ante, p. 127).
It seems reasonable to suppose that sculptures obtained within such
a very limited area, and belonging to one school of art, cannot be very
widely separated from one another in date. It is not likely that they

numerous

were
they

all

may

executed in a single year, but, for the purposes of art history,
be safely regarded as contemporaneous.

If then I am right in fixing A. D. 300 as tho approximate date for
group of subjects, a valuable standard for the chronology of the
whole school has been rendered available, and we learn that, at the date
specified, all tho subjects named had been adopted by Buddhist artists
as proper themes for the exercise of their skill.
I cannot attempt to indicate every instance in which the art of
Gandhara appears to be an echo of that of imperial Rome, and shall
quote but few more such instances. The representation of a long roll
or undulated garland carried by boys is one of the commonest subjects
treated in the Gandhara friezes. A specimen is thus described by Dr.
" G. 91, a to d. Pour portions of a frieze.
Anderson
Children
supporting on their shoulders a long undulated garland, on which aro
in tho drooping folds
tied bunches of grapes, and other ornaments
above which, in some, appear the busts and heads of winged human
figures, and, in one, a bird of proy with extended wings, while, in
others, the intervals are filled with floral devicos."t

this

;

—

—

;

* Cole, Second Report,

p. exxiii, PI.

t Anderson's Catalogue, Part
2, 3.

I, p.

0 (plan and elovation).
241.

Cf. Colo's heliogravure plato 7,

figures
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Numerous

illustrations

might be quoted

169

in proof of the proposition

Roman in origin, but I shall content mywith referring to one, a frieze found in the Palestrina territory,
probably dating from the time of Constantine, which represents a very
large garland carried by boys*
that designs of this class are

self

The same

subject occurs repeatedly in the sculptures of

Amara-

though treated in more Indian style. A notable distinction between the methods of treatment in Gandhara and at Amaravati is that
the Gandhara artists always give the roll an imbricated surface, such as
vati,

is

commonly seen

in

Roman

art,

whereas the Amaravati sculptors mark

manner of their own. But 1 suspect that at
Amaravati, as well as in Gandhara, the motive was borrowed from
the surface with lines in a

Roman

art.

The Buddhist

artists, following the usual Indian practice, converted the foreign motive to the purposes of their own ceremonial, and,
as Sir A. Cunningham has pointed out, used the Roman garland to represent the light serpentine frame of bamboo covered with tinsel, which

was carried
Burma.

in

procession at Buddhist festivals, as

it is

to this

day in

I have already referred to the fact that the conventional representation of the parinirvana or death-bed of Buddha is borrowed from

the sculptures of

Roman

sarcophagi or Graaco-Ronian sepulchral reliefs

(ante, p. 126).
I have also mentioned (ante, p. 136) that the representations of
winged animals, and marine monsters, and the comic friezes of boys
riding on lions and other boasts, so common in the early Buddhist
sculptures both of Gandhara and India Proper, are ultimately derived
from the works of the Alexandrian schools of Greek art, which are

supposed to trace their parentage to Scopas.
The early examples of this class of subjects which occur in the

and are prior in date to the establishment of the
empire, must be imitations of Greek models. In all probability
the artists of Buddha Gaya and Bbarhut obtained their knowledge of
these foreign forms by means of the sea commerce conducted with
interior of India,

Roman

Alexandi-ia through the inland depot of Ozene (Ujjain), and the port
of
of

Barygaza (Bharoch) .f At Amaravati
communication was Roman.

it is

possible that the channel

The Gandhara compositions dealing with similar subjects should bo
compared, not with Greek art, but with the representations of the
* Visconti, Museo Pio-Clementino, Vol. VII, pi. XXXV.
+ See the Introduction to MoOrindle's translation of the
Erythriuan Sea.

Periplus of

tlio

Gnvco-Boman
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Triumph of Bacchus, and of processions of the Genii Bacchici and
Geuii Circenses, many examples of which may be seen in Visconti's
plates,

and

in other illustrated

It ia not easy to

works on Roman

art.

determine the chronological sequence of the vari-

ous remains in the Yusufzai country.
" The principal groups of ruins," remarks Sir A. Cunningham,
"are at Shahbazgarhi, Sawaldher, and Sahri Bahlol in the plain and
at Ranigat, Jamalgarhi, Takht-i-Bahi, and Kharkai in the hills.
;

There are similar remains at many other places, as at Topi, Ohind,
and Zeda in Utmanzai at Turli, Bakshali, and Gharyali in Sudani
and at Matta and Sanghao in Lunkhor."*
To this list must be added the ruins of the monasteries at Mian
Khan and Nuttu, which lie close to those at Sanghao, and were explored by Major Cole.
The buildings and sculptures of Jamalgarhi were the first described,
;

and are the best known.

It is very unfortunate that

no accurate record

has been kept in many cases of the exact site where certain sculptures
were found, and the consequent uncertainty greatly hinders satisfactory
But it is certain that by far the largest proportion of the
discussion.

specimens of Gandhara art in the Indian Museum at Calcutta came from
Jamalgarhi, and that some of the best specimens in the British Museum
came from the same locality. The Gandhara school was in its prime when
the Jamalgarhi sculptures were executed. I have shown (ante, p. 103)
D. 217.
that the Indo-Corinthian capitals found there are later than
So far as I can see at present, the Jamalgarhi remains do not vary much
in style, and their execution cannot be extended over a very long period.

A

Of course,
best may be dated A. D. 250, and the latest A. D. 300.
such dates must he regarded as mere approximations in round
numbers.
1 have adduced (ante, p. 168) reasons for believing that the sculptures from the upper monastery at Nuttu are slightly later, dating
from about A. D. 300. Those from the lower monastery at the same

The
all

site

belong to the same period.

The Sanghao

sculptures,

which are fully illustrated by Major Cole,

are in general contemporaneous with those at Nuttu, but some of the
Sanghao works look a little later.

Many of the sculptures from Mian Khan, which are illustrated by
Major Cole's heliogravures Nos. 23 to 30 inclusive, seem to me superior
in execution to, and more Greek in style than, those from other
But very little difference can be discerned between the work at
sites.
* Archwol. Rep., Vol. V,

p. 5.
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Mian Khan and the

maj

specimens

best

Some

at Jamalgarhi.

of the

Mian Khan

be as old as A. D. 200, though none, I should think,

are older.

As

to

Kharkai no detailed information

ningham merely notes that he saw a

is available.

Sir

A. Cun-

from

large collection of sculptures

Mr. Beckett, and that he obtained a
considerable number himself " similar in all respects to the sculptures
Inasmuch as Sir A. Cunningthat have been dug up at other places."*
this locality in the possession of

ham's criticisms are chiefly concerned with the objects obtained at Jamalgarhi, it may bo assumed that the Kharkai sculptures are not remote
in date from those procured at that locality.
" The remains at Sawaldher, 2\ miles to the east of Jamalgarhi,
are mostly covered by the houses of the village, and are, therefore,
inaccessible.
It is believed, however, that some of the finest specimens

in the Lahore
If this

belief

obtained at this place by Dr. Bellew."t
be correct, the Sawaldher ruins must be as old as those at

Museum were

Mian Khan, and it is possible
older, and contained works
It is

art.

that some of the buildings may have been
tracing their parentage directly to Greek

a great pity that the objects in the Lahore

Museum wore

not

properly labelled.

The excavations at Sahri Bahlol proved that the site had been
occupied in very ancient times, perhaps as early as B. C. 2,000,2 and
the existence of the stilpas, containing the broken statue imbedded in it,
proves that Buddhist votaries occupied the place as late as A. D. 500

The broken statue was particularly well
or 600 (A. D. ante, p. 155).
executed, and presumably may be referred to the third century.
The information respecting the sculpture at Takht-i-Bahi is very
Mr. Fergusson, from examination of photographs, judged that
scanty.
the remains at this place are of considerably later date than those at
Jamalgarhi, and his judgment on a question of relative date is entitled
to the greatest respect.

At
by

Takht-i-Bahi, a court was excavated, surrounded on three sides
each of which seems to have enshrined a colossal

lofty chapels,

plaster statue of Buddha,

some twenty

feet,

or more,

in height.

Such

colossal plaster images do not appear to belong to a very early stage of

Buddhist art, and their presence confirms Mr. Fergusson's suggestion
that the remains at Takht-i-Bahi should be placed late in the series.
Perhaps A. D. 400 to 450 may be assigned as a tentative date.
To sum up, I accept the numismatic evidence, agreeing as it
* Archaol. Rep., Vol. V,

t

Ibid., ibid,

t

Ibid,, p. 38.

X

p. 54.
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does with the architectural, that the Ionic pillars found in two
temples
at Taxila, east of the Indus, date from about the
beginning- of (lie
Christian era, and are, with the exception of a very fow
sculptures of
the same period, tho earliest known examples of IndoHellenic work
in the Panjab.
Those pillars I regard as results of the operation
of Hellenistic, as distinguished from Roman, influence.
Hellenistic
ideas can also be traced in the early Buddhist sculptures, which wore
executed prior to the establishment of the empire of the Ceesars
Buddha Gaya, and other places in the interior of India.

at Bharhut,

The sculptures from the Ytisufzai country, the kingdom of Gandhara properly so called, which lies west of the Indus, in the immediate
neighbourhood of Peshawar, are, I believe, the work of a local' school,
probably founded by a foreign colony, which drew its inspiration directly
from Roman, and only remotely from Greek art. This local school

may

be conveniently designated either as the Gandhara
or Peshawar
The name Grasco-Buddhist proposed by Dr. Leitner cannot
be
Roman being only a modification of Greek
art, but the term Romano-Buddhist would be much
more appropriate.
I cannot say what circumstances caused the establishment
at Peshaschool.

asserted to be incorrect, all

war of this peculiar local school, but I do not agree with Sir
A. Cunningham in associating it with Kanishka and his immediate
successors
of the Kushan dynasty, A. D. 80 to 200.
On the contrary, I

am

of

opinion that the earliest works of the Romano-Buddhist
school of Peshawar date from about A. D. 200, and that all the sculptures of
any eonsiderablo degree of artistic merit were executed between
that date and
A. D. 850. The style probably lingered in decay as late as
A. D. 450,
but not later.
It follows that I hold that there is a wide
interval, at present
unbridged, between the scanty remains of early
Indo-Hellonic work
in the Panjab, and tho abundant specimens of later
Indo-Romau work.
The style of the Romano-Buddhist sculpture and
architectural
decoration shows some affinity with the style of the
great temples at
Palymra and Baalbec, belonging to the second and third
centuries A. D.,
but its closest relationship, (and the connection is very
close indeed)]
is with the Roman Christian sculpture of the
period A. D. 250-450 as
seen in the catacombs.

am

well aware that the opinions above
expressed are open to
and that lam liable to be thought over- venturesome
for expressing them in such positive language. They are,
however, the result of
a careful and prolonged study of tho subject, and I
submit them for
I

dispute,

discussion in the confidence that a distinct expression
of definite opinions
will bring out clearly the issues to be decided,
and prepare tho way for
final

judgment.
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Section VI.

The

Indian Schools of Painting.

an Indian school of painting must seem absurd to
no traco of tho
a reader acquainted only with modem India, where
though
existence of pictorial art can be discerned, unless the pretty,
still able
conventional, miniatures which a few craftsmen at Delhi are

Tho mention

of

to execute, be counted as an exception.
The paintings exhibited in the show

rooms

of Rajas' palaces,

and

more
tho decorations of modern temples and private houses are scarcely
deserving of tho name of art than the caricatures scribbled by boys on
In the India of to-day painting and
the wall of their schoolroom.
The little feeling for beauty that sursculpture are both lost arts.
and is with
vives is almost eon fined to small bodies of skilled artizans,
them rather the inherited aptitude of the members of a guild for the
work of their trade, than a genuine artistic taste. This statement may
have
seem very shocking to the amiable gentlemen who, of late years,
unmeasured praise upon tho assthetic merits of Indian carpets,
bestowed

shawls, vases, and so forth, but

'tis

truo

'tis

pity,

and pity

'tis 'tis

true.

with tho past rather than tho present, and
Whatever be the
windmills.
I must! not tilt against South Kensington
India certainly produced paintmerits of modern productions, ancient
works of art. They do not, I
ings whirh deserve to be ranked as
compared with the world's
believe, deserve a vorv high rank, when

My

concern, however,

is

are entitled
masterpieces-no Indian art work docs-bnt they

spectable place

the second or third class.

Of the

to express

among
modern Hindu

anything

human

The

to a re-

utter inability

or divine with either

European observer in India
brush or chisel produces in the mind of the
sculpture or painting which can
a feeling of surprise when ho finds a
admits of comparison with
he described as tho work of an artist, and
to exaggerate the merit
of Europe, and inclines him
the productions

of his treasure trove.

The Gdudhara

or

Peshawar sculptures, wlueh

would be admitted by
have formed the principal subject of this paper,
best specimens of
most persons competent to form an opinion, to be the
Yet even these are only
the plastic art ever known to exist in India.
and fourth centuries.
echoes of the second rate Roman art of tho third
often extremely pretty,
In the elaboration of minute, intricate, and
are second to none.
ornamentation on stone, it is true, tho Indian artists

Gandhara and at Amaravati display tho same skill
and tho same skill in executing them,
carpet-weavers and
which we now admire in the work of tho modern
emotions
But in the expression of human passions and
vase-makers.
when it was
completely failed, except during the time

The

sione-eutfers in

in drawing elaborate patterns,

India,! art has
has scarcely at any time
held in Greeco-Roman leading strings, and it
any divine ideal.
essayed an attempt to give visible form .to
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sculpture, the
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same may be

looked for iu Indian painting.

The sculptures of Gandhara, Amaravati, and the Western Caves
frequently show traces of paint, from which it appears that the Indians
adopted the common Greek practico of using colour to heighten the
effect of sculpture.
No Indian coloured sculpture, howover, has sufficiently retained the pigment to allow modern critics to judge
of the
effect produced.
In Gandhara the gilder's art was freely employed,
in addition to that of the painter, in order to add to the magnificence
of sculpture.
Such extraneous aids, whether employed by Greeks or

Indiana, seem to our modern taste derogatory rather than helpful to
the dignity of sculpture, and, this being so, we need not regret the loss
of the pigment and gilding, which would in our eyes have vulgarized
sculpturos, which we can honestly admire as they stand in naked "stone.
But, besides these questionable expedients, the artists of ancient
India knew how to supplement sculpture by the art of painting in foi-rns

recognized by

all

to be legitimate.

Mr. Fergusson expresses the con-

fident belief that paintings, such as are

commonly called frescoes, contributed to the decoration of the Gandhara monasteries. It is
very
probable that his belief was well founded, but no scrap of any such
painting has yet been found, and at present a Gandhara school of painting has only a hypothetical existence.

In Western India the destroying hand of time has been a little
merciful, and has spared enough of the ancient paintings to show
that during the first five centuries of the Christian era India possessed

more

artists

who could paint

Fragments

pictures

of,

at least, respectable merit.

on walls and ceilings can be detected in tho
cave temples of the Bombay Presidency at several sites, but the only
localities where intelligible pictures have survived, so far as is
known
at present, are Ajanta in the Nizam's dominions and Bagh in the district
of Rath in the south of Malwa.
The paintings at the latter place aro
known only from brief descriptions in Messrs. Fergusson and Burgess'
works, which are not sufficient to form the basis for critical disof paintings

cussion.*

Our knowledge

of ancient

Indian painting

is

practically restricted

on the walls and ceilings of the celebrated caves at Ajanta.
attempt has yet been made to discuss methodically these interesting

to the pictures

No

* Cave Temples of India, pp. 363-366; and Notes on Bauddha Rock Temples
of
Ajant4, pp. 94, 95. Recently a series of remarkable Jain paintings has been discovered at Tirnmalai, 30 miles south of Tellore in the Madras Presidency. Tho
paintings belong to two distinct periods, but their dates have not yet
been dotormined. (Proc. Govt, of Madras, No. 803, Public, dated llfft June, 1887.)
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paintings, or to determine
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*
definitely their place in the history of art
critic who undertakes the study of these

I think that any qualified
examination, from
works will find that they are well worth attentive
the artist, but such
the points of view both of the archteologist and
archoeological and artistic
qualified critic, competent to grasp alike
problems, has not yet come forward.
Ajanta paintings. T
I cannot pretend to write a criticism on the
technical
have not had time to study them minutely, nor have I the

enable

to

knowledge requisite

me

to determine

their

aesthetic value.

persuaded that they are to be numbered among the fruits
pupils of Greek masters,
of foreign teaching, either by Greeks, or "Roman
them from an
and, holding this opinion, I cannot omit all notice of
imperfect, view of the
essay which aims at giving a general, though

But

am

1

fully

manner and degree

of

Groeco-Roman influence on the art and other

elements of the civilization of ancient India.
At Ajanta fragments of painting exist in thirteen caves, but the
" The Ajanta pictures are not
principal remains are found in seven.
The painting was executed
frescoes in the true acceptation of the term.

smooth plaster, the thickness of an egg-shell, which
and pulon a groundwork composed of a mixture of cowdung
added to increase the binding
verized trap, rice-husks being sometimes
on a coat

was

of thin,

laid

properties of the mixture."t
general criticism
As regards the style of the pictures Mr. Griffiths'
" little attention paid to the science of art—
effect that there is
_

is to

_

the

subject, regard being had more to
a general crowding of figures into a
published is hat given
* The most competent account of the Ajanta paintings yet
The fall title of the book is
note.
second work referred to in the preceding
Bauddha
the
Survey of Western India. Notes on
"No. 9,
on the FMfanp of tho B&gh Caves,
s and Sculpture,, and
of Ajanta, their Painti, W
S etc., Bombay, to
By J- Barged, M. R.
etc.
(

in the

MMmpUs

ArckMeal

Modem Bauddha MytkolW,
Printed by order of Government
work is now ont of print, and

A

-

.

.

Government Central Press, 1879^ Tta.
It is illustrated
doable ite ongmal pneo
to the P™tings
uncoloared, fifteen of which are devoted
at the

sells at

by twenty-nine plates,
Four pretty good uncoloared plates
on the paintings in Vol.

XLVH

illustrate Dr. RamndraMa M.tra s paper
Asmtu, Society of
(1878) of the Journal of the

B

great
the Ajanta caves are discussed with
archiiectnro and sculpture of
Archaeological Survey of Western Imha,
of the Reports of the
Yo
scarcely
are
paintings
the
but
splendid autotype plates,
and are there DtarinM

°"tL

fnlne^

n

V

*

^t^^Tmes,
a

Job of minor

given above belongs to
the fall title of which has been
Bombay Government
paper covers, issued by the
senes of Reports,
publication of the costly and elaborate

treatises

in

preliminary to the
t Indian Antiquary, Vol.

IIj p.

152.

1

v
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the truthful rendering of a story than to a
beautiful rendering of it :—
not that they discarded beauty, but they
did not make it the primary
motive of representation."*

The range

of date of the Ajanta paintings is very
nearly the same
Gandhara sculptures, though some of the former are
earlier, and some may be a hundred years,
or even more, later than any
of the latter.
The earliest paintings at Ajanta, those on the side walls of
Cave No. X, are referred by Mr. Burgess to the latter
part of the second
century A. D. To a large extent the Gandhara
and Ajanta works are
certainly contemporary, and it is primd
facie probable that, if the sculp-

as that of the

tures echo the ideas of the art of imperial
Rome, paintings of the same
period should not have escaped the influence of the
cosmopolitan canons
of taste which then determined the forms of
art.
I am not prepared

to

prove in detail the Greek or
but I have little doubt that

Roman
critical

Roman

parentage of the Ajanta paintings,
study will prove them to be more

than Greek. Their realism, on which Mr.
Griffiths comments,
one of the most characteristic features of the
Gandhara sculptures,
1S thoroughly Roman.
Some of the panels, too, filled with elegant
floral decorations are extremely like
Roman work in appearance.
is

and

The Gandhara sculptures are so closely related to the
Christian
sculptures in the Catacombs of Rome, that I
venture to suggest that
it would be worth while to compare
the paintings in the Catacombs
with those in the Ajanta caves.
hasty comparison of copies of both
led me to suppose that they might be related, but
I am not in a position
to offer a definite opinion on the subject.
The neglect of years has, it is understood, in great part

A

the original paintings at Ajanta, and, unfortunately,

destroyed
the fine copies' in

on which Major Gill spent many years, were
mostly consumed by
the fire at the Crystal Palace in 18(30. A few of his
copies then escaped,
but, I believe, perished in a later fire at South
Kensington. Mr. Griffiths,
oils,

of the
of a

Bombay School
portion

the Indian

of

of Art, has since made a fresh set
of copies
the paintings, and these copies are now
exhibited in

Museum

at South Kensington.
The ordinary visitor, how
impressed by them, in the absence of descriptive
labels or catalogue to indicate the history, meaning,
or artistic value of the
paintings. I should add that, notwithstanding his
remarks on the subordinate place given to beauty as compared with
realism in the Ajanta paintings generally, Mr. Griffiths bestows very high
praise on particular compositions, and his judgment is supported
by the great authority of Mr.

ever,

can be

little

* Indian Anti^ary, Vol. IIT, pp. 25-28. So far as I
am aware, Mr. Griffiths'
has not boon published in fall. Considerable
extracts Iron, it are given in the
Indian Antiquary, and in Mr. Burgess' Notes.
.-.•port

§
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most remarkable paintings is in the hall of Cave
Fergusson. One
subject
No. XVI, and is supposed to date from the sixth century. The
of the

has
the death of a lady, apparently a princess. The treatment of it
from Mr. Fergusson the comment that "Mr. Griffiths very
for pathos and sentiment and the
justly remarks on this picture that
way of telling its story this picture, I consider, cannot be
is

elicited

'

unmistakeabie

put better
surpassed in the history of art. The Florentines could have
thrown
drawing, and the Venetians better colour, but neither could have
"*
greater expression into it.'
Mr. Fergusson also quotes with approval the criticism of Mr.
the so-called Zodiac
Griffiths on a painting depicting flying figures in
Cave, No.
"

XVII :—

Whether we look

at its purity of outline, or the elegance of the

one of the most pleasing of the smaller paintings at
in the
Ajanta, and more nearly approaches the form of art found in Italy
The
there.
thirteenth and fourteenth centuries than any other example
manner that
easy upward motion of the whole group is rendered in a
grouping,

it

is

could not easily be surpassed."t
"Whether these panegyrics

are

overstrained or not I shall not

attempt to decide, but I am fully persuaded that no art at all deserving
of such praise was ever born on Indian soil.
" India, meditated, brooded, elaborated, but the originating imaginanot found in the dream-life. "J
seriously undertakes the critical study of the paintings
drew
at Ajanta and B;tgh will find, I have no doubt, that the artists
their
their inspiration from the West, and, I think, he will also find that
style is a local development of the cosmopolitan art of the contemporai-y

tion

is

Whoever

Roman Empire.
Section VII.

The Art

of Coinage in India.

The opinion expressed by Lenormant that the mechanical process
of coining money, properly so called, was unknown to the Indians until
they learned it from the Greeks after the invasion of Alexander, was
vigorously combated by the late Mr. Thomas on several occasions, and,
in

my

judgment, with success.

* Cave Temples of India, p. 307.
t Cave Temples of India, p. 311.

Atkinson, the learnt This quotation is taken from a lottor of my friend Dr. R.
ed Professor of Sanskrit in the University of Dublin.
§ The question is discursively treated in Mr. Thomas' papers on the Earliest
Indian Coinage and on Ancient Indian Weights in the Numismatic Chronicle for
1884., and in his revised edition of the latter paper in tho first volume of the International

Namismata

Orientaiia.

—

V.A.Smith
The truth seems

Grmco-Moman

to be that,

though

influence

[No.

3,

ancient Indian coinages with
the slightest pretensions to artistic merit are ultimately
of Greek origin,
yet the idea of coining money, and a knowledge of
the simple mechanical
processes necessary for the production of rude
coins originated independently in India, or, at the least, were not borrowed
from the Greeks.
all

Although I agree with Mr. Thomas and Sir A.
Cunningham in
rejecting the theory of the Greek descent of all
Indian coins without
exception, it must be admitted that it would
be extremely difficult, if
not impossible, to prove that any particular
ancient Indian coin now
extant is older than the time of Alexander the Great.
Sir A. Cunning-

ham

has ventured more than once on the bold assertion
respecting the

so-called

'punch-marked' coins, that
1000 B. C, and perhaps even older."*

When
_

scription

reign of

of

them are

as old as

remembered that no stone building, sculpture, or inanywhere in India is known to exist which is older
than the
Asoka, some seventy years after the invasion
of Alexander the

Great,

it is

B. C.

is

it

is

clear that a claim on behalf of a coin to

very

difficult

an antiquity of UlUO

to substantiate.

Nothing in India exists, which
not seven and a half centuries later in
The supposition that any Indian coins are to be dated 1000
B. C.

can be compared with
date.

"many

it,

that

is

a mere guess, unsupported by a single fact. I
cannot venture to
other date for the beginnings of Indian coinage, for
the reason
that nothing really is known on the subject.
It is possible that certain
coins may be very old, but they cannot be proved
to bo so, and the
independent origin of Indian coinage cannot be demonstrated
by showing
that any given extant piece is older than Alexander.
I do not know of
the existence of any Indian coin which may not
possibly be later than
is

name any

his time.

The

really

valid reason for denying the Greek origin of the
art of
is that several classes of early
Indian coins

of coinage in India

do not

exhibit a single clear trace of

Greek influence, whereas they are plainly
marked by special Indian characteristics.
The coinage of India in its most primitive form consisted

of small,
oblong, roughly rectangular plates of silver,
without any impression on
the surface, but struck to a definite standard of
weight, namely, 32 m*w,
or 58| grains.
slight improvement was made when these
littlo plates
of silver were stamped with rough devices
of stars, trees, and so forth.
These devices were impressed by means of small punches,
not covering
the face of the coin, and sometimes it
appears that all the various
patterns on the surface of a single piece, were not
executed at once,

A

but
were impressed successively at different times by
the aid of several
* Archaol. Rep., Vol.

I, p.

70

;

II, pp. 229, 264, 288.
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Coins of this kind, which were struck both in silver and
copper, are, therefore, known to Indian numismatists as 'punchmarked coins. Like the blanks, which presumably preceded them,
punches.
'

they are struck to the Indian standard of 32 ratis. This standard
cannot, I helievo, be in any way connected with the Greek metric
system. The punch-marked coins are destitute of legends, but the
purely Indian character of their devices and their Indian standard of
weight render it incredible that they should be the result of Greek
influence.

Other early Indian coins with a general resemblance to the punchmarked pieces were either cast in a mould or struck with a die covering
the face of the coin, and some few of the oldest of such cast and diestruck coins, which follow Indian standards of weight, are inscribed
with characters of the form current in the days of Asoka. The devices
of these coins are as indigenous as those of the punch-marked class.*
of
It is, I venture to suggest, by no means unlikely that the use
legends on coins was suggested by Greek example. The earliest inscribed Indian coins are proved by the characters used in their brief
legends to belong approximately to the period of Asoka, whose inscriptions are the earliest examples of the use of the alphabet, afterwards
known as Devanagari. The history of that alphabet has not yet been
satisfactorily traced,

and the sudden appearance

of

long and complicated

Asoka is an unThe simultaneous first appearance on Indian soil
reign is another
same
the
stone architecture and stone sculpture in

records inscribed

iu

its

characters during the reign of

explained mystery.
of

But, however mysterious be the exact origin of all these
sudden innovations, it is tolerably clear that they were in some way the
certainly
result of the foreign, especially the Greek, influences which
It seems to be a
affected the policy both of Asoka and his grandfather.
the same
plausiblo conjecture that the introduction of coin legends about

mystery.

time was another effect of the same potent foreign forces.
However this may be, the various kinds of early coins, to which
I

have alluded above, boar no other mark whatever of foreign origin.
the art of manufacturing
is, therefore, reasonable to conclude that

It

* For discussion of these early Indian coins sec the above quoted essays by
Mr. Thomas. In Cunningham's Archceol. Bap., Vol. VI, pp. 213-220, Mr. Carlloyle
are
has attempted a classification of the punch-marked coins, the weights of which
classes of early
discassed by Sir A. Cunningham in ibid., Vol. XIV, p. 16. The
PI. XXIV.
coins found at Bran are discussed and figured iu ibid., Vol. X, p. 77,
See also ibid., Vol. II, p. 10 V, p. 154, PI. XXXI, and VI, p. 167. Bnt the numismatic history of India remains to be written. I assnme 1-825 grain as the best
Bengal
established value for the rati, for the reasons stated in Journal A*. Soc. of
;

Vol. LI II, part

I,

p. 146.

—
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such rude coins was invented in India independently of Greek teaching.
But this conclusion does not prove that any such coins should be assigned to a very remote period. It is quite impossible to say when the nse
blank or punch-marked rectangular pieces of silver or copper of definite

of

weight began, and

it is

difficult to

say

when

it

ended.

I suspect that in

out-of-the-way corners of India the old-fashioned punch-marked pieces

continued to be struck centuries after coins of more regular fabric had

become familiar in the more advanced parts of the country, and that
specimens of the ancient, indigenous coinage long continued in circulation side by side with pieces struck in imitation of foreign models.
At

Fyzabad and Patna
lumps
of copper, known as dumpy or Gorakhpuri pice,' and refuse to circulate the well-executed, and, to European notions, convenient copper
During the past year the
coinage issued from the British mints.
Government of India has found itself compelled to make an effort to
suppress by law the currency of the unauthorized dumpy pice.'
The
mere form, then, of any given punch-marked or ether rude uninscribed
the present day the people of the districts between

obstinately cling to the custom of using the clumsy, mis-shapen
1

'

'

'

coin

is

a very imperfect test of

its

So far as I can learn, no
that any Indian coin now extant

age.
definite evidence is producible to

show

than B. C. 300. The
complete absence of all traces of foreign influence on the Indian coins
of the most primitive form renders probable the hypothesis that some
of them were struck before India entered into at all intimate relations
with the peoples of the West, but that is the most that can at present
be said in favour of the alleged extreme antiquity of some Indian coins.
The arguments of Mr. Thomas, so far as they are based on the references to
coins in the Code of Manu and other early Sanskrit books, cannot be
is of

earlier date

regarded as valid, when viewed in the light of modern research into the
chronology of Sanskrit literature.
rare, but now well-known coins of Sophytes, a prince in the
who was contemporary with Alexander the Great, are rather

The
Panjab,
earlier

than any indigenous Indian coins can be proved to be, and are

altogether Greek in device and legend, though perhaps not in weight-

standard.

They

are modelled on the pattern of coins of the Seleucid

kings of Syria.*

The extensive mintages
246 to

circa B. 0. 25)

of the

Grasco-Bactrian kings (from

were mostly issued

of Tndia, but long circulated

freely

in

in countries

the

Panjab,

beyond the
the

valley

13.

C.

limits
of

the

Ganges, and the ports of the western coast.
» Gardner, Catalogue nf Corns 0/ Grerk and Saythic kings of Bactria and India,
p.

xx.
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No known

m

Indict.

coin can be determined to have been issued by the great

Asoka or any member

of his dynasty.
The few legends found on coins
no clue to the name of the reigning sovereign. Asoka
must have struck coin to a large extent during his long reign, and, as
not a single piece bearing his name has been found, the only possible
conclusion is, that the bulk of his coinage consisted of the rude, uninscribed pieces above referred to.
These coins were struck, as we have
of the period give

to the Indian standard, and they circulated side by side with the
Grasco-Bactrian issues, specimens of which are found in large numbers
all over Northern India.

asm,

The general adaptation
of coinage

was the result

in India of

of tho

ginning of the Christian era.

Greek or Grroco-Roman types

Indo-Scythiau invasions about the beThe indigenous Indian coinage consisted

and copper,

I cannot undertake to say that gold coins were
in India before tho Indo-Seythian invasions, but, if
were insignificant in quantity, for not a single specimen of them has ever been discovered. The earliest gold coins struck
in India, which follow the indigenous scale of weights, are tho heavy

of silver

absolutely

unknown

they existed, they

Chandra Gupta II

coins of
earlier

than A. D. 400.

of

the

Gupta dynasty, and these are not
Gupta dynasty are die-struck,

All coins of tho

and their outward form, whether they follow the Indian or the Greek
weight-standard, is ultimately derived from Greek originals.*

The Indo-Seythian kings introduced a regular gold currency into
India and struck vast quantities of gold coins, as well as of copper.
Their gold coins combine various foreign elements, but are essentially

Roman

aurei, equivalent to

to the

Indo-Seythian, and

power as

late as A.

Greek
its

staters.

The Gupta coinage

devices exhibit

faint

traces

is

of

related

Greek

After the break-up of the Gupta
empire about A. D. 480, the coinage of India became utterly barbarous,
and lost all marks of Hellenic influence on design, legend, or standard.
As regards tho origin of coinage in India my opinion, in short, is
artistic

that the

art of coinage in

I).

400.

rude forms arose in India quite independently

Greek teaching. Neither the invasion of Alexander tho Great, nor
the example of his Bactrian successors sufficed to induce tho princes of
India to abandon their indigenous stylo of coinage.
One potty chief
in tho Panjab, Sophytos by name, struck coins after the Greek fashion,
but found no imitators in the interior of India. Asoka and tho other
sovereigns of tho Maurya dynasty continued to issue coins of the old
native pattern, on which they did not even inscribe their names.
of

* For information in detail about tho Gnpta coinago I must refer to my
paper
on tho Early or Imperial Gnpta Dynasty of Northern India in the Journal of the
Boyal Asiatic Society for 1889, pp. 1-158, with live plates.
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Greek numismatic

Roman coins was the work of the Indo- Scythian
whose rule in the Panjab began a little before the Christian era, and spread over all Northern India during the three following centuries. The introduction of coins of Greek type was synchronous with the development of an extensive gold currency, which partly
forms copied from
dynasties,

replaced,

and partly supplemented the existing issues in other metals.
to 480 is a development of the Indo-

The Gupta coinage A. D. 350
Scythian.

Prom the fall of the Gupta empire to the establishment of the
Mnhammadan power all Indian coinages arc barbarous and chaotic, and
completely destitute of artistic merit.*
The die-cutters of India never attained any high degree of excelThose of Bactria, as distinguished from India,
lence in their art.

produced coins, not, indeed, approaching in beauty those of Syracuse,
but possessing characteristics which entitle them to respectful consideration as

works

of art.
;

we
art,

—

" In the types used by Greek kings
Professor Gardner observes
find great variety, and they open to us quite a new chapter of Greek
affording fresh proof of the remarkable originality of the artists of

the Hellenistic age.

"In regard to

the style

we may

note two points:

(1).

The

extra-

The portraits of Demetrins
and of Eucratides, (V, 7), are among
the most remarkable which have come down to us from antiquity, and
the effect of them is heightened in each case by the introduction of a
peculiar and strongly characteristic head-dress, which is rendered with

ordinary realism of their

portraiture.

(pi. II, 9), of Antimachus, (V, 1),

scrupulous exactness of detail.
"(2). The decidedly Praxiteleau character of the full length on
the reverses.

The

figures of Herakles (pi. II, 0

4; VII, 2), of Poseidon, (V,

1),

;

III, 3), of

Zeus (IV,

of Apollo (V, 4; IX, 10), are all in

their attitudes characteristic of the school of Praxiteles. "f

were struck within the limits of the
them were minted beyond
the border, and the Bactrian coinage, as a whole, is foreign to India.

Some

territories

of the Bactrian coins

now known

My

as India, but most of

remarks must be understood as applying only to Northern India in the
The system of coinage in Southern India has always been quite
The Peninsula was never
distinct, and I do not profess to have studied its history.
brought into really close political relations with Northern India until the establishment of the British supremacy. Even Aurangzib's protracted campaigns did
little to bridge over the gulf between the two regions.
+ Catalogue of Com.- of Greek and Stythic kingt of Boa&ia and India, p. lviii.
*

widest sense.
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do not propose to discuss

Greek

art,

and refer

to its

183

with the general course of
peculiarities only to enquire how far they

its

relations

affected the art of coinage in India.

The

realistic portraits

executed by the Bactrian artists were beThe Indo-Scythian coins,
except the very latest, are well executed pieces of metal
work, but,
wit hout exception, almost totally wanting in artistic
merit.
The effigies
of the kings are conventional, and the whole design
is stiff

yond the powers

of the Indian die-cutters.

and formal.

Some

of the

Gupta

coins display

more freedom and

originality in design,

but not a single example of a recognizable portrait can
be found, I believe,
either in the Indo-Scythian or Gupta series.

The influence of the second peculiarity of the Bactrian coinage
noted by Professor Gardner can be discerned in
the Gupta series,
though not, I think, in the Indo-Scythian. The peculiar
attitude of the
standing statues of the school of Praxiteles consists
in this that the
weight of the body is thrown on one leg, the figure
being inclined to
side, and bont in a graceful curve so that the
hip on the other side
arched outwards. This peculiarity, which in the
hands of a good
Greek artist, added grace to the representation of the human
form,
was imitated by the Graseo-Bactrian mint masters with
considerable"
success.
It caught the Indian taste, but, in the
hands of clumsy imitators, was converted into a hideous deformity.
An inartistic
one

is

exaggera-

tion of the Praxitelean attitude is characteristic
of

coins of the fifth

century, and of

much Indian

many

of the

Gupta

sculpture from an early

date until the present day.

Unhappily the history of Indian art, is, as obsorved
by Mr. Fergusand the criticism, passed by Sir A. Cunningham

son, a history of decay,

on Indian sculpture, applies, -mutatis mutandis, to other
arts :—
" It is a fact, which receives fresh proofs
every day, that the art
or certainly of good sculpture, appeared
suddenly in India
at tho very tune that the Greeks were
masters of the Kabul valley, that
it retained its superiority during
the Greek and half-Greek rule of the
Indo-Scythiaus, and that it deteriorated more and
more the further it
receded from the Greek age, until the degradation
culminated in the
wooden inanities and bestial obscenities of the Brahmanical
of sculpture,

temples."*

The employment of fairly well-executed Greek legends on
the coins
of the Indo-Scythian kings of the first
two centuries of our

era proves
that the epithet 'half-Greek' applied to their
rule by Sir A. Cunningis not unsuitable.
Kanishka and his successors would not have impressed Greek legends on their coins, unless the
Greek language had
considerable currency among their subjects. I do not,
of course, mean

ham

•

irchaial. Rep., Vol.

111., p.

loo.

—

V. A. Smith
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suggest that Greek was ever commonly spoken or read in India, but
must certainly have been understood by many of the court officials.

The language in the time of Kanishka and Huvishka probably occupied
a position similar to that of the English language in India forty or fifty
years ago, previous to the development of the existing system of public
instruction.

The knowledge

Greek seems

of

to

have lingered longest in Gujarat.

Corrupt Greek letters are found on the silver coins of Skanda Gupta
struck in that region as late as A. D. 450, and they also occur on similar
The letters on these coins are
coins of his father and grandfather.
unmistakeably Greek in form, but meaningless, and are evidently imitations of legends, which were once significant, executed by men unable
It is plain, therefore, that even on the western coast,
to read Greek.
where the agency of maritime commerce had for centuries maintained

an active intercourse with the Hellenistic world, all knowledge of the
Greek language had died out by A. D. 400, In Northern India such
knowledge seems to have been lost two centuries earlier.
It is ctfrious that not a single Greek inscription, other than coinlegends, has yet been discovered either in India or in Af gh anistan.
The numismatic facts, to which I have briefly referred, help to
render credible and intelligible the allegod Greek influence on Indian
literature, science, and philosophy, to tho consideration of which I shall

now devote a few

pages.

Section VIII.

The Origin

of the Indian Dkama.

ancient dramatic literature in the
Sanskrit language was made known to European readers at the close
of S'akuntala, a
of the last century by Sir William Jones' translation
charming pastoral play, which is, perhaps, the only Sanskrit work that
has taken a place among the literary classics of the world.

Tho existence

of a considerable

Since Sir William Jones' time the Sanskrit plays have attracted
students and translators, notably Horace Hayman Wilson, whose
well-known work, Specimens of the Theatre of the Hindus, is still the

many

leading authority on the subject.
The question of the origin and affinities of the ancient Indian
drama has excitod tho curiosity of scholars, from the time of its dis-

covery until the present day, and various attempts havo been made to
solve the problem.
The circumstance that the Sanskrit name for a dramatic composition is derived from a root which conveys tho idea of dancing naturally
suggested the theory, which readily found favour, that " the Indian

drama

arose, after the

manner

of our

modern drama

in

the Middle Ages,

on the Civilization of
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A nrirnt

India.

out of religious solemnities and spectacles (so-called
also that

18S
'

mysteries

'),

and

dancing originally subserved religious purposes."*

But this plausible theory has, unfortunately, very little historical
basis, and a rival theory that the dramatic literature of India is a direct
descendant of the epic seems not to rest on any more solid foundation.t
It is not improbable that rude pantomimic representations of the
modern Ramlila, may have
been as popular in ancient times as they are now, but even if they were,
they could hardly be regarded as the parent of the Indian drama. Such
exhibitions in their modern form, of which alone anything is known,
remain unchanged from year to year, and appear quite incapable of
Their ancient predecessors, if any existed, canliterary development.
not be credited with any greater power of generating literature. The
Sanskrit drama includes pastorals, elaborate comedies of real life, com-

incidents of sacred stories, resembling the

plex pictures of political intrigue, and other varieties of highly

artificial

The gap between such compositions and a clumsy mysRamlila is vast and unbridged, and the interval between
them and displays of sacred dancing or formal recitations sf epHS episodes
composition.
tery

is

'

'

like the

equally wide.

The Indian drama,

Professor

as

already finished form, and with

form

its

Weber

remarks, " meets us

best productions."

in

an

Whence came

was the ripe fruit not preceded by seed or flower ?
form " sprang, Minerva
like, from the head of Kalidasa.
The dramatic literature of India, like
all other ripe productions of art in all countries and ages, must be
either the result of an independent, and therefore slow, process of
evolution worked out on native soil, or be the more sudden effect of the
fertilization of an indigenous germ by a potent foreign influence.
The latter solution of the problem, is, I have no doubt, the true
this finished

;

It is impossible to believe that the " finished

one.

It is not easy to disentangle the

germ, concerning the true

affinities of

life

history of the indigenous

which opinions may well

differ,]:

* Weber, History of Indian Literature. (Triibner), p. 197. This theory is well
expressed in the brilliant article on Sanskrit Poetry and the Hindu Drama by Dean
Milman, which appeared in the Quarterly Review for 1831. Dean Milman considered
that the Indian plays

more

closely resembled the Spanish than those of

any other

European country.

who

t Brockhaus,
the epic theory.

I

denies

all

have not seen

Greet influence on the Indian drama, maintains

his writings.

t Windisch himself (p. 6) admits that the Epics contain a dramatic element,
and that the Indian drama was indebted to some extent, as the Greek also was, to
the epos for help. He is of opinion (p. 8) that dramatic representations, based on
epic stories, existed in India before foreign influences

being simply due to the

natural

were

felt,

such representations

desire to see, as well as hear, the stories.

This

—
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but the vivifying foreign influence can be isolated, and subjected to
microscopic investigation.

That foreign influence which gave India her noble dramatic literais the same which bestowed upon her the arts of the painter,
sculptor, and engraver
the undying spirit of Hellas. India received

ture

—

her spiritual guest, but for a little while and grudgingly. When he
took wing and fled to more congenial dwelling places the arts soon
followed in his train.
this,

Professor

Weber was

the

first

to suggest that the representation

of Greek dramas at the courts of the

Hellenistic kings in Bactria, the

Panjab, and Gujarat awakened the
led to the birth of

Hindu faculty of imitation, and thus
the Indian drama but the suggestion was qualified,
;

and almost negatived, by the remarks appended to it that the hypothesis does not admit of direct verification, and that no internal connection between tlio Greek and Indian dramatic literature can be
proved.

The Danish scholar, E. Brandes, accepted the hypothosis thus
doubtingly propounded, and, rejecting the limitations imposed by its
author, boldly undertook to prove the reality of an internal connection

between the ancient Indian plays and the New Attic Comedy, as chiefly
preserved in the Roman adaptations by Plautus and Terence. I have
not seen Dr. Brandes' treatise, nor could I read it if I had, but, fortunately for that large class of persons wlio are ignorant of Danish, substantially the

same

thesis has

been ably argued by Dr. Wiudisch in a

language more generally intelligible.*
It would be impossible to do full justice to Dr. Windisch's argu-

ment otherwise than by a complete translation

of his essay.

ly attempt to indicate in general terms the nature of

some

T shall

mere-

of the leading

proofs on which he relies in support of the proposition that the Sanskrit

drama is of Grreco-Roman parentage.
The general probabilities in favour
plays are derivatives of the

of the theory that the Indian

New Attic Comedy of the

school of

Menander

on the evidence which proves an active and long-continued
Some of this evidence has
intercourse between the east and west.
already been considered (ante, p. 157). A special agency for the diffusion of knowledge of the forms of Greek drama among Oriental popurest chiefly

is not shared by my learned friend ProWindisch also holds (p. 10) that opic recitation, and not a lyrical
fessor Atkinson.
performance associated with music and dancing, was tho germ of the Indian drama.
* Der Griechiscfie Einfluss im Indischen Drama. Von Ernst Windisch. Aus

opinion seems to be pnre conjecture, and

den Abhandlungen dos Berliner Orientalisten-Congresses.
A. Asher and Co., Weidmunnscho Buchhaudlnug, 1882.

8vo, pp. 106.

Berlin,

an

7880.]
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travelling companies of players,

who

are

have traversed the Hellenistic kingdoms and the poets, as
were not averso to travelling. Menander and
Philemon were both invited to the court of Ptolemy Soter.
Greek ideas entered India chiefly by two routes, one overland
through Palmyra and Bactria, the other maritime through Alexandria
and the ports of the western coast, especially Barygaza, the modern

well

to

as

;

the players,

Bharoch. We know from the anonymous Periplus of the Erythraean
Sea, which was written between A. D. 80 and 89,* that a very active
commerce was then carried on between Barygaza and the inland city
Ozene (the modern Ujjain in Siudia's territory), where Asoka had once
been Viceroy, and which, in the time of the author of the Periplus, was
the great depot of the foreign trade.

The scene

Toy-Cart,' the most ancient Indian drama extant,
and several considerations lead Dr. Windisch to conclude that the Indian drama was first developed at that city, as a
direct consequence of intercourse with Alexandria.
The few known
facts in the history of the Bactrian king Menander, who flourished about
B. C. 110,f indicate that the overland communication between India
and the West must have been briskly maintained in his time. The
importance of Palmyra as a commercial depot {ante, p. 157) was of
Before the Christian era the Western communications of
later date.
India were with the Hellenized kingdoms of Asia and Egypt. In the
first century after the Christian era they were extended to Rome and
is

of the

'

laid at Ujjain,

the

the

Roman

New

provinces.

Attic

It

is,

in

my

Comedy was known

opinion,

not at

to learned

men

all

unlikely that

in India through

the Latin adaptations of Plautus and Terence as well as in the original

Greek.

Whether
origin,

it be admitted or not that the Indian drama is of foreign
no one, I suppose, will venture to deny that ample opportunities

existed during several centuries for tho importation of all sorts of Greek

dramatic or other.
In the opinion of Dr. Windisch the cumulative effect of the evidence
of resemblance in particular points between the Indian and Qrcecoideas,

Roman dramas

is

we must recognize either a wonderful
harmony, or the existence of Greek influence on
The dilemma appears to me to be expressed with

so great that "

case of pre-established

the Indian drama."

perfect accuracy, and I

*

The proof

am

fully convinced of the reality of the

Greek

given in the Introduction to MeCrindle's translation,
t This is the date adopted by Professor Gardner in his Catalogue of Coins of
the Greek and Scythic kings of Bactria and India.
is

1

Orwo- Horn an
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and further, that without that influence
the dramatic literature of India would never have come into existence.
The formal structure of the Sanskrit dramas closely resembles that,
with which we are familiar in Plautus aud Terence. Like the Greeoo-

influence on the Sanskrit drama,

Ronian, the Indian plays arc divided into acts and scenes, and eacli
piece is preceded by a prologue.
The mere fact of the existence of the
prologue in the Indian, as in the European plays,

is

in itself surprising,

and can hardly bo regarded as a merely casual coincidence. The improbability that it is such becomes much greater when we observe that
in

both cases the prologue

nouncement
of the

of the

spectators,

is

devoted to the same purposes, the anplay, the gaining favour

names of the poet and the
and the preparation of

their

minds for the piece

itself.

Again,

it

of the Indian

cannot well be the result of accident that the love-story
is in plot, development, and denouement essentially

drama

same kind as that of Grasco-Roman comedy. The plot of the
most ancient Indian play extant, may be accurately
described in the words applied by Rost to the Curculio of Plautus —
" The subject of this comedy is very simple, and depends, as usual, on
a secret intrigue, the lover's want of money, and the supplanting of a
of the
'

Toy-cart,' the

:

rival."

The fair Perditas of Plautus and Terence, who eventually prove to
be high-born daughters of Athenian citizens, find their parallel in the
maid-servants of the Indian plays (Mdlavikdgnimitra and Batndvali), who
and the dmyvupio-juos, or recogwhich is a critical incident in nearly

turn out to be princesses in disguise
nition of the disguised

young

every Grreco-Roman play,

is

lady,

;

repeated, merely with variations of detail,

in the Indian adaptations.

Other stock characters of the Torentian comedy have also been
imported into the Sanskrit drama.

The parasitus

edax, the miles gloriosus, and the servus currens, so
readers of the Groeco-Roman comedies, are reproduced
respectively as the vita, sahdra, and vidushafca of the earliest Indian

familar to

all

The external

drama.

gether only in the
while India was
that

all

origin of these

by the

clearly indicated

1

facts that the

strongly

still

in

characters,

is

which was composed
communication with the Hellenistic world, and

three were discarded by Bhavabhuti,

when Greek

marked

three personages are found to-

Toy-cart,' the oldest drama,

influence

had ceased

who

lived about A. D. 700,

to directly affect India.

Dr. Win-

disch's detailed analysis of these characters is very interesting, but is too
long for reproduction.

One

striking argument, however, must not be omitted.

The Sans-
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krit author

Bharata,

wlio wrote a technical treatise

(n&tyasdstra)

on

rule that the players should be five in numpdriparswaka, the vi{a,
ber, namely, the siitradhdra, his assistant, the
mkdra, and vidmhalca. This enumeration, Dr. Windisch points out, is

dramatic

art, lays

down the

piny,
list of the regular male personnel of a Grseco-Roman
all
but does not apply to any extant Indian play, except in so far that
the
the fivo personages named appear in the Toy-cart,' in which alone
saUra is fouud. The vita is met with in only one other piece (Nd</dshould
nanda). It is therefore difficult to understand why Bharata

equivalent to a

'

have laid down this rule, unless pieces were extant in his time which
conformed to it, and these pieces must have resembled the Greek models
at loast as closely as the Toy-cart docs.
Tho repulsive character of the lena, or /uaorpoirds, the go-between
'

'

and corrupter of maiden virtue, is faithfully reproduced in the character
Toy-cart,' and the elevation of
of the mother of Vasantasona in the
Vasantaseiia herself to a respectable position by the force of unselfish
Cistellaria of
love may be compared with the story of Silonium in the
'

Tho very name of the Toy-cart {mrichchhalatikd) recalls
Plautus.
the names of Plautine plays such as Aulularia and Cistellaria.
Tho essay by Dr. Wiudisch, from which I have quoted, docs not
exhaust all the arguments which might be adduced in support of his
'

'

and the partial analysis of his reasoning given above is far from
presenting tho case, as stated by him, in its full force. Yet, even what
has been advanced in the foregoing pages should, I venture to think,
origin
suffice to shako the faith of those who believe in the indigenous

thesis,

of

the Sanskrit drama, and to prove that strong reasons exist for holdis indebted for the existence of the most

ing tho opinion that India

generally attractive department in tho vast circle of her literature to
contact with the artistic Hellenic mind.
that any
It is, perhaps, necessary to observe that no one contends

extant Indian play
piece.

work

is

a translation or free adaptation of a given Grock
Tho best Indian plays are the
is not the case.

That certainly

of native genius of high order,

own way, and

for its

own

employing native materials in its
tirst set in motion by a powerful

ends, but

impulse received from abroad. The ease of the drama is analogous to
1 agree with Mr. Fergusson in thinkthat of the Auiaravati sculptures.
if the
ing that those sculptures would never have come into existence,
stimulated by
latent powers of Indian artists had not been aroused and
sculptors,
the example and teaching of Greek, or at least of Hellenistic,
of the
but no one would maintain that tho carvings now on tho staircase
remains of Greek art.
British Museum should bo classed among tho
They are thoroughly Indian in subject, and style, and skilled criticism

—
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needed to discern the hidden foreign element. So it is with the
drama. The plays are Indian, but the idea of composing such plays is
is

Greek.

The
which

case of the sculptures of the

Gandhara or Peshawar

school,

have discussed at such length, is on the contrary, analogous
rather to an Indian free translation or adaptation of a Greek play.
Those sculptures are close imitations of the contemporary, especially
I

Roman empire in the third and fourth centuries,
on the surface, visible to any commonly attentive

the Christian, art of the

and

this

fact lies

The Roman or Christian subjects have been made to serve
Buddhist purposes, but have been transferred bodily to India with
little change, save that of name.
observer.

Section IX.

Giueco-Roman influence on the Religion, Mythology,
Science, and Philosophy of India. Conclusion.

A smile will, I fear, pass over the gentle reader's countenance
when he compares the promise of the title with the performance of the
few pages of this section of my essay. A discussion, in any degree
adequate, of the topics mentioned in the heading would require
the
ample room of an octavo to itself, the writer of which should be equipped

with a store of varied knowledge to the possession of which I can make
no pretension. So far as I am aware, no one has yet attempted such
a
survey of the religion, mythology, science, and philosophy of India

as

would give a general view of the boundaries which divide the indigenous components from the foreign. A slight, rough sketch of a survey
of the kind will be found in Weber's History of Indian
Literature, but
a map drawn in more distinct colours is much wanted.
I cannot
attempt to draw it. The preceding pages will, perhaps, have
succeeded
in convincing at least

some readers that the best elements in the plastic,
numismatic, and dramatic arts of ancient India are of foreign',
Graco-Ronian, origin. In these concluding pages I merely wish
to point out that the foreign influence was not
confined to those fields,
where I have traced its workings in somo detail, but extended also to
pictorial,

chiefly

other regions of thought.
tions within those regions,

presence

may

I

am not prepared to follow in detail its operanor to catalogue the instances where its

be discerned, and can only offer some unsystematic ob-

servations.

The Indo-Seythian coin series affords obvious and conclusive evidence that about the beginning of the Christian era the religions of
India
and those of the neighbouring countries

to

the west were acting and

rc-aeting upon each other.

The

worship

of

S'iva

was certainty

then

established

ainon^

*W
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other cults, in India,

and the figure

of

the god, armed with his trident,

commonest mythohis sacred bull, is, perhaps, the
But ho is not exactly
device of the Indo-Scythian coins.
aboriginal demon.
the S'iva of the medireval Puranas, a Hinduized
Posoidon,
Sometimes he is hardly to be distinguished from the Greek
he was akin
and the Greek writers on India themselves perceived that
plays are
Dr. Windisch shows that all the Sanskrit
to Dionysus.
consort Gauri, and
associated with the worship either of Siva or his
dramas, at the
that they were generally performed, like the Greek
settlers in India
spring festival. It seems probable that the Hellenistic
Dionysus, and the idea
transferred to Siva some of the honour due to
the Greek conception
of the Indian deity must have been influenced by
most nearly resembled him.
of those gods in the Olympic pantheon who
Kanishka,
rare coins of the groat Indo-Scythian emperor,

and standing beside
logical

Some

bear the

name of Buddha, BOVAO in Greek characters, and afford
known examples of the conventional effigy of the teacher.

us

the earliest

Other Indo-Scythian

coins, again, present figures of the personified

Helios and
Sun and Moon, as Greek deities, with their Greek names
of Iranian deities, bearSelene, while many others represent a pantheon
forth, the
ing such strange names as Oksho (Okro), Ardethro, and so
meaning of which is only now beginning to bo understood. I cannot
the purpose of
here pursue this topic further, and only allude to it for
little before, and a little after, the Christian era
both
Hellenic and Asiatie forms of religion were interacting, and that
Buddhism and Hinduism must have been modified by the contact with

indicating that both a

other modes of religious belief.
Even so late as A. D. 400 the devices of tho Gupta coins show
based on Grsecothat the conceptions of Hindi divinities were partly

Lakshmi, the goddess of plenty and good fortune, is
Xr/, Abundantia,
with attributes plainly borrowed from the
and other personifications of abstract ideas current in tho west. The
into
imperceptibly
glides
conception of Lakshmi, the consort of Vishnu,

Roman

ideas.

™

invested

is related to
that of Parvati, Durga, or Gauri, the consort of S'iva, and
*
some of the forms both of Venus and Cybele
The apparent resemblances between the Puranic legend of Krishna

and tho Gospel accounts
the subject of

Krishna myth

much
is

of Christ arc well

discussion.

I

am

known, and have formed

inclined to believe that the

really indebted to tho Gospels for

some

of its incidents'

* For the Indo-Seythian coins sec Gardner's Catalogue, and articles by Stein,
Record for 1888 and
Cunningham, West, and EapSOIl in the Babylonian and Oriental
For tho Gupta coinage see Journal
1889, and Indian Antiquary for April 1888.
It,

As. Soc. for 1889, p. 25, etc.
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In the early centuries of the Christian ora the religion of Christ in one
or other of its forms extended over many parts of Asia where it is now
extinct, and it must have modified the ideas and beliefs of the peoples

The Gnostic variety or corruption of Chrisit flourished.
was especially popular iu the East, and strong reasons exist
believing in Gnostic influence on the Vedantist philosophy of India.

among whom
tianity

for

The Bhagavad-Gita

certainly seems

to

have much in

common with

the

Gospels.*

The extraordinarily close resemblance between many of the sculpGaudhara or Peshawar school, and the monuments of early
Christian art at Rome, which was first observed by Mr. Fcrgusson, has
been discussed at some length in an earlier section of this paper (mile,
The resemblance is certainly real, and, however it may be
p. 164).
explained, proves with equal certainty that the Christian and the BudThe Buddhism of Gaudhara
dhist artists had many ideas in common.
beyond doubt borrowed Christian forms of artistic expression; it would
tures of the

be strange

if

forms, some

tho Buddhist teachers did not assimilate, along with the
But any attempt to follow this specuChristian doctrine.

lation further

would carry

me beyond my

depth.

Tho Gaudhara adaptation of Leochares' group representing the Rape
it was for the
of Gauymedo (ante, p. 133) shows clearly how easy
ancient Indians to adopt a Greek myth, and convert it to the use ol

own religions.
Weber maintains

their

the

that a substratum of

Ramayana, and gives good reasons

Homeric legend underlies
The mere fact

for his opinion.

indithat such a suggestion can bo supported by plausible arguments
must be careful not
cates that the student of comparative mythology
on the surto assumo the Indian origin of every myth which may have

faco a purely Indian appearance.
I

have shown above

(ante, p.

133) that the Asuras of Puranic mytho-

logy are probably Hinduized adaptations of the
warred with the gods.

The remarkable

fact that

Greek

giants,

who

no images of Buddha are found among

sculptures at Bharhut (B. C. 150), and Sanchi (A. D. 80), while they
are numerous at Amaravati (A. D. 180),t suggested to Mr. Fcrgusson
* See the translation of Dr. Lorimer's ' Appondix to the Bhagavad-Gita in
who died
Indian Antiquary, Vol. II, p. 283. That author quotes St. Chrysostom,
into some Indian
A. D. 407, to prove that a translation of the New Testament
'

language existed in his time.
and
+ This is tho approximate date of the outer rail. Tho inner rail is later,
some sculptures date from before the Christian era. Tho remains at AmaravaU illttsMale tim period from about IS. C. 100 to A. D. 250 (Burgess, Buddhist stupas of

AmaravaU and

Jaygayaiietd, p. 112;.
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the hold speculation that the multiform idolatry of

19:?

modern India

is

due

with the image-worshipping Greeks. Mr. Fergnsson thus
:—
expresses this daring hypothesis in his latest work
" I suspect that when the matter comes to be carefully investigated,
from the Greeks some things
it will be found that the Indians borrowed
It
chronological eras.
far more important than stone architecture or
first
nearly certain that the Indians were not idolators before they

to contact

is

in contact with the

came

Western

of images, nor, so far as I

nations.

The Vedas make no mention

can learn, [do] any of the ancient scriptures

Hindus.

of the

absolutely free from any taint of idolatry till after
So far as we can at present see, it was in the
Buddhist monasteries of the Gdndhara country, where the influence of
Gravo-Bactrian art is so manifestly displayed, that the disease broke
transform and pervade the
out, which was afterwards so completely to
outward forms, at least, of all the ancient religions throughout India."*
customary directFergusson's
The propositions thus stated with Mr.
"

Buddhism

is

the Christian era.

considerable
ness cannot be implicitly accepted, although they embody a
It is not safe to affirm that Buddhism before the
of truth.

amount

Christian era was absolutely free from idolatry, for the Taxilan Buddhist
at the close
temples, adorned with plaster images, were probably erected
the first century B. C. and we do not know, though we may reasonof

Statues found at
ably suspect, that the images are of later date.
Mathura, and certain coins of Kanishka (circa A. D. 78 to 110) prove
conclusively that images of the teaching Buddha in his conventional
attitudes, both seated

century A.

first

D.f

and standing, were well known at the close of the
It is rash to affirm that they were unknown a

hundred years earlier. A colossal statue of the standing Buddha discovered by Sir A. Cunningham at Sravasti (Sahet-Mahet) in Oudh
seems to be slightly older than the Mathura images.!
It is however, quite true that in Bihar, Central and Western India,
no image of Buddha earlier than the Christian era, or perhaps than
A. D. 150, is known, and Mr. Fergusson appears to have been right in
holding that the worship of images of the founder of Buddhism was
introduced from the North West and it is probable that the develop;

ment

of

influence,

which was undoubtedly stimulated by Hellenic
gave encouragement to idolatrous practices.

sculpture,

Among

all

the departments

of

Sanskrit literature the elaborate

* Archwolmjy in India (London, Triibner and Co., 1884).
Cunningham, Archaol, Repstta, Vol. V, p. vii and
;

f
pji

1

30, 175.

% Cunningham. Arcfoml.

Hep., nt x«pr«,

and

Vol.

I, p.

339.

Gardner's

CutoUhiue.,
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and the marvellous, almost miraculous, structure
of grammar erected by Panini and his successors have the greatest
appearance of absolute originality. Yet some competent scholars are
disposed to seek a western origin even for these.
The true position of
the Sanskrit logicians and grammarians in relation to the teachers of
logic,

other countries cannot be satisfactorily determined until the main outlines of the chronology of Sanskrit literature are settled definitely within

narrow limits of possible

The radius of error is gradually being
must elapse before it is brought within an

error.

reduced, but a long time

approximation of zero.
In one branch of Indian science the operation of direct and potent
influence, however it may once have been donbtod, has been fully

Greek

demonstrated, and
opinion on

the

is

now admitted by

all

writers competent to form an

Indian astronomy, in

subject.

exactor form, as

its

taught in the Sanskrit text-books

is

Alexandrian schools, and

large extent
astronomy, probably of
in India long before the works of

Greek

its

in a slight disguise.

Babylonian origin, had been

essentially the

technical nomenclature

An

is

astronomy of the

to a

earlier, inexact

known

Alexandrian professors reached her shores, but
with any claim to scientific precision

Greek.

all

This

Indian astronomy

astronomy
was taught by A'ryabhata in A. D. 500, and by Varaha Mihira about
half a century later, but it was probably known to some persons in
is

scientific

india at a considerable earlier date.*

highly abstruse and technical works like the
Alexandrian astronomers could not have been mastered
by the Indian astronomers except by textual study at a time when the
Greek language was still intelligible to learned men in India. The
It

is

obvious that

treatises of the

Greek technical terms into the vocabulary of
Hindu astronomy shows that the Greek works themselves tnnst have
been read in India, and also proves that the ideas expressed by those
extensive importation of

terms were unfamiliar to the native scholars. If the ideas had been
familiar, Sanskrit words to express them would have existed, and, itsuch words had existed, they would have been used, and the foreign
terms would not have been imported. The necessity under which the
Hindu astronomers lay of borrowing Greek scientific terms by the score
* Pandit Shankar Balkriskna Dikskit observes that there are two distinct and
name of Aryabhata as its author.
The first (to which reference is made in the text), known as A'njabhntjijd, or A'rt/a
separate astronomical works, each hearing the

S'uldhdnla, bears the date S'aka-satrsvat 421 expired,

=

A. D. 499-500.

It

has been

by Dr. Kern. The second work, known as the Itaghu-grya-Siildhdnta,
was composed at some time between A. D. 628 and 1150, and appears never to have
These two distinct works are said to have been sometimes confoundprinted.
been
published

ed by European writers,

(Indian Anliqiumi, Vol.

XVII (Nov.

1888), p. 312).

on ihe Civilization, of Aiirii at ho/in.
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10fi

astronomy was,

evidence that their native

is very strong
purely scientific point of view, extremely imperfect.

froffl

fchi

The knowledge of actual Greek books displayed by tho Indian
astronomers also shows that there is no improbability in supposing thai
a limited class of readers in India had studied the texts of Greek plays.
Dr. Windisch is content to believe that the Greek elements in the
Sanskrit drama, the existence of which he demonstrates, were assimilated by the Indian authors through the agency of performances oi
Greek plays on the stage. It is not necessary, he says, to assume that the
It seems to me impossible that the resemtexts were known in India.
blances between the Greek and Indian dramas should have been brought
about in this casual way. It would be nearly as easy to believe that
A'ryabhata learned tho signs of the zodiac and the term diameter from
I can see no
chatting with ship-captains on the quays of Barygaza.
'

'

reason whatever to feel sceptical about the reality of the diffusion to a
limited extent of Greek books in Greek among the learned classes of

India during the early centuries of our era.

Tho

coins

and the manuals

astronomy are incontrovertible

of

evi-

dence that some people there could read Greek, and why it should be
supposed incredible that Kalidasa could read the plays of Menander
I cannot imagine.
We are not bound to accept as literal statements of fact the
rhetorically expressed assertions of Plutarch and Dio Chrysostom that
the Indians sang the poems of Homer, and that the children of the
Gcdrosians recited the tragedies of Euripides and Sophocles, and may
who studied and assimilated

yet feel full assurance that Indian scholars

Alexandrian manuals of astronomy cannot have been altogether unacquainted with the classic literature of Greece.
i have now reached tho bounds to which a general survey of the
action of Hellenic influence on ancient India can be conveniently extended at present. The adequate discussion of the Gandhara sculptures
The imperfect account of them given
alone would fill a goodly volume.

above

is

tions in
I

only intended to stimulate curiosity, and to indicate the direcwill reward the student.

which more exhaustive investigation

do not desire to exaggerate the intrinsic merit of these sculptures,

though I feel assured that
study, and that, even if

it is
it

amply

sufficient to justify their critical

wore much

less

than

it

is,

the historical

interest attaching to the productions of a school which links together
Hellenic and Indian art gives them a right to claim the attention both
of Orientalists

and

The discovery
so

of classical scholars.
of the linguistic

charmed the imagination

of

the

and

earlier.

literary treasures of Sanskrit

Orientalists that

they lent

—
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extravagant tales of the pandits, and were willing

most venerable antiquity and almost absolute origiand vast literature suddenly brought

nality to the strange civilization

within their ken.

Modern

and literary criticism has been steadily engaged
exposing the falsity of Brahmanical tradition or pseudo-

historical

in the task of

tradition, the " lying gabble of Brahmans," as it has been well called,
and of moving up, so to speak, all dates in the early history of India.
Panini, the grammarian, Manu, the lawgiver, KaKdasa, the poet and

dramatist, and many other names famed in Indian story, have already
been moved up from remote prehistoric, or pre-Christian, times to postAlexandrian, or post-Christian, dates.*

This process

still

continues, and simultaneously with the demonstra-

tion of the comparatively
literature, the conviction

tion of ancient India

modern date
has forced

was not

so

of all Sanskrit, other than Vedic,

itself

upon scholars that the

civiliza-

indigenous and self-contained

as, at

seemed to bo.
India may, apparently, claim with justice to have given birth independently to the mechanical process of coinage, but her weakly numismatic child never attained maturity, and was soon compelled to make
first sight, it

way

for a

stranger of more vigorous growth.

The other products

of

claimed from time to time as independent Indian discoveries
either proved to be foreign importations, or shown to be, at the

civilization

are

now

best, of doubtful parentage.
I

do not

know any

historical jjroblem

more startling

at first sight

than that propounded by the sudden and simultaneous first appearance
in India during the third century B. C. of long documents in two
diverse highly developed alphabets, of stone architecture, stone sculpture,

chronological eras, inscribed coins, and a missionary state religion.

The problem has not yet been completely solved, and perhaps never
it is certain that the phenomena referred to were largely due
to a rapid development of intercourse between India and Western
nations in the time of the Mauryan dynasty of Chandra Gupta and
Asoka (B. C. 315 to 22:2). A further development, or renewal, of that
intercourse in the first century before, and the four centuries following,
the Christian era, conducted through Bactrian, Alexandrian, and Palmyrene channels, produced new schools of architectural, plastic, and
pictorial art, introduced novel types and standards of coinage, taught
science in its exacter forms, and gave birth to a dramatic literature of
great variety and merit.
can be, but

*

For a convenient summary of much of the recent discussion on the chronology
Max Muller's " India, What can it Teach Us ?"

of Indian Literature, see

—
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marks on the religion
and mythology of India, modified her epic poetry, and in the opinion of
some competent judges, affected even the grammar, logic, and philosophy which are the most characteristic and original products of Indian

The sumo

occidental influences left enduring

thought.

The

investigation

of

the relations between the early civilization of

India and that of Western nations

is still

very incomplete,

but

it

has

proceeded sufficiently far to warrant the belief that further research will
magnify rather than diminish the debt due by India to Assyria, Babylonia, Persia, Greece,

and Rome.

Addendum.
I
compiling the Bibliographical List (ante, page 113)
omitted to notice the following papers
Major
Indo-Grecian Sculptures from the N.-W. Frontier, by
(1.)
page 394.
Abbott (with a Plate). Proc. As. Soc. of Bengal for 1854,

When

:

J.

of sculptures preThis communication briefly notices a large box
" dug from the site of a temple on
sented to the Society which were
below Ghazi Huzara.
the left bank of the Indus, called Kala, close
called Shah ke
The winged female is from another old site at present
and execution to
Tere in Quatur. They are very inferior in grace

Those at Kala seem to have belonged
size, but very richly and eleborately

those from Trans-Indus
to a

Buddhist temple of small

sculptured, the material being black clay-slate."

The

plate represents

a head from Rawalpindi.
same, %b%d, for
Note on a small Indo-Greek Sculpture, by the
(2.)
and presented to the Society is
1868, page 261. The figure described

one of the Atlantean
it

class,

purchased from a native,

who had found

of the mountains.
in an old fort of the Yusufzai at the foot
Account of some of the Sculptures in the Peshawar

Museum,

(3.)

page 411.
It menThe account given is, unfortunately, extremely meagre.
sitting
almost innumerable, kings of various sizes, a lady

by Rev. W. Loewenthal,
tions

on a

ibid, for 1861,

Buddhas
lion,

playing the

lute, reliefs,

and elaborate

figures of warriors

m

—
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tal,
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kinds of dresses, sometimes purely Greek, sometimes purely Orien-

sometimes a mixture

of the two.

The only work described in detail is the panel with the three
Greek soldiers below, and grotesque figures above, which has been
noticed in the text (Section III, page 135) Mr. Loewenthal states
that this slab was " lately brought from Nagram in Yusufzai by Lieut.
He observes that " some pieces of pottery have also been

Short."

found

in the cantonment [soil. Peshawar], stamped with
Greek designs." I have not seen any such pottery.

figures of pure
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Indian, p. 190.
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SYNCHRONISTIC TABLE OF THE REIGNS OF THE EARLY GUPTAS AND THEIR CONTEMPORARIES AND IMMEDIATE SUCCESSORS.
From thk Bkginning

Early Guptas

Later Gupta

Imperial.

of

Later Guptas of
Eastern Malaya.

Magadhn

Parivrajaka
Maharajas.

Hiina Kings.

Uchcha.kalpa

of the 4th to the

Vardhanas

end of the 8th Century, A. D.

Yalabhis of

of

Thanesar.

G urjara Prince

Maharajas of

Mahodaya

Gujarat.

of

Bharochh.

Kings of Nepal.

Early Chalukya,

Lichchhavii

King/; nf Kashmir.

Thakku

Gupta
Jayadeva

I.

I

Ghatotk\cha

Anonymous
(Lichchhavi)

Chandra Qufta

I»

(Son-in-law of Lichchhavr

Nara Varman
[400—414]
II

Visva Varman
[424]

[415—454]

Devadhya

{m.

Bandhu Varman

Ogha Devi
Kumara Devi]

Prabhaiijana

[437]

Kumara Deva

Jayabhata

[455— 408;

I

Hastin

[475—510]
Krishna Gupta

Vyaghn

Dadda II.
[478-495]

(dorp'., III, 14)

Budha Gupta
[484—494]
Saiusimita Gcpta
(Bdldditya)

Jayanatha
[493]

ToramSoa

Bhatarka
(Sendpati)

Harsha Gapta

Jayasitnha

Aditya Varman

Aditya
Varman)

<Jont<',lnp.

(Brother-in-law of

Harshagupta)
a'u

ha

533]
(Contemp. Hastin)

Bhanu Gupta
[510]

Sankshobha

Mihirakula
(Contemp. of Nt
"
gnpta and
Jivita

Gupta

Dharasena

I.

~]

[528]

Isvara

I.

Varman

Dronasiinha
(Contemp. Narasimhagupta)
II

Nara Vardhana

Dhruvasena

Anonymous

I.

[526]

Kcmaba Gcpta II.

YnJodharman

(See column 18)

Mihirakula
Kashmir)

unc
Vhruvasena II.)

(S'iladitya,
>f

Kumara Gupta

(retired to

TSana Varman
[564]
(Contemp. Kumara

[533]

Qupta

of

Dharapatta

J

Magadha)

Guhasena
[559-567]
Kajya Vardhana I.

I

Anonym

lamodara Gupta
(Contemp. Sarva

Varman)
8'arva Varman
(Contemp. Ddmodara

Qupta)

Mahasona Gupta
Contemp A'ditya
Varman)

SuBthitaVannar

Aditya Vardhana

(Contemp. Mahdsei
Gupta)

(Brother-in-law ofMahdsena Gupta)

Dharasena II.
[571-589]

Avanti Varman

Vindhyasakti.

[Contemp. Prabhdka;

Vardhana)
T

(FatLrAn -law of'eraha
Varman)
Mangalis

S'iladitya

I.

[605—609]
(Kings of Benares)
Baladitya II.

Dova Gupta

Graha Varman

(Contemp. Graha

(Son-in-law of Pral
kara Vardhana w
contemp. Deva Gupta)

Varman and
IRojyn Vurdhano

Madhava Gupta

Bijya

(Contemp. Harsha

Jayabhata

Vardhana
[606—648]

II.

Harsh;.

I

(Contemp. PulikesinII.)J

PulikeMn

II.

(Contemp. Harsha
artUiana and Gorind

ha

I.

J

i

Dharasena

III.

~]

S'iva

Deva

[635]

Dhruvasena

II.

[629]
(Contemp. HarshaVardhana, nephew of

Dadda IV.

I

[628-633]

[635-650]

(Contemp. Harsha
Sf Dhruvasena II)

•

Durlabha Vardhana

S'iladitya .Tasodhar-

man)

(Prajudditya)
j

Dhruva Deva

[672]

[645—649]
III

Biladitya III.

Dhruvasena III.

[653]
I

Vatsaraja

I

Jayabhata

Govinda

III.

[653]

kesin 11.)

II

[656]

Jishnugupta

(Contemp. Puli-

[651]

Kharagrahall.

I.

Prithivishe

Sankara Deva

I

J

S'iladitya III.

Durlabhaka
Yikrainadif:ya

[671]

(Pratdpdditya)

I

Bhoga Varman

Prakataditya

(Son-in-law of
Adityasena)

Dova Gupta

Nagabhata

(Father-in-law nf

Rudrasena

Ddaya Deva

II.)

Rudrasena

II.

Vinayaditya

(Son-in-law of
Deva Gupta)
8'iladitya IV.

[691]

Vijayaditya

Vishnu Gnpta

Pravarasena

Jayabhata IV.

Mana Dova.

[706—734]

[705-732]

Narenda Deva

II.

Chandrapida
S'iladitya V.

S'iva

Dova

^|

II.

[725-748]

[722]

(Son-in-law of

Bhoga Varman)
Jivita

Gupta

Yaso Varman

II.

Rudrasena

Mahi Deva
[733-753]
III.

Bho aI

r

Dantidurga

,

[733]

Lalitaditya I.
J
(Contemp. YasoVarman

[753]

(Contemp. Lalitdd ityu)

Vikramaditya

Ki'rtti

Varman

Tarapi'da

II.

II.

(deposed by Dantidurga

Mahendra Pala

8'fladit

[760]

Java Deva II.
[750-758]

[760]

santa De[754]

Kuvalayaplda

~]

Lalitaditya II.

J

[766]
Prithivyapi'da

I.

~]

I

Sangramapi'da

Bhojall.

[794]

Notes

:

—

1,

2,

775

]

J

781

790

J

The names printed in red indicate the kings that bore imperial titles (maharajadhiraga, paramesvara, paramabhuttaraka, etc.). One connecting line signifies a son or length of reign, two signify a brother, three signify a nephew, cousin, etc. A bracket signifies a generation. Bracketed numbers
under the names signify known dates.
The information in columns 1 11, 16, 17 is based mainly oil Fleet's volume III of the Corpus Insrrtptionvm Indicarum ; columns 10, 12— 15 on the Indian Antiquary, also on Professor Bhandarkar's Early History
for column 8, see Sir A. Cunningham's Archvological Survey Reports, vol. XV, p 164—166: for column 10, see Corpus Inscr. Ind.,
of the Dekkan
vol. Ill, p. 41
for column 15,
» Ind. Ant., vol. VII, p. 72
for column 11, see Ind. Ant., vol XII, p. 242
for column 12, see Ind. Ant., vol. XV, p. 110
for column 13, see Ind. Ant., vol. XVII, p. 191.
Column 3, on Devagupta
phia Indica, for 1889, No. 11, also Shankar P. Pandit's Gaiidavaho, Introd., Note I ;— column 4, on Yasovarman, seo Jacobi in Gottingische Gelehrte Anzeigen, for 188S. No.
on I'sana Varman's date see Sir A. Cunningham's Arch. Sep., vol. IX, p. 27, Ind. Ant, vol. XIV, p. 68, Smith's Coinage of the Early Guptas, p. 136 j I read
2,
the date as 245 Gupta Saujvat
column 8, on Bhoga Varman, see Corp. Inscr. Ind,, vol. Ill, Introd., p. 177, 187 j— column 10, on Dhruvasena II., see Ind. Ant., vol. XVII, p. 196; for other particulars see 'my Remarks on the Seal of Kumara Gupta II. in the Journal, As. Soc. Beng., for 1889.

—

;

;

3,

I

"]

Ja va pala

YinaVaka Pala

II.

;

;

;

i

;

—

;
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OF THE

ASIATIC SOCIETY OF BENGAL.
Part I.— HISTORY,

LITERATURE,

&e.

Supplement, for No. IV.— 1889.

Catalogue of the

Central Asiatic

in the Indian

Lcessoe,

Coins,

Museum,

collected

Calcutta.

by Captain A. F. Be

—By

De. A. P. Rudolf

Hokrnle.
(With two plates.)

The

coins

which are described in the subjoined catalogue were

F. de Lasssoe on the northern frontier of Afghanyears 1884 to 1886, during the time of the Afghan Boundary
Commission, on which he was employed as Assistant Political Officer.

collected

by Captain A.

istan, in the

The coins were, under the orders of the Government of India,
made over by him to Mr. Chas. J. Rodgers of the Archfeological
Survey, for a preliminary examination and report. They were afterwards presented by the Government of India to the Indian Museum,
with a request that duplicates, when available, should be given to the

Museum
At

in

Lahore and

to the British

Museum

in London.

the request of the Trustees of the Indian

Museum, the

coins

were carefully examined by me and catalogued. Mr. Rodgers' preliminary list proved of great advantage in this work, and most of his
readings and many of his remarks are embodied in the following pages.
A large number of duplicates were presented to the Lahore Museum, and a somewhat smaller number to the British Museum. The
numbers from which presentations could be made, are indicated by the

marks f

an(i

+•

—

A. F. R. Hoernle

2

Catalogue of

[Supplement,

The collection will be found to be one of considerable interest. A
large number of coins, especially of 'Alau-d-din Khwarizmi are either
entirely new or, at least, have hitherto not been published.
The most
representative ones of these have been figured in the accompanying
plates.

Abbreviations.

= Dr.

=
=
= Prinsep's Indian Antiquities (ed. Thomas)
Int. Num. Or. = International Numismata Orientalia
A.
B. =
Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal
R. A. S. = Journal of the
Royal Asiatic Society of England Num. Chron. = the Numismatic
Chronicle and Journal of the Numismatic Society of England Num.
Or. = Marsden's Numismata Orientalia
Or. = Oriental
Sass. = E.
Ar. Ant.

Wilson's Ariana Antiqua
B. M. 0.
British
Chron.
E. Thomas' Chronicles of the Pathan
;

Museum Catalague
kings of Delhi Ind. Ant.
;

;

;

;

;

J.

S.

J.

;

;

;

;

Thomas' Sassanians in Persia.

Explanation.

* prefixed,

signifies that the coin is

not noted in the existing British
Catalogue f signifies that specimens of the
coin have
been sent to the British Museum
% signifies that specimens have
been sent to the Lahore Museum
g signifies that the coin is in
good condition,/, t, i, that it is in fair, tolerable or indifferent

Museum

;

;

;

con-

dition respectively.

1889.]

Captain Be Lcessoe's Central Asiatic Coins.

3

Catalogue.

to

Description.

.3

ROMAN.
Antoninus Pius.

42,60

.

Constantius

28,13

head of emSew., draped

Obv.,

AU

peror;
...NLNTTS
female seated on ground, to
Obv.,

II.

left,

head

(i)

emperor:
standard

of

CONSTANTIUS AUG.
between

two

Rev.,
soldiers
in exergue SMANZ.

armed

EXERCTTUS;

:

GLORIA
(t)

GREEK.
Drachm. Obv., head of
Rev., seated Zens with eagle,
(i)
Drachm.
AntiochuSObv.,
head of
55,83
king to right. Rev., Heracles seated to left
[A]NTIOXO[Y], to right [BA]S1LE[J2S].
Alexander.

47,29

king.

;

A

barbarous copy or forgery with a hole

for suspension.

(£)

BACTRIAN.
Eukratides.

60,92

Drachm.

Obv.,

head of

king; border of dots. Rev., Dioscuri mounted; legend BASIAEfiS EYKPATIAOY.
Type like B. M. C, vol. V, 6. Rare.
This specimen is probably a forgery ; the
legend

is

smudged and

" basileos" is double-

struck.
None in B. M. C. of 1886, but a
specimen lately obtained from Gen. Sir A.

133,92

Cunningham.
Soter Megas. Obv., bust of king. Rev.,
horseman. Type like Ar. Ant., pi. IX, 12
(with no fillet to lance, and legend BASIAEY
for

/SacnW)

(f)

INDO-SCYTHIAK".
263,77

Kanishka.

Rev.,

Ant., pi. XII, 17.

OKPO. Type

(t)

like Ar.

—

[Supplement,
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Description.

INDO-SCYTHIAN
...

225,55

1...

168,05

1

1

MnOPO

Eev.,

153
1

.

...

(Ooer).

Oerki

(p. 155).

(?)

Contd.

Obv., elephant-rider.
Type like B. M. C, No.

(0

A

crude variety of No.
like Ar. Ant., pi. XIII, 20.
(0

Do.

8.

Type

PARTHIAN".
Type a
26 (Gardner).

Mithridates I (Arsaces VI).

53,69

in Int.

Num.

Or., vol.

I, pi. I,

(0

Type as
J Sinatroces (Arsaces X).
in Int. Num. Or., vol. I, pi. Ill, 2.
{g)
Obv. withOrodes I (Arsaces XII).
54,99
out crescent, as in Int. Num. Or., vol. I,
56,94

pi. Ill, 20.

59 22

1

Num.

Do.

Do.

59 87
Int.

(/)
Obv.

with crescent, as in

Or., vol. I, pi. Ill, 23.

Num.

Int.

(/)

Obv. with star and crescent, as in
Or., vol.

I, pi.

Ill, 26.

(/)

(Arsaces XIII). Obv.
X Phraates IV
with eagle only, as in Int. Num. Or., vol. I,
One has a loop attached to the
pi. IV, 6.
middle of the obv., to turn the coin into a
(t)
button, and weighs 59, 85 grains,
Do. Obv. with eagle, crescent and star,
60,86
as in Int. Num. Or., vol. I, pi. IV, 12.
(0
Obv. with Nike, crescent and
58,93
X Do.
star, as in Int. Num. Or., vol. I, pi. IV, 11.
Apparently a mixture of silver and copper.
One is perforated for wearing, and weighs

58,10

57,46 grains,

(i)

Do. Obv. with eagle and crescent. Eev.
with eagle. Not in Int. Num. Or. but cf.
Apparently a mixture of
vol. I, pi. IV, 6.
New. (i)
silver and copper.
(Arsaces XVII). As in
55,74
X Vonones I
Int. Num. Or., vol. I, pi. V, 4.
(/)

56,30

;

—
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Description.

PARTHIAN"
56,44

Num. Or
55,14

Contd.

Goterzes (Arsaces XX).

X

,

vol. I, pi.

V, 20.

As

in Int.

(/)

Artabanus IV (Arsaces XXVI)
Mithridates IV (Arsaces XXVII). As
t

Num.

or
in

VI, 5, 22, 24, 25.
Two are perforated for wearing, weighing
55,14 (small hole) and 51,66 (big hole) the
third is entire, weighing 52,25 grains. (/, i,
Int.

Or., vol.

I, pi.

;

9)

54,66

The entire one has on the
Mongol over-striking.
Vologeses IV (Arsaces

rev.

a trace of

XXXI).

As
Num. Or., vol. I, pi. VII, 10. (*)
Artabanus V (Arsaces XXXIV). As

in Int.

44,10

in Int.

Num.

Or., vol.

I, pi.

VII, 19.

(i)

SUB-PARTHIAN.
85,02

Anonymous. Obv., head of king, to
right, with torquis, as in the coins of Ar(Chosroes) in Int. Num. Or., vol.
saces
Rev., fire-altar as on the early
I, pi. VI, 17.
Sassanian coins in Sass., pi. I, 2. Unpub-

XXIX

lished.

(0

SASSANIAN.
Sapor

63,20

As

I.

in Sass., pi. II, 2-6.

a perforation for wearing,
162.13
192,54

1,12.
1

...

1

...

61,95
49,54

::::

62,42
62,26

+

Sass., pi.

(*)

Sapor

Do.
IV,

With

(f)

DO. As in Sass., pi. II, 8, 9. (f)
in
X Ardeshir and Sapor I. As

4.

II.

Another
(0

X Firiiz I.

Khusru
pl.VI,

As

9.

I,

(g)

As

in Sass., pi. IV, 2, 3. (/)
As in Sass., pi.
variety.
in Sass., pi.

Naushirvan.

V,

As

8, 9.

in

(/)
Sas.,

—

6
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Description.

SASSANIAIT—Oontd
62,44

t

VI.

Khusrii

14.

The

As in Sass., pi.
II, Parwi'z.
less perfect one weighs only

53,01 grains,

51,44

(g)

Do. Of Arab mintage with lismillah
on mai'gin
Sass., p. 93.
Perforated for
;

wearing.

(/)

Yezdegird

27,61

III.

Small sized coin

in Sass.
very small piece broken
in good condition.

A

away

;

;

not

otherwise

ABBASIDE.
Al Mansur, 2nd Abbaside.

43,87

Dirham

Madinatu-s-Salam, 152 A. H.
M. C, vol. I, 72 (p. 48). (g)
Legends
of obv. and rev. areas,
Do.
96,12
as in B. M. 0., vol. I, 91 and 104 (p. 196,
Obv. margin not inscribed, but di201).
vided into three sections by three ringlets.
struck in

As

in B.

Rev. marginal legend, indistinctly visible

read by Mr. Rodgcrs j jv*
AjU«>« 3 l^WjIj i- e., struck in Sijistfm, 147
A. H. (0
Harun ar Rashid, 5th Abbaside. Dir37,34
ham struck at Ma'adinu-sh-Shash, 190
The same as B. M. 0., vol. I, 228,
A. H.
With a loop for suspending, (t)
(p. 84).
Dirham,
45,72
Al Aimn, 6th Abbaside.
struck at Madinat Balkh, 195 A. H. General type of coin exactly as B. M. 0., vol.
I, 246,
(p. 90), except that there are six
'.

ringlets instead of five.

29,50

54,38

(/)

Al Mutawakkil, 10th Abbaside. Fragment (about §) of a dirham of 24* A. H.
Mint lost. General type like B. M. 0., vol.
I, 317, (plate VI).
* Al Muti'a, 23rd Abbaside.
struck at Hirat, 369 A. H. (/) Plate

Dinar
I, fig. 1.

—
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Coins.

§

'1

§

of

Nun

Description.

in

Number

Weight

Copper.
Serial

Silver.

Mixed.

Gold.

ABBASIDE

Contd.

small area within single circle,
surrounded by double marginal inscripObv.,

tions.

Avon

•

3)1

<sJl

8^

i)

iJDt

Inner legend

:

aJJ| (*""•
^

f

ajUjUj j

within single

area

Bee.,

rounded by one marginal
Area

!

j c~j

irW

sur-

circle,

inscription.

*^

:

all

Margin

•

bnAn
41

1

1

36,87

aU| Jr*L> > *a;/°

:

Ui

* 'Alau-d-diii

ii-ti VV AJttlZjiYL.

Muhammad

bin Takash. Type : on both sides, round areas surrounded by a marginal inscription between
Both margins defecsingle-lined circles.
but on obv., mint Nisabur legible
tive
:

date

lost,

it)

Plate

I, fig. 2.

—
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grains.

Number.

of

in

Number
Silver.

Desciiption.

Weight

Copper.

Serial

Mixed.

Gold.

SHA'H OF KHWA'RIZM.— Contd.
Obv.

Rev.

J^iyiJiJf ^|

<ji.f|

W

_

Margins: fragmentary; obv.j^^}
42

1

1

33,57

,

,.

Do. Duplicate of No. 41, but double
struck on both sides.
Obverse margin
fragmentary, showing only date 5** reverse margin gone,
(i)
;

Obv. margin

43

1

1

44

2

2

44,37

:

aAjo

&I) ^».~o

Do. Duplicate of No. 41 but struck
on rev. side only, margin entirely gone.
;

Type : same as No. 41
but
26,95
% * Do.
16,08 different reverse legend and no ringlets
on obv. Margins nearly gone. (£)
;

;

Eev.

45

1

1

36,34

w

Do. Duplicate of No. 44 but double
struck on reverse side. Margins defective
;

and
46

1

1

23,00

ill

illegible,

(i)

Duplicate of No. 44 but struck
X Do.
on reverse side only. Margin nearly gone.
;

(i)

—

:
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Description.

SHA'H OF
32,62

KHWARIZM

Contd.

Duplicate of No. 44 but double
struck on rev. side, and struck on that side

Do.

;

Margin gone, (t)
Do. Duplicate of No. 44 but struck
on obv. side only, on which there are no
One perforated specimen weighs
ringlets.
two others weigh 20,91 and 18,49
25,06
grains respectively. Margins defective and
only.

44,37

J

;

;

illegible,

47,81

(i)

Type : similar to No. 41, with
Do.
reverse legend similar to No. 44 and on
Both
obv. side letters in place of ringlets.
legends much blundered. Margins gone, (i)
;

W

Rev.

Obv.

ill

i

*}|

cS*s*

fJkcSJ

J)

(UJ|

(sic)

<jj|

(sic)

S_>~J= (broken).

*JJ^tii| (sic)

O^J(broken).

64,07

on rev.
Mr. Rodgers reads
* Do.
Two round areas with marginal
inscriptions within single-lined circles, as
but legends different, also chain No. 41
racters different, i. e., nasta'h'q, as in the
early Pnthan coins of India, not Knfio.
;

One half 'of the coin is broken away.
(i)
verse margin shows 6**.
Rev.
Obv.
5)

a***
Ssl!\

jiijSt

...^vol
Rev. margin
Obv. margin

:

h

u>A

Re-

—

A. F. R. Hoernle
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Coins.

iber.

§

of

Description.

.a
ier

Serial

Silvei

Gold.

I

Coppe

1

KHWARIZM— Contd.

SHA'H OF
51

18

18

35,58

* t t Do.
Type I, obv., saddled horse
with mint, within single-lined circle somerev. intimes three dots under horse
One
scription within singled-lined circle.
specimen was assayed by Dr. Scully with
the result copper 80'9 per cent., lead 13-5,
silver 5'6.
(t) Plate I, fig. 3. The mint is
read by Mr. Rodgers Baluqdn or Taluqdn.
;

;

:

Rev.

Obv.

Horse

I

31=^3/

e,U»l-Jl

52

16

16

35,58

w tJ=LJ|

Rev.
1

3U

^Dt

w UaLJt
53

5

5

35,58

ml

* Do.
Type I, similar to No. 51, same
mint, but rev. legend differently arranged.

fcjJ

* Do.
Type I, similar to No. 51 same
mint, but rev. legend differently arranged.
;

Rev.

HI

(ylWJl

aJ| 31c

54

1

1

55

4

4

^Jic

* Do. Type I.
Apparently similar to
No. 51, but double-struck on both sides, (i)
* t + Do. Type II. Obv., horseman with
37,89
Variety 1, semicircle over
lance at charge
head of rider some dots here and there
above
right of rider. Rev.,
mint
name of

34,44

;

;

inscription only.

;

Both obv. and

rev. en-

—
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Description.

SHA'H OF KELWARIZM

Contd.

closed within double circle, the inner lined,
Mint Tdliqdn both on
the outer dotted.
Plate I, fig. 4.
(i)
obv. and rev.

Rev.

Obv.

uite-Hi

jylaJU,

J) lb flasH

(in

0r
I

minute

Occasionally the rev. legend
39,74

as on No. 51.
* f t DO.

41,00

58

39,78

is

J/|

aranged,

Variety 2, in all
respects like No. 55, except that there is
a bird to right below horse, instead of the
dots.

57

T^e

letters).

J| iU plae

II,

(t)

* Do.

Type

II, Variety 3, similar to

No.

55, but without semicircular corona, and a
Inscriptions
trefoil in the place of the bird.
on obv. and rev. exactly as on No. 55. (t)

* 1 1 Do.
Type II, Variety 4, bow-like
canopy over head of rider; crescent above
over left side, and mint above over right
Rev., inscription. Both obv.
side of rider.
and rev. enclosed within double circle, the

inner lined, the outer
{Shafurqan?) or>»?

clotted.

o lUJ

Bev.

Mint

(t)
l

* Do.
Type II, Variety 5, similar to
33,60
head crescent with dot
36,37 No. 53, but bare
Rev., inscripto left and dot to right of it.
Both obv. and
tion exactly as on No. 58.
rev. enclosed_ within a single-lined circle.
;

Mint

or

?

(i)

r

A

12

F. R.
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Description.

SHA'H OF KIIWARIZM

Gontd.

* Do.
Type II, Variety 6, similar to
No. 59, but without crescent and dots, and
with some indistinct object below horse.
Rev. inscription as on No. 58.
(i)
* f t Do. Type II, Variety 7, similar to
42,06
No. 58, but only with bow-like canopy.
Rev., inscription as on No. 58, but below
it an illegible mint-name.
Both obv. and
rev. either within a single serrated circle,
or within a double circle, the inner lined,

60

40,09

27,36

the outer dotted, (i)
* Do.
Type III. Obv., horseman with
waving arms, without lance. Variety 1, bird
sitting to left below horse.
Rev., inscription, nearly obliterated. Obv. and rev. within double lined circle.
(6)

63

34,42

* f X Do.
Type III, Variety 2, like No.
Mint Tdliqdn,
62, but bird turned to right.
visible on obv. over right side of horse,
(i)

64

37,09

* t I Do. Type III, Variety 3, a beetlelike mark under horse
mint over right
side of horse.
Rev., inscription. Both obv.
and rev. enclosed within double-lined cir;

16.

cles.
Mint Tdliqdn both on obv. and rev.
Legends, on both sides, read and are arranged exactly as on No. 55. (i)
* f X DO.
Type III, Variety 4, a star, 5
35,97
or 6 rayed, under horse mint over right
of horse. Rev., inscription. Obv. enclosed
;

within double circle, the inner lined, the outer dotted rev. within single-lined circle.
Mint Tdliqdn both on obv. and rev. Legends
as on Nos. 55 and 63. Plate I, fig. 5. (Some
* Do.
Type III, Variety 5, in all respects like No. 65, except the rev. legend
which reads as follows
(t)
;

66

:

lijlfljli

(in

minute

letters.)

f
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Description.

SHAH OP KHWARIZM
67

68

No. 52.
69

Gontd.

* Do.
Type III, Variety 6, like No. 64
in all respects, except the mark under the
(i, b)
horse which looks like an anvil (?).
* DO.
Type III, Variety 7, like No. 65
41,28
except that the mark under the horse is a
snake, and the rev. legend arranged as on

3-1,55

ft)

* t $

36,52

No.

Type

Do.

III,

Variety

62, except that there is

the horse.
* Do.

8,

like

no mark under

(&)

Type III, Variety 9, no mark
under horse, which is gallopping. Both
obv. and rev. enclosed within double circle,
the inner lined, the outer dotted. Rev.

70

legend as follows
[

41,91

:

(i)

^IkLJt

]

(cut away.)

* Do. Type TV. Obv., horseman with
Mint doubtful
leafed branch in left hand.
over left side of horse, and bird under horse.
within double
enclosed
Both obv. and rev.
circle, the inner lined, the outer dotted.
Plate

I, fig. 6.

(0
Bev.

Obv.

jtft^j

47.25

(?)

* t + Do.
Type V, horseman with
Variety 1, bare head
shouldered sword.
side of horse below it a
;

mint over right
flower.

Rev., inscription.

;

Mint Hirdt.

Both obv. and rev. within three circles, a
Plate
dotted one between two lined ones.
I, fig- 7.
(Q

—

—
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Mixed.

Gold.

SHAH OF KHWABIZM
^ikLJt

^
73

6

6

45,38

/4<

Q
O

Q

36,52

Contd.

Bev.

Obv.

ct.+s* plac

ill

w ttJ^|

or
rare-

f£>*

J/l

* t t Do.
Type V, Variety 2, like
72, except that there is no flower below
the horse. (i)

No.

* t X Do.
Type V, Variety 3, like
No. 73, but the mark under horse indistinguishable canopy over head of rider and
;

mint Balkh ^1
75

6

6

46,72

(?)

(*)

Type VI, Obv., horseman
with shouldered flag bare head no mint.
Bev., inscription in Kutic characters. Both
obv. and rev. enclosed within three circles,
a dotted one being between two lined ones.
Plate I, fig. 8. One specimen was assayed
by Dr. Scully with the result copper 2'2
(t)
per cent., silver 7.4, lead 85 4.
* t X

Do.

;

;

:

-

Bev.

76

7

7

36,88

5

trf

a^as"

* t X Do.
Variety

Type VII, bare elephant to

Obv., a saw-like mark below, and a mint-name above elephant.
Bev., inscription. Both obv. and rev. within
double circle, the outer dotted, the inner

left.

lined.

1,

One specimen was assayed by Dr.

Scully with the result

per cent, copper

:

39-2, silver 81), lead 52'7.

tj*~,

77

16

16

41,23

(*)

Bev.

Obv.
(?)

as on No. 58.

* t X Do.
Type VII, Variety 2, similar to No. 76, but no mark below elephant,
and mint and inscription different, (t)

—
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Description.

Mixed.

|

to

SHA'H OF

KHWARIZM

Obv.

Contd.

Bev.

^t^tLsk

as on No. 66.

(?)

(but without the mint).

78

i

1

* Do.

34,50

to No.
tion.

77,

Type VII, Variety 3, similar
but different mint and inscrip-

(%)

Obv.
J

i±>bj j^

79

3

3

Bev.

apparently as in No. 58.

(?)

* Do.

34,50

No.

Type VII, Variety 4, similar to
but different mint and inscrip-

77,

tion,

(i)

Obv.

Bev.
as on No. 52.

(ytfj^ft*

[Sliufurqan.~\

80

3

3

34,50

* t t Do. Type VII, Variety 5, similar
to Nos. 77, 79, but different mint and inPlate I, fig. 9.
scription (2 i, If).
Bev.

Obv.

He

1/1

f&*
^aJl j US<sJ|

81

3

3

32,13

* f J Do. Itype VII, Variety 6, similar
No. 76 but the mark below is an arabesque the mint above is the same without

to

;

;

the final

8

;

rev. inscription different,

{Samarqand

JV".

may

B.

be only

{t)

Rev.
LLLJ|

Obv.
^*-w or
?)

(Jo*

111

^

What looks like a mint name,
an arabesque ornamental mark.

—

—
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a
B

Gold,

ihxe

Silve

"Weig

Cop].

to

SHA'H OF
82

4

4

33,01

KHWARIZM

Oontd.

* t t Do.

Type VII, Variety 7, similar
to No. 81, but arabesque mark above and
Rev.
three dots in line below elephant.
inscription different

;

viz.,

(t)

IkUt
UiJ| He

83

J9

1!)

33,58

•ft

Tjrpe VII, Variety 8, exactDo.
ly as No. 82, but a different rev. inscription.

(3/)
Rev.

He fkz

84

14

14

35,32

*

Do.

t X
to right.
;

^

w i*Jtj

Ti/pe VIII,

Jl

l*j<jJ|

bare elephant

obv., mint above elerev., inscription. Both obv. and rev.

Variety

phant
within double
lined,

He

or

HI

^jJlj UwJ| (on one)

(i

1,

circle,

outer dotted, inner

or 6)

Obv.

(both in Kufic)

Rev.

^similar to ino. /oj
dJ|_, (jjjJt

85

3

3

35,32

86

4

4

35,32

* Do.
Type VIII, Variety 2, exactly as
No. 84, but style of letters of obv. mint

somewhat

different.

(1

t).

Plate

I,

fig.

10.

* Do.

Type VIII, Variety 3, exactly as
No. 84, but style of letters of obv. mint
slightly indifferent,

(i)

—

Captain
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SHAH OF KHWARIZM
87

3

3

38,91

Contd.

* Do. Type IX, bare elephant to right,
with fettered legs. Variety 1, obv., mint
over elephant rev., inscription. Both obv.
and rev. within double circle, the outer dotted, the inner lined.
Plate I, fig.
(1/).
;

Obv.

(as

88

12

12

Rev,

on No. 85)

* t t Do.

38,91

il*

Type IX,

^

Hi

Variety

2,

exactly

as No. 87, but style of letters of obv.
slightly different,
(i, some t)

Obv.

Rev.

vbjj
{Uits

89

12

12

38,91

Oil

-Li

mint

(as
O.

on No. 87).

OO.J

* t + Do.

Ttype IX, Variety 3, similar
No. 88, but inscription different.
(i,
one i)

to

Rev.

Obv.
(as

on No.

84.)

(as on Nos. 89, 84.)

90

2

2

38,91

* Do.
Type IX, Variety 4, exactly as
No. 89, but style of letters of obv. mint
slightly different,

ti)

Rev.

Obv.

(as on Nos. 84, 89).

JljjiJ
(as

on Nos. 85,

87).
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g

SHAH OF KHWARIZM
42,81

Gontd.

elephant-rider with
obv.,
left. Variety 1,
mint below elephant; rider bare-headed.
withand
rev.
Both
obv.
Rev., inscription.
in double circle, outer dotted, inner lined.
(0 Plate I, fig. 12.

* Do.
Type X,
lance at charge, to

Rev.

Obv.

IkLJt

p

IkL,

^

* t + Do.
Type X, Variety 2, similar to
38,43
No. 91, but on obv. no mint bow-like canopy over rider's head dot over elephant's
head rev. legend different, (i) Plate I,

92

;

;

;

fig.

93

-20

47,58
45,11

1

34,92

95

3

43,25

13.

Rev. legend, as on No. 83.
t t Do. Type XI, lettered surfaces,
Variety 1, as in B. M.
within circles.
C, vol. II, Nos. 596—600 (see Plate VII,
(t,somef)
fig. 599).
Do. Type XI, Variety 2, as in B.
M. C. vol. II, No. 594. (t)
*
Type XI, Variety 3. Obv. and
t Do.
within double circle, outer clotted,
rev.
inner lined. On obv., two annulets on each
side of the inscription; also on rev. in
diverse places,
Ohv.

lit:

(i)

Rev.

JkUi

1889.]

|
o
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Description.
•a

SHA'H OF
42,42

97

;

KHWARIZM.

Type XI, Variety

Do.

mah

rev. illegible,

Contd.

Obv., kali-

4.

(i)

* t Do.
41,11
Type XII, small inner cir37,00 cular area on obv. lettered surface on rev.
both. rev. and obv. within double circle,
outer dotted, inner lined.
Variety,
1,
Muhammad in Kufic in area, with dot
above. Plate I, fig. 14.
(0
;

Obv.

Area

:

Margin

:

J/|

y=LU|

jJ|

JJ

Ji

a l ove

Jkl~.!\
!L=

Av^iyjJlj

left

^Ual-Jl

j«j SeZow

(sic)

52,53

Rev.
J||

Ui

wj

* Do.
Type XII, Variety 2, inner area
formed by a double circle within, an illegible mint name,
(i)
;

Obv.

Area:

Margin

99

:

* Do. Type XII, Variety 3, inner area
formed of three circles, a dotted between
two lined within, a sexagonal rose or star.
Published by W. Rodgers in J. A. S. B.
vol. LII (1883), p. 57, No. 15 on Plate IV.
d)
* Do.
47,60
Type XII, Variety 4, like No.
44,88

;

99 in every respect, except that rev. legend
differently arranged,
(i)

—

A. F. R. Hoernle
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SHAH OF KHWARIZM.

Oontd.

Bev.

jSwfl

[

45,37

(lost)

]

Do. Type XIII, a small inner circular area on both obv. and rev. the latter
are both surrounded by a double circle,
Variety 1, both
outer dotted, inner lined.
inner areas formed by three circles, a dotted between two lined within, mint ZaminPlate I, fig. 15 a and b.
ddwar. (i)
*

t

;

;

Bev.

Obv.

Margin

Area

:

iLc

plks

Jit

^(kLJl Margin

jjli

:

Area

:

^ ^\j>\
)

:

WW
38,60

* Do.
Type XIII, Variety 2, like No.
100 in every respect, except that the circles forming the inner area are wider apart
from one another, thus causing the marLegends as in No.
gin to be narrower.

41,99

* Do.
Type XIII, Variety 3, obv.
area formed by two lined circles rev. area
by three circles, a dotted between two
(i)
lined within both areas a boss,

101.

(i)

;

;

Bev.

Obv.

Marg.

Area
104

52,08

ill

:

boss

:

Marg.

:

Area

:

boss

* Do.
Type XIV, two-lined square
areas occupying whole of obv. and rev.
faces; segments inscribed. Almost illegible,

(i)

—

1889.

Captain Be Lcessoe's Central Asiatic Coins.
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Description.

-5

x

:

SHAH OF KHWARIZM.
Obv.

Area

:

*

1/1

)\

[

[

Contd.

Bev.

U

*J|

]

Area

:

[

^IfcJLJi]

1/1

lb

]

^

Type XV, on the obv. and
44,23
39,98 rev., square areas enclosed within double
circle, the outer dotted, the inner lined.
Variety 1, ornamental scrolls in the sec* t Do.

between the squares and circles.
W. Rodgers in J. A. S. B.,

tions,

Published by
vol.

LII, p, 57, on Plate IV, fig. 14. The
last line of the obv. legend, wanting in
his_ specimen, was doubtfully supplied
as

being
l-Fath,

'Aldu-d-din, but it is really Abnas shown clearly on the present

specimens.

(t~)

Obv.

^

Bev.

1/1

^

1

43,36

1

Type XV, Variety, 2, inscriptions in sections on rev., date 61* in words;
obv., illegible mint (?).
Plate I, fiff.
* J Do.

;

on

16.

(0
Obv.

Rev.

:

w lfaJLJ|

A. F. R. Hoernle
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SHAH OF E HWARIZM.
44,24

fig.

108

40,65

Contd.

Type XVI, on both obv. and
rev.,
two hexagonal areas intercrossing,
Mint
with three dots in each section.
Published by W. Rodgers in
Farwan.
J. A. S. B., vol. LII, p. 57, on Plate IV,
* Do.

12.

Type XVII, obv., lettered surface
within double circle, outer dotted, inner
Rev., small double-lined square
lined.
within, figure of horseman,
inner area

Do.

;

109

outside inscription. As in B. M. C. of Or.
Coins, vol. II, p. 186, onPlate VII, fig.
(i)
603.
*
thin piece
X Do. Type XVIII, large
57,17
double-lined
rev.,
obv., circular area
;

In marginal sections, apamint Ghaznah. Plate II, fig. 17. (i)

square area.
rently,

Bev.

Obv.

» Ji>U\

Area:

Area

^'kLJl

:

ft*

Margin

Orna-

Sections

:

ornmt.,

and

r.

I.

above,

below.

43,50

* Do.
horseman

Type XIX; obv.,
with lance at charge,

Doubtful.
to right,

within double

circle,

outer dotted, inner

lined. Rev., inscription within single dotted

nearly illegible. Mr. Rodgers ob" This is the only coin out of
serves
about 3,000, which has the horseman to
the right."

circle

;

:

Captain Be Lcessoe's Central Asiatic Coins.
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Description.
|

SHAH OF KHWARIZM.
34,85

Contd.

XX

* Do.
doubtful.
Type
obv.,
mailed lion standing to left, below a dot,
above mint Shafurqdn. Rev., inscription
within lined circle, nearly obliterated.
Obv.

Bev

cjtfjjj**

GHAZNAWrS
Masa'lid

58,63

I.

;

and

GHORrS,

etc.

Two

circular areas and
C. of Or. Coins, vol. II,

margins, as in B. M.
No. 5-24 (p. 157), but barely legible,
82,70

(i)

* Farukhzad ibn Masa'ud.
Similar
No. 546 in B. M. 0. of Or. Coins,
vol. II, p. 166; but star six-rayed) at top
of rev. area, and zafar (j^, so W. Rodgers)
at top of obv. area date 448
the remainder identical. The outer marginal legend
of obv. is nearly gone
that on reverse

to

!

;

;

;

45,56

much cut and obliterated.
Ibrahim ibn Masa'ud
and lettered surface on

(/)

with Bull

;

rev.,

obv., as in B.

M.

C. of Or. Coins, vol. II, No. 561 (p. 172),
and in Proceedings, A. S. B., for 1881, p. 6.

(0
45,69

Undetermined.

Probably Ghaznawi.

illegible
but on right hand side
of the legend in the area, there is a perpen-

Legends

;

dicular mark, which

is

indistinguishable on

on the rev. Compare similar marks on Mahmud's coin, PI.
V, No 458 in B. M. C, vol. II, p. 131.
the obv., but clearly

41,55

W*

Ghiyasu-d-din

Muhammad

Two circular areas
entirely obliterated.

Sam.

;

bm,

both margins

[Supplement,
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GHAZNAWIS

and

GHORIS.— Contd.

W
Men.

Obv.

jjb

ill

^IkJUl

ill

(?)

^

r

u

*J|

5)

^

(illegible)

Mr. Rodgers reads on the obv. doubtfully
^La. or y&i. Plate II, fig. 18.
267,35

Do. Same type, but much heavier,
than No. 6 in J. A. S. B., vol. LII, p. 56
Without mint; but
(PL IV, fig. 6).
date 600 A. H. The rev. margin, as Mr.
Rodgers observes, gives a quotation from
the Quran, Surah IX, 33,

the concluding portion
that within brackets, is
these gold coins.
(17)

which, viz.
of
never given on

* Do. Very similar to No. 117, but
with mint Ghaznah, and same date 600
A. H.
(g)
* Do.
134,73
The same as No. 1 1 7, except in
the matter of weight also without mint.
Its date is 600 A. H.
(/)
181,51
Do. Same type, as No. 117, but of
date 603 A. H., mint oblismaller size

232,80

;

;

terated (Ghaznah

122,76

?).

(t)

Do. Same as No. 120, except in the
date
matter of weight. Mint Ghaznah
;

obliterated (600 ?).
43,86
Do. Type : Turki horseman, exactly
42,78 as published, by Mr. Rodgers, in J. A. S.
B. vol. LII, p. 55 (PL IV, fig. 1.)
(1 0
,

Captain De

Loessoe's Central Asiatic Coins.

Description.

GHAZNAWI'S AND GHORrS
Do.

56,68
45,45

116,13

Gontd.

Doubtful. Inscribed circular areas.
Obv.

Rev.

* Ghiyasu-d-din and Muizzu-d-din
bin Sam. Type the same as in No. 117.

A
ed

silver coin of this type has been publishby Dr. Stiilpnagel in J. A. S. B.,
XLIX, p. 31 (PI. IV, No. III). It

vol.

shows no mint, but bears the date 599 A. H.
(/)

45,72

* Do.
Type, four concentric circles,
exactly as in the silver dirhem, published
by Dr. Stiilpnagel, in J. A. S. B., vol.

XLIX,

No mint
p. 30 (PI. IV, No. II).
but date 599 on the rev. with Muizz' name.

;

(0
45,95
Muizzu-d-din and Taju-d-din Ildaz.
42,52 Published by Mr. Rodg- e rs, in J. A. S. B

,

XLIX, p. 210 (PI. XVIII, No. 17).
See also Ar. Ant. PI. XX, fig. 18.
t)
50,96
X Muizzu-d-din bin Sam. Type, Turvol.

<

ki horseman

No. 6
48,19

;

exactly as in Ohron., p. 15,

(PI. I, fig. 5).

(0

Do. Type, Rtijput
as in Chron., p. 15, No.

horseman
5,

(PI.

;

I,

exactly
fig.

4).

it)

55,06

Type, bull and horseman, exactly as in Chron., p. 15, No. 10, (PI. I,

37,44

* Do.
Type, on both obv. and rev., an
inscribed hexagon formed by two interlacing equilateral triangles, (i!)

X Do.

fig).

(0

Obv.

JkU\

Rev.
o
(?)

—

—

A. F. R. Hoernle
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GHAZNAWI'S AND GHORfS
43,51

Do.

Contd.

Type, circular areas, enclosed in
exactly as published, by Mr.

clotted ring,

Rodgers, in J. A. S. B.,
(PI. V, fig. 6).
(0

vol.

Obv.

132

t

XLIX,

p. 81,

Rev.

Ghiy£su-d-din Mahmiid bin

hammad bin Sam.

Mu-

Type, Rajput horseman,
exactly as in Chron. p. 32, No. 25, and

133

40,59

Journal R. A.
* f t Do.

S., vol. IX, p. 177.
Type, elephant rider to left.
Variety 1, similar to No. 91, but without
lance at charge
with goad (ankus) in
;

right hand.
Rev.

134

38,85

I, fig.

19.

(/)

J^~J\

* Do.
Variety 2, the same as No. 133
in all respects, except slightly different arrangement of rev. inscription, (i)

Rev.

42,06

Plate

ti>tkU|

* Do.
Variety 3, similar to No. 133
but bow-like canopy over rider, and slight-

;

ly different rev. inscription,

Rev.

IkJ

(t)

—

^ ft*

ff

2/1

&
^U, ^s-

&
)

0

|-

.

much worn.

1889.]
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GHAZNAWTS AND GROUTS— Contd.
37,10

* t t Do.
Variety 4, similar to No.
133, but with lance at charge, and somewhat different rev. inscription, (f)
tylW-Jl

Rev.

ji\

111

Jill

51,18

Tdju-d-din Ildaz. Type, Turk! horseman, as published by Mr. Rodgers, in
J. A. S. B., vol. LII. p. 55 (PI. IV, fig.
(t)

2).

51,05

Type Rajput horseman, as in
X Do.
Ar. Ant., PI. XX, fig. 9. (t)
:

NlSABURr
31,24

AMI'RS.

Circular areas with
inscribed margins, as in B. M. 0. of Or.
313
(PI. VI, fig. 313).
Coins, vol. Ill, No.
Mint obliterated, date 57*. (t)
J

Tughan Shah.

Obv. margin
%

26,15

Do.

<*jl*~+a-

:

j

<*Hl

Same type

as No. 139, but
C. of Or. Coins, vol.

otherwise as in B. M.
Mint and date
Ill, No. 314.

lost,

(i)

BENf ZENGI' ATA BEGS OP MOSIL.
*

87,23

Badru-d-din

date 650
in

Num.

;

from B. M. C,
in the

Mint

Lulu.

Mosil,

CLXXX

in every respect like No.
It
Or., p. 170, (PI. X).
vol. Ill,

No. 574 (PI.

omission of the word

second line of the rev.
and in the date, (g)

differs

X)

^> j

only

in the

area inscription,

GREAT SELJUQIS.
48.36

Muhammad.

Lettered surfaces, enThe
closed within double lined circles.
obv. is marked with fath, the rev. with

28
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GREAT SELJTJQrS
'actt,

as in B.

35.

(0

M. C,

Contd.

No. 67,

vol. Ill,

Obv.

p. 34,

Eev.
**\

J/l

Rest

il

illegible.

aJL/|

RU'Mr SELJUQIS.
Ghiyasu-d-dm Kai-Khusru

42,58

sun over lion to right

obv.,

;

Type:

II.

rev. inscrip-

exactly as in B. M. C. of Or. Coins,
vol. Ill,
No. 225.
With a small hole
near the margin for wearing, (g).
tion,

MALIKS OF SIJISTAN.
N. B.
On these Malihs, see Major
Baverty's translation of the Tabaqdt-i-Nasiri,
pp. 183-202.
27,20

Ahmad

t

bin

Muhammad.

scribed and figured in B.
vol.

145

29,01

Ill,

No. 34,

(1

As deC. of Or. Coins,
another broken in

M.

/,

fragments).
* I Khalaf ibn Ahmad.
Type : circular areas with inscribed margins, on both
obv. and rev.
The coin is in indifferent
condition, and the legends difficult to read.
Mr. Rodgers remarks as follows
:

" Obv.

Rev.

:

under

:

<**^l

etc.^«*a> y.\j$*>y)

Margins not quite
Sijistan

18.

+ J

is

w

)

in tughra.

ii^yf] t+x>

legible,

but the mint

quite plain."

T aju-d-dm

Harab, sixth

in

de-

43,66 scent from Khalaf.
Type : obv., quarterfoil within double-lined
circle
one pellet

m

;

each

segment

face within three

;

rev.,

circles,

lettered

sur-

the inner and

Captain Be Lmssoe's Central Asiatic Coins.
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is
t>

3

6 X o

1
MALIKS OF

SIJISTA'N

CWtZ.

outermost lined the central dotted
II, fig. 20.

Obv.

Rev.

al)|

The obv. reads
Muhammad.
147

1

1

59,40

Plate

(/)

:

j^j

Tdju-d-din

Harb

bin

t * Ruknu-d-din
Bahram Shah,
grandson of Taju-d-din. Type, obv. and rev.,
lettered
surfaces within double circles,
inner dotted, outer lined. Plate II, fie
1

21.

S

Obv.

148

.16

Hi

!

(t)

Bev.

1 1 Taju-d-din Nasar bin
52,46
Type, same as No. 146.
59,90 Shah.
Obv.

%P
erf ^r«aj

xLlx.^

Bahram

Rev.

The same

as on
No. 146, but omitting
final

^r*.

Apparently identical with Nasratu-ddin, another grandson of Tdju-d-din.

A. F. R. Hoernle
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.9

I

g

w

-d
"c _>

9

C

is

E

|

c

MALIKS OF SIJISTA'N— Oontd.
149

3

3

51,66
51,22
44,72

* t f Asadu-d-din bin
same as No. 146. (i)

Harab.

06«.

Type,

Rev.

J

j

VJS> ^1

AlJ| Jyvo,

^aJI

.Nbi

150

6

6

39,14

^aJi^UJi
mentioned in Major Raverty's

list.

* 1 1 Undetermined.
Obv., circular
area with marginal inscription rev. lettered surface within lined circle.
(one t)
Plate II, fig. 22.
;

Obv.

Area

Rev.
(illegible.)

.".

:

Margin

:

illegible.

«sUf

151

1

1

*

40,82

Undetermined.

rev.

shows

over

it.

only

iXts/0

*-Ul

«=UJi

5

j^aJ^Wi

Obv. worn blank
and traces of

MONGOL IL-KHANS OF
152

1

1

50,21

*

;

(&)

PERSIA.

Undetermined. Circular areas with

inscribed margins, on both obv. and rev.
The margins are nearly gone, and the areas
are much worn.
Date *77.
The legends
as read by Mr. Rodgers, are as follows
:

Rev.

Obv.

pi**

ill

aJJi

*"iJn

Captain De Loessoe's Central Asiatic Coins.
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Lver.

9.

pi

s X

MONGOL
153

31

1

63,52

1

154

1

1

46,15

155

1

1

42,60

1

41,41

IL-KHA'NS OF PERSIA.

ieiieieu huixviicuii.
j IIP"
faces within double circle, the outer dotted,
lined,
the inner
on both obv. and rev. (t)
4.

jiuigib

-

Obv.

Rev.

J**

j^aOJl

* Hulagli Il-Khan.
Type, as described and figured in B. M. 0., vol. VI, Nos.
But
21, 25, and Num. Or., No. CCLXXI.
at the bottom of the obv. area is the mint

Both margins are entirelycut away.
* Abaga Il-Khan, Obv. has inscription in Mongol characters, giving the name
Abagdin ; rev. has the devise of the Seljuqi coins (lion with kalimah), as on No.

Isfardin e^ly1 -"!.

143.

156

(i)

* Do. Size and type like B. M. C. of Or.
4.8
Imi".
lpcrpTirl Vll
mi
lit
rxO
UUU +Tip
lC££t3JLiU
the obv. square area is as on ibid. No. 51.
(/Oincj vol
WUIIXO,
VUl. ^7"T
V J., IIU.

•
,

1

Rev.

Obv.

Square area

:

&S i-Z-ijii

il\

1

1

62,74

Mongol

31

legend.

1/

^Marginal sections

157

&!\

: ...

^<^.\

Ax«s

* t + Do.
Small size
faces.
Plate II, fig. 23.
read by Mr. Rodgers are

;

lettered

Obv.

sur-

The legends

:

Rev.

as

32
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MONGOL

IL-KHA'NS OF PERSIA.

There are four minute crude letters in
the space between <slt| and iS^sr* which
may possibly be Abagha in Mongol characters.

* t t Do.
63,55
66,84 surrounded by

Small size
obv. legend
arabesques within circle
Plate II, fig. 24.
;

rev. legend within circle.

W
Obv.

J-

63,29

Bee.

A.

xLA^Ij

sly*.

* J

Small size. Similar to No.
Do.
but obv. legend different. Plate II,

157,

25.

fig.

Obv.

Rev.
as on No.
157.

42,52
41,19
41,49
42,43
42,87

* t t Do.

Type, as in B. M. O, vol.
VI, PI. II, No. 41, but instead of stars
there is an arabesque between the first and
second lines of the legend in the square
area.
The segments contain arabesques,

except one, which has the mint
* Do.

41,97

In

all

Mary

respects like No.

except that the mint

is

Isfardin

(

160,
).

(/)
42,61

*

Similar type to No. 160, but
obv. inscriptions different
those in the
marginal segments being in Mongol characOnly the legend Khaghanu (the
ters.
Great Khan's) in the top-segment is legi-

Do.

;

1889.]
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.a

ft

MONGOL
ble

;

the

IL-KHA'NS OF PERSIA-CowicZ.
name which would probably have

been in the bottom segment is entirely
rubbed off._ This is most unfortunate, as it
has been impossible hitherto to determine
the coins of this type with certainty,
(i)
Obv.

Area

Bev.

aU|

:

<$j|

J||

5/

in ornamented

Segment on
49,37

top

hexagram.

Kliaghanu.

:

Ti/pe : obv., circular area
t * t Do.
with inscribed margin rev., scolloped circular area with inscribed margin.
Both
area legends as in No. 162 rev. marginal
legend was in Mongol character, of which
only traces of last word (luk sen) visible.
Obv. margin entirely rubbed away.
(i)
;

;

Obv. area

As

Bev. area

:

in No. 162.

Margin

:

illegible.

Margin
42,56

Obv. area

As

Bev. area

:

in No. 162.

Margin

:

[ it ]

:

w |laJf

JaWl p&s

illegible.

Margin
39,14

luk sen.

:

* Do. Type : circular areas with inObv. marscribed margins on both sides.
gin entirely rubbed away; on the rev.
margin there was the date, (i)

:

U-i

^i,

.

* Do.
Type : circular area with inObv., creed in area, with
scribed margins.
date on margin rev., a bow with 2 dots
titles. Plate II, fig. 26.
the
under
within it,
;

—

M
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Description.

MONGOL IL-KHANS OF
Obv. area

PERSIA-Cowid.
Bev. area

:

:

«*U|

ill

Jl|

Jil*J|

J/

4ll|

Margin

aJ|

|<>jJ>

T^e

i_y-o

similar to No. 165 but
on rev. margin, and no dots in the

* Do.

39,89

:

;

bow.
Obv. area

Bev. area

:

:

alf|
3/1

*J|

jM

Jl

Margin

J jabj
Margin
167

:

i>l*£*

illegible.

:

* Do.

43,60

circle

Tty^e : obv., square area within
rev., similar area with a bow below

;

Mint Marv,

titles.
fig.

date 6**.

Plate

II,

27.

Obv. area
Jfl

il)l

ill

Bev. area

:

*JU|

Jl

:

iSM

Jj^j

Segment at bottom

:

i)l*i«

_j

others illegible.

Arghun.

169

As

described and figured in
39,88
B. M. 0., vol. VI, No. 60. Mint Baghdad,
68*.
Mr.
Rodgers
read the mint Qazan,
date
which he supposes to be in Persia. There
is no star either on the obv. or rev.
(g)
* f X Do.
Similar to No. 168
38,23
but
37,(57 segments on obv. read as follows
;

:

top

:

jyo

1889.]
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Description.

MONGOL IL-KHANS OF PERSIA-CWd.
left

auUL*

bottom
right

:

:

(?)

jyo

i^Ui' j

giving the mint Marw apparently twice,
and the date 68* incomplete.
* Do.
Similar to No. 168, but in obv.
34,98
area, over
a quarter-foil instead of the
Segstar of B. M. 0., vol., VI, No. 60.
ments illegible, except on the left side

38,10

* Do.
Similar to Nos. 168 and 170,
but in obv. area, over 4)1, a pyramid instead of a star.
Segments, above

other two illegible.
hand
s ;
(t)
Date * 8 *
* t t Do.
but
Similar to No. 168
38,39
right hand segment contains a bow; the
right

.

;

(i)
three others are illegible,
* t + Do.
Similar to No. 169, but
38,83
36,84 there is a bow within the rev. area, to the
right of the Mongol legend. The segments
read as in No. 169, but in different order
:

top

:

left:

jyo

right

of

Mint

w jUJj

bottom
:

:

jyo

Marw.

4jU**»,

The right hand segment shows traces
some more letters and it may possibly
;

have contained the unit
fig.

:

Date: 68*.

figure.

Plate

II,

28.

* t t Do.
Same general type as in
40,70
38,55 No. 168, but the Mongol legend on rev.
is enclosed within a double circle, the outer
The obv. area is
dotted, the inner lined.

—

A. F. R. Hoernle
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Description.

-d

.1
MlX{

IJj-KHANfe OF PKKblA-Uontd.
marked by a quarter-foil as in No. 166.
The segments read as follows

M.UJN CxUIj

:

top

jyljli

Rev.

left: J>lc

Jto\jl$>

:

bottom
right
&

in

jlj'j

:

totj

:

»U v
(?)
'

minute

letters

^tween 2nd and
3rd

lines.

Mr. Rodgers remarks on this coin
" This

175

2

2

was struck apparently by Grhazan or
Qazan, the son of Arghun, at the Bazar of
the Camp." Plate II, fig. 29.
* t Do. Same general type as in No.
39,43
39,37 168, but the square area in obv. is formed
by dots, instead of lines. The obv. area is
marked by an arabesque. The obv. segments read as follows. Mint Nisdbur, date
*S4.
Obv.

top

:

left

:

Rev.
ju,l

bottom
right

:

:

minute letters
between 2nd and

in

i^iUj

illegible

3rd
17€

]

Q/,O0

* Do.

lines.

Same

general type as in No.
168, but the Mongol legend on rev. is enclosed in three circles, the exterior ones
11UCU unc miuLUt UllU lIOT'LCd.
1
read as on No. 174, but in
order.
Mint Bazar Urdu, (i)
)

top

:

jijl jijb

left [^Ij]

11C KOL;

Bev

U

illegible,

rigir}^ 1

1

1

1

(Ml

I

K

a different

_

except

lstline

-

1889.]
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42,19

MONGOL IL-KHA'NS OF PERSIA-CowftZ.
* Do. A similar type to No. 168, but
on obv. double-lined square area within a
lined circle, with arabesques in the segments on the rev. the Mongol legend in a
double-lined quarter-foil area enclosed within a double circle, the outer dotted, the
inner lined. Mint Juridn. Plate II, fie-.
;

30.

(/)
Obv.

Area

«D|

:

Bev.
it]

J/t

*W|

Area

21

:

Legend

Jy»y

Arabesques.
60,27

* Do.

A new type.

Obv., circular lined

with inscribed margin within dotted
circle
rev., circular dotted area, with inscribed margin within lined circle. Plate

area,

;

II, fig. 31.

(t)

Obv.

Area

«JU|

:

jjpejl

J!|

Bev.
t)\

H

Area

J3cU\ Su
*

Margin:

59,33

i

:

^jiS

fdn Argh4n (in Mongol).
(JSu>

m

Margin: yiy tiW...
Uj wxj taUJi

illegible.

* f Do. Type similar to No. 163 but
on rev. a plain circular area, with marginal
legend in Mongol characters of which only
Obv. margin worn off;
luksen legible.
and the illegible scrawls in the last line
of obv. area may have given the mint, as
in No. 177.
(i)
:

;

3S
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MONGOL

IL-KHA'NS OF PERSIA-CtrofcZ.
Rev.

Obv.

Area

:

*U|

^rea

5/1

3)1

:

illegible scrawls

Margin
37,40

illegible.

:

lii^-

Margin

J^l*
luksen.

:

* Do. Type, obv., square area, the segments apparently only filled with dots
rev., small circular area formed by three
circles, one dotted between two lined ones
mint AstardbM,
with inscribed margin
date [68]5. Plate II, fig. 32. (/)
;

;

;

Rev.

Obv.

Area

ill

:

all

^

*K|

21

Margin

:

jj^> i^t^L*!

...

A V^a

Mr. Rodgers read the date eJ^, and
observes

:

" I believe this

is

the

on which appears the formula
181

42,66

first

coin

t^."

* Do. Type: same as in No. 156. Obv.
same as in No. 152
segments,
which probably contained the mint and
date, illegible.
Rev., Mongol legend with

legends

Arghunu.
20,26

*D|

;

it)

A

* Do.
beauti ful coin with a complicated design.
Obv., small double-lined

square area, within an ornamental margin
the segments between square and marginal
circle filled with arabesques.
Rev., small
double-scolloped circular area, within a
filled
with
dots.
margin
Plate II, fig. 33.
;

(/)

1889.]
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MONGOL 1L-KH4NS OF PERSIA-CWd.
Obv.

Area

ill

:

Rev.
a)

I

.4rea

1)

Kliaganu

;

Arbad

Arghunu
Margin: §§§§§§

Mara
183

42,67
to

* Do.
B.

Tj/jw

M

O,

:

similar to No. 156,

vol.

VI,

PI.

II,

and

No. 48.

The

obv. legend as on the latter, and as on
No. 182. Both sides are almost illegible
the left hand segment on the obv. is read
;

by Mr. Rodgers^l-j^., mint
184

18,89

? "

(i)

* Do.

Type : same as in No. 168, with
marked by star, bnt the whole of
margin, and partially sides of areas clipped
Mint Bhirw&n
away, to reduce size.
obv.

in minute
)
(
tf£ ) or Sabzwdr ( _>tj
Persian letters between the 2nd and 3rd
lines of rev.

185

* Do.

19,36

spects, as in
to

reduce

Mongol inscription,
Type and legends,

No. 174, but exceedingly clipped
No. 184. Of the obv.

size, as in

segments only remain, top

[J]^U

j

(g)

in all re-

of the

ti>l'-',

and

left

mint on rev. only

(<7>

* Do.
Type : similar to No. 177, obv.,
42,24
41,20 square area, within double circle, the inner
segment partly
42,55 dotted, the outer lined
inscribed, partly filled with arabesques.
Rev., scollopped area, within ornamental
(i)
border. Mint Isfardin.
;

A. F. R. Hoernle
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MONGOL

PERSIA-CW.

IL-KHA'NS OF

Bev.

Obv.

w

aJJl

SI *)|

Khaghanu

S

Arbad
Arghunu
Deledkeksen

Manghu

top

:

l

eft

\

bottom

cut

away

)

right: arabesque.

The fourth

to read as in
No. 85. The

42,93

187

Mongol legend seems
B. M. C, vol. VI, PI. II,
word in the fifth line is new,

line of the

either mangliu or maglnnu.
* DO. Type : similar to No. 168, hut
obv. legend as in No. 186, and the whole
exceedingly clipped, to reduce size. Mint
Msdbur. Obv. segments as follows

Top
right

:

;

left

and bottom cut away

BUKHARA HOUSE OF
78,07

As
VII, PL

Shah Rukh.
Or. Coins, vol.
828, but no mint.

79,06

189

;

cs»

in
II,

TI'MU'R.

B.

M.

No.

61.

0.

of

Date

(/)
Do. Same type as No. 188, except
that the comers of the obv. square form

small ringlets.

Mint Sabzawar (jljj*")

between 3rd and 4th lines of rev. legend.
No date, unless worn away below last line.
190

L

...

1.

74,41

Do.

Same type

as No. 188, hut a ro-

sette inserted in rev.

between

q

andji^;.

Mint Saltdntyah (iujlkU), date * 47. The
struck
obv. is nearly effaced by being double

Captain Be
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Metal.
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Description.
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1

c
mber
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51

a

c

BUKHARA HOUSE OF TTMUR
In B. M.

Contd.

VII, No.
59, the date occupies the place of the ro-

with

itf *?,

sette.

19J

1

1

77,98

0.,

vol.

(0

Do. Obv., square area divided into
three compartments, with one Hue of creed
in each inscribed segments, entirely gone.
Rev., circular area with illegible mint and
inscribed mai'gin, nearly gone.
date 848
Rev. area is counterstruck with Abu
;

;

Sa'id's

name.

Sl*J|

Counter.

Rev.

Obv.

Area

Area

J)

:

(?)

tU\

Margin: illegible.
Segments: illegible.
Mr. Rodgers reads the date 848. This
doubtful, however it may be 868.

is

192

1

]

;

Doubtful.

Do.

70,70

898

Khan

(

aia

Counterstruck

^

;

original

with

legends

illegible.

193

1

1

76,66

san

Husain Baikara, Governor of KhoraCompare B. M. C, vol. VII, No.
(?).
Counterstruck in lozenge, on obv.

123, 126.

&i

,>b|yLw!

er lozenge

(Astardbdd)

»\jA> iyi

of original coin

*

;

on rev. in small-

(Sirdt).

Ascription

unknown.

LINE OF SHAIBAN.
194

1

1

69,54

Abdullah H. Too illegible to be dearea has
termined with certainty. Obv.
seems to read as
the creed the rev. area
150.
No.
VII,
vol.
C,
in B. M.
;

—

.
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:

Q!3

LINE OP SHAIBA'N
u alii

Mr. Rodgers ascribes
(as ibid. No. 145).
40,47

Undetermined.

obv., in scolloped

mint Balkh.

area,

Undetermined.

48,58

Iskandar Shah

it to

On

Contd.

(i)

Two

circular

(0
Obv.

fk*

J/...

MANG-fT DYNASTY.
Muzaffaru-d-din.
A modern tilla
similar m type to B. M. C, vol. VII, PI
No. 179. Mint Bukhara, date 1297. Legends as ibid., No. 179.
(g)
48,25
Do. Haidari type, as in B. M. C. vol.
VII PI. V, No. 212. Mint Bukhdrd, date
70,50

.+

:

V

1278.

(*)

Do.

48,20

date

A

1283

variety of No. 198

on

j

but with

Mint Bukhdrd.

reverse.

(0
Obv.

200

1

83,66

Undetermined.

Rev.

Broad

thin

piece,

about If inches in diameter bilingual, Persian and Chinese. Obv., small circular area
with ; lsr; <sC« (money of Bukhara) broad
;

!

;

—
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Description.

fe
iber

Son

a
9

Silvi

=.
p.

z

Weight

Mixc

MANGI'T DYNASTY

Contd.

ornamental margin, apparently with traces
of Persian inscription.

Rev.,

small octa-

gonal area with Chinese legend
broad
ornamental margin, apparently with Arabic
;

inscription.

SAFAWr DYNASTY OP PERSIA.
201

1

1

202

1

1

203

1

1

76,96

204

1

1

74,15

205

1

]

82 16

Ismail I. As described and figured
by Mr. Oliver in J. A. S. B., vol. LVI,
PI. I, No. IV.
Mint N'unroz, date 929.
About one-third is broken off.
79,48
Husain
bin Sulaiman.
As in J.
X
A. S. B., vol. LVII, PI. 11, No. XXIV.
Mint Isfahan, date 1130. With a brass

40,01

loop for suspension,
(y)
Do. The same, but mint Tabriz, date
1131.
With a brass loop for suspen(g)
sion.

A

variety of No. 202
Do.
the obv.
only, but not the rev., has a marginal circle
of pellets. Mint Isfahan, date 1120. With
j

a brass loop for susjJension.
(gr)
Another variety of No. 202 as
J Do.
in J. A. S. B., vol. LVI, PI. II, No. XXI.
The obv. margin is inscribed, the rev. margin is studded with pellets the areas are
;

;

formed by dotted
date 1131.
1

1

Mint Qazwin,

brass loop for suspen-

also pierced near margin,
(g)
Do. Another variety of No. 202 as
80,10
in J. A. S. B. vol. LVI, PI. II, No. XXII.
The obv. margin inscribed, the reverse

sion

206

circles.

With a

;

;

ornamented with
date 1132.

With

floral design.

Mint

Tijlis,

brass loop for suspension.

(9)

207

1

1

76,90

* Mahmud.
Type the Bame as No.
204 obv., circular area with margin studrev., lettered surface
ded with pellets
without margin. No mint or date. With a
;

;

brass loop for suspension.

Plate

II, fig. 34.

—
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DYNASTY OF PERSIA-CWd.

SAFAWI'

Obv.

>

——
*

Rev.
=•*

^-y0 !

,

*J|

.

....U-«

^s*

5

t>^[»y...

M

(only partially legible.)

208

75,29
like

Ashraf. Type the same as No. 204
No. 200, p. 67, in B. M. C, of Shahs of

Persia.
Mint Isfahan, date 1137. With
brass loop for suspension,
(g)
II.
Type similar to No.
Tahmasp
t
85,05
202, but the areas are formed by dotted circles, as in Num. Or., No. DLXXI, Mint
Isfahan, date 1147.
With a brass loop for
suspension, (g)
variety of No. 209, obv. marDo.
76,37
gin inscribed, as in J. A. S. B., vol. LVI.

A

PI.

Ill,

No.

XXIX.

See also No. 150,

56 of B. M. C, of Shahs of Persia.
Mint Tabriz, date 1134. With a brass loop
and perforation for suspension, (g)
Do. The same as No. 210, but mint
82,44
Mashhad Muqaddas, date 1137. The marp.

211

gins are entirely cut away, with the exception of one trace at the side with ij on the
}
obv. With a brass loop for suspension,
(i)
78,48
Nadir. As described and figured by
77,94 Mr. Oliver, in J. A. S. B., vol. LVI PI III

XXXV,

No.

and B. M. C. of Shahs of
Persia, No. 1, p. 72.
Mint Mashhad, date
1150.
In one specimen the date is nearly
rubbed

sion.

213

61,24

out.

With

brass loop for suspen-

(/)

Do.

As

DLXXXV,

figured in Num. Or.,
and described on p. 472.

No.

The

margins are nearly rubbed away, hence mint
and date almost illegible, but probably
Mashhad 1150.
See also J. A. S. B., vol.
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j

a

w

X 8

£

'i 1

SAFAWI' DYNASTY OF PERSIA-Gonfd.
liVl, .rl. IV, JNo. XXXVII.
With, brass
loop for suspension.

214

i

1

.

Karim Khan

74,51

serves: "no
distich as on
C.

Shahs

of

of

Persia,

Rev.

lxxxvii.

Kashan

Introduction,

i^^^*^^

W ith

no date.

j

suspension.

Mr. Rodgers ob-

(?).

name on the coin; obv., the
Karim Khan's coins in B. M.

brass

p.

Mint

*->yo.

loop for

(7)

Undetermined.

215

i

]

40,51

Obv., quarter-foil area
with Slii'ah creed, and inscribed margin,
nearly illegible. Kev., two scolloped areas,
one within the other, and dotted margin.
Legend in inner area illegible ; outer

216

i

1

22,34

Mint
Rodgers reads as follows

(0

Undetermined.

Isfahan.

Mr.

Rev. in lozenge

t^'-i*".

:

" Obv.

tl

)W**;

l

gU
217

13,56

i

Margin

(p)

lost."

Medal

or Token of brass. Obv., the
Persian rayed and faced sun in middle of
Rev.,
wreath of oak-leaves and acorns.
crescent and stars in middle of ditto.

AFGHANISTAN.
218

i

1

Mahmud

163,61
in

Num.

XIII,
1230.
tirely

12,

fig.

Hid

p.

Legends on

worn

A

rupee as figured
Series for 1888, PI.
Mint Hirat, date
both sides almost en-

Durrani.

Chron.,

352.

off.

Rev.

Obv.

irr^Uu,

g|/>

—

4G
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AFGHANISTAN— Gontd.
41,44

A

Do.
date 1241.

quater

Most

Rupee. Mint gone
legend gone.

of the

Obv.

Rev.

I

141,65

it

6

1

'Abdu-r-Rahman. A rupee. Mint Ka1298.
Very imperfectly struck,

bul, date

showing portion only of legends
much hacked about.
Obv.

143,10

;

edges

Bev.

Do. A rupee. Another Variety. Mint
and date cut away. In the same condition
as No. 220.
Obv.

Bev.

3

Undetermined.
All Rupees.
142,17
Mint
141,52 Kabul dates, only visible on three, ** 97,
***
****
4.
In the same general condi4,
141,21
138,41 tion, as Nos. 220 and 221.
137,75
Obv.
Bev.
;

1*>I|
l

*>

k

*ikJUj|

[12]97

—

1889.]
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Description.

AFGH ANISTA'N Contd.
A rupee, with

Undetermined.

143,18

an

incomplete and unread Persian distich on
the obv.
and with mint Daru-s-Saltanat
Kabul and date 1250 on rey.
46,72
Undetermined. Obv., square area with
arabesque in segments
rev., round area
with ornamental margin. No mint, date
** 75.
;

;

Obv.

Area

43,60

Rev.

:

Obv, lozenge area
Undetermined.
within ornamental margin rev., floral geometric figure.
;

Obv. sy-o

38,57

Undetermined. A variety of No. 224.
Mint Hirat on obv., and date 887 or 878 on
rev.

Rev.

Obv.

A A

81

47,16

Undetermined. A variety of No. 224,
but obv. scollopped area, rev. square area.
Mint Hirat, no

date.

Rev.

Obv.

J

(ill

e.,

36,68

Undetermined. Mint Hirat; date** 55.
Obv., lotus shaped design

;

the centre has

—

—
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I

[Supplement,

Catalogue of

i

of

.9

Description.

-4-3

)er

i=-

a
Seria'

Gold.

Mixec

Silve]

AFGHANISTAN
!SljA ;

1

Undetermined.

77,26

1

•

round area

illegible. Rev., in

229

Contd.

on two of the pedals

Another

much

No. 225, but of

the rest
^j*

:

variety

larger

1

Obv.

230

1

1

1

/

Undetermined.

46,82

1

Another variety of

No. 225; mint Hirat
Obv.

(?),

1

34,24

1

date gone.

cjj~°

^
231

of

Mint

size.

'1
J ± n r\
Hirat, date
919.

TT'

(?)

Another variety

Undetermined.

Obv....^; Rev.

No. 225.

of

illegible.

RAJPUTS OF INDIA.
232

1

1

Prithvi Raja. As in Ar. Ant.,Pl. XIX,

52,02
fig.

pi.

18

;

Ind. Ant., vol.

XXVI,

No. 38.

fig.

30;

I, pi.

also

XXV,

fig.

Chron., p.

21,
64,

(t)

233

4

4

Ohahada Deva. With legend Saman53,23
51,97 tadeva; as in Ar. Ant., PI. XIX, fig. 16;
(t)
also Chron., No. 39, p. 70.

234

2

2

Do. With legend Samasarola ; as in
51,45
50,74 Chron., No. 40, p. 70, pi. I, fig. 15, also Ar.
Ant., PI. XIX, fig. 31, 34, 37 Ind. Ant.,
;

PI.

XXVI,

fig.

31.

(t)

.
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Metal.
Description.

RAJPUTS OF INDIA. — {contol)
Madana

50,16

XIX, fig.

49

07!

47,

10! PI.
fig.

236|

1

50,03|

13

;

Pala.

19, 23, Ind.

XXVI,

fig.

As in Ar. Ant., PI.
Ant., PI. XXV, fig. 16,

27, J.

R. A.

also Chron., p. 62,
11,

(t)

As in J. R. A. S.,
12; also Chron., p. 62,

MUGHALS OP
175.25

34.

Sallakshana Deva.
vol. IX, fig.
No. 33. (0

237

IX,

vol.

S.,

No.

INDIA.

Farrokh Siyar. A rupee. As in
Num. Or., No. DCCCCXII, but mint DaruI-Saltanat Lahor, date 1126, regnal

2.

(/)

SOUTH INDIAN.
47,62

238

Qutbu-d-din Firuz. Doubtful, but see
Madras Journal of Literature and Science,
for 1888-89,

fig. 4, p. 56.
Lettered surfaces
enclosed within double circle, the inner
lined, the outer dotted,
(i)

Rev.

Obv.

UiJl ^Jai

)

kU
?

(?)

UNDETERMINED.
104,80

Unknown.

Circular areas with inscribed margins.
Each area contains the
exceedingly crude figure of an animal,

which cannot be identified. The marginal
legends are almost entirely worn off and
quite illegible,

240

36.

39,09
23.29
13,66
12,09
11,59
7,70

(i)

Unknown. Mere

7,52 Kufic inscriptions.

o

copper-drops of varying

and weights. Mr. Rodgers observes
" No king's name on them.
Some are very
small, weighing only 4 grains of copper.
They were all made of drops of copper which
were stamped on both sides by dies bearing
sizes

:

The edges are

still

con-

—
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Metal.

Coins.

[Supp.

grains.

1
of

in

num

Number

Copper.

Serial

Description.

Weight
Mixed.

Silver.

Gold.

UNDETERMINED.

Contd.

Some weigh over 50 grains. They
agree in not being prepared for the die
by cutting or hammering. No definite description has yet been deciphered.
Some of
vex.
all

-

them have
have

a

('adl)

geometric

on one side

device.

There

;

some

not
on any coin to enable
assign them to any king." The
weights on the margin are those of seven
of the best selected specimens.
is

sufficient inscription

me

Of the following Numbers there are a number

N. B.
specimens,

to

all

Museum and

inferior to those

noticed in the Catalogue.

Nos. 51

.

much

being

—

54,

224 specimens.

Nos. 60—70,

48

do.

No.

11

do.

Nos. 76—83, 107

do.

Nos. 84—86,

47

do.

148
210

do.

75,

No. 146
No. 240

,

,

do.

'

of

spare

selected for the Indian

1S89.]'

Captain Be

5]

Lcessoe's Central Asiatic Coins.

Postscript.

The foregoing pages had already passed through the

press,

when

Tiesenhausen of Petersburg a copy of his
paper on the Oriental Coins of Mr. Linevitch, published in the Transactions of the Oriental Section of the Russian Archaeological Society,
I received

from Professor

W.

Among the coins described in this paper, I find
Vol. IV, pp. 289—320.
several which appear to be identical with some in the Museum CollecThus Prof. Tiesenhausen's No. 6 shown in his PI. I, figs. 2, 3 is the
tion.
same as Ind. Mus. Cat. No. 77. The mint is read by the Professor as
His No. 7 seems to be the same as Ind. Mus. Cat. No. 51, but
accompanying No. 7, the horse is shown without a
His No. 8 (with a woodcut) is the same or nearly the same as
saddle.
Others are No. 1 = Ind. Mus. Cat. No. 149
Ind. Mus. Cat. No. 101.
No. 29,
No. 3 = Ind. Mus. Cat. No. 95 or No. 105. Prof. Tiesenhausen's
Ind.
which is dated 798 A. H. in Timur's reign, very much resembles
attriMus. Cat. No. 230 and the latter, therefore, is probably to be

JS^.
in

the woodcut,

:

;

;

in all probability, Ind. Mus. Cat. Nos. 224,
have much resemblance with No. 230. In
in Timur's reign.
fact, the date of No. 226 is probably to be read 788
H., may
No. 229 of the Ind. Mus. Cat., to judge from its date 919 A.
of Persia
dynasty
be a coin of Isma'il I, the first king of the Safawi

buted to Timur.
225, 226,

which

So

are,

in design

(905-932 A. H.).

Journal, As. Soc, Beng., Supp. to Vol.

LIX,

Central Asiatic Coins in the

Pt.

I,

for 1889.

[Piate

Indian Museum.
COLLOTYPE— HEISERLET

BROS.

I.

Central Asiatic Coin* in the Indian Museum.
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